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RMC Type jl discaps should be specified for
applications requiring a capacitor that exhibits
a minimum of capacity change over an extended
temperature range. As temperature varies from
-60° to 4-110°C, Type jl discaps show a
capacity change of only ±7.5% of capacity at
25°C. With a standard working voltage of
1000 V.D.C., Type jl discaps are the ideal cost
saving replacement for paper or general
purpose mica capacitors.

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER FACTOR 1.57. Max. @ 1 KC
(initial)
POWER FACTOR 2.57. Max. @ 1 KC
(after humidity)
WORKING VOLTAGE 1000 V.D.C.

TEST VOLTAGE (FLASH) 2000 V.D.C.

LEADS No 22 tinned copper (.026 dia.)

-60

INSULATION Durez phenolic — vacuum
waxed

INITIAL LEAKAGE RESISTANCE Guaran
teed higher than 7500 megohms
AFTER HUMIDITY LEAKAGE RESISTANCE
Guaranteed higher than 1000 meg
ohms
CAPACITY TOLERANCE
at 25 C
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Electronic Military Procurement—1960
HE Electronic Industries Asso
an element of “stability” into na
tional security.
ciation is to be congratulated
for its sponsorship of the first De The rapid advances in the elec
tronic arts will tend to limit the
fense Market Planning Seminar.
actual purchase of electronic hard
This event, attended by more than
ware. In today’s technology the
400 representatives of government
actual hardware can be obsolete be
agencies and electronic firms, was
fore production is finished. Thus
held concurrently with the Associa
we can expect more R&D efforts in
tion’s annual spring conference n
the future. The National Science
Washington in mid-March. It was
Foundation reports that total funds
an all-day and exening affair, where
for all R&D are now about $12 bil
representatives from the various
lion, up some $7 billion from 1953.
military branches presented their
In 1957 electronic R&D totaled
views during the morning session
about 1/5. By 1970 this should be
and selected industry representa
tives responded during the after
come about 1/3.
We must also all recognize that
noon. Witnessing an open airing of
today’s threat to national security
military procurement problems and
is not only military but political
military defense problems between
and economic as well. Changes in
the tw’o groups most responsible
was very heartening.
either of these areas can effect
military defense planning and pro
Press time and available space
will not permit us to present a com
curement. Inflation is a major
problem. For example in the last
prehensive report of all views pre;ented. In our next issue w’e will
two years the average yield on
government bonds has gone from
carry an editorial feature sum
3.1% to 4.3% and interest on na
marizing the important points in
all of the papers. At this writing
tional debt has gone from $7 bil
our aim is to provide “awareness”
lion to $9.4 billion for 1960. Rising
information for our readers.
prices for new’ hardware, higher
The military services recognize
operational and maintenance costs,
the impact that their procurement
and a balance of payments deficit
practices have on the Electronic in
($3.4 billion for calendar 1958)
dustries. They estimate that in to
tend to dilute the government’s pur
day’s total electronic market of
chasing power.
Points from industry’s side of
some $10.13 billion, 58(4% is in
military business, 17% industrial,
the picture include: Recognition
15.7% consumer and 9(4% in re
that the present military markets
placement parts. In 1950, 4% of
are fluctuating markets. Early sta
all defense expenditures was for
bilization is highly desirable be
electronic equipment while last
cause engineering talent, R&D fa
year this total rose to 14%. In the
cilities, and highly technical pro
next ten years a further increase
duction facilities are not as flexible
to 20% can be expected.
or as available as they may be in
It is also generally recognized
other industry segments.
that the government’s present
The shift to missiles has re
method of allocating funds on a
sulted in some serious industry dis
fiscal year basis causes a great
locations. Airframe manufacture,
many procurement problems. Con
which heretofore was prime, has
gress should avoid peaks and val
become secondary to electronic and
propulsion considerations. Many of
leys and a piecemeal approach in
autnorizations and appropriations
the well known airframe producers
have had to diversify and this in
for defense spending to introduce
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F.
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Editor

turn affects the electronic indus
tries as well as many others.
Present procurement situations
also tend to favor larger organiza
tions with more diverse technical
talents. This is reflected in the
great amount of merger and acqui
sition activity that we have noted
throughout the industry in recent
years.
With R&D becoming the more
active area of military interest, the
profit structure on such contracts
should be modified to be more in
keeping with that on production
type contracts.
Industry also would like to over
come the solidly entrenched govern
ment idea that military services
are never “sold” anything, rather
—they “buy” systems that they
know they want. Industry also de
sires to propose new systems and
new R&D studies to government
because with their talent and fa
cilities they believe that they are
in a better position to do this.
We drew two conclusions from
this seminar. Each of them re
quires some extensive overhaul in
existing government practices.
First, in this critical electronic
area, effort should be made to at
tract a hard career-minded core of
top flight engineers into govern
ment service. They should not be
ham-strung with endless civil ser
vice regulations but should be per
mitted to operate in an industry
like atmosphere and they should be
paid at industry scales. Such a
group functioning as a “continu
ing” liaison with industry would
inject high stability and perform
ance factors. Secondly, the scien
tific areas of military security
should be greatly modified. Perhaps
a facility could be created which
would let the military keep classi
fied what must be classified, but
which would release information in
the purely scientific areas. Our
military electronic editorial staff
study starts on page 101 of this
issue.
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Highlights
of this issue
Medical Measuring in Space

page 83

Before man orbits, his physiological behavior in space must be known.
Since their reactions approach human, primates hove been tested.
One problem was measuring their breathing rate during ballistic
flight. This article presents a successful solution—using thermistors.

RC Filter Networks in Missile Control

page 73

Superpower Microwaves

\ ei°c<rr/ >

When a gimbaled rocket engine is deflected to control the flight
path, the motion of the engine causes local deflections in the rocket
structure. The automatic pilot gyros "see" these unwanted structural
deflections as well as changes in the rocket attitude. An RC filter
in the control system is a practical corrective measure. Several illus
trations from the Vanguard rocket booster are described here.

। Satellite Communications Systems

page 92

A review of proposed space communications is given followed by an
analysis of the interference aspects of each part of the system. The
influence of man-made and celestial radiators on system performance
is shown, and a prediction is made of the improvements to be expected
by appropriate design of each item of the communications link.

Detecting Interference to Missiles

page

Unfortunately RFI detection equipment has not kept pace with the
latest missiles equipment. The missile equipment has been more sensi
tive than the detection equipment. A new system has been designed
which should overcome this problem. This system boasts flexibility
and sensitivity, and provides for recording and storing information.

How Coriolis Works

How Coriolis Works

page 70

Is that missile really veering: How can the earth's rotation affect our
vision: Should we believe "only half of what we see"? This article
assists in getting an intuitive grasp on the Coriolis Effects.

Applying Microwaves to Space Problems

page 78

Many problems associated with the use of powerful microwaves in
space are described. Solutions and approximate costs are discussed.
A helicopter space platform powered by microwave signals is proposed.

page 229

RFI m Satellite Systems

The development of ballistic and space vehicles present many chal
lenges to the engineering team. The electronic engineer is and will
continue to be an integral part of that team. He is needed in systems
engineering, equipment and circuit engineering, and in component
engineering. Each presents special problems and each has special
opportunities for tho growth of the professional electronic engineer
today.

Bio Medical Measuring in Space

Engineering for Space—Opportunity and Challenge

The Challenge of Space . . .
What We Have and What We Need?

page 101

In ihe "change of thinking" necessary for successfully meeting the
problems of space travel, research and development must assume a
new role as a commodity on its own. Pieces of hardware will be
exceedingly complex and costly and the result of thousands of hours
of engineering time. Reliability factors will achieve new orders of
magnitude through sophisticated applications of redundancy.

RADARSCOPE
DATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY is taking a new
and highly sophisticated turn. The most pressing
demand is being visualized as the coordination of
integrated, significant facts immediately at a busi
ness manager or military commander’s disposal. The
continuous flow of multitudinous facts and data must
be sorted out into the significant information for
decision-making. The decision-making aspect is the

DURING 1959 the Federal Aviation Agency com
missioned a new navigational aid or air traffic man
agement facility at a rate of one a day, fur a total
of 365 during the year. These included 72 approach
like systems, 11 new air port traffic control towers,
18 long range radars, 9 precision approach radars
and 2 airport surveillance radars.

RESEARCH COMPUTER PROGRAMMED
Atlantic Research Corp, initiates the first program on its new
computer built by Burroughs Computer cost about $750,000.
The first program is a flight trajectory calculation for one of ARC'S
sounding rockets. Computer is at Alexandria, Va.

CHECKING OUT AIRLINERS EQUIPMENT in the
course of short layovers is becoming increasingly
important in the field of instrumentation. As speeds
of the airliners are increased, and traveling times
compressed, the ground checkout time becomes ex
tremely expensive. Look for a strong push in this
direction, with equipment that will completely
check out an airliner’s instrumentation in much re
duced time.
EMPLOYMENT. The aircraft and parts industries
showed a decline of about 50,000 workers during
1959.

SIMPLIFIED COMPUTER LANGUAGE has been
developed by Socony Mobil Oil Co. which greatly
cuts training period necessary for engineers to work
directly with computers. Called PROLAN (proc
essed language) it is like basic English or Esperanto.
However, it uses the specialized vocabulary of re
finery engineers. With PROLAN the engineer can
describe to a computer in his own engineering
language a new processing setup for a new’ refinery.
The new language enables the engineer to work with
the computer after only a few’ days training.

SILICON P-N LAYERS are made directly from the
vapor-phase growth of single crystal production in
a new method developed by scientists of Merck Re
search Laboratories, Advanced Electronic Materials
Section. In this new procedure alternate P-N single
crystal layers are deposited from the vapor-phase.
Close control can be exercised over resistivity, thick
ness and other parameters of junctions. The new
technique may find use in the field of solid circuits
or “molecular electronics.”

TRANSISTOR MANUFACTURING
Over 1,800 transistors/hr arc produced by the new automated trans
istor assembly system developed by IBM. The system, first automatic
method for making NPN alloy function transistors, has now suc
cessfully completed 1 month of operation

Analyzing current developments and trends throughout the electronic
industries that will shape tomorrow's research, manufacturing and operation

MINIMUM WAGE RATES for the Electronic Com
ponent Parts Industry will be discussed by the U. S.
Dept, of Labor on March 29th. Under the WalshHealey public contracts act, Secretary of Labor is
authorized to issue industry minimum wage de
terminations, on the basis of the minimum wages
he finds to be prevailing. The act applies to em
ployees working in Government supply contracts in
excess of $10,000.

IMPROVED RADAR performance, equivalent to a
50% increase in range or 125% increase in area
covered, is claimed by Zenith Radio Corp, as a re
sult of their new electron-beam parametric ampli
fier tube and a special method called synchronous
pumping. The new equipment was tested on an
L-Band radar at Rome ADC. Among the important
potential applications: the new long range radar
system being installed at Air Traffic Control Centers
by the FAA and surveillance radars to control traf
fic around busy airports.

ATTEMPTS WILL BB: MADE to clarify the patent
rights on inventions made by private firms under
Government contracts. A new bill being offered in
Washington calls for a review of the entire prob
lem, with an eye to laying down ground rules for
future agreements between the contractor and Gov
ernment. The Dept, of Justice is concerned with
concentration of economic power in the large firms
conducting the bulk of the Government’s R&D busi
ness.
TV LICENSEES hoarding permits for unbuilt UHF
TV stations are being handed “build or else” orders
by the Federal Communications Commission. Some
of the permits date back to 1952 and 1953. With the
present disenchantment over the higher frequencies
it is unlikely that many will want to build, but the
permits do have an attractive side. If TV decides
to shift to UHF, the permits will become very
valuable.

THE STEREO QUESTION is left hanging in air,
after the disbandment of the National Stereophonic
Radio Committee. In the final report to the Federal
Communications Commission, President D. R. Hall
of the Electronic Industries Assoc, pointed out that
the reports come to no conclusions, nor do they offer
any recommendation. In one of the reports on sys
tems specifications, the Chairman points out that it
“represents nothing more than a firm foundation for
the choice of a system for a stereophonic broadcast
on FM.” EIA had requested, but the FCC declined,
to set up a Government sponsored committee to
conclude the work of NSRC, and to provide legal
clearance for the participation of two major com
panies which had declined to join NSRC.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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LOW-COST TV STATION has been designed by the
BJlectron Corp., subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics
Inc., complete with an advisory service to help buyers
obtain construction permits. Key to the low cost
construction, says the company, is the simplicity of
the camera circuits, exclusive with the firm. Equip
ment packages are available costing as low as $30,
000. With the package the company also makes
available a programming service which includes
films for operating at least 4 hours a day, 30 days
a month. Chief sales prospects for the package are
small radio station operators and educational in
stitutions.

NEW INFRA-RED SYSTEM, called the Photherm
ionic Image Converter, and developed by Westing
house Research Laboratories changes the IR radia
tion emitted by an object into a visual picture on a
TV screen. The speed with which it responds to
infra-red is roughly equal to that of the human eye
to visible light. The system uses IR radiation of
relatively long wave lengths, and this radiation is
emitted by comparatively cool objects such as the
human body. The key component of the new system
is a unique IR detector, or retina, a 3-layer sand
wich only a few millionth of an inch thick with a
center layer of aluminum oxide only 1 x 10" in.
thick.

BMEWS SCANNER
High Speed Scanning switch for the Air Force’s BMEWS Surveillance
radar subsystem is shown being installed The 16-ft high, 21-ft.
diameter unit houses a unique high speed rotary switch which dis
tributes the power generated by the transmitters to the feedhorns
CE's Heavy Military Electronics Dept is the developer under a sub
contract with RCA. See story on page 78.

r
SUPER HIGH SPEED T
f f f f I I f f I .SWITCHING TRANSISTORS
.
.A. TYPE2N501 A
Typical

Maximum

Units

Rite Time (tr)

9

18

m/xsec

Also available as special type 2N5O1A for

Stör« je Time (t,)

9

12

mpsec

100° C. maximum storage and

Fall Time (tf 1

7

10

m/isec

junction temperatures.

In circuit with current (pin of 10 and voltage turnoff

This table tells the story. Sprague Type 2N5O1 germanium micro-alloy diffused-base
transistors are the fastest mass-produced transistors available anywhere! They are
unexcelled for high-speed computer applications. The ultra-low rise, storage, and
fall time cannot be matched by any other transistor.
Ultra-precise process control in manufacture results in superb and consistent high
quality. The basic electrochemical process of fabrication takes the guesswork out of
transistor manufacturing. The result is outstanding uniformity of product.
Because of the electrochemical process, Sprague is able to fabricate a graded-base
transistor with no intrinsic base region. The Type 2N5O1 can thus maintain its super
high-speed switching characteristics right down to its saturation voltage, providing all
the advantages of direct-coupled circuitry with no impairment of switching speeds.
Type 2N5O1 Transistors arc available from Sprague now at extremely reasonable
prices. They are transistors you can use today! You need not delay your development
work for the future when you design high-speed switching circuits with Type 2N5O1
Micro-Alloy Diffused-Base Transistors.
Write for complete engineering data sheet to the Technical Literature Section,
Sprague Electric Company, 233 Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

Sprague micro-alloy, micro-alloy dt^uscd-hase, anti surface harrier transistors are fully
licensed under Philco patents. All Sprague and Philco transistors hating the same
type numbers are manufactured to the same specifications and arefully interchangeable-

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:

TRANSISTORS • CAPACITORS * RESISTORS
MAGNETIC COMPONENTS • INTERFERENCE FILTERS
PULSE NETWORKS • HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET
WIRE
• CERAMIC-BASE PRINTED NETWORKS
PACKAGED
COMPONENT
ASSEMBLIES

SPROGUE
the mark of reliability
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As We Go To Press
PERSHING MISSILE READY

The Armys Pershin»; missile is being made
ready for its first firing. The missile is
a surfacc-to surface bird

Radar Tracks Missiles
2,000 Miles Away
Giant new dual-purpose track
ing radars will be featured at the
recently announced third, or
British site of the Ballistic Mis
sile Early Warning System. The
newly-developed tracking radars,
being built by Goodyear Aircraft
Corp., can both detect an enemy
ballistic missile over 2,000 miles
away, and, once the target has
been detected, “lock on” to the
missile to predict its speed, direc
tion and impact point.
The third BMEWS site will be
at Flyingdale Moor, Yorkshire,
between London and Edinburgh.

Tiny Mikes Record
Space Hits
The 142-lb. Explorer VI satellite
is carrying 2 tiny microphones as
a part of a micrometeorite detec
tion experiment. The instruments
measure the number of times the
“paddle wheel” satellite is struck
by tiny particles in space.
The microphones are located op
posite each other, firmly mounted
in the center of 6-in. by 12-in.
strips of the satellite’s l/16th of
an in. aluminum skin, The hits
are transmitted as electrical
pulsea to the earth. Size of the
particles are determined between
certain known limits from the
magnitude of the pulses generated.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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New Space-Tracking
Method Announced
A new method for tracking
satellites, space capsules or other
objects in outer space has been an
nounced by ACF Electronics Div.
of ACF Industries, Inc.
The new system, known as celes
tial moving-target indicator, de
tects a moving luminous source
(man-made or otherwise) in the
sky by charting its movement in
relation to relative stationary star
sources.
The technique is applicable to
satellites traveling in orbits about
the earth and to missiles carrying
flash bombs for tracking purposes,
as well as rockets during their
boost phase. A telescope is used
to image a sky field onto a beam
intensifier whose output stage is
a P-7 phosphor screen. Fixed ob
jects in outer space fluoresce blue
and phosphoresce yellow on the
screen at the same time, while
moving objects phosphoresce yel
low. Blue-yellow light of fixed ob
jects is separated and used to de
velop independent electrical sig
nals. The signal from the yellow
light then will contain the infor
mation about the position of the
fixed and moving sources while
the signal from the blue light will
contain essentially only the in
formation about the fixed sources.
The difference between the blue
and yellow yields a signal that de
scribes the position only of the
moving source or sources.
The light output of the P-7
phosphor screen is viewed with a
2-color TV orthicon, which gives
separate signals for the blue and
yellow images.
The separated
signal then is amplified, combined
with the star reference material
and displayed on the cathode-ray
receiver.

Republic Licenses
Electronic Line
A product line of electronic
check-out equipment for industrial,
marine and military applications
will be manufactured, sold and ser
viced by Pearce-Simpson, Inc. Re
public Aviation Corp, made this an
nouncement after completion of
licensing arrangements with the
company.

TEST VEHICLE DROPPED

A General Electric technician displays the
space radiation measurement vehicle drop
ped 7 miles into the ocean Vehicle is
called nuclear emulsion recovery vehicle
।NERVI. Drop was made to test vehicle'*
recovery system and its survival capabilities

Celebrates
30th Anniversary
4 RS

The American Rocket Society,
the largest professional society in
the world devoted solely to the ad
vancement of the field of astro
nautics and related sciences, now
numbers over 15,000 members.
In accordance with the Society’s
purpose to promote the field of
astronautics, it has in its 30-year
history been a leader in the effort
to obtain for this country a su
perior space program.
ARS is comprised of and dedi
cated to astronautical scientists
and engineers, carries out its ob
jectives principally through the
dissemination of information in its
two publications, “Astronautics”
and “ARS Journal,” and through
its technical meetings, numbering
over 400 per year on both local
and national level.
Though most recognition has
been given to the Society in the
post Sputnik era, it was organized
on April 4, 1930, by a group of 11
men and one woman, primarily
science fiction writers, for the pur
pose of promoting interest in
space flight. Of the original dozen
only one man, Dr. G. Edward
Pendray, is still a member of the
Society, but the organization
spawned by this group has con
tinued to grow.
The founders originally named
the group the American Inter
planetary Society but changed its
name to the present one in 1934.

As We Go To Press (coni.)

ELECTRONIC SHORTS
* A trainer, designed to help Japanese naval officers perfect themselves
in techniques of anti-submarine warfare tactics before they go to sea was
-hipped to the Japanese Staff College at Kodaira by Daystrom, Inc. Known
as the Action Speed Tactical Trainer, the unit was developed by haystrum
in collaboration with the U. S. Naval Training Devices Center as a project
in the latter's “Tools for More Effective Training” program.

b Safety und efficiency of the New York City subway operation have been

enhanced by a railway detector car that uses ultrasonics to uncover rail
defects. The car and equipment are owned and operated by Sperry Prod
ucts Co., Danbury, Conn., a division of Howe Sound Co. The self-propelled
car will work over the subway’s 723.4 miles of rails at 15 to 20 miles an
hour, a speed which makes it possible to test without disrupting the
regular movement of trains.
* First on-the-site industrial demonstration of a high-speed digital data
communications system was successfully completed recently when Collins
Radio Co.’s Western Division, Burbank, Calif., transmitted more than
500,000 punched cards at the rate of 100 per minute over a telephone line
for the Chrysler Corp. The Chrysler card transmission circuit linked the
automaker’s general offices in Highland Park, Mich, with the Dodge main
plant in Hamtramck, Mich.

* A 75% increase in the number of engineers will be required during
the next ten years to meet the growing demands of American industry,
Harry R. Wege, Vice President and General Manager, RCA Missile and
Surface Radar, recently told a conference of the Engineering Society of
Southern New Jersey.
> Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. has embarked on an extensive
new program to expand its activities in the field of electronic medicine.
Mr. Paul B. Wishart, President, said the company had assigned specialists
to a newly formed medical instrumentation group that would take over
work already under way in three Honeywell divisions. More important,
the firm will institute “entirely new development programs” in coopera
tion with medical authorities. “The tremendous possibilities that elec
tronics offer in advancing medical science are only now beginning to be
fully appreciated and explored in a major way.” Wishart said.

Signals Off
Moon for Radio Net
Bounce

Radio transmitters located in
Washington, D. C., and in Hawaii
will furnish radio signals powerful
enough to bounce off the moon and
return to a receiving set at the
other end of the triangular circuit.
The “L” Band, 100 kw transmitters
are being supplied by Continental
Electronics Manufacturing Co.,
Dallas, Texas, a subsidiary of LingAltec Electronics, Inc. BuShips is
sponsoring the net.
Expected to be operational by
early this year, the system lessens
the possibility of jamming. Both
transmitters and receivers have
motor driven positioning antennas
which track the moon. Five to
seven hours service per day is pos
sible (when the moon is visible to
both sides).
DO-IT-YOURSELF PROJECT

W1

*1

” !

► The Electronic Industries Association has submitted to the Labor De
partment its proposed definition of the Electronic Equipment industry and
urged that it be used in the upcoming survey preliminary in a WalshHealey wage determination for the industry. The EIA proposal defines
the industry in terms of classes of products it manufactures, and limits
the categories to those that are specifically electronic.
* A contract for the design and manufacture of a K0 ft. puraholic antenna
“dish” for use in a rudur system capable of tracking and identifying
ICBM’s thousands of miles away has been awarded the Fairchild Aircraft
and Missiles Div. hv the Raytheon Co., prime contractor. Raytheon’s
Missile Systems Div is developing the radar system for the Advanced
Research Projects Agency. The antenna dish is part of a $15 million
rndnr unit called the ’ Pincushion.”

Rice Institute designed and built their own
computer. The work is being financed by
the Atomic Energy Commission and Shell
Development Co. Shown is a view ot the
barrier-grid tube memory with the arith
metic unit shown in the background

► The FAA will start procurement of the distance measuring portion of

Engineering Seminars

the VOR/DME navigation system, designed in accordance with the stand
ards recommended by a special meeting of the International Civil Avia
tion Organization (ICAO) early this year. VOR, the international standurd since 1949, provides directicn-of-flight information to the pilot while
DME shows the distance to a selected ground station.
* A (■eneral Electric leader in the space industry adì orates that this
country should have more politicians with scientific backgrounds for
“political and technological decisions are increasingly intermingled today.”
Hilliurd M. Paige, General Manager of GE’s Missile and Space Vehicle
Dept., point» nut thM it is virtually impossible to find an American high
in government who has a scientific background. In Russia 70% of the
cabinet come from a background of technology or science.

e

The Pennsylvania State Univer
sity, University Park, Penna., has
announced plans for ten 1960 Sum
mer Engineering Seminars. In
cluded are seminars on “Electrical
Contacts,” “Underwater Missile Engineering,’’ “R & D Management
Development,” and “Technical Report Writing.”
Inquiries should be directed to:
Engineering Seminars, Conference
Center, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Penna.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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RECOVERY

high current
silicon switching diodes in a
subminiature package

100 mA Min. fe 1V Forward Current...0.3 /»sec
now HUGHES can offer
reco very... 4 mmí at
you these diode characteristics with no sacrifice in
package size. Result: greater design flexibility for
computer applications! With these characteristics,
these diodes will cover practically every major com
puter switching requirement.
An added feature: the ability of these diodes to
handle high current with a fast recovery time makes
it possible to use them in many general purpose
applications, as well as computers. With their her
metically sealed glass envelopes, these HUGHES*
diodes have been engineered for extreme reliability
under adverse environmental conditions.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS

0.1 ®

15®

0.1 •
0.1 ®

15®

15®

5®

20®
15 ®

Typical capacitance:
Operating temperature range —65°C 4- 15O*C

For additional information concerning these unique HUGHES diodes call or write the Hughes sales office or distributor nearest you. Or write Hughes,
Semiconductor Division, Marketing Department. Newport Beach, California. For export write. Hughes International, Culver City, California

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES
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Full Photographic Detail for Ground Mapping
with Hughes TONOTRON Storage Tubes
The HughesTONOTRON* tube presents a complete
spectrum of grey shades. Result: high-fidelity picture

reproduction. The illustration above shows an un
retouched photograph ot a typical radar display as
viewed on a Type 7033 TONOTRON storage tube.
Additional outstanding characteristics of the TONO
TRON tube are: high brightness (in excess of 1500
foot-lamberts with full half-tone range), and control
lable persistence. The family of TONOTRON tubes
is ideally suited for ground mapping, weather radar
displays, slow-scan TV, "B" scan radar, oscillography,
armament control radar, optical projection systems
and miniature radar indicators.

In addition to the
also offers you
MEMOTRON''
ranging in size

Type 7033 TONOTRON tube, Hughes
21 other storage tubes (including
tubes and TYPOTRON® tubes)
from 3 inches to 21 inches — the

world's most complete line of storage tubes!
For complete technical data and application information,
write or wire: HUGHES, Vacuum Tube Products Division,
2020 Short Street, Oceanside, California.

For export information, write: Hughes International,
Culver City, California.

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS
------------------------------------------------------------------------ J

HUGHES

'

VACUUM TUIE PRODUCTS DIVISION
• intuì

Circle 4 on Inquiry Card
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measurement
of transients

MEMO-SCOPE
The new Hughes MEMO-SCOPE
Oscilloscope offers you higher
performance, greater dependability
and easier operation in all of your
transient measurements. Maximum
accuracy is assured by new
advanced circuitry, new panel
layout, new mechanical design and
many other added features.
The MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope
eliminates expensive "hit-or-miss"
methods of measuring non
recurring transients. It stores
nonrepetitive events for an indefinite
period—hours, or days—keeping
them available for thorough study
until intentionally erased.
For full information on how the
MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope can
help solve your measurement
problems, write today to: Hughes,
Industrial Systems Division,
International Airport Station,
Los Angeles 45, California.
For export information,
please write: Hughes International,
Culver City, California.

H

Hughes MEMO-SCOPE Oecilloscope: Tho Hughes MEMO-SCOPE

HughesScopeCart: Especially

designed for the MEMO SCOPE
VWIBP
Oscilloscope, an all-aluminum
Oscilloscope is one of the most versa
tile measuring and recording devices
“
y
scope cart facilitates movement
,
of the instrument to different
available to science and industry today. It is a dual
z
locations for varied applications,
service instrument—for storage or convent- onal
r
Features: mounting provisions
oscilloscopy. Features: simplified panel layout and
carefully designed trigger circuit for ease of oper
I
for two spare amplifiers. 6'
retractable power cord for con
ation; built-in single sweep ("one-shot") trigger
venience in connecting equipment, ample drawer
circuit to avoid cluttered display; advanced me
chanical design for better cooling and easier
space, accessibility from both sides, pull-out
writing board, full-swivel casters for eas? of
maintenance.
movement from one area to another.
Naw Storage Tube Burn-Out Protection!

A circuit designed to protect the delicate storage
mesh surface is now incorporated in the Hughes
MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope. This circuit renders
it virtually impossible to burn the storauo tube
unintentionally as a result of improper operation
of the intensity control on the instrument. The
intensity control is automatically adjusted by the
new protective circuit in the event the operator
suddenly switches from the fastest sweep rate to
the slowest without decreasing the intensity (an
action which formerly might burn the tube), or in
the event of similar operational errors.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Hughat Mullt»*e»r

I

Unit. " . j 'u J L i mi
ate in coniur t n with
mi ME MO-SCOPE Osol
loscope, the portable
Hughes Multitracer enables you to store and com
pare up to 20 stepped-down traces in one display.
The stored sweeps appear at equal, preselected
intervals forming a raster type of display. The
all-electronic Muitit' >cer is a combi ned attenuator,
gate amplifier md storage counter designed to
be placed between the signal source and the
regular MEMO-SCOPE Oscilloscope input.

INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS DIVISION

Circle 5 on Inquiry Citi!

Corning
F"YCntO in <he e*ec*ronîc industry
4 listing of meetings, conferences, shows, etc., occurring during the period
April-May

that

Apr. 3-7: Annual Conv., NAB; Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Apr. 3-8: 6th Nuclear Congress, EJC,
IRE (PGNS) (28 Sponsors); N. Y.
Coliseum, New York City.
tpr. 4-6: Southwest District Meeting,
AIEE; Shamrock - Hilton Hotel,
Houston, Tex.
Apr. 5: Automatic Recording Spectro
polarimeter, Soc. for Applied Spec
troscopy; Stevens Institute, Ho
boken, N. J.
Apr. 5-9: Electrical Engineers’ Exhibition.
Engineers
(ASEEO) Exhibition Ltd. (Brit);
Museum House, London, England
4pr. 6-8: National Meeting “Hyper
Environments—Space Frontier,” In
stitute of Environmental Sciences;
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
Apr. 11-13: Conf, on Electrical Engi
neering in Space Technology, AIEE,
IRE, ARS; Baker Hotel, Dallas,
Tex.
Apr. 11-13: Spring Assembly Meeting,
Radio Technical Commission for
Marine Services; Washington, D. C.
Apr. 12-13: I Ith Annual Spring Tech.
Conf, on Electronic Data Process
ing, IRE (Cinn. Section), ARS; Ho
tel Alms, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Apr. 12-14: 32nd Annual Meeting (Ex
hibits), Petroleum Industry Elec
trical Assoc., Petroleum Electrical
Supply Assoc.; Municipal Auditor
ium, Kansas City, Mo.
Apr. 12-27: 38th Annual Milan Trade
Fair, Milan, Italy.
Apr. 13-14: ASME-AIEE Railroad
Conf., ASME, AIEE; Penn-Shera
ton Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Apr. 18-19: Conf, on Automatic Tech
niques, AIEE, ASME, IRE (PGIE);
Sheraton Cleveland Hotel, Cleve
land, Ohio.
Apr. 19: Joint Dinner .Meeting, Assoc,
of Electronic Parts
Equipment
Manufacturers; Chicago, Ill.
Apr. 19-21: Int’l Symp. on Active Net
works and Feedback Systems, Mi
crowave Research Institute of the
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
IRE, AFOSR, U.S. Army (Signal
Corps), ONR; Engineering Societies
Bldg., 33 W. 39th St., New York,
N. Y.
Apr. 20: 16th Annual Quality Control
Conf., Rochester Soc. for Quality
Control; University of Rochester,
Rochester, N. Y.
Apr. 20-22: S. W. IRE Regional Conf,
and Electronics Show (SWIRCO),
also: Nat’l Medical Electronics
Conf., IRE (Region 6); Shamrock
Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
12

are

of

special

interest

to

electronic

Apr. 20-22: 3rd Conf, on Biological
Waste Treatment, Manhattan Col
lege, New York, N. Y.
Apr. 20-22: Nat’l Symp. on Manned
Space Stations, IAS, NASA, Rand
Corp.; Ambassador Hotel, Los An
geles, Calif.
Apr. 21-22: Management Conf.,
ASME, SAM; Statler-Hilton Hotel,
New York, N. Y.
Apr, 21-22: Seminar — Dimensional
Metrology, ASTE; Detroit, Mich.
Apr. 21-22: 7th Annual Conv., Soc. of
Technical Writers and Editors;
Drake Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
Apr. 25-27: MPI 16th Annual Meeting,
Metal Powder Assoc.; Drake Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.
Apr. 25-28: Meeting, The American
Physical Soc.; Washington, D. C.
Apr. 25-29: Metals Engineering Meet
ing. ASME; Hotel Biltmore, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Apr. 25-29: Annual Meeting & Weld
ing Exposition, American Welding
Soc.; Hotel Biltmore and Great
Western Exhibit Center, Los An
geles, Calif.
Apr. 27-29: Great Lakes District
Meeting, AIEE; Milwaukee, Wis.
Apr. 28-29: Seminar, Aids in Design
Room Management, University of
Illinois; Urbana, Ill.
May 1-4: 52nd Annual Conv., Nat’l
Assoc, of Electrical Distributors;
Dallas Memorial Auditorium, Dal
las, Tex.
May 1-5: Conf, on Electric Insulation,
Electronics, Electrothermics nnd
Metallurgy; The Electrochemical
Soc., LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
May 1-7: 87th Semi-Annual Conv. and
Equipment Exhibit, Soc. of Motion
Picture and TV Engineers; Ambas
sador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
May 2-3: Electrical Safety Instru
mentation Symp., ISA; Wilmington,
Del.
May 2-3: Company Member Conf.,
American Standards Assoc.; Shera
ton Hotel, Phila., Pa.
May 2-4: 12th Annual Nat’l Aeronau
tical Electronics Conf, and Exhibit
(NAECON), IRE-Dayton Section,
Institute of Aeronautical Sciences;
Biltmore and Miami-Pick Hotels,
Dayton, Ohio.
May 2-5: 6th Nat’l Flight Test Symp.,
ISA; San Diego, Calif.
May 2-5: URSI-IRE Spring Meeting,
URSE, IRE; Sheraton Park Hotel
and Nat’l Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.
May 3-5: Western Joint Computer
Conf. (Exhibits), IRE, AIEE, ACM;

engineers

Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco,
Calif.
May 3-5: 8th Nat’l Conf, on Electro
magnetic Relays, Nat’l Assoc, of
Relay Manufacturers and Oklahoma
State Univ.; Oklahoma State Uni
versity, Stillwater, Okla.
Muy 9-11: PGMTT Nat’l Symp.. IRE
(PGMTT); Hotel Coronado, Coro
nado (San Diego), Calif.
May 9-12: 3rd Nat’l Power Instru
mentation Symp., ISA; Civic Audi
torium, San Francisco, Calif.
May 9-12: Instrument Automation
Conf, and Exhibit, ISA; Civic Au
ditorium and Brooks Hall, San
Francisco, Calif.
May 10-12: Electronic Components
Conf., IRE, AIEE, EIA, WEMA;
Hotel Washington, Washington,
D. C.
May 23-25 : 7th Regional Tech. Conf.
& Trade Show, Region 7, IRE;
Olympic Hotel, Seattle, Wash.
May 23-26: Design Engineering Conf.
& Show, ASME; Coliseum and Stat
ler-Hilton Hotel, New York, N. Y.
SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF 1960

Aug. 23-26: WESCON, IRE, WCEMA;
Ambassador Hotel & Memorial
Sports Arena, Los Angeles, Calif.
Oct. 10-12: National Electronics Con
ference, AIEE, IRE, Ill. Inst, of
Tech., EI A, SMPTE; Hotel Sher
man, Chicago, Ill. Arthur H.
Streich, National Electronics Conf.,
184 E. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.
Nov. 14-16: Mid-America Electronic
Convention (MAECON), IRE, Kan
sas City, Mo.
Nov. 15-17: Northeast Res. & Eng.
Meeting (NEREM), IRE, Boston,
Mass.
Dec. 11-14: Eastern Joint Computer
Conf., IRE, AIEE, ACM; Hotel
New Yorker, New York, N. Y.
Abbreviation*
ACM: Asaoc. for Computing Machinery
AFOSR: Air Force Office of Scientific
Research
AIEE: American Institute of Electrical
Engineers
AIME: American Institute of Metnllurgical Engineer!
ARS: American Rocket Society
ASME: American Society for Mechanical
Engineers
ASTE: American Society of Tool Engi
neer*
EIA: Electronic Industries Association
EJC: Engineers Joint Council
IAS: Institute of Aeronautical Sciences
ISA: Instrument Society of America
IRE: Institute of Radio Engineers
NAB;: National Association of Broad
casters
NASA: National Aeronautical nnd Space
Agency
(INR: Office >f Naval Research
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SOMETHING NEW IN A SUITCASE
... Complete transistorized
EECO Digital System Breadboard

Designers who want to go places fast systemswise can be sure
of getting there on time with an EECO suitcase It's packed
with a complete and integrated breadboarding system de
signed around mutually compatible EECO T-Series Germanium
circuit modules, N-Series transistorized decades, and R Series
Minisig” sensitive indicators.
Standard 19" amateur notched panels have the necessary
permanent wiring to accommodate any standard EECO Ger
manium circuit module and all other circuit interconnections
are made by patch cords or plugs, with unique, prepunched
circuit cards to guide you No soldering is required, and experi
mental arrangements of T Series circuits can be quickly patched
up changed, or taken down without waste of time or materials.

EECO T-Series Breadboard
Suitcase is a standard "3suiter" that can be locked and
stored when not in use, to pre
vent tampering and “circuit
snatching."

CIRCUIT CARDS
A unique feature of the EECO T Series breadboarding system
is the use of plastic circuit cards, which are imprinted with
circuit symbols, showing input and output connections, power
connections, part number, application notes, etc. These cards
fit on the panel below sockets for the plug-in units, and expose
the proper pattern of banana jacks that are permanently wired
to pins on the sockets.
EECO T Series breadboard equipment is available in both suit
case and rack mounted types Breadboard Kits of any degree
of complexity can be built up in stages, according to the
specific panels and number of circuits incorporated. Compat
ible interconnections between racks or suitcases further enable
the designer to expand the equipment into a complete systems
development console Compatible solid state convection-cooled
power supplies an* also available in two different models:
ZA-720 is a dual 12 volt, 5-amp supply: ZA 721 is a 12volt,
l amp plug-in power supply

tuo

Analysis
1 the operation of
a digital system can be made
with a minimum of test instru
mentation.

Bottom half of breadboard
suitcase is compactly laid out
to store all necessary T-Series
circuit modules, circuit cards,
patch cords, and compatible
power supplies.

Panels are mounted on piano
hinge to permit easy access to
permanent wiring and power
cabling.

FEATURES
• Permits rapid formulation of digital electrical systems.
• System may be operated slowly to permit inspection of its mode
of operation, or over-speed to indicate system derating
• Operation may be analyzed with a minimum of test equipment
• Provides a means for rapidly building and testing
alternate ways of formulating a system
a Minimizes wiring errors and the inclusion of defective parts
• Circuit cards provide a means for rapidly visualizing
the system, and facilitate drawing a circuit diagram
• Circuit cards enable the designer to determine the
elements involved, as well as the cost of the system.
4 request, on your <omi>any letterhead, will bring detailed
information on the flexibility of the EECO T-Series Bread
boarding equipment, and a demonstration if desired

MINIMO

ELCCrUONICS

ENGINEERED ELECTRONICS COMPANY
1441 East Chestnut Avenue • Santa Ana, California
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Circuit cards are selected
according to the system it is
desired to breadboard and
placed on the panel in align
ment with the jack pattern.
Corresponding T-Series circuit
m-mules are plugged in above
each card

Circi* 6 on Inquiry Card

Circuit interconnection* aru
made by patching through
holes in the circuit card*.
Resulting pattern of symbol
card* and patch cord* show* a
schematic and bill of materials
for the system, once <t i*
checked out.

Electronic Industries’

News Briefs

Capsule summaries cf important happenings in affairs of equipment and component manufacturers
EAST
ASSOCIATED TESTING LABORATORIES,
INC., has opened a large environmental test
ins facility for missiles in Orlando, Fla.

IRRADIATED INSULATIONS, INC., is the
name of a new company formed by Carlisle
Corp, and Radiation Applications, Inc., an
affiliate of Schenley Industries, Inc. The new
firm will utilize the production, engineering
and marketing experience in high-temperature
wire and cable of Carlisle’s subsidiary, Tenso
lite Insulated Wire Co., Inc. The new com
pany will produce insulated wire for special
requirements in the electronica, aviation and
missile fields.

SERVO CORP. OF AMERICA has been
awarded an $819,475 contract by the Dept,
of Commerce Weather Bureau for additional
radiotheodolites.
WESTON

INSTRUMENTS, div. of

Day
strom. Inc., has received a half-million dollar
contract for VHF omni-range electronic equip
ment from the Federal Aviation Agency.

RAYTHEON CO., under a $6.5 million con
tract from the Air Force’s Rome Air De
velopment Center, will develop the world's
largest modulator and ultra-high powered
microwave tubes.

NATIONAL CO., INC., of Malden and Mel
rose. Mass., has acquired
Corp, of Somersworth, N. H.

Servo-Dynamics

ACF ELECTRONICS, div. of ACF Indus
tries, Inc., has received a $1.1 million con
tract for conversion of an electronic flight and
tactics simulator. The contract was awarded
by the Naval Training Device Center, Port
Washington, N. V.

hYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS. INC.,
will build a new electron tube research und
development center at Emporium. Pa.

BURROUGHS CORP, received a new con
tract for $7,980,000 in the SAGE program of
continental air defense The bulk of the con
tract ia applicable to Burroughs' Military
Field Service Div., headquartered in Radnor,
a Philadelphia suburb.
RADIO CORF OF AMERICA will build a
new industrial computer systems facility in
Natick Industrial Center. 15 miles west of
Boston. It will contain 10.000 sq. ft. of floor
area, with provision for tripling its size.

ARK ELEC TRONIC CORP, is the new name
for Ark Engineering Co. of Philadelphia. Pa.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS, INC., New York
C’ty, a producer of equipment utilizing solid
st ite devices, has agreed to merge into the
Siegler Corp, of Los Angeles.
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS. INC.,
has received a $9.5 million subcontract for
ALRI electronic equipment from Burroughs
Corp.

AMERICAN BOSCH ARMA CORP, has
signed
an
agreement to purchase Tele
Dynamics. Inc., of Philadelphia, a subsidiary
of Raymond Rosen & Co., Inc.

LIECO. INC., has just recently consolidated
its operations in their new 20,000 sq. ft. plant
at Syosset Industrial Park on Long Island.

HIGH VOLTAGE ENGINEERING CORP,
THE MARTIN CO.. Orlando. Fla., has re
ceived an $82,599,690 contract from the Dept,
of the Army for continued research and de
velopment of the Pershing weapon system.
This contract, added to several other contract
modifications, brings the total amount al
located by the Army to the Pershing program
for fiscal 1960 to $118,057,000.

announced immediate plans for 50% expan
sion of their rolling Massachusetts plant. The
move will increase the present plant area
from 120,000 sq. ft. to 180,000 sq. ft.

MID-WEST

N

P R, MALLORY ft CO., INC., has acquired
u 17-aere tract in Lexington, N. C., and will
build a 60,000 sq. ft. plant. It will be oc
cupied by the Mallory Battery Co.

ATLAS ENGINEERING CO.. INC, Rox
bury, Mass., has started construction of a
15.000 sq. ft. ultra modern, electronics plant
in Natick, Mass., Industrial Center for their
controls subsidiary.

VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO., Cleve
land, Ohio, has acquired all of the outstand
ing capital stock of John E. Fast 4 Co. The
Fast Co. develops and manufactures capacitors.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORP., Jamaica.
Y.. will spend nearly 12 million in 1960
a- part of an expansion program.

andria, Va., has added a "Space Vehicles
Group" to the staff The group was formerly
with the Aerolab Development Co., Inc.

ADC, INC., is the name of a new firm
which has acquired all the stock of Audio
Development Co. and of Donlen Mfg., Inc.
The two subsidiaries will continue operating
under their present names.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. is
increasing the area of its general offices and
main plant at Philadelphia by some 11%.

DOW CORNING CORP, has reduced prices
of all its Silastic LS (fluorosilicone rubber)
stocks by approximated 25%.

NEMS-CLARKE CO., a div. of Vitro Corp.,
lias received orders covering all the radio
frequency portion of the ground-based telem
etry equipment for the 17 tracking stations
to be installed for reception of information
from Project Mercury, the man-in-space proj
ect. Contract is for about $500,000.

INDIANA GENERAL CORP, is the new
name for the consolidation of Indiana Steel
Products Co. and General Ceramics Co.

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP, of Alex

POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE OF BROOK
LYN will establish a graduate engineering
school in Farmingdale. L. I. The educational
facility, with attendant research laboratories,
will be erected at a cost of $1.2 million on 25
acres of land donated to them by Republic

Aviation Corp.

14

HOWELL ELECTRIC MOTORS CO. has
acquired the flat-type motor line of the Diehl
Mfg. Co., electrical div. of the Singer
Mfg.
Co. Howell plans to produce the newly-ac
quired line at its Leland Ohio Electric Div.
plant in Dayton, Ohio.

BARIUM AND CHEMICALS, INC., of Wil
loughby, Ohio, announced the start of an ex
pansion program by the purchase of a 165,000
sq. ft. plant at Steubenville, Ohio.

WEST
BENDIX AVIATION CORP, has acquired
an 80-acre site in the San Frenando Valley
for u new "electronics center." A 650,000
sq. ft. facility for the development of military
and industrial electronic systems will eventu
ally be constructed on the site by Bendix.

PACKARD BELL ELECTRONICS' new De
fense and Industrial Group has received a II
million contract from the Dept, of the Navy,
Bureau of Naval Weapons. The contract calls
for the production of the ASQ-17B integrated
electronic central consisting of communica
tion, navigation and identification equipment
for u.e in high-altitude, high-speed operational
military aircraft.

ZERO MFG. CO., has broken ground on n
new 33,600 sq. ft. building to increase produc
tion facilities on the company’s new Modular
Re-usable Shipping/Storage Container System.
The new plant will be located in Burbnnk,
Calif.
LEACH CORP, has acquired Electrospace
Laboratories, Inc., of Pasadena, Calif. Elec
trospace specializes in the development of sub
miniature solid-state command receivers for
missiles and other space vehicles.
TELECOMPUTING CORP, of Los Angeles
has received a $2,084,222 contract from the
Dept, of the Army to provide research and
developmental data reduction services at Hol
loman Air Force Base on the White Sanda
Missile Range.

MOTOROLA, INC., Phoenix, Ariz., plans
to substantially expand its semiconductor plant
in Phoenix.
SYNTHANE CORP.. Oaks, Pa., has estab
lished new fabricating and warehouse fa
cilities to speed and improve service to West
Coast customers at Glendale, Calif.
SERVOMECHANISMS, INC., Hawthorne.
Calif., has received a follow-on production
order from the Douglas Aircraft Co., in the
amount of $892,173 for the production of
True Airspeed Computers.

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., has sold ite silicon
rectifier division in Santa Ana, Calif., to the
Lark Corp, of Dallas, Tex.
LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC., has acquired
the Electronic Systems Div. of General Con
trols Co.

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS. INC., Los An
geles, Calif., has received contracts totaling
approximately $2,750,000. The $2 million con
tract, for ground support generator spare
parts on the Air Force F-106A, was awarded
by Convair. The other contract. $725,000, is
for mobile air conditioners for the Air Force
B-58 manned bomber program, awarded also
by Convair.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO. of Cali
fornia, has purchased the Anaheim Electronics
Co., Inc., 1016 Raymond Way, Anaheim. Ana
heim’s main product is an electronic program
control device.
PACIFIC AUTOMATION PRODUCTS. INC.,
was awarded ■ contract by RCA to perform
emplacement of ground support electronic
equipment at 3 Atlas Missile Launch Control
Centers and in the Squadron Maintenance
Area located al Offutt Air Force Base in the
vicinity of Omaha, Neb.
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Controls Company of America
Merges Hetherington Div. With Demo*
Electrosnap Corp, to form spendi«
Monov R
Julÿ 1.
New Control Switch Division. ing
billion anti
One of the precision switch industry’s
most complete product lines has come into
existence with the announcement by Louis
Putze, President of Controls Company of
America, Schiller Park, Ill., that its sub
sidiary Hetherington, Inc., has been merged
with Electrosnap Corporation, Chicago. The
Electrosnap organization was recently
merged with Controls Company of America.
“This merger is important to switch
users”, Mr. Putze stated, “because it com
bines two major manufacturers of panel
switches, indicator lights and limit switches
for military and industrial applications into
a single source of supply.
“Now, customers need deal with just one
sales engineer instead of two. Three plant
locations—Folcroft, Pa., Chicago, Ill. and
El Segundo, Calif.—will provide regional
engineering and manufacturing facilities to
speed up delivery and service.
“The combination of military and in
dustrial experience will enable the new Divi
sion to expand its activities in areas such as
human factors, sub-sub-miniaturization,
image displays and controls for special
environments.
“Local sales offices with factory-trained
personnel have been set up to provide onthe-spot application engineering. An ex
panded nation-wide distributor organiza
tion will assure our customers of immediate
delivery from local sources,” Mr. Putze said.
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NEW RECTIFIERS FROM
Free from thermal fatigue: All G-E
medium and high-current silicon
rectifiers—including the new 6 and
12-amp. devices described at right—
are completely free of soft solder
joints, which often fail as a result
of thermal fatigue. They can he
worked right up to maximum cur
rent and temperature ratings, even
on highly cyclical loads.

Transient PIT ratings. All G-E me
dium and high current rectifiers —
including the new subminiature
glass and 6 and 12-amp. devices at
right — now carry transient I’lV
ratings. This means you can buy the
continuous rating you need and be
fully protected for occasional tran
sients — at no extra cost!
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
New Silicon Subminiature Glass Rectifier
Designed for iiiuximuin thermal conductance over a wide temperature range.
Suitable for M1L-E-1/1143. Extremely low leakage currents, [deal for mag
netic amplifier, blocking and other low-leakage applications.
Max Ikge
Cur.
Max Full load
(Full
Voltage Drop
cycle Av.) (Full cycle Av.)
$ 100’C
@ 25’C
15 pa
IV
IV
15 pa
tv
20 pa
IV
20 pa
25 pa
IV
@ 150’C
400 ma
.2 ma
IV
IN689 alio available in this package.

JEDEC or
GE Typo
Number

Repetitive
PIV

Transient
PIV

IN64S
IN646
■ N647
1N648
1N64«

225
300
400
‘00
sO>

275
.160
480
' 0
720

1N677
ICO
20
IN67Ó 1N679, 1N681 1N687 and

Max. loc
atT°C
@ 150"C
150 ma
150 ma
150 ma
> 50 ma
ISO mo

Max
Oper.
Temp
175’
175’
175’
175a
175’
175’

New Silicon Insulated Stud Mounted Junction Rectifier
Designed for applications requiring fins or direct chassis mounting. Stud
electrically insulated from rectifying junction. High forward currents per
mitted at case temperatures up to 150°C (up to 165GC with derating). Reverse
current at maximum junction temperature extremely low, making these de
vices ideal for low-leakage applications.
JEDEC or
GE Typo
Number

PIV

1N2851
’N7«52

500

1N2847
1N28I8
1N284V
1N2850

'00
20b
300
400

•-o

Max. loc
atT°C
@ 50 °C Case
1.5 Amps
1.5 Amps
@ 75°C Case
1.5 Amps
1.5 Amps
1.5 Amps
1.5 Amps

Mo* Pool
1 cyclo
Surge

15 Amps
15 Amps
15 Amps
15 Amps
15 Amps
15 Amps

Max. Ikge
Cur.
(Full
Cycle Av.)
@ 150’C
.3 ma
3 ma

.4
.3
.3
.3

ma
ma
ma
ma

Max. Full load
Voltage Drop
(Full Cycle
Av.)
@ 150’C
,65V
,65V

MaXo
Oper.
Temp.
150’
150*

65V
.65V
•65V
65V

165’
165°
165’
165’

New Silicon Medium Current 6 and 12-amp. Junction Rectifiers
With these new devices. General Electric now offers the widest selection of rectifiers
in the medium current range. Designed for all rectifier applications from 2 to 15
lely low forward voltage drop and thermal impedance combined
■ith high junction temperature rating permit high current operation with minimum
space requirements. May be mounted directly to chassi*
electrically
sulated from heat sink by using mica washer kit provided with each unit.
amperes

JEDEC or
GE Type
Number

Repeti
tive
PIV

Tran
sient
PIV

IN1341A
IN1342A
IN1343A
1N1344A
INI 3456
INI 3466
IN13476
1N134U6
IN1199A
IN 12006
1N1201A
INI202A
IN1203A
IN1204A
IN1205A
1N1206A

50
100
150
200
300
400
500
6»'
50
1C"
150
200
300
400
530
600

100
700
J00
350
450
AM
700
BOO
100
200
100
350
450
A00
730
800

Max. Idc
Max. Ikge Max Full load
m 145°C Stud Max Peak
Cur.
Voltage Drop
Max.
1 Cycle
(Full cycle Av.
(Full Cycle
Oper.
Single
Surge
@ Full Load)
Av.)
Temn C
Phase
@ 150’C Stud M 150'C Stud
150A
64V
6A
3 ma
200“
•64V
6A
150A
2.5 ma
200’
150A
64V
2.25 ma
6A
Í00’
20u’
64V
I50A
2.0 ma
6A
1.75 ma
.64V
6A
1506
200’
,64V
700’
6A
ISO A
1.5 ma
6A
150 A
1.25 ma
.64V
200’
1.0 ma
,64V
6A
1504
200’
-55V
12A
240A
3 ma
200’
2406
55V
2.5 ma
290’
12A
2.25 ma
•55V
12A
240A
730’
7406
■55V
2.0 ma
200’
12A
12A
240A
1.75 ma
•55V
200’
TOO’
12a
1.5 ma
■55V
2406
•55V
12A
240A
1.25 ma
200’
240A
1.0 ma
12A
,55V
200’

For more information, see your General Electric Sales Representativo, or write Semiconductor
Products Dept., Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada Canadian General Electric Co ,
189 Dufferin St., Toronto, Ont Export: International General Electric Co., 150 E. 42 St., N.Y.C.
Seo your authorized General Electric Distributor for fast service, factory-low prices
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PHILCO...FOR HIGH SPEED SILICON SWITCHES
nett BIHK«'*

Vt*

.

.

°» °
0., 5266°

SADT*
2N1472

SADT*
2N1199

PHILCO

NPN

HIGH FREQUENCY
SILICON TRANSISTORS
OFFER EXCEPTIONALLY LOW SATURATION VOLTAGE
TYPICAL CURRENT GAIN VS. TEMPERATURE

VC-5.0V

le- lOtna

+ 10

+35

+60

+110

+85

+135

+160

TEMPERATURE IN °C

TYPICAL SATURATION VOLTAGE VS TEMPERATURE

0 3____________________________________________ _ - -

- -------------------

The high frequency response, together with the very low
saturation voltage of these silicon Surface Alloy Diffused
base Transistors (typically 0.125 V), permits practical design
of 5 mc pulse circuits, using conventional saturated switching
configurations. With non-saturating techniques, pulse rates
as high as 30 inc are obtainable. The typical switching
circuit shown above will operate satisfactorily at trigger
pulse rates up to 15 mc. When triggered with a 4-volt pulse
at a 10 mc rate, rhe rise time will be typically less than 24
mgsec over a temperature range of —60°C to +130°C.
The typical fall time will be less than 36 mgsec over the
same temperature range.
Both of these transistors have demonstrated consistently
more stable characteristics over a wide temperature range
than any other silicon transistors available. Both meet the
environmental and life test requirements of MIL-S-19500B.

NEW, MORE COMPLETE DATA SHEETS

le-10ma

Ig-Ima
+ 10

+35

+60

+85

+110

TEMPERATURE IN “C

+135

+160

The new data sheets on these transistors,
for the first time, provide the designer with
complete information upon which he may
Predict switching speeds in any circuit.
hey also contain the full military environ
mental and life test specifications, in accordance with MIL-S-195OOB. Copies are
available on request. Write Dept EI-460.
•Reg U.S. Pat. off.

Available in quantities 1-999 from your local
Philco Industrial Semiconductor Distributor.

PH ILCO

'

A

•

V,

■ 5.

___________

.
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Facts and Figures Round-Up
April I960

GOVERNMENT ELECTRONIC
CONTRACT AWARDS

Crystal
Data

Amplifiers

r f

Amplifiers,

servo

Antennas

.............................................................

^iH«riis

dry

Cable, electronic

Cable,

.

.

r-f

Cable, telephone

...

Circuit

breakers

Coders

transponder

Computers,

Controls

air

.

data

rada-

Converters, analog to digital

Countermeasures sets

units

converters,

Der ^ders,
Diodes,

range

height

satellite

semiconductor
communications

Equipment,

Filters, de power

30,428
37,614
75,230
384,473
713,570
1,165,791
32,400
37,789
308,802
41,726
924,858
1,343,880
3,161,108
79.213
289,987

Amplifiers .

pulse

Counters,

Thli Hit claulfet and fives the value of electronic
equipment .elected from contract! awarded hr
government agencies in February, 1960.
Ammeters

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES

Generators,

signal

Generators,

thermoelectric

Governors,

electronic

Handset-headsets

Indicators, radio navigation
Indicators, telemetering
Intercom

........................

systems

Inverters

....................................................................

Measuring

sets,

sound

Measuring sets, transmission
Memory systems,

magnetic core

Meters,

frequency

Meters,

radiac

Monitors,

r-f

TOTALS

39,465
27,082
166,320
56,424
42,240
66,493
54,215
44 425
87,720
54,120
28,263
45,538
30,515
591,061
294,588
35,446
162,033
27,736
35,335
35,218
119,873

Movements,

meters

..............................

subcarrier

Oscillators,

Oscillographs
Oscilloscopes

antenna

Pedestals,

Radiac

sets

Radiation

sets,

solar

Radio sets

Receivers,

.

radio

Recorders,

potentiometer

Recorder/reproducers,

Relay,

...........................................................................

armature

Resistors,

.........................................

variable

Semiconductor devices...........................

...........................................................................

Servos

frequency

Standards,
Switches

pressure

Switches,

Tape,

..............

toggle

Switches,

microwave

magnetic

.....................................

Telephone sets

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
Dernmhor...................

1959 Totals
1958)Totals..........

Retail Sales (Units)
Monaural
Stereophonic
231,429
159,214
171,127
156,477
139,577
140,075
94,226
118,197
70,228
82,765
66,979
100,982
82,742
124,979
98,132
198,926
132,686
257,857
152,248
343,428
183,774
469,048
229,989
592,772

Factory Sales (Units)
Stereophonic
Monaural
177,336
184,147
188,750
164,873
168,117
119,075
125,111
47,153
89,827
33,356
152,900
44,976
158,668
44,591
277,545
65,179
377,785
102,399
456,471
139,579
455,582
167,879
407,744
154,574

1,267,781
2.565,139

3,035,836
892,509

1,653,137
Not compiled

2,744,720
Not compiled

•Figures shown for complete package! only; no componenti are Included.

TUBES FACTORY SALES

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1959 Totals
1958 Totals

TV Picture Tubes
$ Value
Units
$15,209,896
784,906
14,084,922
738,336
13,804,012
717,144
13,275,123
696,503
12,745,714
667,080
15,136,612
766,566
14,648,444
750,352
15,493,908
823,098
18,066 647
913,697
1,007;211
19,306,788
16,058,816
840,866
15,941,040
816,787
9,522,546
8,252,480

$183,771,922
$163,482,674

Receiving
Units
31,150,000
33,155,000
39,841,000
29,800,000
30,612,000
37,421,000
36,394,000
35,435,000
41,989,000
42,680,000
37,211,000
37,248,000
432,936,000
397,366,000

Tubes
$ Value
$26,808,060
28,630,000
35,286,000
26,047,000
25,904,000
33,099,000
29,786,000
28,974,000
34,810,000
35,527,000
31,600,000
32,401,000
$368,872,000
$341,929,000

—electronic Indutfrlet Auoclatlon
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Test

radar

sets,

Towers,

......................................

............................................

radar

Tracking

.

blocks

Terminal

equipment,

satellite

Transformers,

audio

Transformers,

i-f.....................................

Transistors,

silicon

Transmitters,

Tubes,

electron

Tubes,

klystrom

Tubes,

thyratron

...........................

..............................

synchro

Tubes, cathode ray

177,188
27,056
53,646
93,374
126,276
36,507
187,270
35,060
2,383,805
658,882
43,270

magnetic

tape
Relays

Systems,

PHONOGRAPH SALES*

sonar

impedance

Networks,

97,903
68,247
57,710
372,390
210,600
72,413
26,399
168,949
101,202
117,019
26,075
272,000
122,591
32,823
27,910
178,781
29,160
26,081
26,860
36,294
48,511
39,800
1,567,957
29,625
68,928

The one cathode alloy you can
use for every application
Superior introduced X-3012* just last year. Il was the
first all-purpose cathode alloy ever developed. Since
then, users have put it into all sorts of tubes, for all
sorts of service. And the results have proven Superior’s
laboratory findings.

alloys. It can take high current and over-voltage abuse.
And the cathode coating adheres well.

X-3012 can be used where you want either a passive
alloy or an active alloy. It combines both high emission
capacity and long life. In addition, sublimation and
interface impedance are reduced practically to zero.
The alloy has twice the hot strength of ordinary nickel

Superior developed X-3012 in its electronic laboratories.
The precise combination of nickel, tungsten and zirco
nium is carefully selected from a wide range of different
heats to insure the most effective proportions. Avail
able in Lockseamt Lapseam, seamless / Weldraw n*
cathodes and disc cathodes; also tubular parts for all
types of electron tubes. Write for detailed report. Superior
Tube Company, 2502 Germantown Ave., Norristown,Pa.

•U.S. Patent No. 2,833.647 (Superior Tube Co.)

fManufactured under U.S. patents

Th« big noma In «moll tubing

NORRISTOWN, PA.

Johnson A Hoffman Mfg. Corp.. Mincola, N Y.—an affiliated company making precision metal stampings and deep-drawn parts
Circle 11' on Inquiry Card
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VÄP-AIR
cooling effect
detector
Senses the actual cooling effec
tiveness of the air being delivered
over electronic components . . .
regardless of volume, density or
temperature delivered,
A unique and proven device —
lightweight, positive, accurate . .
under all conditions.

AIRCRAFT "B"

-40-20

0

20

40

eo

(0

in

I»

TEMPERATURE CF.)

COOLING EFFECT DETECTOR SCHEDULES

Area of adequate cooling lies above
each curve. Area of deficient cool
ing lies below and to right of each
curve. Since the Cooling Effect
Detector is adjustable, it can be
matched to each curve.
VAP-AIR - SPECIALISTS IN AIRCRAFT
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS FOR NEARLY 20 YEARS

Entire systems and a complete line of sensors,
electronic controls and precise voltage regulation,
electropneumatic and electromechanical valves,
advanced in-line valves and regulators, electric
power controllers and heat exchange equipment —
for aircraft, missiles and ground support.

•••••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••a

for complete technical information
and applications write:

Please send me complete information on the VIp-AIr
Adjustable Cooling Effect Detector.

VÂP-AIR AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
VAPOR HEATING CORPORATION, DEPT. 61-D
80 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois

NAME____________________________________________________________

NEW YORH • ST. PAUL • DENVER • WASHINGTON • PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO • HOUSTON • RICHMOND • LOS ANGELES * ST. LOUIS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

*
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CITY, ZONE, STATE

Circle 11 on Inquiry Card

THOR

MACE

TITAN
HAWK
ATLAS
SNARK

NIKE B
BOMARC

NIKE ZEUS
SPARROW I
SPARROW II
SPARROW III

NIKE HERCULES

SIDEWINDER

REQULUS II

VANGUARD

REDSTONE
JUPITER C
PERSHING
BULL PUP

MERCURY

POLARIS
CORVUS

FALCON

^¿BAdds New Dimensions
To High Speed Gyro Rofor Bearings/
At speeds up to 24,000 RPM precision rotor bearings in
inertial guidance and navigational systems are highly
critical components. Early research and development in
design and manufacturing at New Departure is solving
the problem and thus winning vital roles for N.D.
integral rotor bearings in missile projects. For example,
' B ' Series bearings with separable inner ring developed
by N.D are helping set performance records in such
inertial guidance systems as the AChiever.
New Departure is jIso supplying high-precision rotor
bearings for the inertial guidance system in Polaris.

Circle 12 on Inquiry Card

These bearings, through advanced manufacturing tech
niques, exacting inspections and controlled environmental
tests, backed by 50 years of laboratory testing experi
ence, give precision and uniformity far above the most
precise industry standards. They promise new perform
ance and reliability for the submarine-launched IRBM.
You can look to improved performance and reliability
when you include an N.D. Miniature/lnstrument Bearing
Specialist in early design level discussions Call or write
Department L.S., New Departure Division, General
Motors Corporation, Bristol, Connecticut.
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DIFFUSED SILICON DIODES FROM FAIRCHILD
THE FIRST —An ultra-fast computer diode:
Four millimicrosecond maximum reverse recovery
time of this new FD 100 overcomes the diodecaused speed limitations in computer circuits. Ca
pacitance is only 2nnf at zero volts bias.

TENTATIVE SPECIJS FCICExcept
ATIONSAs-NotFAIeRSCHILD FO 100
Symhol Characteristic Mia. Maa
Bnakduwn Voltate

40 volti

Riverse Current

Fixwsrd Voltile Drop

THE REASON — A need and the technology
to serve it: Fairchild’s diffused silicon transistors
have achieved heretofore unattainable performance.
Application of these transistors has in turn created
the need for silicon diodes of similarly outstanding
performance.

Cepicltence

Reverte Recovery
Time To Ir—1 mi

Maximum Power
Dissipstlon

:

Temp Rente Operatint -65‘C to 175*C
Storile
—6i*C to 200 C

For full specifications, write Dopt, j-4

THE FOLLOW UP—A broad line of high re
liability diodes: This Fairchild FD 100 diode is
being followed by others providing industry-leading
standards tn reliability and uniformity - backed by
a continuing accumulation of statistical data on a
large scale.
4300

REDWOOD

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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SAN

RAFAEL,

SEMICONDUCTOR CORRORRTION

GLENWOOD

6-1130

Circle 13 on Inquiry Card
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DEFINITION PLUS

A jeep traveling at 55mph, left arrow is caught
on this radar. Walking people are at the right
arrow Extremely short pulses, 0.02 microsecond,
reduce recovery time donut to minimum K band
system uses Ampere* 7093 magnetron as a
fixed frequency pulsed oscillator

Electronic
Industries
SHISH-KEBAB"

Nuvisto! electron tubes are lowered into in exhaust and sealing ma
chine as RCA starts commercial production on this industrial triode

TW SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIER

Using the negative resistance ol tunnel di
odes in combination with non-reciprocal fer
rite attenuation. Bell Labs’ traveling wave
solid-state amplifier gets a high amplifica
tion ratio without self-oscillation.

"EENIE. MEENIE,
MINIE, MO"

Miniaturized alumina
ceramic parts, easily
metalized, undergo
100% inspection at
Diamonite Mfg. Co.'s
new facilities at
Shreve, Ohio.

MILLION DOLLARS A POUND

Bead thermistors, 0 01 in. diameter mounted
measure temperature on
on ûOCl
inner and outer surfaces of Polaris and Atlas
missiles. The Manufacturers Gulton Indus
tries, Metuchen, N J., value a pound of
the completed transducers at $1-million
SNOW DRIFT?

Not drifting snow but a giant vinyl-covered nylon balloon! This 200 ft. by 80 ft.
hyperbolic parabaloid is 40 ft. high It will permit installation of ITT sorting equip
ment at the new automatic Post Office in Providence, R I., before the walls are erected
GROUND SUPPORT

Ground receiving equipment for CBS Lab’s
high speed, high acuity photo reconnaissance
system. Photoscan uses special image enhancement techniques which sharpen the
transmitted image as it is reconstituted in
the ground equipment
CORE TESTER

A coAstant current flux-reset
for production testing of magnetic amplifier
cores has been installed at the Westinghouse
Electric Corp.'s specialty transformer de
partment in Greenville, Pa
MERCURY ANTENNAS

SMOG-FREE HORSELESS CARRIAGE

First sun-powered auto uses 10,000 silicon solar cells
national Rectifiers Corp., El Segundo Calif says that the large,
detachable panel can be mass produced for $2,000 to $3,000

Ail ground based telemetry, communications,
and command control antennas for NASA
Project Mercury will be supplied by Canoga
Div., Underwood Corp., Van Nuys, Calif.

MOTIONLESS GENERATOR

OFF THE SHELF
DELIVERY
delivered
in 24 hours
SILICON RECTIFIER
■ A Wo wer Supply

TRANSISTOR DRIVER
Designed specifically lor
transistor, servo
and audio

L
WT

- ■ uL thi
< aedJ|4WK

(ermetica! ly
Ind weights.

EPOXY MOLDED

Pri D t
Uubal

Part
Number

M8003’Coll
M8004 Coll
M8005 Coll
M8006 Coll

Circuitry Primary 105 115 125 Volts"
Hermetic sealed tn MIL T-27A
See Catalog (or additional information

level
Watts

400 CT.
Emit
100 CT
tuPP Emit
toP P Emit 5,400 600 C.T
320
CT
7,000
to PP. Emit
toPP Emit 10,000 6,500 C.T.

Part
Number

Rectifier Circuit
RMS
C.T."
Amperes
Full Wave

Sncondary
AC
Veits

M8018’
M8019*
M8020*
M8021*
M8022'
M8023'

fW *
Bridge

185CT
185 C.T
35 C.T
70 C.T.
IM 5 C.T
35 C.T.
70 C.T

M8 4

’Bi Filx wound tv minimize switching transients

ULTRA MINIATURE
L
TRANSISTOR

VERI-MINIATURE
TRANSISTOR
”0pen\(F)’ W. .16 oz size 7/u" .
Frame/(FB)* Wt..2 o.' ”/jj »’/t,
Molded ( M)* Wt V« or ’/u i t/u
4 color coded leads, resin impregnated

Open frame (F)* W* 08ozsizeH >H
Molded (M)* Wt. .14 oz. size Vk' v Vi dia.
Nylon Bobbin, Nickel Alloy Core
Part I
I
Primary
Number | Applicatnm | hupedauca (0. C.|

UM 21'
UM 22'
UM 23*
UM 24*
UM 25*
UM 26*
UM 27*
UM 78*

Driver
Driver
Output
Output
Output
Output
Choke

100,000
20,000
20,000
1.000

Secondary
Inpedaoit

1,000
1.000
1,200 C.T.

.400 C.T.
11
lOHy. (Ode) 8 Hy (5 ma) 650

'AM either .f or -M to designate construction. Set catalog

Hal
Number

VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM

Secondai y
Impedance (DC) [Impedance (DC)

Application

3* Interstage
4’ Input w Interstage
5* Interstage
6* Interstage
7* Output
9'Output
10* Interstage
11’Choke
12* Interstage
13’ Interstage

*AM either F. or M
struction >e catalog

25,000
600 (1 ma)
200,000
1200 ( 72 ma)
50,000
fr» (1.0 ma)
100,000
1200C T ( 72ma)
500 (3.5 ma)
1250(2.0 ma)
2.500 (1.5 ma) 2500 C.T.
20 Hy. (0 ma) 12 Hy. (.5 ma)
20,000 (.75 ma) 1000
20,000.72 ma) 1000 C.T.

■PF to part number to designate con-

DC-DC CONVERTER
Ai Items Designed for 13.6V Except 8034 which ts for
k
28V Input.
TYPICAL DCDC CONVERTER
■
CIRCUIT

Efficiently transfers JU to 500 cps. Trans
ducer or Thermocouple signals to instru
ment amplifiers. Signal level range from
.5^1. to .5 volts. Resin impregnated to
minimize mechanical vibration noise sig
nal. low hum pick up assured by 3 mu
metal and 2 copper shields.

^^B

Total y A
Numb»» Output

M8034
M8035
M8036

D.C. Output
I W Bridge
I
C.T. Full Wm
Volts
Ma I Volts
Ma

Turns Rillt
Full Pri.
% Pri.
Te Full Sue. Te Full Sec

M8025
M8026

1154
1 64

1:7.7
1:3.2

Full Pri.
@.5V
60 Cycles

175
60Hy

Full Pri.
@ 5V
60 Cycles

6.600
22.500

D.C. Rbsistauc*
Number Pri.

M80É5 365
M8026 455

Shield.

4140
3500

90 OB
90 DB

I»/,,

iy.0 4.5
P/gD 45

Cut away view shows the arrangement in a
5 watt generator designed by The Martin
Co It has n<i moving parts and is capable
ot powering a weather station tor at least
Iwo years Strontium-90 generates the heat
through spontaneous decay

Revolving Globe May
Help Astronauts Return
A little revolving globe-type
replica of the world may help our
first astronaut return safely to
earth. The new device—called an
Earth Path Indicator—will permit
the astronaut to “see” where he is
over the earth at all times. This
information would be necessary for
a landing if contact with tracking
stations was lost.
The globe is inside of a shoe-box
sized container.
viewed
through a window on the instru
ment panel in the same manner as
the earth below would be viewed
through a window.
The device was developed by
Minneapolis - Honeywell Regulator
Co. for Project Mercury.

New Recorder To
Aid Traffic Control
A new electronic system that
records as many as 20 separate
radio
telephone communica
tions simultaneously on 1-in. mag
netic tape has been developed by
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator

The transistorized system
the MultiTrak Voice
known
Monitor, is designed primarily to
help solve complex communica
tions and traffic problems by pro
viding highly reliable recording
of all verbal data received and
central control
transmitted
facilities. The system can also be
used for police, fire, Coast Guard,
and other public service communi
cations, traffic dispatching, and
for recording telephone switch
board calls. Should an emergency
occur, recording communications
will prove invaluable to determine
the nature and cause.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

PLATE
ASSEMBLIES

Epoxy Clad For Still Greater Moisture
Resistance and Superior Mechanical Strength
Now
all the economical and space saving advantages of several com
ponents combined into one compact assembly are yours in Hi Q Plate Assem
blies with still another advantage specially formulated epoxy conformal
coating to provide superior moisture resistance and greater mechanical
strength along with uniform appearance All this is available to you at prices
completely competitive with more conventional units
Hi Q Plate Assemblies will meet or surpass the requirements of MIL-C 11O15A
♦or capacitors and MIL R HC for resistors. Depending upon the circuit, Plate
Assemblies are available in the following sizes 1" x
or split to form two
plates 1' x
x
or 3 plates *4 x 1" and finally four plates *4" x
(exclusive of coating) Available with wire leads or tab leads for automatic
insertion into printed wiring boards.

NEW-Hl Q

MICRO CIRCUITS ONLY >/2" x
>/2" x 1“ CONTAINS 85 COMPONENTS!
The unit illustrated here is a complete adder circuit for ballis
tic missile computers Made up of 7 ceramic plate circuits and
measuring only Vt" x W » 1, it represents a reduction of
50 times the volume of the smallest packages made with
conventional parts Some 85 compooeots (resistors, capacitors
aod transistors) are contained in the package composed of
commercially available compooents and designed to sell for a
price comparable I ■ the same unit assembled from conven
tional parts. If you would like tn explore the use tf such
packages in your equipment write to

OLEAN. NEW YORK
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A prime example is the
MODEL N317 CRYSTAL FREQUENCY
known to the
military as the 0-464 Oscillator ... which
generates over 66,000 discrete
sinusoidal frequencies — each
stable to 1 x 10s per day!

Replacing bank upon bank
of precision crystal oscillators,
the N317 Synthesizer reduces
packaging space to
less than 1.1 cubic feet.

Exact, infallible selection — and
it -selection — of any of its
frequencies is made in a
matter of seconds.
MODEL N317 Crystal Fiequency Synthesizer

Actual spectrum analy
sis at 23 Mc output The
most stable, pure’ sig
nal yet achieved in the
synthesizer art1

ZERO ERROR READABILITY ANO RESETTABILITY

OUTPUT FREQUENCY RANGE: 2 Mc to 34 Mc in four bands

125 cps from
250 cps from
500 cps from 8-16
1000 cps from 16-34
FREQUENCY STABILITY: 1 part in 108 per day, with higher stability
available using external reference
SPURIOUS SIGNALS DOWN 80 db, except harmonics of the output
100 MILLIWATTS MINIMUM OUTPUT across 50 ohms
NEW DISCRIMINATOR* gives automatic and equal pull-in and hold in
without moving parts
ALL ELECTRONIC SYSTEM eliminates mechanical servos
COMPACT SIZE: 17%" W k 5*4" H x 20" D, for rack or bench use
SIMPLIFIED CIRCUITRY AND MIL CONSTRUCTION permit rapid,
easy maintenance

TUNING INCREMENTS

;

:

Tl 9M

Ti 999

Megacycles
23 000

23 001

:

i

23 002

23 003

23 004

Manson's advanced technology also results
in a unique line of highly stable. Ion -cost
oscillators and related components, typi
cally represented here:
MODEL RD-1404

1 Mc High Stability Oscillator
.
$395.00

■Pal No. 2.871,349
MODEL RD-170
1000 Mc Reference Generator
$950.00

MANSON LABORATORIES, INC
37S FAIRFIELD AVENUE
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
DAvi* B-1391

MODEL RD-134
Ultra-Accurate
Crystal Oven
$100.00

Other oscillator packages and frequencies available . . . PHONE OR WRITE FOR DETAIL SPECIFICATION SHEETS
Circle 53 on Inquiry Card
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Here are some of the NEW

DIAMOND

DIAMALLOY

ELECTRONIC
PLIERS
Precision pliers especially designed for easy convenient

use in the hard exacting service of manufacturers of
electronic instruments.
Diamalloy pliers stay snug in the joints, true on the

points, and sharp on cutting edges in continuous service
under which lesser quality brands soon wear out and

have to be replaced.
These new electronic items are added to the line of

quality pliers and wrenches so long manufactured under
the famous Diamond and Diamalloy trade marks:

Sold only through regular trade channels. Ask your

electrical supplies wholesaler or write the manufac
turer for a Diamond Tool catalog.

There i» nothing finer than a DIAMOND'

DIAMOND

diamond tool, and//orsesfio^^
DULUTH . MINNESOTA

TORONTO • ONTARIO

'Q»Z
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COMPUTERS have introduced the
theory of “gaming" into many
vital research efforts in govern
ment and industry. At the U. S.
Army Logistics Management Cen
ter, Ft. Lee, Va. three games have
been set up utilizing an IBM 650
and another using an IBM RAMAC
305. The games demand that the
“players” make executive deci
sions which are weighted by math
ematical formulas to score the
participants on the effectiveness
of judgements they would be
called on to make in actual man
agement positions.

rantalum Capacitors

THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
has done a poor job of selling
itself to its employees, says Ad
miral’s Carl E Lantz. Manufac
turers should try harder to con
vince their own personnel of the
advantages of owning the prod
ucts they are selling and building.
“Every employee can and should
be a salesman for his company,”
Lantz points out. “His enthusiasm
and pride of ownership can help
convince outsiders of the quality
of the product with which he is
associated.

or High Temperature (125°C) Application
Reliability and uiiexcelled stability over the -55* to + lzo°C
ambient temperature range plus the ability to withstand
severe vibration and impact hock ...
Add to these advantage FAmtecd's patent d seal (No.
2,744^17)—the bes* method of sealing e tantalum electrolytic
capacitor—prenh«olutel,v bak-pruot throughout the unit’s
temperature range
Back this up with the knowledge that HPs benefit from
the long at experien b in the uur ness of tantalum and tante
>um capacitor* ...
That’s wh j Fanskwi HP a go far beyond ««pec ted service
under : ond:tiokis of never? heat, hock and vibration Use
them "ourself, prove them yourself. Ask for complete techni
cal <iata in Bulletin 6.111-2.

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
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RADIO WAVES have been used to
measure the depth of polar ice
caps by the U. S. Army Signal
Research and Dev. Lab. Depth is
determined by measuring the time
required for transmitted signals
to pass through the ice, reflect off
the hidden ground beneath and
return to the receiving antenna.
The waves travel at approximately
93,000 mph through polar ice. At
some points in the Antarctic the
ice is 2 mi. thick.
THE SPACE MAN may end up
pedaling his way
cranking
through space, says Franklin In
stitute’s Ezra S. Krendel, head of
their engineering psychology
branch. “Man - generated - power”
may be necessary, he says, in order
to conserve batteries, and to pro
vide an emergancy source if other
power fails. Data on the human’s
ability to maintain sustained ped
alling effort is found in details on
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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T ele-Tips
early efforts to make a flying bi
cycle, a propeller driven aircraft
powered by the flyer’s feet. And
Leonardo da Vinci sketched a sim
ilar device, called an “ornithopter,” some 450 years ago.

STANDARDS are getting in
creased attention, and one of the
first steps is to coordinate stand
ards between countries. In one of
the most recent steps, a wisp of
platinum wire in a gold-plated
mount was carried from Tokyo to
NBS’s Boulder Labs. The platinum
thread, 30 times thinner than a
human hair, is the heart of a Jap
anese bolometer mount, measuring
microwave power. NBS found that
the agreement between the Japa
nese and U. S. microwave power
standards are better than 1%—
exceptional precision.

INTENSIFIER PICKUP TUBE
was used by the Air Force to in
crease the sensitivity of night
photography equipment. An im
provement of 14 times was
achieved, and potential improve
ments of 20 times are expected
with the new 2-stage intensifiers.

SPACE SATELLITES may soon
be able to change their color for
protection. A method devised by
scientists at Space Technology
Labs in Los Angeles would use a
heat sensitive coating for satellite
skins to control the internal tem
peratures while the vehicle is
whirling through space. The coat
ing would change the color, and
control the heat absorption and
radiation qualities of the satellite.

GUIDED MISSILES may soon be
“beam riding” to any point in the
world on errands of mercy. R. P.
Haviland, engineer for GE’s Mis
sile and Space Vehicle Dept., raised
the possibility that improved gui
dance systems will enable a re
entry Vehicle to “ride in" on any
radio beacon and land at pre
determined points. One of the uses
could be delivery of hospital sup
plies to stricken areas.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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The Latest in RELIABLE
Silicon Power Rectifiers

70

j

AMP.
I7|'MU

1N SERIES
TYPE 8B

IM2MU

IN 1396
1N 1397
IN 1398
1N 1399
IN 1400
1N 1401
1N 1402
1N 1403

47M*
NI
MO Mil

T“T iar
in“’

MIMI

Full 70 amp. load in

Operating temperature

Also available to meet Military
Write

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION

North Chicago. III. USA
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International News
EUROPE

New International Award

Rome—Permindex, the World Trade
Rome, is sponsoring
Center
annual award in memory of Guglielmo
world famous radio
Marconi,
pioneer. The award will be made to
the individual making the greatest
contribution to the development of
Marconi’s discoveries. Recipients will
be chosen by a committee of im
portant international personalities, a
member of the Marconi family, and
representatives of Permindex. The
award will be a gold medal, patterned
after a Marconi memorial to be erect
ed in Rome.
Form Swiss Subsidiary

Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos,
Calif., has formed a new subsidiary
in Geneva. The corporation. Eitel
McCullough, S. A., will serve as a
marketing function for Eimac in
Europe. Eimac foreign sales were
approximately $2.5 million in 1959
(double the 1958 figure).
Warren Hoffman, Export Mgr. of
Eimac will become Managing Admin
istrator and Chairman of the Board
of the new* Company. Other members
of the board are Eric Homburger and
Leopold Crnmer, both of Switzerland.
Form German Subsidiary

Collins Radio Co., Dallas, Texas, has
formed a new German subsidiary to
manufacture, sell, and service Collins
airborne equipment. The new Com
pany is Collins Radio Company

GmbH, at (In Gruendung) Flughafen
Rhein/main, Frankfurt aM Germany.
New Manager is William Dunn;
Floyd Gleason will be in charge of
technical activities.

PUERTO RICO
Bt-Linquol TV

San Juan—A Puerto Rican TV sta
tion < WKAQ-TV) is planning a series
of TV shows for the Spanish markets
in cities such as New York, Detroit,
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Miami.
halfThe bi-lingual programs,
hour shows, will be taped in Puerto
Rico using Puerto Rican talent. A
new Ampex VTR installation will be
used to tape the shows.

CANADA

Acquire Canadian Company

Textron, Inc. New York has acquired
the Terry Machinery Co., Ltd., Mon
treal, Canada. The Canadian firm
makes pumps, generators, and elec
tronic systems. They also perform
special contract work for the Can
adian Government. Subsidiaries are
in British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario,
Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. W. H. Terry will continue as
President of Terry Machinery Co.
Sigi Technical
Collaboration Agreement

Ask OK for New Cables

RCA Communications, Inc. has
plied for authority from the FCC to
operate telegraph channels in the new
U. S.—Puerto Rico coaxial telephone
cable. The channels would be used
to supplement existing radio com
munication facilities between the
mainland and Puerto Rico. The “in
creasing demand for such service as
telex and private leased channels,
and an increasing volume of message
telegraph traffic” were cited as rea
sons for wanting the OK.
T. H. Mitchell, President of RCA
Communications said that it, “in no
way reflects a diminution of interest
in radio. The company is devoting
major efforts and resources to the
continued expansion of RCA’s global
radio network.”

Transmitter far
Radio Tokyo

Radio Tokyo's Shiba
Transmission Station
is using this new 50
kw TV transmitter
built by Tokyo Shi
baura Electric Co It
can broadcast color
and black and white.
Unit uses three 25
kw pentodes giving
it a 12.5 kw audio
and a 50 kw video
output

Malcolm M Hubbard (right), President of
Hennes Electronics Co., Cambridge, Mass.,
and A. W H Cole, Marconi's Wireless Tele
graph Co., England, sign agreement for
general technical collaboration in the
field of point to point communications

UNITED KINGDOM

Hayes, Middlesex
Electronics, Ltd. has received an order
from Elektroimpex, Budapest, for one
of the company’s Outside Broadcast
Units. The Hungarian Broadcasting
Authority will use the unit for tele
vising outdoor events.
The vehicle will be equipped with
four E.M.I. Image Orthicon Cameras
and a zoom lens. The cameras can
be fitted with either 3 inch or 4 %
inch Image Orthicon pick-up tubes.
Four video outputs and four sound
outputs from the vehicle make it pos
sible to distribute signals independ
ently to four monitors when the
vehicle is used as a control room for
a TV studio.
International Conference
On Medical Electronics

London—The Institution of Electrical
Engineers (Brit.) and the Interna
tional Federation for Medical Elec
tronics are organizing the Third In( Continued on Page 36)
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SWITCHING TYPES

New circuit possibilities for low im
pedance, high current applications are
opened up by Clevite’s switching diodes.
Type CSD-2542, for example, switches
from 30 ma to -35v. in 0.5 microseconds
in a modified IBM Y circuit and has a
forward conductance of 100 ma minimum
at 1 volt.

FAST
SWITCHING

Combining high reverse voltage, high for
ward conductance, fast switching and high
temperature operation, these diodes ap
proach the ideal multi-purpose device sought
by designers.

plus

HIGH CONDUCTANCE

GENERAL PURPOSE TYPES

in

Optimum rectification efficiency rather
than rate of switching has been built into
these silicon diodes. They feature very
high forward conductance and low re
verse current. These diodes find their
principal use in various instrumentation
applications where the accuracy or repro
duceability of performance of the circuit
requires a diode of negligible reverse cur
rent. In this line of general purpose types
Clevite has available, in addition to the
JAN types listed below, commercial
diodes of the 1N482 series.

SILICON JUNCTION
DIODES

MILITARY TYPES
JAN
1N457
1N458
1N459

MIL-E-1/1026
MIL-E-1/1027
MIL-E-1/1028
Signal Corps

1N662
1N663
1N658
1N643

MIL-E-1/1139
MIL-E-1/1140
MIL-E-1/1160
MIL-E-1/1171

All these diodes are available for im
mediate delivery. Write now for Bulletins
B217A-1, B217A-2 and B217-4.
Pitone for data anil prices.

Reliability in volume . •.

——

* DIVISION OF

CLEVITE TRANSISTOR
254 Crescent Street. Waltham 54, Mass. • Tel TWinbrook 4-9330 —

TUNING FORK
CONTROLLED
PRECISION
FREQUENCY
PACKAGES
FROM 1.0 TO 4,000 CPS
Overall accuracies from ±.05% to ±.01% over —55UC
to +85’C range, and to ±.001% from zero °C to +75°C,
without use of ovens.
Silicon and germanium transistorized. Sinewave,
squarewave and pulse outputs. 18, 20, 24, and 28
volt DC inputs.
Conservatively designed reliable units, potted in sili
cone rubber and hermetically sealed, for operation
under MIL environmental conditions.
PHONE EDgewood 3-1700, or TWX WBRY 5103, or
write:

PHILAMON LABORATORIES INC
90 HOPPER STREET, WESTBURY, LONS ISLAND, N.Y.
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(Continued from Page 32)
ternational Conference
Medica)
Electronics. The conference will be
held at Olympia, London, July 21 to
27, 1960. For information: Secretary,
The Institution
Electrical
gineers, Savoy Place, London, W.C. 2.
Included in the subjects to be cov
ered will be applications to space
research, aids for the totally deaf,
automatic control of artificial limbs
and of heart action, and techniques
involving the use of pills containing
miniature radio transmitters.
Build Irish
Gyros in U. S.

reliable,
durable
pbin-cir connectors
Amphenol Princir receptacles have been used in high-reliability

applications
since their introduction a few years ago. Pnncir
popularity in rough jobs is based upon a unique contact design with
these outstanding features:

CONTACT CAN’T BE OVERSTRESSED-Even after repeated
board
insertions Princir contacts form-fit any
Warped boards or boards varying in thickness are effectively
accommodated. Wiping action is excellent.
CONTACT CANT BE SET The long spring base of the tough
phosphor bronze contacts prevents setting.

LOW MILLIVOLT DROP -After 1000 insertions and with
drawals in reliability-durability testing the millivolt drop is
negligible. Only after 5000 cycles is it appreciably affected.
HARD GOLD-OVER-ALBALOY PLATING - Assures low
electrical contact resistance, prevents tarnishing.
Princir receptacles are available with from six to twenty two con
tacts; there are five contact tail types A complete family of mating
Princir plugs and adapters are also available.

■I CONNECTOR DIVISION
CHICAGO 50. ILLINOIS

Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
Circle 22 on Inquiry Card

Cijnmni Controls Corp., New York will
build gyroscopes used in this launcher for the
Seacat anti-aircraft missile under license
from Short Brother* & Harland, Ltd., Belfast,
Ireland. Short will give tech assistance tor
2 years.
Stereoscopic CCTV

Hayes, Middlesex — A stereoscopic
closed-circuit TV has been developed
by E.M.I. Electronics, Ltd. It is de
signed for nuclear plants and other
establishments where dangerous ma
terials must be manipulated remotely.
Two camera channels are mounted
side-by-side and relay pictures onto
two monitors. The pictures from
these are superimposed with mirrors
and polarized glass to form a single
image. When viewed with polarized
glasses u realistic three-dimensional
picture results.

JAPAN

Portable Neutron Generator

Tokyo—W’ork has started on a port
able neutron generator by Tokyo
Shibaura Electric Company (TOSH
IBA) of Japan. The generator, which
is not dependent on the use of a
reactor, is expected to open atomic
research possibilities to universities
and industrial corporations that can
not make use of existing atomic re
search facilities.
The generator
should be completed by October, 1960.
Circle 23 on Inquiry Card ■
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in THERMISTORS
Besides the technology and manufacturing
resources you’d expect of Keystone, there’s
a great deal of individual patience and care
bound up in each thermistor we make. Our
Thermistor Division is staffed by people who
appreciate the importance of precision work
manship—and many of them have been with
us since we made our first negative tempera
ture coefficient resistance unit over 20 years
ago. • Along with our complete laboratory,
engineering and manufacturing facilities, our
“people who care’’ liave made Keystone the
key name in thermistors today.
How do you benefit by all this? It's simple.
Whether the thermistor you need is as large
as your thumb or as small as a gnat’s eye,
it will perform as specified ... on earth, in
space, or below the seas ... if made by the
people at Keystone. • We’d be more than
pleased to hear from you about your ixjssible
application for thermistors. Chances are we
can help. Write us.

K
CARBON COMPANY
Thermistor Division
ST. MARYS, PA.

First practical diode for amplifier, shown here

held by tweezers, was jointly developed by

A. E. Bakanowski and A. Uhlir.

At Bell Laboratories, M Uenohara (left) adjusts his reactance amplifier, assisted by
A E. Bakanowski, who helped develop first suitable diode. Extremely low

achieved when certain diodes are cooled in liquid nitrogen

How basic scientific ideas develop in the
light of expanding knowledge is strikingly illus
trated by the development of Bell Laboratories’
new “parametric” or “reactance” amplifier.

Over 100 years ago, scientists experiment
ing with vibrating strings observed that vibra
tions could be amplified by giving them a push
at strategic moments, using properly synchro
nized tuning forks. This is done in much the
same way a child on a swing “pumps” in new
energy by shifting his center of gravity in step
with his motion.
At the turn of the century, scientists theo
rized that electrical vibrations, too, could be
amplified by synchronously varying the react
ance of an inductor or capacitor. Later amplifiers
were made to work on this principle but none
at microwave frequencies.

Then came the middle 50’s. Bell Telephone
Laboratories scientists, by applying their new
transistor technology, developed semiconduc
tor diodes of greatly improved capabilities.
They determined theoretically how the electri
cal capacitance of these new diodes could be
utilized to amplify at microwave frequencies.
They created a new microwave amplifier with
far less “noise” than conventional amplifiers.

The new reactance amplifier has a busy
future in the battle with “noise.” At present,
it is being developed for applications in tropo
spheric transmission and radar. But it has
many other possible applications, as well. It
can be used, for instance, in the reception of
signals reflected from satellites. It is still another
example of the continuing efforts to improve
your Bell System communications.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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WEATHERPROOF

AVAILABLE NOW FOR ANY MOISTURE ENVIRONMENT
Wherever water threatens an electrical connection,
you can be sure of positive dry contact by choosing
from Cannon’s many types of weatherproof plugs.
For rocket engine test stands...ground support
equipment...buried or exposed cables...under
water research equipment...or any wet weather
condition...Cannon has the right plug for you.
■ Moistureproof types maintain sealed characteris
tics at high altitudes and over a wide temperature
range. ■ Weatherproof types repel water under
severe mud, ice, and water conditions. ■ Watertight
types may be used underground and in swamps, lakes,
and rivers... may be submerged in water up to 550
feet without leaking. Cannon's weatherproof plugs are
another of many reasons why you should always con
sult the first name in plugs... why you should always
consult Cannon for all your plug requirements. For
information on Cannon weatherproof plugs, or any
Cannon product, write to:

CANNON
"PLUGS
CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 3208 Humboldt St, Los Angeles 31, Calif.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Books

NEW VENTURI DESIGN
SOLENOID VALVE FEATURES
1" SIZE 255 P.S.I. RATING
DIRECT ACTING
YET WEIGHS
ONLY 1% LBS

Valcor
V-20000-04
Shut-Off Model
For Air,
Gases, Fuels,
Just 51/a" High

KENILWORTH, N J.—An entirely new direct acting venturi type
valve, in a 1" line size, yet weighing only 1% lbs., has been
announced by Valcor Engineering Corp.
The valve combines an efficient venturi plus Valcor’s pat
ented, optically flat floating seal principle to insure a straightthrough flow path without obstructions. The pressure recovery
characteristics of the venturi allow the reduction of the inside
diameter of the fluid line to a relatively small throat; this permits
the use of a minimum weight, direct acting solenoid. The self
lapping, floating seal disc, with its self-cleaning action with
stands normal contaminants and foreign matter. The combina
tion of the efficient venturi, the floating disc, and the direct
acting design produces maximum reliability.
Only high temperature insulating materials are used: teflon,
silicone and glass The coils are unaffected by mechanical and
thermal shock, and maintain dielectric strength under salt
spray, temperatures to 500 F and other adverse environmental
conditions. Both valve and solenoid are rated from zero to 255
psi, over an ambient temperature range of —65 F to + 250 F,
with fluid temperatures between —30 F and 4-350 F — and
up to 550 F for a maximum of 10 minutes.
Ports are constructed in accordance with military standard
fittings AND 10058-16. The valve is easily adaptable to any type
of fitting.
Further information, including technical literature on the
new Model V-20000-04 venturi-type solenoid valve, is available
from VALCOR ENGINEERING CORP., Kenilworth, New Jersey.

40
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Cybernetics and Management
By Stafford Beer. Published 1960 by John Wiley
6 Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16.
214 pages. Price $4.50.

This book is an account of the new
science of cybernetics and is the first
to be written with management spe
cially in mind. It presents the basic
principles of the subject, introduces
important ideas, and explains the
main terms without a mass of mathe
matics and scientific detail.
Cybernetics is the scientific study of
the nature of control, not in the nar
row sense of command in the giving
of orders, but in the subtle sense of
self-regulation and adaptability.
Over the past 15 years scientists
have discovered ways of describing
large and complicated systems which
exhibit self-regulation and adaptive
behavior, and of discussing their
structures and control mechanisms.
They have found with excitement that
there are hitherto unsuspected prin
ciples which seem to underlie them
all; this is the unity which makes
cybernetics a science in its own right,
whether it is talking about control in
biology, or economics, or computers,
or industry.
Management might be called the
profession of control. For this reason
it will find in cybernetics a scientific
tool for understanding and organizing
systems and machines to set beside
its own arts in the handling of men
and situations.

Materials and Techniques for
Electron Tubes
By Walter H. Kohl. Published 1960 by Reinhold
Publishing Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York 22.
638 pages. Price $16.50.

The principal subjects here are the
composition, properties, and behavior
of the materials used in electron tubes
and the techniques for assembling
these materials. The book completely
revises the author’s previous “Mate
rials Technology for Electron Tubes,”
long known as a standard work on
the subject in English. The new text
is written and organized on the basis
of replies to questionnaires sent to a
select list of users of the previous
book.
The book covers all the material
components of electron tubes and the
methods of uniting them, such as
joining of metals by brazing, glass-to
metal sealing, and ceramic-to-metal
sealing. Chapters dealing with spe
cific materials contain extensive tabu
lations of physical characteristics,
chemical reactions with various rea
gents, and processes used in applica
tion.
(Continued on page -14)
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taper technique
points the way

Magnetic Amplifiers. Inc, of New York carefully manuiactures its Static Inverters with a step-by-step quality

control and testing program to build in the reliability
required for aircraft and missile applications.
Magnetic
Amplifiers’
250VA Static
Inverter Model
SIS-1250M

It found that AMP Taper Technique simplified this
procedure. A high speed AMP Automachine pre-ter
minates circuit leads with crimp-type, pre-insulated solid
Taper Pins. Components are then easily tested in the
modular stage before final assembly. Crimping eliminates
difficult soldering operations and the danger of burning
wound components while Taper Technique permits
checking and trouble shooting without destroying the
main cable. After final assembly, when the Pins are in
serted into the Blocks, this Technique provides rugged
vibration resistance and operational reliability.

AMP
Pre-Insulated
Taper Pins
and stackable
Taper Blocks

AMP solderless Taper Pins an* made in formed and
solid types, with or without pre-insulation and mate with
a wide range of one or two piece stackable Taper Blocks.
You’ll find that AMP Taper Technique is ideal for your
quality control or circuit density problems too.

Write for our new Tapet Technique brochure.

AMP Incorporated
GENERAL

OFFICES:

HARRISBURG,

AMP products ond engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies m
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PENNSYLVANIA

Australia • Canada • England • Franca • Holland • Italy • lapan • West Germany
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org sub-fractional horsepower motors mean
reliable power for your precision instruments and
equipment. All Borg motors are totally enclosed, using
pre iMoniu ubmed die-cJM aHmsfor end bills ant gear-train
housings. Borg motors are reversible, capacitor-type
motors rated for operation on 110 and 220 volts, 50 or
60 cycles. Available in synchronous or induction types, two
or four pole, with or without gear trains, from 1/750 to 1/2000
horsepower. Capacitors are optional. Contact your nearest Borg
distributor or technical representative, or write us for full information.

SB

W RITE FOR
DATA SHEET
BED-A132

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION
Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
Janesville, Wisconsin
Micropot Potentiometers

Turns--Counting Minodmls
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Sub-Fractional Horsepower Motors

Frequency ond Time Standards
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1200°-Yet No Catastrophic Failure With
New Electra Precision Carbon Film Resistor

Check at right the histograms showing test results on the new Electra Preci
sion Carbon Film Resistor. See tor yourself the remarkable ability of this resistor
to withstand extreme conditions of heat and humidity, also its exceptional load
life. Primary credit for these outstanding characteristics goes to Electra’s exclu
sive new Type R-5 coating, developed in our laboratory after a long period of
scientific study and experimentation. But performance alone is not the whole
story. Check, too, the sizes; truly, this resistor opens up a whole host of new
possibilities in your design and engineering work.

MI«aiL tataE«

Lead length C, IVz for all,

ekc

itiiistMica

D a. lead*

Resifactsotarednet Ratta
Mm.

»22 «or CF Vt and CF >4, »20 «or CF Vz.

WRITE FOR NEW BROCHURE—Just off the press...new brochure describing
Electra's complete line of precision carbon film resistors. Electra also manufac
tures a complete line of precision metal film resistors and ceramic disc and
plate capacitors.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4051 Broadway
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Kansas City, Missouri
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CLEVELITE
PHENOLIC TUBING

Books
(Continued from paye 40)
Industrial Packaging
By Walter F. Friedman and Jerome J. Kipnees.
Published I960 by John Wiley 6 Sons, Inc.,
440 Fourth Ave.. New
16. 536 pages. Price
$11.50,

SLEEVES

has the Electrical and Physical Qualities in the
in the

YOUR DESIGN REQUIRES!
features

PHYSICAL
features.

Telemetering Systems

• High Heat Resistance over
250° F. continuous

Unaffected by Oils and
Solvents

By P. A. Borden and W. J. Mayo Wells. Pub
lished 1959 by Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430
Park Ave., New York 22. 249 pages. Price $8.50.

* Non tracking and Insula '
tion Resistance

Mechanically and structuially strong

• Dielectric Strength up to
250 v p.m.

Easily punched,
and machined

Here are the full details on the
practical aspects and possibilities of
both stationary and mobile telemeter
ing. The latter phase, now so im
portant in rocketry is entirely new to
this treatment which grew out of
Borden’s earlier successful book,
“Principles and Methods of Tele
metering,” written before mobile tele
metering was a developed science.
The authors stressed the similarity
between the two methods in order to
point out their increasing mutual de
pendencies in regard to practice and
techniques. This new book will be
highly useful in explaining this valu
able type of instrumentation for vari
ous industrial, research and military
activities.

■ Low dielectric loss factor

* Low moistuir absorption

sawed

Diameters from (90” to
8.000”; wall thicknesses
from .0075" to .250"

Molded nvlon coil forms are also available in

Write for latest CLEVELITE brochure and tamplet
i

'

PLANTS A

SALES OFFICES

The significance of the industrial
packaging function in the total busi
ness picture may be recognized from
the important proportion of the total
product and distribution expenditure
which packaging costs frequently con
sume. The staggering damage claims
paid by transportation agencies also
testify to
often neglected cus
turner service function in assuring,
through proper protection, the com
plete serviceable and useable condi
tions of the product.
This book establishes those criteria
controls which are indispensable for
the formulation and execution of
sound packaging policy. Offering a
thorough and up-to-date survey of
packaging materials, methods, and
equipment, the work will prove an in
valuable aid to all those facing the
problem of adequate product protec
tion and minimum container, labor,
and transportation cost.
The authors include an economic
analysis of the field, and organize and
define basic principles applicable to
all package-using industries. Many
new and original concepts and anal
yses are presented, and valuable new
techniques and methods are empha
sized.

CLEVELITE will make your product
BETTER and at LOWER cast!

THE

CLEVELAND CONTAINER
6201 BARBERTON AVE

• CLEVELAND 2. OHIO

Structure and Properties
of Thin Films
SALES OFFICES

Edited by C. A. Neugebauer. J. B. Newkirk and
D. A. Vermilyea. Published 1959 by John Wiley
6 Sons, lnc.f 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16.
561 pages.

The first English - language report
on the structure and properties of
thin films, this book presents the com
plete proceedings of an international
conference on thin films held at Bolten
(Continued on page 48)
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NEW ...

FROM INDUSTRY’S BROADEST RECTIFIER LINE

SILICON
CARBIDE
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electronic corporation • wakefield, massachusetts
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CERAMIC
SPEAKER
MAGNETS
INDOX V Can Cut
Magnet Costs 20%

Performance Proven in Hundreds of Thousands of

A leading high-fidelity loud-speaker manufacturer
realized the above savings when his Alnico speakers
were redesigned to use Indox V. Here is why he
changed ... and why you, too. may achieve substantial
savmgs by changing to Indox V

Indox V loud-speaker magnets are guaranteed to
have a minimum energy product of 3.25 million BHmax.
Made of highly oriented barium ferrite material, their
energy level is comparable on an equivalent weight
basis to that of Indiana’s Hyflux Alnico V — the most
powerful magnet material available.
Now with Indox V, designers and manufacturers
can look forward to:

Indiana offers a wide range ot INDOX V high-fidelity loud -speaker
magnets
in both standard and special sizes

Investigate the possibility of improving your loud
speaker designs with Indox V. Indiana’s experienced
design engineers are available to help you solve your
speaker design problems — at no cost or obligation to
you Write for Bulletin 18N-4 today for more detailed
information.

• Speaker assemblies that are less than half at deep

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS

• Fewer magnet parts, simpler assemblies

Division of Indiana General Corporation

♦ Lets over-all weight, lower shipping costs

Yet the advantages oi comparable Alnico magnets
are retained:
Highest sound level possible

Best transient response, assuring a full range of tones
and overtones
Truest possible reproduction of sound

Valparaiso, Indiana
In Canada

The Indiana Steel Products Company of Canada Limited
Kitchener, Ontario

INDIANA
PERMANENT
MAGNETS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Another Tinnerman Original

In seconds. you can front-mount trim, name plates,
grilles, knobs, insulation, with Tubular Speed
Clips. And at interesting savings in assembly time
and costs!
Snap these quality spring-steel fasteners into
holes in metal, plastic or wood. Then press the
mounting studs, nails or rivets into the clips tn
complete the attachments... anywhere along your
assembly line.
As the Speed Clip is inserted, spring fingers
compress, then expand behind the panel to lock
tight. The rolled-in end permits easy entrance, but
bites hard into the stud to prevent back-off or
vibra tion-loosening
Tubular Speed Clips are available for a full
range of stud sizes and panel thicknesses. Perma
nent lock or removable types.
Check your Sweet’s Product Design File (Sec
tion 8/Ti) for data on Tubular Speed Clips and

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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other Speed Nut brand fasteners. Then call your
Tinnerman representative for samples and addi
tional information. If he isn’t listed under
“Fasteners” in your Yellow Pages, write to:
timnbrman
PRODUCTS. INC.
Dept. 12 • P.O Box 8680 • Cleveland 1, Ohio

FASTEST THING

FASTENINGS*

Books
(Continued from page

GENERAL PURPOSE

TIMING UNITS

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

ECONOMY CONTACTORS

MISSILE AND
,'THER MILITARY RELAYS

44)

Landing on Lake George, N. Y., Sep
tember 1959.
Review papers, contributed by rec
ognized experts in their specialized
fields, discuss problems which have
been recently solved and those that
still await solution. Topics include the
preparation, growth and structure of
thin films, and the mechanical, elec
trical. optical, and magnetic proper
ties of thin films. In addition, a re
view of processes occurring at the
metal surface is given, since u large
fraction of thin film atoms resides on
or near the surface.
Current research papers presented
at the conference describe some of
the more fundamental problems of
physics and chemistry involved in the
special nature of thin films. The prob
lem of ferromagnetism in very small
specimens, the nature of chemisorp
tion, and the effect of small dimen
sions on various properties receive
prime attention.
A complete transcript of the con
ference discussion is included.
Books Received

SEQUENCE RELAYS

The Source Book in Mathematics
By D. E. Smith,
price $1.85.
price $1.85.

701 poges, paper back
701 pages, paper back.

Functions of a Complex Variable
By James Pierpont. 583 pages, paper bock,
J2.*5.

course in Mathematical Analyst
By Edouard Goursat. Vol. I: 548 pages,
back; price $2.25. Vol. II, Part I: 259
paper back: price $1.65. Vol. II, Part
pages, paper back: price $1.65.

The Theory of Functions of
Real Variables
By James Pierpont. Vol. I: 550 pages,
back: price $2.45. koi. II: 645 pages,
back: price $2.45.
Published 1959 by Dover Publications,

Chances are mighty good that
Struthers-Dunn can help you avoid
lost tune, confusion and headaches in
locating the one specific relay type
best suited for your job. And, by
"best suited" sc mean electrically,
mechanically, size-wise, weight-wise,
mounting-wise and price-wise!

Set vo Engineers Handbook

With 5,348 Dunco relay types and
adaptations from which to choose and
with many of them available from
stock, Struthers-Dunn relay specialists
can match your requirements to a T—
whatever the type and whether the
call be for one relay, or for thousands.
Struthers-Dunn, Inc., Pitman, N. J.

Member. National Association of Relay Manufacturers

STRUTHERS-DUNN
Salo
th<o w Atlanta • Foston • Buffalo * Charlotte • Chicago ■ Cincinnati • Cleveland . Dallas . Dayton . Detroit
0a*sai City . los Angeles ■ Monlreal • Nea Orleans * Rn Tork • Pittsburgh • St. Louis • San Francisco * Seattle . Toronto
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Published 1959 by Daystrom Transicoil, Div. o'
Daystrom Inc., Worcester, Montgomery County,
Po. 128 pages, paper bound. Price $3.00.

Value Engineering-1959
Published 1959 by Engineering Publishers. P O.
Box 2. Elhabeth, N. J. 165 pages. Price $6.00.

Space Communications Handbook
Published 1959 by Philco Corp., G 6 I Div. West
ern Development Labs, 3875 Fabian Way, Palo
Alto, Calif. 55 pages, paper bound.

Airborne HF SSB AM System.
ARINC Characteristic No. 533.
Published 1960 by the Airlines Electronic Engineer
ing Committee of the Airlines Communications
Administrative Council, associated with Aeronau
1700 K Street NW. Wash 6,
Heal Radio,
D. C. 92 pages, paper bound.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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DISTORTION READINGS

hp- 330B/C/D Distortion Analyzer

Measure distortions as low as 0.1 %

Measure noise on voltages as small as 100 pv
High sensitivity, high stability

Wide band 20 db gain amplifier
Oscilloscope terminals; built-in VTVM
-hp- 330B Distortion Analyzer is a basic instrument universally
used to measure total audio distortion, voltage level, power out
put, gain, total AM carrier distortion, noise and hum level and
audio signal frequencies.

Model 330B consists of a frequency selective amplifier, a regu
lated power supply and a VTVM. The amplifier operates with a
resistance-tuned circuit to provide almost infinite attenuation of
the fundamental vx hile passing harmonic frequencies at normal
gain. Negative feedback minimizes distortion and insures uniform
response and stability. The VTVM is used to set the load and
measure the value of harmonic voltages, thus providing a direct
reading of total distortion. The VTVM may also be used sepa
rately.

For FM broadcasters, -hp- 330C is offered. Similar to 330B,
this instrument has a meter with VU ballistic characteristics
meeting F.C.C. requirements and a VTVM frequency range of
10 cps to 60 KC.
ForFM-AM broadcasters,

-hp- 330D is available. This instru
ment is similar to -hp- 330C except for addition of an AM de
tector covering 500 KC to 60 MC.

Detail* from your

hp-

representative, or write direct

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4B19B PAGE MILL ROAD * PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA. U.S.A
CABLE “HEWPACK" • DAVENPORT 5-4451
Flald Engineers in all Principal Areas

now
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SPECIFICATIONS
Distortion Measurement: 20 cps to 20

Dial Calibration Accuracy: ±2% full
range.

Elimination Characteristics: Reduces
fundamental frequency more than 99.9%.
Accuracy: ±3% full scale at distortion
levels of 0.5%.

Sensitivity: Distortion levels of 0.3% are
measured full scale Accurate readings
on 0.1 % levels
Input Impedance: 200,000 ohms, 40
pyl shunt.
Required Input: 1 v RMS.
Voltmeter: Nine 10 db ranges, 0 03 to
300 v. Full scale sensitivity all ringes.
Noise Measurement: 300 /iv full scale.
Coverage 10 cps to 20 KC.
Oscilloscope Terminals: 75 db max.
gain from AF input to terminals.

Price: -hp- 330B, $410.00 (cabinet), -hp330C, $440 00 (cabinet), -hp- 330D,
$500.00 (cabinet), (Rack models $15.00
Data subject lo change without notice.
Prices f.o.b. factory.

Important facts

io

know about laminated plastics

New Guide Developed by Taylor

If you have specialized in metals and are consid
ering industrial laminated plastics as a material for
certain components in your design for the first
time, this newly devised Taylor Selection Guide
will help you evaluate the different grades avail
able. The simplified properties chart lists the vari
ous grades now produced and clearly indicates the
properties in which they excel. An accompanying
booklet gives helpful hints on the selection of lami
nated plastics for your specific application. Write
for your copy of this handy Taylor Laminated
Plastics Selection Guide today. Use it to make

tentative selections
of the laminated
plastics that most
nearly fit your re
quirements. Then
consult us on the
design and applica
tion of laminated
plastics and parts fabricated from them before
making a final decision. Our application engineers
will be glad to discuss them with you. Write Taylor
Fibre Co., Norristown 53, Pa.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Simplifies Laminate Selection
Suggested applications of different
grades of Taylor Laminated Plastics

For forming into intricate shapes, compound curves,
and deep draws: Taylor Grade C-7 a phenolic resin,
cotton fabric base, postforming grade Also Taylor
XX-7—a phenolic resin, paper-base postforming grade.

For the fabrication of springs, silent gears, pinions, cams
and bearings: Taylor Grade C a phenolic resin, cotton
fabric base, mechanical grade and Taylor Grade L, a
phenolic resin, fine weave cotton fabric base grade.

For applications requiring high-strength retention at
elevated temperatures: Taylor Grade GEC—an epoxy
resin, glass-fabric base grade.

For high-temperature electrical applications and highfrequency radio equipment- Taylor Grade GSC—a sili
cone resin, glass fabric base, high-heat-resistant electro
mechanical grade.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Letters

CABLE -bility!

to the Editor

"Case for DC Restoration"
Editor, Electronic Industries:
Congratulations on the publication
of R. J. Nissen’s article on “The Case
for DC Restoration” which appeared
in your January 1960 issue.
We have been advocating the re
turn to the use of DC restoration for
many years, without much success.
We would like to have about 20
reprints to send to our engineering
representatives in the field in the
hope of renewing interest in this
worthy undertaking.
If you will inform me of the cost
of the 20 reprints, a purchase order
will be prepared.
N. R. Olding,
Operations Engineer
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
P. O. Box 10, Snowdon, Montreal, P.Q.

"Human Factors"

OVER 70 APPROVALS
to MIL-C-17B
AMPHENOL Cable & Wire Division leads the entire

industry in qualification approvals of RG-/U coaxial
cables to M1L-C-I7B. Now, this is not important unless

you’re an engineer on a demanding project or a purchasing
agent up against multiple-sources trouble. Single-source

is a real advantage if you are. From AMPHENOL Cable
& Wire Division you may count on fast delivery from
stock of approved M1L-C-I7B USAF and Navy
specification cables. In addition, many cables manufactured

to JAN-C-I7A are also available from stock. Over 140 RG-/U

cables are available in all.
Behind this wide availability stands unrivalled engineering

talent to provide assistance in problem areas where presently

available cables are not the answer. In standards or in
specials, AMPHENOL Cable & Wire Cablc-bility

can help you!
4 new edition of the authoritative
AMPHENOL table catalog it now being

prepared. May we add your name to
our distribution list?

CABLE & WIRE

DIVISION

S. HARLEM AVE. at 63rd ST.. CHICAGO 38
AMPHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
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Editor, Electronic Industries:
My compliments to you and your
staff, and especially to Mr. Christo
pher Celent, for your excellent special
editorial staff report in the February
1960 issue of Electronic Industries,
“ ‘Human Factors' — Newest Engi
neering Discipline.
This constitutes the most complete
coverage of human engineering ac
tivities that I have yet seen. To my
knowledge, only two significant ac
tivities in engineering psychology
were neglected in your report: (1)
those of the Laboratory of Aviation
Psychology, Ohio State University,
and (2) those of the Vehicle Dy
namics Department, Cornell Aero
nautical Laboratories. Your readers
might be interested in knowing, also,
that Dr. Paul M. Fitts (who first
headed the engineering psychology
work at the Aeromedical Laboratory,
Wright Air Development Center, and
later directed the work at the Lab
oratory of Aviation Psychology, Ohio
State University, but is now located
at the University of Michigan) gen
erally offers a “short course” in en
gineering psychology during the sum
mer.
Earl A. Alluisi, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Emory University, Atlanta 22, Ga.
Editor, Electronic Industries:
I was very pleased to note your
excellent special staff report on HU
MAN FACTORS in the February
issue of Electronic Industries. It
assembles ideas from a wide enough
variety of applications to catch the
attention of many people.
I should very much appreciate it
if you could send us 2 reprints of
the report, one for the Human En(Continued on page 56)
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STATIC INVERTER—The Tapco inverter employs special logic and
power circuitry which generates the three-phase output shown in
the photograph at left. This technique of “synchronous switching”*
provides an output which is essentially devoid of 3rd and 5th
harmonics and their multiples as well as all even harmonics. Although
the resultant wave form can be used unfiltered in many applications,
a total harmonic distortion of less than 5% can be obtained with
a filter that is appreciably smaller and lighter than would be required
to filter a square wave. Special controlled rectifier output circuitry
provides both efficient voltage regulation and short circuit protection.
Switched mode operation throughout insures maximum efficiency
as well as minimum size and weight.
* Patent applied tor
PERFORMANCE DATA-Input Voltage d.c.: 18-31 vdc. Output Voltage
3-phase: 115 vac ± 1%, WYE or DELTA connected. Output Power: 500 VA.
Power Factor: Unrestricted. Output Frequency: 400 cps ±0.02% standard
±0.0001% where required. Distortion: Less than 5%. Maximum ambient at
full load: 125°C. Wave Form: Sine wave. Short Circuit Protection: Limits to
300% rated current. Efficiency Full Load: 85%. ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
Vibration: 10g through 3000 cps. Shock: 40g. Acceleration: 12g for 5 minutes.
Temperature: -55’C to + 125°C. PHYSICAL DATA—Envelope Dimensions
Including Fins: 4.5" x 9"x 10". Weight: 25 lb.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR—This regulator utilizes a pair of silicon
controlled rectifiers in a full-wave, buck-boost configuration. By
means of a fast response magnetic amplifier, this circuit simultane
ously provides efficient voltage regulation, transient elimination, and
short circuit protection. A stable internal d.c. reference in conjunc
tion with the magnetic amplifier provides the necessary control to
maintain an output voltage constant to within ±0.7%. Efficiency
of over 90% is obtained with d.c. input voltage variations as high
as 22 to 30 vdc.
D C VOLTAGE REGULATOR LOAD CHARACTERISTICS

EFFICIENCY
^REGULATION

100

200

PERFORMANCE DATA —Voltage Regulation (Under worst combination
of load, environment, input power): ±0.7%. Input Voltage d.c.: 22-30 vdc.
Output Voltage d.c.: 28.3 ±0.7%. Input Voltage a.c.: 115v ±5%, 2000 cps
±1%. Output Power: 350 watts. Output Ripple: 15 mv peak to peak. Effi
ciency Full Load: 90%. Transient Protection: Will absorb up to 46 volts peak
at the d.c. input terminals. Short Circuit Protection: Current limited to 300%
rated current. Output Impendance: .02 ohms d.c., 2 ohms 10 cps to 40 kc.
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA—Vibration: 10g through 3000 cps Shock: 40g.
Acceleration: 12g for 5 minutes. Temperature: -65°F to + 165°F. PHYSICAL
DATA-Size: 3"x 4"x 6". Weight: 5.3 lbs.

300

OUTPUT POWER-WATTS

TAPCO GROUP
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
CLEVELAND 17. OHIO
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS FOR THE AIRCRAFT. MISSILE,

ORDNANCE, ELECTRONIC AND NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES
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CORES CAN BE SMALLER AND LIGHTER
ASSURE LOWER LOSSES, REQUIRE LESS COPPER
IF MADE OF ARMCO THIN ELECTRICAL STEELS
New steels are
born at
Armco .

Exceptional magnetic properties and extensive des gn
data offer opportunities to improve performance and
cut cost of magnetic and electronic units for 400 to
2000 cps and higher frequency service.
Armco Thin Electrical Steels offer you these advantages be
cause they have a unique combination of magnetic and phys
ical properties assured by precise processing and control:

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptionally high permeability
Low hysteresis loss
High lamination factor
Minimum interlaminar loss
Properties fully developed at the mill

Available in three different grades, Armco Thin Electrical

Steels enable you to select the material most precisely suited
to your requirements
Armco Tran-Cor T- A non-oriented grade, available in 7
and 5 mil thicknesses.
Armco Oriented T
Best permeability, in rolling direc
tion, 4, 2. and I mil thicknesses.
Super-oriented with exceptionally
Armco Oriented TS
high permeability, 4 mil thickness.
Use the properties of Armco Thin Electrical Steels to

improve performance and reduce both the size and cost of
your products. Extensive design data is available to help
you utilize their advantages most effectively. Just write
Armco Steel Corporation. 1410 Curtis Street, Middletown,
Ohio, for complete information.

Armco Division • Sheffield Division • The National Supply Company • Armco Drainage &
Metal Products, Inc. • The Armco International Corporation • Union Wire Rope Corporation
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Th« Newest from

mincom
th.

CM-100

records A reproduom [« SPEEDS')

1 me - 120 ip« - 12 min.

500 kc - 60 ips - 24 min.
250 kc - 30 ips - 48 min.
125 kc - 15 ips - 96 min.

1OO kc-12 ips-12O min.
62.5 kc-7.5 ip«-192 min.

Greater bandwidth at a given speed —in six words that’s the story of Mincom’s newest system, the

Mincom Model CM-100 Magnetic Tape Instrumentation Recorder/Reproducer.There's more, too:
one-rack compactness, no belt changes, dynamic braking, complete compatibility, modular con
struction. For versatile and reliable performance in any instrumentation application, the CM-100
stands alone. Interested? Write today for brochure.
... WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

MINCOM

DIVISION J^INNESOTA JOINING AND

ANUFACTURING COMPANY

2049 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE * LOS ANGELES 25, CALIFORNIA
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Letters
Not a worry

in the world

SNAP IN CONTACT THAT
.the Deutsch snap-in contact, of courseguaranteed to withstand 25 pounds
pull. In Deutsch DS miniature
connectors, each pin and socket is locked
in place by an exclusive, patented
spring mechanism.
what'S more...Deutsch-designed
tools whip the problem of fast, reliable
crimping (hand or automatic) - insertion
and removal.

And.. .justglance at these specs
Deutsch-designed crimp, stronger than the wire
itself (AN #18 wire and smaller)
7 shell sizes, with alternate clocking and
inserì arrangements
exclusive Deutsch ball-lock coupling
superior interfacial seal
silicone inserts; no shrinkage, bonding
temperature range —67° to in excess of 300 F
seal before electrical contact
interchangeable with existing Deutsch DM (MS)
miniatures and hermetics
meet all applicable requirements of MIL-C-26482

to the Editor
gineering Branch office and one for
Mr. Coburn’s Man-Machine Section
office. We think it would be very use
ful as reference reading for visitors
to our offices.
C. M. Harsh, Head
Human Engineering Branch
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory
San Diego 52, California
Editor, Electronic Industries:
My attention has been recently
directed to your article, “Human
Factors”—Newest Engineering Dis
cipline, which appeared in the Feb
ruary I960 issue of Electronic In
dustries. Your article is one of the
most complete and comprehensive out
lines of current human factors areas
being covered by industry, military
organizations, and consulting firms.
I would like to offer my heartiest con
gratulations for your participation in
gathering this information and in the
preparation of the article per se.
Dr. V. A. Sklodowski, Director
Human Factors Engineering Group
Avco Corporation
Crosley Division
Cincinnati 25, Ohio
Editor, Electronic Industries:
Your special staff report. “Human
Factors in Engineering Design,” ap
pearing in the current issue of Elec
tronic Industries has provided the
basis for extensive discussions within
our engineering department. The
two copies of the article we have
available are becoming dog-eared
with use—may we have three (3) re
prints?
We would like to congratulate you
on the breadth of coverage given the
field of human factors and upon the
understanding of the role of human
engineering exhibited in your cover
age of this relatively new and con
troversial discipline.
Wesley E. Woodson, Head
Human Factors Engineering Group
Convair
P. 0. Box 1950
Mail Zone 6-141
San Diego 12, California

"Frequency Chart"

So why worry ? Fur details on completely
reliable snap-in type connectors, contact
your local Deutsch representative
\ _ or write for data file A-4.

The Deutsch Company
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION

Municipal Airport • Banning, California

Editor, Electronic Industries:
Thanks sincerely and very much
multi-color frequency
for the
chart that your staff has prepared.
This is u service of primary import
ance to the industry and I congratu
late you on the achievement.
Dorman D. Israel
Exec. Vice-Pres.
Emerson Radio and Phono
graph Corporation
14th and Coles Sts.
Jersey City 2, N. J.
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BOURNS
TRIMPOT8
WITH
BUILT-IN
TEMPERATURE
STABILITY

Stable settings under extreme temperature conditions is
an outstanding feature of the Trimpot® potentiometer. This thermal stability is built-in through all phases of design and production

MATCHED COEFFICIENTS OF THERMAL EXPANSION

THERMALLY STABLE CERAMIC MANDRELS

Resistance wire and mandrels have matched coefficients of thermal
expansion to reduce the “strain gage effect." Linear expansion rates
for the mandrel and wire match so closely that the temperature co
efficient value for the entire wirewound element approximates that of
the wire itself.

Bourns takes advantage of high thermal stability of ceramic materials
for element mandrels Today, all Bourns Trimpot potentiometers pro
vide the improved performance and reliability afforded by ceramic
materials.

EXCLUSIVE SILVERWELD® TERMINATION

EXCLUSIVE TENSION CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Silverweld is an actual metal-to metal fusion of element wire and
external terminal In dump away with mechanical or soft-solder joints,
Bourns eliminates potential hot spots thus extending the potenti
ometer's temperature range. The fusion of the Silverweld terminal to
many turns of wire on the resistance element avoids the problem of
singlo wire termination. Silverweld is virtually indestructible under
thermal stresses

Bourns has developed specialized winding equipment that provides
constant and precise control of wire tension during winding operations.
‘Necking' of the wire or 'csistance-altering stresses never occur.
Instead the wire remains uniform - well able to withstand temperature
variations with no appreciable change in resistance.

Specify Trimpot - the oiiginei feedscrew
actuated potentiometer with reliability o
which you can depend 20 be«» model» 4 terminal type«-J mounting style».
Write for new Trimpot summary brochure and list of stocking distributors.
Exclusive manufacturers of Trimpot*; Triniti and E-Z-Trim'*. Pioneers in transducers for position, pressure and acceleration.
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WHERE RELIABILITY
IS CRITICAL
1. Chemelec* Stand-Off and Feed-Thru
Insulator» are easy to install, resistant

ENGINEERED
COMPONENTS
for the Electronic
Industry

to heat and breakage, and—above all
—reliable under severest conditions
... ideal for critical electronic circuits
such as missile guidance, fire control,
tracking, radar systems. Teflon**—
due to its excellent dielectric, mechani
cal and thermal properties—is used as
the insulator body. And, Chemelec
Compression-Mounted Stand-Off and
Feed Thru Insulators are designed for
easy installation. You simply press
them into pre-drilled holes; they be
come self-fastening, requiring no addi
tional hardware or adjustment. Avail
able in compression-mounted, metal
base, miniature and sub-miniature
types . . . standard R.M.A. colors, a
w ide range of sizes and terminal designs.
2. Chemelec Sub-miniature Tube and
Transistor Sockets have body insulat

ing material of Teflon; contact mate
rial of brass, silver-plated and gold
flashed. Capacitance pin to pin .6
MMF—pin to A" Chassis .7MMF.
Chassis retention 50 lbs min. in A"
panel. Contact retention 4 oz. per pin.
3. Chemelec Connectors are Teflon-

insulated for outstanding high fre
quency service. Once installed, they
require no further adjustment or
hardware. .040, .050, .064 pin size,
female also in .080 size.
4. Plastic Stock Shapes and Intricate Parts,

Carlock electronic component* are *killfully engineered for
high temperature, high voltage, high fiequency service.

inserts, thin sections, threaded parts
to precision tolerances are available.
Excellent facilities and experience in
compression and injection molding,
extruding, machining of Teflon,
Nylon, Delrin**, Kel-Ff or other
industrial plastics.
Garlock facilities and personnel are at
your disposal for design and develop
ment of new electronic products.

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Garlock maintain* complete electrical,

chemical, and physical laboratories
staffed by top-flight research and
development engineers.
Find out more about what Garlock
offers. Contact the Garlock Electronic
Products representative near you. Call
him, or write for Catalog AD-169,
Garlock Electronic Products, The
Garlock Packing Company, Camden
1, New Jersey.
•••gutvrad Trademark
“•DuPont Trademark
TTrademark, Minneiata Mining & Manufacturing
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FROM

Iva iss

VA 161-*

VA I- >

VA 1618-

Frrquenc, «n KMC
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE

Varian now offers a line of permanent magnet focused backward wave oscillators m
frequency ranges to cover a wide variety of circuit application requirements- All model*
feature small star low voltage operation, tong life expectancy and rugged construction.
Those tubes are available either from stock or on «bon delivery echedulea The metal
and ceramic construction offers the most reliable tube at the lowest cost and assures
dependability in severe environs ante. Typical applications for Varian BWO’s are:
sigr <1 generators, electronic countermeasures and »ystomr squiring frequ“ncy agility.
Varian U the wor'd'e I*
Mt nanufacturar of klyatrune. Our new ratalog tUueir da
aomplete Una... wrtte for your free cony Addreee Ti ha Divtaion.

nd TURES, MAGNETRON;, HIGH VACUUM EQUI,

IENT, LINEAR ACCELERATORS

and daacrih«« o«r

MICROWAVF SYS*» COS

MAGNETOMETERS, STALOS POWER AMPLIFIERS. GRAPHIC RECORDERS. RESEARCH ANO OEVELOPMENT
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Letters
to the Editor
"Outlooks and Reviews"
Editor, Electronic Industries:
I know you will be interested to
learn that the tremendous pulling
power of Electronic Industries has
just been demonstrated again. The
announcement in your editorial in
the February 1960 issue brought such
a flood of requests for the Electronic
Industries Outlook for 1960 and Re
view of 1959 that we found it neces
sary to develop a form letter to cope
with them. So many requests came in
that we ran out of copies, and are
now referring inquirers to the Super
intendent of Documents for the “U. S.
Industrial Outlook for 1960.”
We were certainly pleased with the
nice comments on the usefulness of
our reports on the electronic in
dustries.
(Signed) Donald S. Parris
Director
Electronic Industries
U. S. Department of Commerce
Business and Defense Services
Administration
Washington 25, D. C.

What do yOU
know about the

VICTOREEN

COROTRON*?

Wall Street Has
Data Processing Center

Only the name--Corotron—is new. Victoreen has been the leading
manufacturer of Corona Type Voltage Regulator Tubes for over
9 years During that period reliability-conscious electronic designers
have successfully applied them to high-voltage circuits for voltage
regulation. Chances are there's a type to solve your voltage regu
lation problem, too. Contact our Applications Engineering Depart
ment for full details.

•Victoreen’s name for Corona
Type Voltage Regulator Tubes

Victoreen
5806

Hough

• Clovoland

Export Department, 240

We»f

3, Ohio
Ì7th St,

New

York 17, N.

Y.

The first full range Electronic
Data Processing Center designed
to serve all types of firms in New
York’s financial business com
munity was opened at 45 Wall St.
by the Radio Corp, of America.
This new center cost $4^ million. The center’s operation, says
RCA, can cut the present paper
work of brokerage firms in half.
The average cost of using the Cen
ter will range from 50^ to $1.50
per trade in most cases—a saving
of up to 50%.
The Wall St. Center is equipped
with two RCA 501 electronic data
processing systems. The systems
are completely transistorized. The
center will be staffed by 90 RCA
specialists — systems planners,
programmers, operators and main
tenance experts—and will operate
around the clock, processing a
day’s business for any firm for de
livery the following morning.
At the outset, clients are ex
pected to hand-deliver records of
transactions and other punch-card
form. Ultimately, data will be
transmitted by wire from the
client to the center and repro
duced on perforated tape.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Solid State Reliability
,na10 me Counter

The CMC 700 Series is the only major breakthrough in counting, timing and
frequency measuring equipment in the past 10 years. Here is the first successful
application of transistors to high frequency counting and timing. Transistors per
form all the functions in CMCs 700 series that required 63 tubes in old style
counting equipment. These are the most reliable counters ever made.
TRUE DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITRY

These Features* Too—Decade count-down time base

By answering an obvious need for a completely new, up-todate approach to counting and timing instrumentation, CMC
has produced solid state instruments with greatly simplified
circuitry, using logic “and” and “or" gates.

- frequency divider circuits never need adjustment Accu
racy, ±1 count ± oscillator stability. Sensitivity, 0.25 v rms;
input impedance, 25 k ohms/volt.

LIGHT AND SMALL,
LOWER POWER DRAIN
Each 700 senes instrument weighs only 27 pounds, meas
ures 7 inches high, 17 inches wide, and 14 inches deep.
Power consumption is a meager 46 watts, 1/10 the amount
for vacuum tube models.

Measure frequency from de to 10 mc, time interval from
0.1 Msec, ratio 1 cps to 1 mc and unlimited multiple period
selection. Frequency converters available for higher fre
quencies. The counter also generates time interval marker
pulses from 1 Msec to 1 second. Data can be presented on
standard decades or inline Nixie tubes. The 700 series will
operate digital recording equipment, punches, inline read
outs, and other data handling gear.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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And The Price—Higher than vacuum tube models. But
you can save the difference on down time in the first year.
Model 727A Universal Counter-Timer, $3,500; Model 707A
Frequency-Period Meter. S2.7OO; Model 757ATime Interval
Meter. $2,500. Rack mount optional at no extra cost. All
prices f.o.b. Sylmar. California.

More Information Available — Your nearby CMC engi
neering representative will be happy to arrange u demon
stration and provide you with complete technical infor
mation. Or you may write Department 44.

4 Division of Pacific industries

12970 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, California
Phone: EMpire 7 2161

Circle 45 on Inquiry Card

Measures 1 mv to 1000 v

* r,rom n
IJcps tourne
BALLANTINE
WIDE-BAND
SENSITIVE
VOLTMETER

Dr. Joseph Neustein has joined the
staff of Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.,
Pasadena, Calif., as Head of the Ad
vanced Power Systems Dept, of the
Energy Research Div.
Dr. Leo Esaki, discoverer of the
Esaki diode, has joined IBM as a
Resident Consultant. He will work
with the IBM Semiconductor Research
Dept, at Poughkeepsie.
James K. Fisher is now Product
Specialist on piezoelectric ceramic
materials for the Sprague Electric
Co., North Adams, Mass.

J Fisher

Model 314

C. Walsh

George W. Walsh has received a
Special Act Award for his work in
the design, development and testing
of a fuze for the BOMARC missile
from the Diamond Ordnance Fuze
Labs.

gives
you
these
advantages:

J. P. Field has been promoted to
Staff Assistant to the General Man
ager and R. R. Wendt promoted to
Manager of Quality and Reliability
at Bendix Products Div., Mishawaka,
Ind.
Price: »300.

♦ Same accuracy and precision at ALL points on a logarithmic
voltage scale and a uniform DB scale: 3% to 3 mc; 5% above.
• Only ONE voltage scale to read with decade range switching.
• Probe with self-holding connector tip enables measurements to be
made directly at any point of circuit.
• High input impedance of 11 megohms shunted by 8 pf insures
minimum loading of circuit.
• Can be used as 60 DB video pre-amplifier.

For 8 years this has been a widely-used instru
ment in the laboratory and for quality control

— Since 1032 —

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES

Col. Robert F. Sladek, USAF, Ret.,
has joined Page Communications En
gineers, Inc., Washington, as Assist
ant Director of Engineering for Ad
ministration.
Dr. Philip G. Lichtenstein, Elec
tronic Scientist, has joined the staff
of the U. S. Naval Radiological De
fense Laboratory in San Francisco,
working with the Technical Engineer
ing Branch.

Hazeltine Research Corp, has an
nounced the appointment of William
F. Bailey, Richard J. Farber and
Donald Richman as Associate Di
rectors of Research.
Irsing K. Cohen has joined the
Technical Staff of Ramo-Wooldridge,
a division of Thompson Ramo Wool
dridge Inc. as a member of the Intellectronics Labs.

Write for brochure giving many more details

r»-,

Personals

inc.

Boonton, New Jersey
CHECK WITH BALLANTINE FIRST FOR LABORATORY AC VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS, REGARDLESS Of VOU» REQUIREMENTS TOR
AMPLITUDE. FREQUENCY. OR WAVEFORM WE HAVE A LARGE UNE. WITH ADDITIONS EACH l|H ALSO AC X AND N AC
INVERTERS. CALIBRATORS. CALIBRATED WIDE BAND AF AMPLIFIER. DIRECT READING CAPACITANCE METER. OTHER ACCESSORIES

John P. Jasionis has been named
Technical Operations Manager of the
Research Laboratory for the Electron
Tube Div. of Litton Industries, San
Carlos, Calif.
•A
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By adapting computer readout techniques, Packard-Bell
has come up with an exclusive TV tuning device that
makes channel selection an exciting, space-age treat.
Featured on all new Packard-Bell TV sets, “Computer
Control” flashes each TV channel number into its
proper position on the computer panel
as you dial.
Tung-Sol lamps supply the readout
illumination so that clear, bright figures
X1
are displayed with across-the-room visi, ;
bility! Packard-Bell engineers selected
the Tung-Sol #12 Baseless Lamp for
tl
its outstanding reliability and long life.
Such full-life dependability results from
Aj
Tung-Sol’s unparalleled manufacturing
J
processes and unexcelled quality
standards.
Whatever your lamp requirements for
instrument panels or any other low

voltage application, there's a Tung-Sol miniature lamp
ready to provide the exact service you need. Initial
equipment manufacturers have long depended on Tung
Sol not only to supply both 'stock' and 'special' lamps
of superior quality, but also to meet the strictest delivery
schedules.
In view of the apparent similarity be
tween many lamp types, it is recom
s'.
mended that you consult Tung-Sol be
I K
fore freezing your design Our lamp
experts will help you select the precise
unit for your application. Tung-Sol Electrie Inc., Newark 4, New Jersey.
BA
TWX:NK 193.

IJ
•J

Technical assistance is available through the follow
ing sales offices: Atlanta, Ga.; Columbus, Ohio;
Culver City, Calif.; Dallas, Texas; Denver, Colo.;
Detroit, Mich.; Irvington, N. J ; Melrose Park, Ill.;
Newark, N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Seattle, Wash.
Canada: Montreal, P. Q.

Monadnock Mills expands its line of
HARD-ANODIZED INSULATOR WAFERS

for semi-conductors to include
STUD MOUNTED DIODE WAFERS
Five diameters for stud sizes 8-32, 10-32 and *-28 are now In
stock... additional sizes will be available shortly.

Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode
Diode

water
wafer
wafer
wafer
wafer

part
part
part
part
part

no
no
no
no.
no.

294833
294835
294836
294837
294838

for
for
for
for
for

8-32
10 32
10-32
*■28
*-28

stud
stud
stud
stud
stud

Extruded center
hole insulates
stud from chassis
and eliminates
necessity for
separate insulat
ing bushing.

Wafer* designed for use with semi-conductors of other configu
rations are also available

In common with Monadnock Mills power transistor wafers,
these aluminum diode wafers feature thermal conductivity

400% greater than conventional mica wafers of comparable
thicknesses and dielectric properties equal to the best insu-

Power transis
tor wafer part
no. 294665

lating materials. The thin, hard-anodized aluminum wafer
insulates semi-conductor from chassis and dissipates the sub

stantial heat generated at rated capacities. Unlike mica that
fragile and difficult to handle, the hard-anodized wafer

iremely durable with high abrasion and corrosion resistance. Wafer is installed between semi-conductor and chassis,

Power transis
tor wafer part
no ?9466t.

heat sink or other surface on which the semi-conductor is
mounted. Write for bulletins

Power transis1er wafer part
no 294457
OFFICES ATLANTA, BOSTON CHICAGO. CLEVELAND. DALLAS DETROIT, IM ANGELES. NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, SYRACUSE
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Experience—the added alloy in A-L Electrical Steels

2000

GAUSSES —STANDARD TEST FLUX DENSITIES
014 and 006 Strip

Greater permeability for
Allegheny Ludlum’s AL-4750...and it’s guaranteed
promises more consistency, higher predict
ability for magnetic cores
AL-4750 nickel-iron strip now has higher guaranteed per
meability values than ever before. For example, at 40
induction gausses AL-4750 now has 57% higher perme
ability than in the past, using the standard flux den
sity test.
This greater permeability means better consistency and
predictability for magnetic core users . . and allows
careful, high performance design
This improvement in AL-4750 is the result of Allegheny
Ludlum's continuing research on electrical alloys and

Export distribution, Electrical Materiato
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nickel -bearing steels. Moly Permalloy has been similarly
improved in permeability A-L constantly researches sili
con steels, including A-L's well-known grain-oriented
silicon, Silectron, and other magnetic alloys.
Complete facilities for the fabrication and heat treat
ment of laminations are available at Allegheny Ludlum
z\nd A-L’s technical know-how guarantees you close gage
tolerance, uniformity of gage throughout the coil and
minimum spread of gage across the coil-width
If you have a problem on electrical steels, laminations
or magnetic material, call A-L for prompt technical as
sistance Write for blue sheet EM-16 for complete data on
AL-4750. Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver
Building. Pittsburgh 22, Pa. Address Dept. El-28.

AIRCO INTERNATIONAL INC., NTC IT

Circle 49 on Inquiry Card

What makes »Ms transmitter possible?

Personals
Alan F. Culbertson is now Director
of Engineering at Lenkurt Electric
Co., Inc., San Carlos, Calif.
Homer A. Ray, Jr., has been se
lected for the newly created position
of Engineering Assistant at Rixon
Electronics Inc.

Airborne Instruments Laboratory
(AIL), Deer Park, N. Y., has ap
pointed Dr. E. G. Fubini and Dr.
G. C. Comstock as Vice Presidents.
They were formerly co-directors of
AIL’s Research and Engineering Div.
Two promotions in its engineering
personnel at Cuba, N. Y., have been
announced by Acme Electric. Clair
Wentworth is now Chief Engineer of
the Transformer section, and Dale
Burdick is Chief Engineer of Power
Assembly section.

Promotion of Dr. Joseph Hull to Di
rector of the Research Laboratory of
the Litton Industries Electron Tube
Div. has been announced.

1.

Exposed circuitry of
transmitter.
2. Type MIC TOOOmmfd.

100 KW
BANDSWITCHING
TRANSMITTER
ELIMINATES
TUNED
INDUCTANCES

vacuum capacitors for plate
blocking. Band switching
is accomplished with Type
• 1 vacuum switches.

3. Type VMMHC vacuum
capacitors in the plate tank
circuit. Switching from each
output tank to a common lead
is done with Type RC10
vacuum coaxial relays.

4.

Vocuum capacitors in
tho output tuned circuit.

This 100 kw transmitter is used to test and establish ratings on Jennings high
voltage vacuum components. The testing program may require rapid frequency
changes to 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 mc. Each band is tuned by motor driven vacuum
capacitors. Single dial panel switching between bands is accomplished with
vacuum relays.
Fixed inductances were desired in the tank circuit in order to avoid problems
of maintenance and resetability associated with transmitters that use tap
switches and sliding contacts. This was made possible by taking advantage of
the low minimum capacitances, small size, and low inductance of vacuum
variable capacitors. This circuitry would be particularly useful in any rf trans
mitter design demanding daily repetitive frequency changes.
Space reduction and efficiency were further improved by using Jennings vacuum
relays with their high voltage and current carrying capabilities. The sealed con
tacts are clean and remain clean because they are free of all oxides and
contaminants. In addition vacuum relays never need maintenance.
Writ* lor our now vacuum component catalog summary. It may
suggest the answer to some of your present high voltage problems

RELIABILITY

means

VACUUM

VACUUM

MEANS

IfNNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION • 970 MclAUGHUN AVE . P 0 BOX 1278 • SAN JOSE 8 CALIf
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Dr. Robert T. Watson, has been ap
pointed Associate Director of the
Components and instrumentation
Lab. of International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp.
Frank A. Comerci has joined Audio
Devices, Inc., as Sr. Project Engineer
at the Stamford, Conn. lab.

Anthony Del Duca has been ap
pointed Chief Engineer at Metrolog
Corp., a div. of Air Logistics Corp.
Carlo V. Bocciarelli is now Asso
ciate Director of Philco Corp.’s Re
search Div. in charge of the Basic
Science and Technology Dept.

Two design development engineers
have joined the National Cash Regis
ter Co.’s Electronics Div., Hawthorne,
Calif. They are Earl Q. Bowers and
Richard J. Dempsey.

Dr. Raymond H. Warner, Jr., has
been named Chief Engineer, Diode
Development for the Semiconductor
Div., Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
Dr. Robert C. Langford has been
appointed Director of Engineering of
the Newark Operations of Weston In
struments Div., Daystrom, Inc,
Six Project and Sr. Level Engi
neers have been added by the Sys
tems Engineering Div. of Adler
Electronics, Inc., New Rochelle, N. Y.
They include Martin Heller, Project
Engineer; George Gould, Norton
Hight, Abraham Rubenstein and Ber
nard Schechtman, Sr. Engineers; and
Jack Titen, Administrative Engineer.
Circle 51 on Inquiry Card-----------
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the Brush

anyone
can

in writing
anywhere
There is no direct writing recorder on the market that approaches the compact
Mark II in sheer usefulness. It is a completely integrated engineering tool
that can be operated by anyone ... in the shop or in the field . . for countless
research or design requirements. Every function necessary for uniform.
crisp, easily reproduced readouts is "built-in”. The Mark II gives you two analog
channels plus two event markers; 4 chart speeds; DC to 100 cps response
with 40 mm amplitude; 10 mv/min sensitivity; high input impedance.
Immediate shipment from stock. Call, write or wire for complete details.

brush

INSTRUMENTS
CLEVITE

for direct writing
recording
systems
no one is
as qualified
as Brush

Chart paper loads from top

Trace contrast control

Simple pushbutton speed selection

Why? Simply because Brush recording systems such as this 6-8
channel unit incorporate all of the known refinements in the
art of recording by direct writing. No comparable system in ex
istence today is as compact... as simplified ... as reliable ... as
versatile. Note slide-mounted oscillograph and interchangeable
"plug-in” signal conditioners that provide four vital functions
in addition to amplification: high input impedance, zero sup
pression, attenuation and calibration.
Instantaneous rectilinear presentation gives clear, uniform and
reproducible traces for precise readout of telemetry, computer,
ground control and other data gathering operations. Further,
this functionally designed system has a "pull-out” horizontal
writing table for convenient annotation and reading . . .
without turning off the recorder! Check these and many other
advanced features for yourself and you’ll see why no one is as
qualified as Brush. Call, write or wire for complete details.

brush
37TH AND PERKINS

INSTRUMENTS
CLEVITE

CLEVELAND 14, OHIO

Hext mentii
• DESIGN for a DOUBLE COIL RELAY WITH ONE WORKING GAP
Rectangular shaped miniature relays dictate a two-coil design if sufficient ampere-turns arc to be avail
able. This design gives a two coil relay with a single working gap and the entire mechanical operation
is close to the relay mounting surface for resistance to shock and vibration.

• HEAT SINKS for POWER TRANSISTORS
Heat transfer problems of semiconductor power devices differ from those encountered in vacuum tube
techniques. Presented here is a simple method which enables the busy engineer to quickly determine
the best heat transmission path.

• WIDE BAND AFC SYSTEN

KU BAND APPLICATION

This paper describes the wide band afc used in the Radar Target Simulator which is to be incorporated
into an automatic tactical ground support equipment for the MD 7 fire control system. In order to keep
operator skill at a minimum the target simulator must be completely automatic, acquiring the radar
pulse frequency, looking on and sending a return target with proper con-scan modulation.

• ENCAPSULATING WITH ALKYD
A fabricating process for the encapsulation of small and intricate electrical and electronic devices which
completely encases these parts within a protective shell of thermosetting material. Process features great
speed and precision.

• APPLICATION of SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS to TIMING CIRCUITS
The application of solid tantalum capacitors to timing circuits is of increasing importance due to relia
bility and size reduction, particularly where long delays are required. Variations of timing with tempera
ture and voltage can be of concern in this application, and a circuit designer will want to specify
these capacitors which held timing variations within prescribed limits.

• ULTRASONIC WELDING
Ultrasonic welding is a mechanical process whereby solids are ¡oined together through the action of
high frequency vibrations. In order to be effective these vibrations must be transverse at the interface
between the materials to be ¡oined. Perpendicular vibrations of the same power level as the transverse
ones will not produce welding effects. Above the threshold welds are obtained which appear to improve
in strength for an increase in the sound energy.

Plus all our other regular departments
Our regular editorial departments are designed
to provide readers with an up-to-the-minute sum
mary of world wide important electronic events.
Don't miss Radarscope, As We Go To Press, Elec

tronic Shorts, Coming Events.
of the Electronic Industries, El
Priefs, Tele-Tips, Books, Rep
Electronic Sources, Personals,

El Totals, Snapshots
International, News
News, International
Industry Nows, etc

Watch for these coming issues
* JUNE • 18th Annual (Verified Directory & All-Reference Issue
* AUGUST
Annual WESCON Issue
— Cuds 52 an Inquiry CirJ

* NOVEMBER
Annual Microwave Issue

* JANUARY
Statistical Issue

Whe

Fig 1 Basic assump
tions for an earth
referenced coordinate
system

/s that missile really veering?
How can the earth s rotation affect our vision?
Should we believe "only half of what we see"?
This article assists in getting an intuitive grasp
on an interesting subject—Coriolis.

O the earth-bound observer, whenever a body has
a velocity it travels not in a straight line, but
veers off to one side under the influence of an apparent
force called Coriolis. Firing a missile from the
rotating earth does, in fact, physically resemble play
ing catch on a merry-go-round. This is simply the
result of transforming from a space coordinate system
to the rotating earth system. The engineer working
with high velocity vehicles and inertial navigation
systems is interested in the various manifestations of
this force.

T

Newtonian Motion

Newton’s second law of motion holds true only when
referenced to inertial space. The earth is a different
coordinate system. Goldstein1 shows the development
of the coordinate transformation from Newtonian
forces (referenced to inertial space) to earth-observed
forces (referenced to a rotating spheroid). The vector
equation for the coordinate transformation is:
A, - A - 2w X v - w X (« X r)

(1)

where Ae is the effective acceleration as seen by the
observer on earth, A is the actual acceleration refer
enced to inertial space, w is the earth’s angular veloc
ity (about 7.29 x 10 5 radians per second), v is the
velocity of the vehicle with respect to earth, and r is
the earth’s radius vector.
Centrifugal Acceleration

The last term
is the term for centrifugal acceleration. The alge
braic sum of earth’s centrifugal acceleration and mass
is commonly felt as gravity.- Assuming a homogene
ous spheroidal earth, gravity theoretically varies, at
sea level, only with latitude.
The Coriolis Term

The Coriolis term
- 2co X

t>

will be expanded here, and physical effects described.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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POLAR AXIS

APPARENT UPWARD
.ACCELERATION

By RICHARD H. PARVIN
Supervisor System Evaluation
Minneapolis-Honeyv/ell Regulator Co

APPARENT
g SOUTHWARD
.ACCELERATION

Aeronautical Div., Inertial Guidance Center
St. Petersburg. Florida
EASTWARD,

VELOCITY

In the earth coordinate system. Fig. 1, the origin
is any given point on the surface of the earth, « is
parallel to the polar axis, E is eastward, and P is per
pendicular to to and E. N and G are perpendicular to
E. P and G are positive away from the earth. The
angle <t> is latitude, positive in the northern hemisphere
and negative in the southern.
Converting the Coriolis term from vector notation
to trigonometric terms and expanding, we have:
] — 2w V„ I = — 2uVa sin <t> = i A, i

(2)

- 2w X V.H - 2^1'. - [X, = ¡A, - jA. =

2wlr0 cos

= ¡ — /lt|

where V,
are velocities and
celerations along the N, E. and G vectors. Fig. 1, and
are positive in the direction shown. When w is in
radians per second and V is in feet per second, A will
be in feet per second per second.
In the description below, Northern Hemisphere
effects will be assumed.
Fig 2: Apparent eastward acceleration due to north velocity
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Fig. 3: Apparent ac
celerahon dur fc
east velocity.

Effect of North Velocity

Considering each of these three equations individ
ually, we see. by Eq. (2) that a vehicle having a
north velocity, appears to the earthbound observer
to be accelerated also to the east. This apparent east
ward acceleration is a result of the tangential velocity
of the earth’s surface. 1t is highest (1040 mph) at
the equator and reduces to zero at the poles.
A vehicle moving northward would tend to main
tain the tangential velocity of its origin. If no exter
nal force is applied to constrain the tangential velocity
to that of the earth’s surface at higher and higher
latitudes, it would veer off to the east. Fig. 2.
Effect of Eastward Velocity

Eq. (3) shows that a vehicle having an eastward
velocity is accelerated outward along vector P, per
pendicular to the earth’s polar axis. This acceleration
can be resolved into components along the gravity
vector G, and south. Fig. 3 shows how a projectile
fired to the east moves outward and to the south to
the earthbound observer, although its path in inertial
space is affected only by the force due to gravity.
Effect of Vertical Velocity

apparent eastward
acceleration
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When a vehicle is fired straight up, it tends to
maintain the tangential velocity it had on the surface
of the earth. As it moves farther out from the earth’s
axis, it would have to increase its eastward velocity
if it were to stay over the launch point, Fig. 4. If no
eastward force is provided, the vertically-fired vehicle
will move westward.
It is sometimes thought that the vertically-fired
vehicle would have an upward velocity for part of its
flight and a downward velocity for the remainder of
the flight and, therefore, the Coriolis effects would
cancel out. However, this is not the case. During the
upward flight there is Coriolis acceleration propor
tional to vertical velocity, Eq. 4. During this time the
acceleration is being integrated into a westward veloc
ity until the vehicle reaches its apex at which point
the westward velocity is at its maximum. The reverse

Coriolis Effect

( Continued)

Coriolis acceleration during the vehicle’s descent then
reduces the westward velocity to zero. The effect is a
westward distance traveled on the surface of the
earth.
Summary of Effects
In the Northern Hemisphere, a vehicle moving to
the north has an eastward acceleration; a vehicle
moving to the east has an upward and southward
acceleration; and a vehicle moving upward has a
westward acceleration.

Numerical Example

The magnitude of these accelerations can best be
realized by substituting numerical values for this
acceleration. Assuming a vehicle with a velocity of
1000 ft/sec (680 mph) to the east, we have:
= 0.1-158 ft

see2

= 4.52 (IO-’J

g

(5)

The direction of this acceleration will be perpen
dicular to the polar axis and so will have upward and
southward components, depending on the latitude m
accordance with Eq. 3.
Masses react to forces in accordance with Newton’s
laws evolved for inertial space. However, to the ob
server, or navigation system, referenced to the ro
tating earth, Coriolis accelerations appear whenever a
vehicle has a velocity.
Apparent
westward accelera
tion due to upward
•elocity
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Power Resistors
wound ceramic
Resistance
cores potted in vitreous enamel
in a ceramic cavity are now avail
able from Superior Resistor and
Electronics Corp., Box 274, Frank
fort, Indiana. These units, selling
at the price of tubular vitreous en
ameled axial-lead resistors, give
high dielectric strength in a com
pletely moisture proof enclosure
with high thermal and mechanical
shock resistance.
The 5 watt sizes have been run
at 15 watts continuously, with in
termittent thermal shocks in water
No damage to the unit resulted.
Additionally, the stamping on the
side is vitreous enamel and will
not rub off or burn off. It will be
legible
equipment
scrapped,

The small, high power resistors
have special alloy end caps at
tached to the ceramic core. Lead
wires and resistance wires are at
tached by spotwelding. All parts
have thermal expansion character
istics matched.
Low resistance
units feature coreless construction
with axial leads welded directly to
the element. Resistance range of
cored construction is 0.05 to 0.09
ohms
0.1 ohm to 5 ohm
±5%. Resistance range of cored
construction is 5 thru 25,000 ohms
±3%. Wattage ratings are 5, 7,
10 and 25 watts.
The firm also supplies non-induc
tive resistors. For the first time
bringing the cost of these resistors
into the same price field as regular
fixed resistors. These resistors are

made possible by a unique cord
winding machine that winds oxi
dized wire in parallel and in op
posite directions onto fiberglass
cord, continuously. The advantages
These power resistors are completely im
bedded in vitreous-enamel in a ceramic
boat for maximum heat dissipation Noninductive and 3% units are also available.

of the small diameter cord and the
Ayrton-Perry type winding give a
unit with inductances of less than
1% of a conventionally wound re
sistor. Tolerance: ±10%, stand
ard; 5%, on special order. Resis
tance range: 5 to 2500 ohms.
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TRUCTURAL feedback i
large rocket is a potentially
disastrous situation, but the condi
tions which produce it often do not
come to light until the design has
been established and a dynamic
analysis is made. Under the cir
cumstances, the most practical cor
rective measure is the addition of
an RC filter in the control system.
Several varieties of such filters are
described in this article with illus
trations taken from the Vanguard
rocket booster.
The structural feedback phenom
enon can occur when the gimbaled
rocket engine is deflected to control
the flight path. The motion of the
engine causes local deflections in
the rocket structure, and the auto
matic pilot gyros “see” these un
wanted structural deflections as
well as changes in the rocket atti
tude. Under certain conditions this
structural feedback loop can be
come self-exciting and can cause
the control system to saturate or
the structure to fail, or both.
In a typical rocket control sys
tem (Fig. 1), the input differential
is provided by the gyroscopic refer
ence which sends signals to the con
trol system amplifiers. The result
ing actuator motion deflects the
engine which, in turn, closes the
loop to the gyro through the mis
sile dynamics. Tn addition, the
structural deflection resulting from
actuator motion is also fed back to
the gyro as indicated in the box
labelled structural characteristics.
The unwanted signals arising from
the structural feedback can be at
tenuated by inserting filters in the
control system. Design of such fil
ters becomes critical when the fre
quencies of the control loop coin
cide with the resonant frequency
of the structure. To remove the
structural signals without degrad
ing the control system perform
ance, the filter must have an ex-

S

When a gimbaled rocket engine is deflected to control the flight
path, the motion of the engine causes local deflections in the
rocket structure. The automatic pilot gyros “see" these unwanted
structural deflections as well as changes in the rocket attitude.
An RC filter in the control system is a practical corrective mea
sure. Several illustrations from the Vanguard rocket booster are
described.

RC Filter Networks
In Missile Control
By RALPH HOOKWAY
and ROBERT H. MAYER
Sparo Flight Div.
Tho Martin Co.
Faltimoro, M t

tremely sharp rejection notch and
introduce as little phase lag as pos
sible into the control loop.
If the problem can be isolated

Fig. 1 Structural feedback in rocket control system Motion of the actuator deflects
rocket motor resulting in change of flight attitude 0»; but actuator motion is re
acted by rocket structure and produces input,
to the flight control system.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
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early enough in the design history
of the rocket, changes can be made
in the structural configuration to
separate the structural resonant
frequencies from the control fre
quencies. Such parameters as the
length and diameter of the rocket,
the inertial characteristics of the

A REPRINT
of this article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to
The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
Chestnut fir 56th Sts., Phila. 39, Pa.

Filter Networks
(Continued)
rocket motor, and the magnitude of
the motor thrust are known quite
early in the design cycle. Other
significant parameters, however,
such as the mode shape of the oscil
lating rocket and location of the
gyros relative to structural nodes,
are not well known until much
later. As a result, much of the
rocket design is frozen by the time
dynamic analysis can begin. If a
structural feedback problem is in
dicated, the most expeditious solu
tion is to place appropriate filters
in the control system. Even at this
stage the solution of the problem
and the establishment of the filter
requirements is difficult. The Van
guard problem involved differen
tial equations of the 22nd order.
RC filters seem to be the most
practical, with the bridged tee and
parallel tee filters being common
examples. Cascaded RC lead-lag
network's also offer limited possi-

bilities. The most appropriate fil
ter worked out for the Vanguard
system is a two-stage RLC config
uration. Design data for these four
filter types follow.

and the transfer function becomes
Bridged Tee
The bridged tee circuit (Fig. 2)
often used as a stabilization net
work in feedback control systems,
has been examined for application
in rocket control systems to damp
structural feedback. The circuit is
a special case of the general trans
fer function:

, i i-ir—T-r-rrTTWr—

Obviously then, for every value of

a there is a corresponding value of
b. The dotted curves in Figs. 3,
4 and 5 represent the characteris-

Fig. 4: Bridged tee performi -e characteri^ice

Fig. 3 Bridged tM pprfprnwM« charjcteriitkx
, ni

The characteristics of the gen
eral transfer function for several
values of a and b are shown in
Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
For the bridged tee, a and b are
defined as follows:

—

- ’HiuGED TEE

MlOGED TEE

•00

IOO

OOI
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04 06
Fig 6 Bridged tee filter constant«

Fig 7: Simple RLC filter circuit

Fig 8. Parallel tee filter circuit

tics of the bridged tee for thi* se
lected values of a. To adequately
compensate some control systems,
values of a and b may be required
which are not realizable with the
bridged tee. The relationship be
tween a and b is shown in Fig. 6.
The curves of Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6
provide a rapid means for deter
mining whether or not the stability
requirements of a given system can
be met with a bridged tee. In Van
guard, for instance, the system
characteristics indicate that the
best overall performance with this
circuit would be obtained if a = 0.6
and b
Fig. 6 shows, how-

ever, that the bridged tee is not
applicable in this particular case,
since for a = 0.6, b = 3.93.
When this situation arises, the
circuit of Fig. 7 may be useful.
This circuit is described by the
same general transfer function
given in Eq (1) ; for this circuit

values. For values of Q which re
quire unrealistic component values,
the equation can be mechanized
using operational amplifiers or am
plifiers with regenerative amplifiers
in the feedback loop.
To summarize, it is evident that
circuits which represent Eq (1),
produce relatively broad band re
jection notches and large phase
shifts. These characteristics may
be adequate in rocket control sys
tems where the rocket structure is
inherently well damped. However,
for rockets which possess the high
Q (very lightly damped) character
istics of the Vanguard, mechaniz-

For the Vanguard system, where

a = 0.6 and b =2.0 were desired,
the circuit looked particularly at
tractive since a = Q = 0.6 is a cir
cuit Q which can be obtained
readily with practical circuit

Fig. 5: Bridged tee performance characteristics

Fig

9:

Parallel

Im

performance characteristics

BRIDGED TEE
60*
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Filter Networks

( Continued)

ing this equation is not an adequate solution for
damping structural feedback.
Parallel Tee

Fig. 10: Extenttons of
paralhl tees by means

of operational ampli

Another filter which is frequently employed in the
stabilization of closed loop control systems is the
parallel tee shown in Fig. 8. This circuit has the
transfer function:

fier»

and is a special case of the general equation

Fig.

lead

11:

Cascaded
liltmr

h)

diagram

<b)

lag

Circuit

Performance

acteristics

char

change.

u>2

The frequency response of this transfer function fo
various values of Q is given by Fig. 9. From Eq. (4
and (5) it is evident that the Q of the parallel tee i
given by:
2 (W + 1)

FREQUENCY

lead lac filter—«inch

«tag« attanuation

and is thus limited to a maximum value of 0.25.
It is typical of the parallel tee to have a narrower
notch with higher phase shift than is produced by
comparable bridged tees. In many control systems
this phase shift is excessive, particularly in view of
the relatively broad band rejection characteristics of
the circuit. For this reason, just as in the case of the
bridged tee, the parallel tee can only be of use in
those applications where the Q of the structural re
sponse is low and the Q required in the compensating
network does not exceed 0.25.
The general Eq (4) may also be mechanized by a
number of schemes employing operational amplifiers.
Two possibilities are shown in Fig. 10. The advantage
of these circuits is that Q’s higher than 0.25 can be
realized if required by the overall characteristics of
the control system in question.
Cascaded Lead-Lag

Fig 13: Cascaded
lead lac filter—over
all performance.

In some control systems the necessary compensation may be obtained by cascading sections of conven
tional lead networks with sections of lag circuits as
shown in Fig. 11. For a first approximation it is
assumed that the stages are isolated from each
other. The circuit can then be represented by the
transfer function:

where the quantity in the first bracket is the lag cir
cuit and the second quantity is the lead circuit and n
is the number of stages. The frequencies in this ex
pression are shown in the Bode plot of Fig. 11. To
determine attenuation at the center frequency, its
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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PHASE
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Fig 14 (above): Vanguard RIC filter
DESIRED RANGE OF ATTENUATION

Fig. 15 (right): Performance of filter used in Vanguard
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value,
is substituted for 3 in Eq (6) and the
expression of Eq (7) results.

Design curves based on this relation are given in
Figs. 12 and 13. To determine the possible applica
bility of cascaded lead-lag circuits, the rejection range
required is determined from the stability analysis
and thus
and k are determined. Using these
values, m is determined from Fig. 12. The stability
analysis will also indicate the amount of attenuation
required. With this value and the value of m as de
termined above, the number of stages n can be deter
REFERENCE PAGES
The pages in this section are perforated for easy re
moval and retention as valuable reference material.
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED
An extra wide margin is now provided so as to permit
them to be punched with a standard three- hole punch
without obliterating any of the tear They can then be
standard three-hole notebooks
folders
filed

mined. A study of Figs. 12 and 13 shows that the
application of this particular type of filter is limited
to those cases where a relatively wide frequency range
(greater than 3 to 4) must be rejected; sharp cutoff
characteristics are not required (k = 1.6 or more);
and where gain can be greater than about 0.4 For
conditions outside of these boundaries an impracti
cally large number of stages would be required, and
excessively large phase shifts result. In the case of
Vanguard, for example, a gain of 0.1 at 4 rad/sec
was desired for which h = 10 giving a total of 20
stages and an 80c phase lag at 2 rad/sec.
Two-Stage RLC

A two-stage RLC filter, shown in Fig. 14, turned
out to be the most appropriate configuration for use
in the Vanguard control system. The circuit is easily
mechanized and has no static loss other than that
due to the cathode follower buffer stage. The trans
fer function for this filter is:
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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The attenuation of each stage at null is given by
\ c. /„

1 + (/ - jQ

Thus a circuit Q of 5 will give an attentuation
approximately 26 per stage. Two stages can
cascaded in order to broaden the rejection notch. 1
15 shows the performance of the filter as used
Vanguard.
ELECTROLUMINESCENT DEVICES

Max Krawitz, assis
tant chief engineer
Irving Green berg, product man
ager of Sylvania's Pic
ture Tube Operations,
took over electro
luminescent panels.
This new light
source is now in pro
duction. The devices
are designed for use
in electronic display
systems for many
applications

Possible solufia

acusu

approxan

By HAROLD M. HART
M<»og«r, ^urtacn Rodor 6 Navigation Oporatiom
fqelpnwrt Div.. Rorthoo« Co
Wayland Nau.

Microwaves
ace Problems

T is almost commonplace today
to think of space travel to the
moon and even to our near plane
tary neighbors. Some are so bold
as to consider space probes to the
far reaches of the solar system or
even out of the solar system
toward the nearest star. These
journeys will be undertaken for
only one justifiable reason, and
H M Hart
that is scientific curiosity. In turn,
curiosity is satisfied by information and information
is obtained by communication.
As a somewhat intermediate subject between earth
bound living and space living, the ability to produce
large amounts of power at microwaves permits the
consideration of powering airborne vehicles from the
ground so that long endurance high altitude platforms
can be realized. Such platforms could be of great
importance. They would allow broad band reliable
global communications of various kinds and provide
an observation platform out of the weather producing
part of the atmosphere. Such a platform could be a
stable optical beacon providing navigation aid to
astronauts, as well as aeronauts. It might form the
support for a radar and optical observation post which
would be useful 24 hours a day.
Numbers are ordinarily used to tie down imagina
tion. I would like to present some numbers which I
hope will stimulate your imagination. They are the

I

result of calculations which have been carried out by
several different groups at Raytheon who have been
interested in the problems of space communication
and radio transmission of power.
Factors Affecting Powet

Looking first at space communications, Fig. 1 shows
the factors affecting the power received at a remote
station. Other factors being constant the received
power is proportional to the reciprocal of the square
of the wavelength. Now at wavelengths much longer
than 150 centimeters ionosphere effects will be harm
ful, and at wavelengths less than 3 centimeters
weather effects will be prohibitive. One is therefore
led to a choice of a wavelength of a few centimeters
for a communication link from a ground based station
to space. The shorter the wavelength the smaller the
antenna for a given power transfer. Throughout this
discussion it will be assumed that a wavelength of 10
centimeters would be used as being most free of
weather effects and as being in a region where
galactic noise corresponds to a temperature of less
than 10° K.
Fig. 2 shows the minimum power required for a
signal to noise ratio of 20 db at 1 KC bandwidth as
suming unity noise figure at a noise temperature of
30°K. 30°K is chosen rather than 10°K to allow for
operation with the antenna pointed close to the
horizon. With the figure for minimum power received
we are now in a position to calculate the power reELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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= KTB (NF) S N

/*,
HR*
= Transmitted power
= Area of transmitting anti nna

.4«

KT H = 4 X IO15 w/kc at 30° K
NF = 0 <lb at 30° K

S/N = 20-<ll> signal-to-noise ratios reqd.

= Area of receiving antenna

P^.. = 4 X IO’” w/kc

= Wavelength

Fig. 2 Minimum power for S N of 20 db at 1 kc bandwidth

Other parameters constant:

Xs

Fig. 1: The factors
affecting power re
ceived at a remote
station are given

3 cm

0 db

10 cm

- 10 db

150 cm

- 33 db

quired for various communication paths, Fig. 3. In
making these computations we have assumed a wavelength of 10 centimeters, a transmitting antenna of
50 meters diameter, a receiving antenna of 5 meters
diameter, a signal to noise ratio of 20 db, a noise
figure of 30 db at 30°K, and the various channel
bandwidths shown. One notices immediately that for
voice bandw idths only moderate amounts of power are
required for our near neighbors. If we look, however,
to the future when our colony' on Mars or Venus will
want to watch the Army-Navy football game (or will
it be the Air Force-Army game) powers of the order
of 40 kw to Venus and 90 kw. to Mars will be re
quired. To Pluto, super pow'er will be required for
bandwidths above 100 KC and to our nearest star,
Proxima Centauri, 200,000 of Mr. Brown's super
power tubes* working in parallel would be required
to achieve a 1 KC bandwidth under the condition
stated.
Antenna Sites

* Editor's Note: The author makes reference to super-power
tubes. These are Amplitron tubes which would have average
power capabilities of 200 kw. Their development possibilities
were described in a paper by William C. Brown titled "The
Generation of Super Bower at Microwave Frequencies” delivered
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Cost Figures
check on the cost figures show’n for the various
size antenna is provided by the 584 Fire Control
antennas which were produced in great quantities
during the war for about the figures shown for 30 db
gain, and another check is provided by the Millstone
Hill antenna which lies somewhere closely above the
50 db gain antenna and was built, we understand, for
about $1 million. Also, our experience at Raytheon
has been that antenna cost is directly proportional
to area which in turn is directly proportional to gain.
The interesting point about this chart is that it show's
that a lower cost communication system can be built
using super power. If one were restricted to 4 kw. of
power, for example, and communicating with Venus,
a 50 db antenna costing one million dollars would
be required. Whereas, with super power at 40 kw. the
job can be done with a 40 db antenna at a total cost
of $140,000. For communication to Pluto, if we were
restricted to 23 kw. of power then a $100 million
system would be required. By paralleling 11 super
power tubes to produce 2.3 megawatts and using a
50 db antenna one could build the same communica
tion system for $3.3 million. If anyone had told me
w'e could communicate with Proxima Centauri for
$200 million before these figures were prepared I
wouldn’t have believed him but by paralleling 500
Fig. 3 Calculated power requirements for various signal paths
POWER

REQUIRED FOR INDICATED DESTINATION
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Now, you might very well question the assumed
antenna sizes which have a great deal to do with the
power. You have probably also noticed the bandwidths
hold good only for one-way transmission, that is.
from earth to remote station. This is because we
didn’t feel qualified to judge the capability of space
ships or space colonies to build antennas or to unfurl
antennas. We decided that we would have to leave
that particular conjecture for the future and only
say that we will accept information at a slower rate
from space than we will be able to send it. The size
of the transmitting antenna, however, is a sort of
practical choice which considers that in the absence
of electronic scanning (which would probably be just
as complicated) the transmitting antenna must be
mechanically pointed at the receiver. Inasmuch as a
50 meter diameter antenna would have a beamwidth
of only 8 minutes of arc, the mechanical control is a
serious problem.
There is of course a trade-off between antenna size
and power for a given bandwidth and Fig. 4 is
informative in demonstrating how this works. In this
Figure we have assumed a bandwidth communication
channel of 100 KC, except for the case to Proxima

Centauri, in which a bandwidth of one CPS has been
assumed. One CPS does not correspond to a very high
information rate, but on the other hand at any cur
rently anticipated velocities there will be plenty of
time, probably years, to get the messages across. One
can get philosophical at this point in discussing the
control function, but I am sure it is not pertinent
here. What is pertinent is that with 500 super power
tubes* in parallel, using a 150 meter diameter an
tenna, communication can be sent to a 5 meter diameter antenna close to the nearest star.

n)G »

Centaur i

¿0 db
0 4b >1 10° K

7»

Microwaves in Space
( Continued)

Fit 6: Graph inoltrai«*
patnre satrlliu lai aa
rarth tn earth eomnmnica
bow ayatan via micivwat a

super-power tubes the job can be
done with a $100 million antenna.
Fig. 5 shows the trade-off for
the case of an Earth to Mars chan
nel as a function of bandwidth.
Here again we notice how strong
ly a free choice of power level
can influence cost. For instance, using
power
super-power tubes, satisfactory TV
link could be provided to Mars for a cost of about

COST VS GAIN AND POWER
EARTH INSTALLATION
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SZIK
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2. 3 kw
$1.000 M

$100, DOOM
100, 000 me gw
$ 100,000 M

.

$100 M
100 me gw
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$10 M
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Fig 4 Table illustrates trade off between an
tenna size and power along with estimated costs

two million. With ten 10 kw. tubes the same link
would cost over $10 million.
Turning now to the situation closer to home, what
about communication from point to point on earth
by way of a passive reflecting satellite. Sadly, for our
industry, such a system is much discussed nowadays,
it not being considered that sufficiently reliable trans
ponders are available. Fig. 6 shows the power re
quirements using 100 meter reflecting satellites at
various heights to provide continuous service between
two points as far distant at the equator as 10,000
kilometers. The powers shown on the ordinate are
required for the bandwidths of 10 KC and 10 MC. as
shown. Since the path length from point to satellite
to point is not constant, two curves are drawn to
show the maximum and minimum power required,
Evidently about 10 to 20 db margin is required to
take care of this effect. It is clear that for TV bandwidths and heights involving a reasonable number of
satellites (which is to say heights above 500 kilo
meters) super-powers of the order of 200 kw. will be
required. In making this calculation antennas 30
meters in diameter having gain of 55 db were as
sumed. Here again there is probably a trade-off
situation which could be optimized and the availability
of super-power will make designing to a price very
much easier.
In Terms of Horsepower

Fig. 5: Table du ws how power level affects costs.

COST VS GAIN AND BANDWIDTH
EARTH INSTALLATION
EARTH TO MARS
WAVELENGTH=10 CM - Gr = 40db
------------------ B

GAIN

30 db
$ 10 I

10 kc

100 kc

m

$ 90 K

$ 900 K

* 9 M

900 kw
$ 910 K

9 megw
* 9 M

9 kw

$19 K

40 db
$ 100 K

50 db
$1 M

60 db

*10 M

AND WIDTH

In

90 kw

flOO K

$ 1 K

*9 K

900 w
* 101 K

9 kw
$ 109 K

»1 K

*1 K
900 w
$ 1 M

90 w
* 1 M

*1 K
9 w
$ 10 M

*1 K

90 «
$ 10 M

*90 K
90 kw
t!9O K

1 mc

* 900 K

900 kw
S

/

«

10 me
$ 90 M
90 megw
$ 90 M

* 9 M

9 me gw
$ 9. 1 M

$9 K

*90 K

$900 K

9 kw
* 1 M

90 kw
*1.1 M

900 kw
$ 1.9 V

*1 K

900 w
* 10 M

$9 K

9 kw
* 10 M

$ 90 K
90 kw
$ 10 M

Thus far we have been talking about super-power
as power in the region of 200 kw. If instead we speak
in terms of horsepower, each one of Mr. Brown’s
tubes will deliver 280 horsepower which is enough to
really get things moving even in this day of super
powered automobiles. Of course, as has been implied
in the statements which I have made previously ampli
tron tubes, being amplifiers, can be driven in phase
from a common source. They are quite suitable for
parallel operation and there is no technical reason
why powers of almost any desired magnitude can not
be produced. With hundreds of horsepower available
at microwaves, where focussing antennas are feasible,
leads to the exciting prospect that radio transmission
of power may be a feasible thing to do. As Mr. Brown
pointed out, microwave power can be produced for
only about three times the cost of primary power
While this is still too expensive to replace wires for
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400'
,
•/s' (Sband)
50,000'
THEN

Fig. 6a For efficiency, radio energy should be
sharply focussed so all parts of wave front arrive
at point of focus in phase as shown by drawings.

permanent long-term uses, there are places where
wires are not practical as, for instance straight up
into the upper atmosphere and out into space.
To efficiently transmit power by radio, it is neces
sary to confine the energy as narrowly as possible.
This is best done by focussing the energy in distinc
tion to normal radar practice where a plane w’ave is
produced or where in effect the antenna is focussed
at infinity. For focussing, a spherical wave front is
produced so that all parts arrive at the point of focus
in phase as shown in Fig. 6A. In this Fig. the spheri
cal wave front is imagined as being cut into strips,
each of which contributes to correspondingly num
bered vectors at the focal spot. For points to either
side of the central focus point, the various contribu
tions arrive in systematically varying phase so that
at the first null the contributions add up to 0 for
complete cancellation, and so on in the conventional
diffraction pattern.
Of interest in considering power transmission is
the diameter of the focal spot, which determines the
size of the antenna which must be used to capture the
transmitted energy. This is given by the formula

Ih =

The other significant fact is that ideally

85% of the transmitted energy passes through the
regions bounded by the first null. Approximately 75%
Fig. 7 The salient features of the microwave
powered rotary-wing platform arc illustrated
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of the energy passing through the first nulls can be
captured by an aperture which is % the diameter of
the focal spot defined by the first nulls.
Thus, for the case shown in the chart, energy could
be transmitted from the ground to a 55 ft. diameter
airborne antenna or absorber with an efficiency of
0.85 x 0.75 or approximately 64%. The transmitted
wave could be formed from a horn feed and ellipsoidal
reHector taking advantage of the property of an elipse
that it is generated by a point which moves so that
the sum of its distances from the two foci is constant.
Other antennas can be used such as an elliptical
cylinder fed by a phased linear array. The array it
self could be made up of horns separately connected
to amplitrons suitably phased and driven from a
common source. By this means too great a power con
centration at any point can be prevented.
Atmospheric breakdown is probably not a problem
inasmuch as at 10 cm. the atmosphere at altitudes up
to 200,000 ft. will support powers of the order of 1000
horsepower per square meter before breakdown
occurs. The applications which we will consider will
involve only 100 horsepower per square meter.
HEUCOPTER

PARAMETERS

WEIGHT DATA

Rotor and Hub
Power Plant (1 Ib/hp)

1, 000
3, »00
1,000
1,200

lb
lb
lb
lb

9,700 lb
WEIGHT EMPTY

9, 700 lb

2. OOO lb

SUPPLEMENT ARY CHEMICAL FUEL

600 lb

I AKE-OFF GROSS WEIGHT
ROTOR DATA
Number of Blades

160 ft

a tt

700 ft/»«

Rotor Power Reqd
Auxiliary Power Reqd (10% RHP)
Shaft Power Reqd • 65,000 ft

1.5M hp
155 hp
2,0*0 , .

Fig. 8 The helicopter platform parameters are listed

Focussing Power

In applying focussed power to space vehicles, the
prospects are not very encouraging. At 200 miles alti
tude with a 1000 ft. transmitting antenna the diam
eter of the focus spot would be 680 ft. There would
probably be some atmospheric effects on the quality
of the focus for an antenna as large as 1000 ft. in
diameter. The capture antenna carried by the space
vehicle would have to be impossibly large to capture
a significant portion of the energy, but perhaps the
most dismal prospect of all is that of pointing the
1000 ft. antenna accurately at the space vehicle. Such
pointing would undoubtedly have to be done by elec
tronic scanning methods since the antenna is too big
to handle mechanically. Furthermore, a rather fancy
phase control would be required to simultaneously
change the direction to point of focus and maintain
the spherical wave front for accurate focussing. The
energy density, assumed to be uniform over the focal
area, would be very low in view of being spread across

Microwaves in Space

(Concluded)

680 x 680 sq. ft. or approximately 40.000 sq. meters,
so that a 40,000 kw transmitter would lie needed to
produce an energy level at the space vehicle equivalent
to what it can obtain from the sun for a greater pro
portion of its orbit.
Microwaves Power Helicopter

The fixed wing aircraft is the most economical of
power. But it loses much of its utility because it must
lie in gross motion continuously and again requires
accurate tracking. Consequently we have focussed our
attention on the helicopter and have conducted a series
of design studies with the assistance of various heli
copter companies. These studies have shown that a
helicopter powered by microwaves projected from the
ground is not only feasible but practical. The salient
features of this vehicle are shown in Fig. 7. It con
sists of a 50 ft. diameter receiving antenna which is
made up of a number of smaller antennas each inde
pendently connected to a resistive load. This is done
in order to make the full array less directive so that
changes in attitude will not cause a loss of pow’er.
One or more of these individual antennas would be
connected directly to a radar antenna if desired.
The resistive load is part of a heat exchanger which
heats the working fluid of either an open or a closed
cycle gas turbine engine. While the shaft of this
engine could have been geared directly to the rotor
this would have required a reaction rotor for the main
body of the helicopter. It was decided instead to use
the shaft power to pump air out through the two
blades to pressure vents at the blade tips. In this
way the only reaction of blade torque to main body
comes through bearing friction and stray air cur
rents. Stability studies have shown that the vehicle
would maintain its position on the top of the beam
to within a few feet in the gust conditions expected
at 50 to 60,000 ft. altitude. Also, the trim tab conFig. 10: Tabic shows the efficiencies of the individ

ual

processes

to

involved

obtain

an

overall

effi

ciency of 5.9% from primary power to shaft power

helicopter power required

.50

Primary Power to Microwave Power
Tranamieeion Beam

x .85

Atmoepheric Trahefer Efficiency

x .95

Intercept Percentage

x . 75

Capture Antenna Efficiency

x .70

Heat Exchanger Efficiency

x . 98

Engine Efficiency

x . 30

Over-all Efficiency

Over-all Power Reqd

.059

a

2. 000/. 059 S 32. 000 hp

Over-all RF Power Req4 = 32,000/2

82

“

16, 000 hp

=

12, 000 kw

Fig. 9: Helicopter must be within 5000 ft in alti
tude in order to receive at least 80% of power
trol is sufficiently sensitive that altitude will be main
tained within a few feet and attitude within 0.5 .
Using the polarization of the microwave power as a
reference the vehicle can be stabilized in heading to
well within 1 ° so that no difficulty will be experienced
in aligning the communication antennas and telem
etering antennas for point to point work.
Fig. 8 shows the parameters of the helicopter. The
two most significant things of note here are the 2000
pound payload which can be used for auxiliary com
munication, infrared or radar purposes, and the data
on power which shows that it is possible to support
such a vehicle at above 60,000 ft. with 2000 horse
power.
I also direct your attention to the supplementary
chemical fuel load which would carry the vehicle aloft
and position it on the beam. By this approach the
problem of pointing the antenna is completely avoided.
We have already seen that the vehicle must be with
in 15 or 20 ft. of the center of the beam to intercept
a fair proportion of the power. Fig. 9 shows that the
vehicle must be within about 5000 ft. in altitude in
order that it not lose more than 20% of the power.
Actually the power figure contemplates still air. If
there is a wind, lift is realized from it, and less power
is required from the ground.
Fig. 10 shows the efficiencies of the individual
processes involved which lead to an overall efficiency
of 5.9% from primary power to shaft horsepower.
Sixty of Mr. Brown’s super-power tubes would pro
vide the 12,000 kilowatts required. FM modulation
of the power would make use of the scattered radia
tion by permitting the broadcast of intelligence over
a wide area inasmuch as the horizon is over 300 miles
away from 50,000 ft.
Twenty super power-supported platforms would
provide air surveillance and communication over the
principal inhabited areas of the world. Because the
plaforms are so stable in position, they would provide
points of reference at the top of a highly accurate
base line. This could be used by astronauts and aero
nauts for navigation purposes. One possibility which
has been suggested is that some of the microwave
power could be diverted to an extremely powerful gas
discharge light to provide a beacon for both air and
space travel.
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By CHARLES T. PALUDAN
Deputy Chief, Measuring System Section
Missile Instrumentation Branch

Guidance and Control Laboratory

Development Operations Division
Army Ballistic Missile Agency

Huntsville Alabama

Bio-Medical Measuring in Space
Before man orbits, his physiological behavior in space must be known.
Since their reactions approach human, primates have been tested.
One problem was measuring their breathing rate during ballistic
flight. This article presents a successful solution—using thermistors.

Because the primate s exhaled air stream is quite small
URING the summer of 1958 this branch was as
diameter.
of the respiratory gauge
signed the problem of measuring several bio
mounted on a cross bar attached to the subject’s helmet.
medical parameters on a primate during ballistic
flight. A breathing rate measuring device was one
of these.

D

Device Requirements

The devil requirements were:
(1) A unit and circuitry small in inass and volume,
(2) Operation on 28 vdc,
(3) No ac or chopper noise due to the proximity of
an EKG amplifier,
(4) Stability unaffected by changes in ambient tem
perature,
(5) Ability to withstand severe shock and vibra
tion, including IRBM re-entry,
(6) Circuit input supply and telemetering output
voltages on a common ground, and
(7) Availability in a short time.
In view of the requirements, a non-amplified system
was sought. As the primate was rather small, a
sensor of very low mass was necessary.
The problem was essentially that of a flow meter.
A survey of previously experienced instrumentation
showed that a dissipation principle might provide the
required solution. Experimentation with a thermistor
was suggested by the sensitivity needed to detect
changes in such a small air flow.
The smallest commercially available thermistors
were tried. Small (0.1 in. sq.) wafer thermistors*
would have been satisfactory, but a glass-coated bead
thermistor showed even greater sensitivity. Its diamAvailable from Thermistor Corp of America.
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Fig. 1: Unmounted glass coated bead thermistors used in the space respiratory gauge have a diameter of 0.014 inch

Results

( Continued)
eter was about 0.014 inch.** Unmounted units of thi;
type are shown in Fig. 1
Circuitry

simple bridge circuit would have worked very
with the unit selected. Unfortunately, the only
available d-c power was to be tied to the common
ground of the telemetering system output. A voltage
divider circuit was thus dictated.
A temperature compensation thermistor was un
necessary when the sensor was self-heated to such a
level that it was far more sensitive to flow than to
temperature. This level was reached at a sensor tem
perature above 100°C. Operation below this level
tended to be temperature sensitive, the effect being a
shift in the reference, or “no-breath,” signal level.
Maximum sensitivity requirements prevented opera
tion much in excess of 100°C because of the flattening
of the thermistor’s temperature-resistivity curve. In
the final version, a temperature level of about 110°C
to 120°C was used. In still air, the heat balance of
the thermistor will stabilize the temperature at about
120°C. When the dissipation of heat from the
thermistor is increased by convection in a moving
stream of air, the temperature drops several degrees.
Fig. 2 is the final circuit. The zener diode across the
output protects the telemetering system from over
voltage in case of malfunction.

Laboratory results are shown best in Fig. 3. The
actual primate was not available at ABMA, so an
electronic technician was used to provide the data
shown. He was able to vary his breathing rate for
brief periods so as to duplicate anticipated values.
However, his breathing depth was not easily changed.
Final experimentation at the School of Aviation Medi
cine, U. S. Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla., pro
vided proof that the amplitude of the signal was ade
quate. The change in signal level was found to be
sufficient up to about 180 breaths per minute.
Output of the system was a function of both rate
and depth of breathing. No attempt was made to

Fig. 2: In this voltage
divider circuit, by
self-heating sensor, a
temperature compen
sating thermistor is
found unnecessary
Fig. 3 Because the primate was not available at gauge con
struction site, a technician was used to obtain laboratory results.
ooog
400 - MIO
120 F

■130 J
■moE
■i5O T
100
■IOO

••Available from three sources: GB38L1. Fenwal Electronics.
Inc.; 38C2, Victory Engineering Corp., and, L118, Thermistor
Corp, of America.
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measure depth in this particular case, but it is be
lieved it could be done if the air flow were restricted
by a mask or similar device. In that case the resultant
output would have twice the frequency shown in
Fig. 3 because both inhaled and exhaled air would
strike the thermistor bead.
The thermistor was so placed as to measure the
flow of exhaled air from the nostrils only. Inhaled
air, being undirected in a stream external to the nos
trils, had little or no effect. The frequency shown in
Fig. 3 is, therefore, that of a complete exhale-inhale
cycle. The exhaled air stream from the primate was
found to be quite small in diameter; therefore, the
thermistor was mounted on a cross-bar attached to a
helmet worn by the subject.
A sneeze by the subject would drive the signal
temporarily to one end of the scale in a characteristic
manner. Chattering appeared as an absence of breath
ing so that a straight line, on-scale, resulted. These
effects are readily recognizable.
During the first test flight with Gordo during De
cember, 1958, in a JUPITER IRBM, the device worked
perfectly. Variations in breathing rate were recorded.
Several periods of chattering were noted and showed
agreement with certain characteristic effects on the
heart sound measurement and on the EKG zero level.
A segment of the telemetered record is shown
Fig. 4.
Two more primates have been flown in a JUPITER
missile. The second flight took place in May, 1959
carrying a squirrel monkey named Baker and an
American-born rhesus monkey named Able. An exten
sive report on both flights has been published.3
The same type respiratory gauge was used for both
Able and Baker. The thermistor was mounted di
rectly to Abie’s body, rather than being supported
externally as it was in the cases of Gordo and Baker.
The measurements on Able and Baker gave very
good results. The telemetering records have the same
appearance as those pictured for Gordo.
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Teflon" 100
NEW plastic, “Teflon” 100, is
Known as an FEP-fluorocarbon
expected to find wide markets
resin, the new material can be ex
in the electronics and chemical protruded or molded in thermoplastic
cessing industries.
processing equipment. It was de-

A

New FEE resin is
expected to broaden
applications as wire
insulation for aircraft,
missiles, and elecironic component
where resistance to
ultra high frequencies
is required

veloped as a supplement to Du
Pont’s present line of “‘Teflon”
TFE-fluorocarbon resins, which
must be processed in a manner
1
similar to powdered metals,
Like the TFE resins, “‘Teflon
100 is virtually immune to chemiical attack, has excellent electrical
insulating, anti-stick, und friction
al characteristics, and will not ab
sorb moisture. The new plastic
differs somewhat in heat resistance
from the TFE resins which are
rated for continous service at up to
500 F and at higher temperatures
for more limited periods of time
The usual continous service ceiling
for “Teflon” 100 FEP resin is
(Continued on page 222)

printing rate, the system plots up
to 10 curves simultaneously on a
12-inch wide, continuous chart re
cord, at the same time drawing its
own grid lines and marking in title
blocks, grid line identification, and
other necessary bits of informa
tion. Maximum printing speed is
4000 lines per minute. Chart speed
is 10 inches per second.
The Briggs equipment is a high
speed, electrolytic, sub-matrix

Whafs New
Printer-Plotter System
REMARKABLY fast printer
plotter system which gives
large computers new eloquence,
plotting out graphical or printed
data at 300,000 points per minute
from computer-processed magnetic
tape,
been announced
Briggs Associate
town, Pa. This is 5000 times faster
than today’s speediest commercially-available method for auto
matically plotting graphical data,
the tape-fed X-Y plotter.
For missile scientists, it means
an appreciable shortening of the
time lag experienced in getting
flight test information translated
from computer language into
easily-read output form.
Mass data normally' requiring
two-to-three full weeks to process
can now be ready for evaluation
within a few short hours, in accu
rate graph form and with all nec
essary printed annotations.
Of across-the-board significance
in areas where large computers
are used, the system permits com
puters to print out data almost as

A

rapidly as they can process it.
Relatively slow print - out speed
has been a major problem handi
capping computer capabilities.
As a straight printer, without
plotting, it is four times faster
than the best conventional system
now available. In a publishing or
direct-mail application, for exam
ple, the system could print out
90,000 magazine or other address
labels per hour—more than twice
the capability of the fastest tech
nique now available.
Additional applications are seen
in such areas as computer accountand records-keeping work, in op
erations research, and even in the
proving out of tapes used in nu
merical control of machine tools.
Offering excellent resolution, the
equipment prints up to 100 plot
points per inch. Overall accuracy
of the system is 0.05% of scale
width (10 inches). This is as high
a degree of accuracy as is now
obtainable in most plotting sys
tems.
At its 300,000 points per minute

Computer-coded dig
ital information on a
2400-ft. reel of mag
netic tape can be
translated into 500
pages of neatly
stacked, graphed,
printed, or printed and-graphed data in
lust eight minutes.

Engineer holds the patchboard unit which
makes possible quick changes of instructions
to the system Equipment can print and plot
300,000 points/min It is 4 times faster
than best existing computer print-out system.
printer system. It consists, physicalljs of six cabinets and a console
unit, requiring 100 square feet of
floor space and costing, overall,
in the neighborhood of $300,000.
Used for straight printing appli
cations, the system would cost
somewhat less.

NEW, featherlight, tilt-lock
chassis slide for applications
on racks and cabinets is available
from Chassis-Trak, Inc., 525 S.
Webster Ave., Indianapolis 19, In
diana.
The new C-300 Detent Slide is
the most compact tilt-lock chassis
slide ever developed. Only 1.687 in.
high and 0.352 in. wide, the detent
slide can be installed in the small
est standard drilled rack panel in
crement, l3i in.
Model C-300 Detent Slides lock
in three service positions—90° up,
horizontal and 90° down. They
support loads up to 50 lbs., and
may be obtained in lengths of 12,
14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24 inches.
Hard, cold-rolled steel construc
tion gives them high strength and

A
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Time Magnifier
A MOVIE camera that can stretch
- * the events of one second into
28 hours is now in production. By
combining optical, electronic and
mechanical principles, the new ul
tra speed camera can take from 480
to 1,600,000 pictures per second on
standard 35 mm film, in black and
white or color.
The new camera was developed
by Dr. Albert T. Ellis, associate
professor of applied mechanics at
the California Institute of Technol
ogy. He originally designed the
basic instrument for the express
purpose of photographing gas bub
bles appearing in turbulent fluids.
Film lies with emulsion side inwards
at the periphery nf a circular shaped
film bos The film remains station
ary while a rotating mirror con
veys the image from frame to frame

wearing qualities. Slides are cad
mium plated, then coated with
Poxylube 75. a molybdenum disul
fide dry film finish which provides
permanent lubricant and protects
against climatic conditions. Tests
prove that Poxylube 75 withstands
pressure loading of more than 50,
000 psi at 25 fpm Finish meets
JAN 100-hour salt spray require
ments and is approved for military
use.
The detent slides can be used to
mount utility chassis as well as
component chassis. Thus, normally
wasted rack space is put to practi
cal use. The pull-out utility chassis
serves as a combination writing or
work surface plus storage drawer
for connectors, blueprints, etc.
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Actual set-up for
photography of a ca
vitation cloud formed
in degassed water by
ultrasonic sound
waves. Note the
compactness of
equipment

Such bubbles are born and die
within a few thousandths of a sec
ond, but during their short life
span they produce cavitation, a
highly destructive effect in hydro
dynamics.
The improved commercial model,
built by Benson-Lehner Corp., 1860
Franklin St., Santa Monica, repre
sents the latest research instru
ment for magnification of time. It
permits scientists and engineers to
freeze motion while studying arc
discharges, explosive reactions,
fragmentation processes, high fre
quency fatigue and many other
fast events.
Since no mechanical shutter can
approach this speed, an electrooptical shutter is used which con
trols passage of light by means of

Chassis slide with detents permits service in
three positions
down, and horizontal.

rapid electric pulses. The shutter
assembly consists essentially of two
Polaroid filters and a cell filled with
a special substance >n an electrical
field. When the field is off, no light
passes through the assembly.
When a high energy electric pulse
is applied, the light is polarized in
such a manner that it passes freely
through the filters. One or two op
tical lenses focus the image onto
a rotating mirror in the film box.
The film remains stationary
while the mirror revolves at the
rate of 100,000 rpm. The rotating
mirror is a piece of nickel-plated
aluminum shaped like a wedge and
attached to the staff of a high
<peed, air driven turbine. Placed
at the center of the circular film
box, the mirror directs the light
rays to the film so that the image
travels along the inside rim of the
circular film box.
The speed of operation of the
deterelectro-optical shutter
mined by the speed at which the
electric field is applied and re
moved. For the rates required in
this camera, a very short pulse of
18,000 volts and 20 amps is used
to control the field. The special
pulser system designed for this
camera permits effective exposure
times of 0.05 to 1.0 microseconds.
Since very intense illumination
is needed to provide good resolu
tion at ultra fast exposure rates,
the camera is equipped with its
own lighting system, capable of
producing 400,000,000 lumens with
3 milliseconds duration. This is
about 60 times more illumination
than provided by the most power
ful flash bulb.

A REPRINT
of th»* article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to
The Editor
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By NORMAN C. PARRISH
Research Specio/isf
Lochheed Missiles and Space Division
Sunnyvale, California

To accurately measure the stress components in a space vehicle, the
instrumentation should be carefully selected and installed. Errors may
arise from temperature effects, vibration and acceleration. There may be
human errors in balancing the bridge circuit or mechanical errors due to
surface conditions where the gage is attached. Calibration is important.

For Missile Measurements

Fig 1: Captive landing gear drop test using gages for detecting
load magnitude and distribution of toads during 1/10 sec. loading.

CAPTIVE vehicle will simulate the basic require
ments for “experimental measurements” of a
flight vehicle, but will differ in some instances be
cause of environmental conditions. Therefore, the
instrumentation engineer should select or create ap
propriate experimental measurement instrumentation.
This instrumentation should be able to obtain and
present the test data concisely and accurately for
assimilation by data reduction equipment into its
final form.
For “clean measurements,” each instrument should
have optimum characteristics for converting mechani
cal (input) change into a proportional electrical (output) change, The instrument selected here is the
bonded wire strain gage.

A

Selecting a Gage
The strain gage for these “clean measurements”
should be small and light, and be able to detect
mechanical changes under both static and dynamic
conditions. The strain gage must also be of simple
construction and operation. A single strand of very
fine wire meets these requirements. As the wire is
deformed mechanically, it causes a proportional
change in electrical output, This change can be in
terpreted as the mechanical strain on the base material being tested. So long as it is not affected by
temperature, moisture, electrical transients or service conditions, the stability and accuracy of
measurement will be assured.
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Bonded Wire Strain Gages
Using a W heatstone Bridge

There are special Wheatstone bridge circuits de
signed for use with strain gages. (See Figs. -I
through 9.) The bridge balancing control of these
circuits can be calibrated in micro-inches-per-inch,
and will indicate the unit strain directly for pure
tension and compression for “direction type” mea
surements. Indeterminate loading uf a residual nature
can be ascertained and converted into real numbers
by cementing the gage in place, balancing the sub
system for zero output, releasing the residual stresses
in the structure (by cutting or drilling), and reading
the A R or A L direct.
Temperature Compensation

If Gages A and B are connected in the Wheatstone
bridge as shown in Fig. 5, temperature compensation
will result. Gage B is in compression when Gage A is
in tension and is subjected to a strain proportional
to the strain on A (in accordance with Poisson’s
ratio). The ratio of the strain (Poisson’s ratio)
varies between 0.25 and 0.35 for metals. Thus, the
bridge output using this circuit might be 30%
greater than if the temperature compensation (Gage
B), were obtained by using a dummy gage. However,
with this method, a calibrate run should be made to
determine the exact ratio of the strain indicated by
the gage arrangement.
The active and compensating gages should have
very nearly the same resistance, the same gage factor,
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and the same resistive sensitivity to temperature,
This can be done by using strain gages from the
same manufacturer’s lot number. Since the resistance of both gages changes simultaneously with tem
perature, there is no unbalancing of the bridge
circuit.
Dynamic Tests Using the Strain Gage

An increasing number of dynamic tests are becom
ing necessary, using the strain gage as the sensing
device. The “umbilical cord," is used for captive
systems where the ground station receives the signal
directly. Tape recorders are used where recovery is
probable and telemetry not desirable, or where stor
age of information and controlled playback is de
sired.
DIRECTION jf STRAIN

Fir 4 Full bridge—
single active leg (A>
lor simple tension
compression using
dummy gages or Fix
ed resistors for B. C.
and D

Fig. 5: Full bridge—
two active legs and
two
temperature
compensating gages
or two fixed resistors
tor simple tension or
compression using
Poissons ratio.

POWER
INPUT

The telemetering system is also used in conjunc
tion with tape systems when safe recovery of the
test vehicle is only probable to assure complete and
comprehensive data recording.
One of the basic measurements is the direction and
degree of stress components in a complex structure.
From properly located strain gages, adequately
bonded to the surface of the structure, the principle
axis as well as magnitude of the stresses can be
determined.

4 5’ ROSETTE GAGE

45" ROSETTE GAGE
MADE WITH GRID LENGTHS
13/16 ANO I INCH

Humidity and Temperature Effects

When a single element wire of one alloy has a
change in electrical sensitivity, without a mechanical
change, it can be attributed to either humidity or
temperature effects. (Transients are not considered
here.) To reduce these effects, the strain gage trans
ducer has a secondary alloy added to the wire pattern.
The different alloys are selected so the positive change
in resistance due to temperature effects of one will
balance the negative change in resistance of the
other. This compensated gage, when waterproofed,
will have a change in electrical resistivity that is
more directly proportional to the mechanical changes
in the material to which it is bonded. (See Fig. 10.)
The change in resistance of a strain gage placed
in a “wheatstone bridge,” will cause a relatively im
perceptible resistance change to become a usable out
put signal. This signal can be telemetered or recorded
directly by auxiliary equipment, However, a rela
tively uniform temperature must be maintained to
further control temperature error in the circuit of
the strain gage element within the “wheatstone
bridge.” Errors caused by moderate changes in tem
perature in the “wheatstone bridge” can further be
reduced by including a strain gage of identical char
acteristic in another leg of the circuit.
The strain gage actually bonded to the test mem
Fig. 6: Full bridge—
two active legs (A
& Bi with temperacompensating
«ages or fixed re
sisters for bending
Fig. 7 Full bridge—
two active legs (A
& C> with two tem
perature compensat
ing legs or fixed re
sistors for B&D —
to measure tension
with active leg t<
compensate for bend

Fig. 8 Full bridge—
four active legs max
imum AR for pure
tension specimen.
This circuit compen
sates for bending.

Fig. 9. Full bridge—
four active legs for
bending only. Not for
simple tension or
compression

TYPICAL GENERAL PURPOSE
GAGE USED WHERE SPACE
IS NOT LIMITED, AVAILABLE
IN NITRO-CELLULOSE »
PHENOLIC GAGES

60’ROSETTE GAGE

Fig. 10: Strain gage pattern*

ber for measuring strain is the “active arm.” Quite
often to increase the output signal change and to
compensate for bending, or to isolate bending loads
from twisting loads and tension loads, special cir
cuitry with two or more gages is used. Temperature
compensating gages may be used in lieu of fixed
resistors for the inactive legs of the bridge. The use
of fixed resistors is more apt to result in a resistance
change error than when dummy gages are used.
The behavior of any measuring instrument is
definitely affected by the nature of the material being
measured. An interpretation of data obtained from
the measuring system should be based on a careful
understanding of the exact arrangement of the strain
gages of the structural member under observation.
It is equally important to select the proper strain
gage type for the test environment, and the strain gage
used for replacement purposes. If a damaged gage
is one of a multiple gage installation, it should be
replaced with a gage from the manufacturer’s same
lot number and as near to being of an identical
resistance as possible.
What the Strain Gage

Sees"

The apparent change in resistance of the strain
gage sub-system is meant to indicate the actual
mechanical changes in the base to which it is at
tached. Actually the strain gage system indicates
the general summation of resistance changes seen by
the strain gage sub-system and its components. Some
effects “seen” by the sub-system are:
a. The surface conditions to which the gage is
attached—air bubbles, irregularities, or bumps under
the gage.
b. The temperature of the area to which the gage
is attached, if not properly temperature compensated.
c. The effects of the bonding material, electrical,
thermal, and mechanical strain transfer. (An ex
cessively thick bonding agent may have a pliability
that does not transfer accurately the deformation of
the base material or the temperature of the base
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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material, and time lag errors will result.) (Other
problems arise when an A-C system is used.)
d. The distance of the gage from the surface at
tachment area (particularly in applications other than
an absolutely flat surface).
e. The true alignment or transverse effects. (If
the gage is allowed to be 3' from the intended axis,
the result may in some instances, be in considerable
error. For instances a 45" angle installation (to the
principle axis) may be indicated and the installation
installed at 43 . This will result in as much as a
20% error in the strain gage output.)
Additional effects “seen” by the strain gage cir
cuit are:
a. Effects of lead resistance due to unequal lengths.
This can be controlled by the three wire circuit
system of Fig. 2.
b. Drift aspects due to resistance balancing. This
can result from an improperly matched group of
strain gages or fixed resistors used to obtain the
proper null bridge balance.
c. Error of zero balancing or indicator linearity.
This is more apt to occur in captive tests, but can be
considered a human error.
d. Warm up or voltage drift effect when an in
adequate warmup time is allowed.
e. General temperature error.
Mechanical errors due to surface conditions can
be easily avoided, and should be eliminated. If air is
entrapped under a gage during installation, it should
be replaced.
Calibration Runs

A calibrate check run should be made before and
after each test run. Then if all the disturbing influ
ences have been taken into account and evaluated,
an independent estimate of total error and accuracy
can be made. Without a calibrate check one cannot
assume less than a 20 micro-inch-per-inch error for
each reading, even under optimum conditions.
The calibration of the instrument determines the
functional relationship between the output and the
values of the variables to be measured. Any other
variables which might affect the instrument indication
must be held constant.
The dissymmetry induced by the bridge circuit is
a result of imperfect cancellations. A large per

Oom Section

A-A

Fig. 11: Enlarged il
lustration of a bond
ed strain gage instal
lation.

centage of attention should be directed to the errors
induced by incomplete balancing and inadequate com
pensation. Such effect as hysteresis in the test struc
ture cannot be cancelled by modification of the strain
gage system as readily as improvements can be made
in a strain gage installation.
For detailed installation, procedures outlined, are
required. Information on rate of thermo rise, humid
ity effects, desired accuracy, and other significant
environmental data should be available prior to the
start of the test and when interpreting teat results.

Fig. 12: Closeup of
bonded strain gage.

Vibration, Acceleration and Waterproofing

Where there is acute vibration and acceleration,
attention should be given to the installation of the
inner connecting leads to prevent the transfer of
loads into the gage which could result in a false out
put signal. (Figs. 2 and 3.) When high moisture
content of the air is expected, moisture proofing for
both internal and external strain gages should be
used.
The thickness of waterproofing should be influ
enced by the cross-sectional area and load carrying
capacity of the material being used.
Physical strength of the metal shielding material
must be considered also.
Other considerations of gage installation are:
a. Possible damage to the gage installation during
waterproofing. (Maintenance is appreciably reduced
with waterproofing.)
b. Temperature effects may unbalance the bridge
because of thermal insulation effects of waterproof
ing and resultant thermal time lag.
c. How dependable the transducer pickup will be
and what percentage of cross talk will contaminate
the desired signal, or other signals.
d. The overall cost of the system with respect to
its accuracy and compatibility with the telemetry or
recording instrumentation used.
e. Will the data from the instrumentation be com
patible with the system capability and with existing
or anticipated ground station capabilities.
f. When measuring a primary variable, it is neces
sary to know the errors of the system to the greatest
possible accuracy.
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This is the third in i planned
series of editorial features on
Radio Frequency Interference
arranged for by the editors
of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

A review of proposed space communications is given followed
by an analysis of the interference aspects of each part of
the system. The influence of man-made and celestial radiators
on system performance is shown and a prediction is made of the
improvement to be expected by appropriate design of each item.

RFI in Satellite
Communications Systems
By O. M. SALATI
Assistant Prof.
Moore School of Electrical Eng'g.
University of Pennsylvania
200 S. 33rd St.
Philadelphia 4, Pa.

THE feasibility of artificial Earth Satellites has
•A been amply demonstrated by the successful launch
ing of more than 16 such vehicles during the past two
years’. All of these satellites carried radio equipment
for reporting back various scientific observations. One
of them established the first earth to active satellite
voice relay. Long distance radio relay via the moon,
as a passive reflector, has been reported by Sulzer2
and others’.
Pierce4 5 and later Handelsman and others” 7- * u 10
have made theoretical studies of passive and active
earth-satellite systems based on present state of the
Fig. 1 : A low orbit satellite communication system is shown

r »Earths radius » 4,000 miles
K « 4/3
h| * 500 miles ■ Minimum orbit altitude
hp * 3,000 miles ■ Maximum orbit altitude
Tp T2 » Location of transmitter or receiver
& ■ Angle of view of satellite

art and extra-polations to 1975.
Studies of receiving equipment noise, Galactic noise,
and propagation effects have been reported by Ewen11,
Strum12, Leary13, Senior14, and Murphy15.
There is no indication in the literature that inter
ference may be a problem to a satellite communica
tions system. Findlay1” has reported on site measure
ments and procedures for selecting an interference
free site for a radio astronomy observatory. Shapiro17
has mentioned a possible mechanism of interference
but it has not been applied to a satellite system.
There are two classes of satellites, active and pas
sive, and two classes of orbits, low (of the order of
500 to 3000 miles above the earth) and high (approxi
mately 22,000 miles above the earth and stationary if
it is an equatorial orbit).
The active satellite is made up of a suitable vehi
cle, an antenna, transmitter, receiver, and power
supply. Once in orbit, many of the characteristics of
the system are beyond change, thus one cannot take
advantage of some improvements in the state of the
art. If the active satellite becomes obsolete, it must
be destroyed or its transmitter shut off to avoid hav
ing it become a source of interference. Because the
satellite is active, it will be a source of interference
unless suitable precautions are taken. For instance,
it will radiate all harmonics and modulation splatter
of its transmitter. Its receiver is vulnerable from
spurious responses and intermodulation. This is true
because its antenna may see more high powered trans
mitters than it would if it were located a few feet
above the earth’s surface. Since antennas of gain
greater than one are used, a stabilizing mechanism
will be required to avoid fluctuation and fading of
signals.
The passive satellite is either a metallized balloon or
a plane mirror. The balloon is essentially an isotropic
radiator if its diameter is large compared with the
wavelength of an incident plane wave and thus reELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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above) or it provides a ground receiver with a high
ambient interference level if it is passive (see Passive
Satellites above).
The performance equations have been given by
many persons4- 5- *■". These equations are repeated
here for reference purposes. All of these equations
can be simplified considerably for specific situations.
Passive Relay System
Fig 2: The geometry of a 24 hour Equatorial satellite orbit

quires no orbital stabilization even when it is only
slightly larger than a few wavelengths*. The passive
satellite itself is not subject to interference nor is it
a source of interference. It’s only role in interference
is that it relays all the signals which are incident on
it and thus it provides a dense interference environ
ment to the ground receiver.
Low Orbits

If a metalized sphere is used as the passive satellite,
the signal to noise ratio at the receiver is given by:
S
A

Where G. =

R = radius of orbit from earth’s center
r = radius of earth
G = Gravitational constant at the earth’s
surface.

For low orbits, 500 to 3000 miles above the earth,
the time of rotation is approximately 100 to 195
minutes. The orbits may be polar, equatorial, or what
ever other orbit is desireable for the system. Because
of the low orbit altitude, the satellites will be in con
tinual motion with respect to an observer on the
earth and the ground antennas must be able to track
it. In addition, several satellites will be required for
continuous communication between two points on the
earth’s surface since any particular one is visible for
only a brief period (Fig. 1). The satellites may be
spaced randomly in their orbits but a smaller total
number will be required if they are in synchronous
orbits. The low orbit provides some freedom from
interference since the satellite does not see as many
interfering sources as it would at higher altitudes
(It sees an area bounded by a circle of diameter
Tt T2 on the surface of the earth, Fig. 1).
High Orbits

If a satellite is in an equatorial orbit at an altitude
of 22,000 miles above the earth, it will have a period
of 24 hours and thus will hover over n fixed spot on
the earth, Fig. 2. Actually, because of various uncer
tainties in orbits, the satellite’s position will vary
slightly and the ground antenna must have some
tracking ability. Three satellites in the above orbit
will provide continuous coverage between any pair of
points on the earth’s surface, Fig. 3, except within
about 8° of the poles (the satellite subtends an 18°
cone angle and thus sees almost a complete hemi
sphere).
Since the satellite, at this altitude sees essentially
a hemisphere of the earth, it is much more prone to
interference if it is active (see Active Satellites
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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(3)

Ar, At = Receiver and

Pt =
X =

Rit R, =

The period of revolution of a satellite in its orbit
is given by:

Where:

P, GMrJ,
“ 4r’ R,2 R 1 KI

N =
K =
B =
T, =

transmitter antenna
aperture areas in meters sq.
Transmitter power in w’atts
Wavelength in meters
Transmitter to satellite and satellite
to receiver distances in meters
KT,B
(4)
Boltzman’s Cons’t. = 1.38 x 1023
Joules/°K
Bandwidth in CPS
Effective noise temperature in °K of
the receiver input circuitry.

Following the method of Ewen11, T, is given by:
T. = Ta + (L, - \) T, + (L. - l) T. Li + (Lv - 1) Tj>LiU*.

+ Ta + (L-\) Tl Lt L. L, + T. Lt L. L. L
Where:

(b)
Ta = galactic background radiation field,
Cosmic noise

T, = contribution of lono-i Negligible
sphere

L, = loss due to Ionosphere I

To = contribution due to'
atmospheric oxygen

Lo = loss due to atmos-

vapor

Lw = loss due to atmos
pheric water vapor.

above 250

mc

Active Relay System

temperature distribution due to back
lobes and side lobes of antenna
viewing the earth’s surface and
other radiators
contribution from antenna efficiency
Tt
and passive r-f hardware loss ahead
of the first active circuit. Antenna
efficiency is approximately 0.65
L = losses due to antenna efficiency and
r-f hardware
effective noise temperature of all ac
T,
tive circuits.

For the earth-to-satellite portion of the path, the
signal to noise ratio at the satellite receiver is:
St =____ Pl

satellite receiver antenna aperture
area in meters sq.
ground transmitter power in watts
ground transmitter antenna gain
(numeric)
effective noise temperature of satellite
T.
receiver input (same considerations
as in above apply).
For the satellite to earth portion of the path, the
ground receiver signal to noise ratio is:

■Solid siale maser
Iler. of tí dl> noise fig. at 3

T, = non
T. = 580°

kmc

(tí)

Where: A

Typical value of T, are :

Ileo, of 3 dl» noise fig. at 200 Ml'

(i I A„

4» Ri* KT.i Hi

Ai

(7)

4ir Hr KT. Ht

Where: Pt, = satellite transmitter power in watts
Ar = ground receiver antenna aperture area
in meters sq.

Because of all of the above mentioned losses, it may
be difficult to realize a value of Tt <100rK even for
the best solid state maser.

SUMMARY OF REPORTED SPACE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

GROUND STATIONS

Source
Weber'0

Transmitter
P( Power

SATELLITE

S N db

Receiver

Freq.
KMC

Modulation
Bandwidth
or
Pulse Length

Antenna
Dia. Ft.

e Degrees

Height
above
Earth,
Miles

Antenna or
Satellite
Dia. FL

Transmittet
Power Pts

Ree.

100

0

0

120

--

20

Parametric Amp.

5

20 MC

1,000

100 w

60

...

20

NF - 6 db

1

20 MC

22,000

Murphy15

250 kw

60

0.1

40

10

TO^sec (30 KC)

238,587

Moon 2160 miles

0

0

Senior'4

250 kw

60

0.1

10

NF = 10.4 db

10

5 Msec (200 KC)

238,587

Moon 2160 miles

0

0

Wiesner7

100 w

—

24

100° K

0.4

100 KC

7™*«

28 Trans
60 Rec.

—

24

100° K

100 w

28

—

24

100° K

0.4 to 2

24

100° K

0.4 to 2

60

Isotropie Ant.

lw

22,000

Isotropie Ant.

Iw

100 MC

2,500

Isotropie Ant.

100 w

F MC

22,000

Isotropie Ant.

100 w

4MC

2,500

10 kw

250

—

20

30° K

2

4MC

2,500

100

0

10 kw

250

—

20

30° K

?

1KC

22,000

100

0

250

—

20

NF = 6db

3

SMC

22,000

10

250

—

100 w
10 megw

Handel sman6

0.4

500 w

500 to 1000 •

Pierce4

28 Trans
60 Rec.

3.5

0.3 w

0
0
~ 40 db

20

NF = 6 db

3

5MC

22,000

1000

0

0

100 kw

250

20

NF - 6db

3

5MC

22,000

100

0

0

50 kw

250

20

NF = 6db

3

5 MC

22,000

100 Mirror

0

0

1200 k*

177

0.13

20

1000° K

3

4 KC

22,000

100

0

0

R0 kw

177

0.13

20

100° K

3

4 KC

22,000

100

0

0

177

0.4

20

1000° K

1

4KC

22,000

100

0

0

ROOkw

177

04

20

100° K

1

4KC

22,000

100

0

0

VO megw

177

2

20

1000° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

100

0

0

20 megw

177

2

20

100° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

100

0

0

1? kw

316

0.07

20

1000° K

3

4 KC

22,000

316

0

0

316

0.07

20

100° K

3

4KC

22,000

316

0

0

80 kw

316

0.2

20

1000° K

1

4KC

22,000

316

0

0
0

8 nrgw

800 *
8kw

316

0.2

20

100° K

1

4KC

22,000

•316

0

1200 kw

316

1.0

20

1000° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

316

0

0

?«kw

316

1.0

20

100° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

316

0

0

12 w

1000

0.02

20

1000° K

3

4KC

22,000

ioœ

0

0

1000

0.02

20

100° K

3

4KC

22,000

1000

0

0

80 w

1000

0.07

20

1000° K

1

4KC

22,000

1000

0

0

8w

1000

0.07

20

100° K

1

4KC

22,000

1000

0

0

1200 w

1000

0.3

20

1000° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

1000

0

0

200»

1000

0.3

20

100° K

0.2

4KC

22,000

1000

0

0

0.8»

topeo
G

= satellite transmitter antenna gain
(numeric).
(8)

T

I poo

Maximum
background

= wavelength in meters
= ground receiver effective noise tem
perature.
Terrestrial Noise

There are two types of extra-terrestrial noise, discrete and diffuse background. Table 1 gives the power
output of a few discrete noise sources”.

IOO
Including
Composite
Atmosphere

Table 1.
Som» Di »crete Galactic Noise Sources in Watts Sq. Ft. CFS
Source

200 mc

1000 MC

3000 mc

Cassiopeia A
Cygnus A
Taurus A
Virgo A

IO"’’
10-23
10-21
10-2«

3x10 24
10-24
10-24
3X10* 25

10-24
7x10-25
10-24
10-25

These sources contribute noise power or are part of
the equivalent noise temperature T(l of the receiver
w hen the receiving antenna or its side lobes is looking
at them.
Diffuse galactic background noise has a maximum
along the galactic plane and a minimum toward the
galactic poles. This contribution to the equivalent
noise temperature TG is independent of the receiving
antenna aperture since the background almost always
fills the antenna beam when the beam is pointed at the
source. Fig. 4 from Ref, 11 shows the maximum and
minimum background as a function of frequency, and
in addition includes contributions from the atmosphere
(terms T„ and TK in Eq. 5). It will be noted that
there is a “window” of low noise temperature from
about 500 MC to 10,000 MC and it it assumed that
most low noise relay systems will operate in this band.
The moon, and the planets Venus, Jupiter, Mars,
and Saturn are the only other bodies having apprecia
ble noise radiation. The planets have noise tempera
ture of the order of 1 K or less and are thus of no
interest as noise sources at this time in the above
mentioned “window.” The Sun has noise outputs of
10 21 to 10 20 watts/sq.ft./CPS at 3000 MC and
10 22 to 1011* watts/sq.ft./CPS at 200 MC. The moon
has an equivalent noise temperature of about 150° K
at 400 MC. Both the Sun and the Moon should be
avoided by the main beam or the side lobes of the
receiving antenna.

Antennu Characteristics & Interference
The antenna of a relay system serves as an im
pedance matching transformer between a transmitter
or receiver and free space, as well as a means of
directing the transmitted or received energy in a
preferred direction. A typical antenna pattern would
show a major lobe for the preferred direction of
operation and undesired side and back lobes (Fig. 5).
Because of the existence of the unwanted side lobes
and back lobes there will be a contribution Ta to the
equivalent temperature of the receiver circuitry
(Eq. 5) and also, of course the radiation of energy
in unwanted directions in the case of transmission.
The latter will be a serious source of interference to
other systems and in some cases to one’s own system
The equivalent temperature Ta of the antenna, beELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Minimum

Excluding
Atmosphere^

10,000
1,000
FREQUENCY in MC/s

100,000

100

Fig. 4: The galactic background noise max. and min is
shown as a function of frequency and includes contributions
from the atmosphere Note the "window ' of low noise temp

cause of its side and back lobes viewing objects of
various temperatures (the earth, buildings, other
antennas, etc.), is obtained by integrating the entire
solid angle of the sphere surrounding the antenna, in
the antenna far field, and dividing by the integral of
the antenna gain over a full sphere, that is

T.

, T (o, fi) G (O, 0) ds

(9)

a <»» fi) ¡is
(10)
= the solid angle given by sin Odihlfi

G (« </> ) = the antenna gain in the direction O, fi.
T (< i fi) = the source temperature in the direction O, fi

The greatest contribution to this integral will come
from the earth’s temperature of 290 K when the
antenna is looking skyward. The following example
illustrates the problem
Assume a 60 ft diameter parabolic antenna having
side lobes down 30 db and back lobes down 40 db from
maximum gain (Fig. 5). The effective noise tem
perature Ta, when the antenna is oriented so that its
main beam points skyward or just grazes the surface
of the earth and no discrete signals are present is
given in Table 2.

Table 2.
Effective Noise Temperature ut an Antenna

ÍMC

100
1000
10,000

X ft

Beamwidth Deg

Antenna
Sky
In

10.U
9.3
2.15
1.U
0.93
49 0
0 093
0.1
65.0
Antenna diameter «■ 60 ft.
Side lobes — 30 db. back lobes — 40 db

Orientation
Horizontal
°K
5.0
115.0
150 0

95

It will be noted that the effective temperature in
creases as the beam-width is narrowed for a constant
ratio of main beam gain to side and back lobes, and
that there is a large increase when the side lobes
touch the earth’s surface.
If the side and back lobes are decreased, Table 3
results for the antenna oriented skyward:
Table 3.
Effects of Side and Back Lobe Reduction
160 ft diameter antenna)
Side and Back Lobes
- 50 dh
- 70 db

fu<

2.OK
0.02°K
19.OK

0.2VK
28.7 K
140.0 K

100
1000
10,000

It will be noted that a small reduction in side and
back lobe level causes the effective antenna tempera
ture to rise in one case. This is explainable since the
side lobes at sky temperature are reduced more than
the back lobes. One might thus be tempted to leave

I
I
I
l

/
/

I
ri k

\ \\ / / V
I?

\

I

I

/

*

\

x

\
'
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Fig. 5 Typical an
tenna radiation pat
tern is shown The
unwanted lobes can
cause serious interfcrence

\

5»

the side lobes alone and concentrate on back lobe
reduction. Such a procedure is a fallacy, since dis
crete signals may enter the antenna via the side lobes
and thus render the system ineffective. Further, side
and back lobe level reduction causes the effective tem
perature to drop.
From the above example it can be seen that at
certain frequencies, the use of masers or other low
noise amplifiers may be of no value unless the antenna
side and back lobes are reduced such that the effective
antenna temperature is comparable or less than the
amplifier noise temperature.
Antenna side and back lobes must also be reduced
to avoid interference when transmitting or receiving.
At certain frequencies, emissions from the antenna
main lobe or side lobes may be scattered back to the
receiver by way of the ionosphere and the earth17
(Fig. 6a & 6b).
This particular mechanism may not be too impor
tant because it occurs at frequencies below those
usually used in earth to satellite communications. On
the other hand, since high power transmitters are
available below' 30 MC (100 kw average) the received
signal may be high enough to cause overloading or
nonlinear effects and therefore must be considered.
A similar interference mechanism is operable at
higher frequencies due to tropospheric scatter systems
(high transmitter power is again used—lOkw or
greater).
U

Before system power levels can be completely de
termined, allowance must be made for fading of sig
nals as a result of multipath transmission, Faraday
rotation of the plane of polarization of radio waves,
small perturbations of the attitude of the satellite,
reflections or attenuation by meteor trails, and Auro
ral effects ,s-1L 15.
Faraday rotation varies inversely with the fre
quency, and is essentially negligible at 10,000 MC but
serious at 200 MC.
Absorption due to auroras varies inversely with
the square of the frequency. An auroral sky is essen
tially opaque to radio waves below about 1000 MC and
the effect has been noted over large areas of the
earth’s surface. Auroras may act as reflectors of
unwanted signals and thus may constitute a source
of interference.
Meteor trails and variations in the ionosphere may
cause multipath effects and fading. Meteor trails
may also provide a reflector for interfering signals.
Most of the above effects are usually lumped to
gether and a fading allowance of 20 to 25 db pro
vided. The interference effects on the other hand
have not been studied in any detail.
Perturbations in satellite position or motion of the
satellite with respect to the receiver can give rise to
Doppler shift when two or more transmission paths
are present8. The maximum Doppler frequency shift
is given by:
/r»

f. - —

(11)

Where: f = carrier frequency
v = relative velocity between receiver and
transmitter
c = velocity of light.

This effect will be most troublesome in low orbit
satellite systems.
From the formulas, figures, and tables of the above
text, one can compute the transmitter power require
ments and antenna sizes if the receiver sensitivity is
known, desired signal to noise ratios are selected, and
estimates are made of path loss, fading, requirements
and equivalent receiver input noise temperature.
Page 94 has a summary of system performance pre
sented by various researchers. It can be seen that
relatively large ground antennas and satellites have
been proposed. The proposed ground transmitter out
puts range from about 0.8 w to 120 megawatts. For
passive satellites, the probable transmitter power will
be in the range of 10 kw to 10 megawatts. For active
satellites, the required ground transmitter power is
usually below 1 kw.
Interference C onsideratlons

The high power ground transmitters will probably
be a source of interference to other services by way of
antenna side and back lobe radiation, tropospheric
scatter under some conditions of site location (prob
ability is small, however) and radiation of harmonic
power. Investigations have shown that high power
transmitters in the frequency range of 200 mc to
10,000 mc may be expected to have harmonic outputs
of the order of 20 to 40 db below maximum carrier
power, and these outputs may be expected up to the
5th to 10th harmonic. The radiated harmonic power
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is sufficiently high to cause serious interference. This
problem is particularly peculiar to satellite communi
cations because of high powers and large antennas
that are proposed. It would seem that considerable
effort should be expended in reducing harmonic out
put by filtering or other techniques.
The large antennas that are proposed can also be
considered to be a source of interference if present
day limits of 20 to 40 db suppression of side and back
lobes continue to apply. It has been pointed out in
Antenna Characteristics and Interference above that
suppression of side and back lobes by a minimum of
50 db and preferably 70 db will be required if the
equivalent antenna noise temperature Ta is to be com
parable to or below the noise temperature of maser
amplifiers. Such reductions in side and back lobes
will reduce the probability of interference to the
receiver since the interfering signal must now enter
the system by way of the relatively narrow main lobe
of the antenna. Such reductions will also materially
reduce interference to other services from the ground
transmitter for similar reasons.
Most receivers that are currently planned for satel
lite systems are of the superheterodyne type. They
can be expected to have spurious responses. These
responses are accurately predictable in frequency but
not in amplitude. For conventional receiver circuits,
interference signals of the order of milliwatts can be
expected to be received by way of spurious responses.
The new low noise receiver circuits are believed to
overload rather easily and therefore they may be very
vulnerable to interference. This subject must, of
course, be studied in detail. It does appear, however,
that considerable filtering in the receiver input cir
cuitry may be required as the ambient interference
level at the antenna rises because of increasing power
and density of other equipments.
Satellite Considerations

Passive satellites of the spherical type return all
signals that are incident on them. Such satellites in
high orbits view more of the earth’s surface than
those in low orbits. Consequently they will provide
the ground receiver with a higher ambient interfer
ence level. This phenomena can only be reduced by
the use of directive passive satellites or by construct
ing them to be highly frequency sensitive. Both of
these moves reduce the main advantages of such
satellites, namely to provide all types of services to
all customers.
Active satellites can expect interference from high
power ground transmitter, particularly radars. This
effect can be reduced somewhat by selective circuits
in the satellite and by use of directive antennas. The
satellite transmitter, particularly if it is of relatively
high power—100 to 1000 w, may be a serious source
of interference to other services. This phase of the
problem must be studied further.
Most of the above mentioned interference effects
are not peculiar to satellite systems. They are inten
sified, however, by the planned use of high power
transmitters, large antennas, very sensitive and new
receivers, and the presence of the satellite in an orbit
at an altitude above the earth, much higher than con
ventional antennas.
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Fig. 6a Static interference and man-made signal*, reflecting

So far the author has considered only a single
satellite system. It is quite probable that many
satellite systems will exist. This will impose addi
tional considerations of system design and interfer
ence. For instance, unless all of the systems are
planned with regard for each others existence, it is
conceivable that more than one satellite may find itself
in the beam of a transmitter or receiver antenna at
the same time. If the satellites are in orbits of dif
ferent altitudes, it is conceivable that one satellite
may shadow another.
There are probably other considerations of similar
nature which have not been considered here. Satellite
systems must be considered on a world wide basis
such as that followed on frequency allocations.
The author acknowledges the assistance of Mr.
H. Kritikas of the Moore School Staff in the calcu
lations of the effective antenna temperature.
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BMEWS" Guards
(Above) Detection radar of the Air Force's BMEW System reaches
165 ft. into the Arctic skies. Screens are 400 ft. long. (Below)
High power klystron tubes for surveillance radar are tested in
CE's lab in Syracuse, N. Y. Tube ts made by Eitel-McCullough Co.
A similar klystron tube is being developed by Varian Associates

MEWS, the Ballistic Missile Early Warning Sys
tem, is a long-range, ultra-high-speed radar warn
ing system designed to give the North American Air
Defense Command, the Strategic Air Command, and
Civil Defense Agencies the brief but vital time needed
to take defensive and retaliatory measures should an
enemy attack the North American Continent.
Present plans call for three forward sites at Thule,
Greenland; Clear, Alaska, and Frylingsdale Moor,

B

Four
voltage
transformers and full
wave rectifiers pro
duce 120,000 volt de
power supply for the
BMEWS
transmit
ters. Transmitters are
being developed and
produced by Conti n e n t a I Electronics
Mfg. Co.

(Above) Automatic checkout and monitoring
equipment for BMEWS uses punched cards and
targets simulated on tape. (Below) Tracking
radar is inside this 140 ft.
radome.

Against Sneak Attack
'Above* Huge detection radars at the halfway point in con
struction. Site is 600 miles above the Arctic Circle. (Below'
RCA’s dual-purpose tracking radar can detect and track hostile
missiles at ranges exceeding 2,000 mi. It weighs 400,000 lbs.

Yorkshire, England. The control center is at the North
American Defense Command (NORAD) Colorado
Springs, Colorado. A communications system (built by
Western Electric Co.) provides instantaneous warn
ing of an attack.
Radio Corporation of America’s Missile and Surface
Radar Div., Moorestown,
is Prime System
Manager for the project. Major subcontractors are
General Electric Company, Goodyear Aircraft Corp.,
and Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Eitel-McCullough, San Bruno, Calif., and Varian As
sociates, Palo Alto, Calif., are supplying high power
klystrons. Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Dallas,
Tex., is supplying transmitter power amplifiers, and
D. S. Kennedy Co., Cohasset, Mass., js building the
surveillance radar subsystem reflectors. General Elec
tric’s Heavy Military Electronics Dept, is designing,
developing, and testing and placing in operation the
surveillance radar subsystems.
GE, Syracuse, N. Y., is designing pulsed-Doppler
detection radar, AN/FPS-50, Arrays of feed horns
bounce beams off the face of the reflectors (the size
of a football field). These beams form horizontal sta
tionary fans, which spread across the polar regions to
detect airborne objects. Radar range is 3,000 miles, or
more than 10 times the range of the DEW line radars.
(Continued on page 100)

(Above) All installations at the radar site
connected
'covered highways.
(Right) Surveillance reflectors were pro
duced by D 5 Kennedy Co., designed by
CE 1,500 ton reflectors are supported by
backstays and trusses.

BMEWS" ( Continued)

(Above* Electron Probe Duplexers being tested in CE s Syracuse
lab. 'Below) Transmitter Power Amplifiers being readied for test
ing in the same lab. Amplifiers are made by Continental Elec
tronics Manufacturing Co. They provide power for the surveillance
radar subsystem. Radio Corp, of America is the prime contractor.

RCA is providing Tracking Radars AN/FPS-49.
This radar can both scan and track. It can scan over
various sectors at different elevation angles. Upon
detecting a target (over 2,000 miles away), the beam
locks on and tracks the target.
Through a sub-system of electronic processing
equipment, the radar information received is auto
matically interpreted and communicated instantane
ously to NORAD headquarters at Colorado Springs.
An interesting feature here is that the system will
automatically compare the trajectory of suspected
missiles with that of known satellites, meteor trails,
and other atmospheric phenomena to assure accurate
identification. Sensitivity is comparable to detecting
in New York an object the size of a door over Los
Angeles.
The tracking radar is enclosed in a radome with a
diameter of 140 feet. Antenna and pedestal (built by
Goodyear Aircraft Corp.) weigh almost 400,000 lbs.
The antenna revolves on ball bearings the size of
baseballs.
Computers at the forward sites are in pairs. One
can take over the function of the other should sched
uled or unscheduled shutdowns occur.
One of the most important contributions to the
system’s reliability is the automatic checkout and
monitoring equipment. Vital points in the radar sub
system are monitored continuously to verify correct
operation.
Any part of the system, or all of it, can be checked
out automatically using punch cards and targets sim
ulated on magnetic tape.
At the Zone-of-the-Interior (Colorado Springs)
data from the forward sites are decoded, evaluated,
modified by other intelligence, and displayed. A Dis
play Information Processor appraises the threat level,
and degree of confidence in incoming information.
The final decision is then made by the Zone-of-Interior as to whether ‘this is an attack.”

In the "change of thinking that must come
about before we can successfully cope
with the problem of space travel research
and development must find a new identity
as a "commodity on its own.
Reliability must be increased
by a factor of about 30.
The increase will be made possible by radically
new approaches to the reliability problem.

N the electronic industry we have come to regard
“growth” as a natural function of time. And to
some extent, it is. But in our optimism we have lost
sight of the fact that our growth up to this point,
and particularly over the past ten years, has been ac
celerated tremendously by a number of significant
government and industry policies. Not the least of
these has been the heavy spending on defense elec
tronics.
In the coming decade we must solve the many prob
lems of space travel. Whether the same rate of prog
ress is maintained during this period will depend on
which of the existing policies are retained and on the
others that are established to meet the changing con
ditions.
The solution of this over-all problem is of very vital
interest to all electronic engineers, both those employed
on defense electronic projects and those in commercial
development work. As we shall see here, the line
tween the two is not nearly so clearly defined as one
might think at first glance.
We are hearing a great deal these days about
need for a “change of thinking.” Industry leaders are
acutely aware of this need. They sense that a very

I

Under a $200,000 contract from NASA Hughes designed a 30 lb.
"atomic clock" (left) which will be housed in an orbiting space
satellite. When its time is checked with another ammonia
dock i'ii Earth scientists will have their first check on Einstein s
special law of relativity.

By CREIGHTON M. MARCOTT
Managing Editor,

"Electronic Industriel '

First example ol weapons system concept was
this F 102A all weather jet interceptor Con
tract for the fire control system and guidance
was let a year before the contract for the
airframe went to Convair Falcon missiles are
the armament Example of the airframe being
designed around the fire ccnlrol system

CHALLENGE of SPACE!
What We Have and
What We Need !
subtle, but significant change is occurring right now
in the role that research and development is playing
in the electronic picture.
Much of this change is due to the shifting of gears
as we gather ourselves together for the assault on
space. In a very real sense we have reached a plateau,
however temporary, in the development of the industry.
In this article we are going to review some rather

Semiconductor assembly line al Hughes, one of the worlds largest.
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simple questions, such as: How did the electronic in
dustry get where it is today? What factors have been
most influential in its growth? What unique con
tributions has defense spending made? What continu
ing effects can we expect defense spending to have?
What effect is defense spending having on the growth
possibilities of electronic firms?
For our look at the problem of defense electronics,
and at the contributions and facilities that defense
spending has made possible, we are going to look into
a firm that is organized primarily for defense elec
tronic work. W’e will be looking for the unique pro
grams and abilities that will carry electronics into the
at their
space age—and we will be looking,
problems.
We should realize, first of all, that almost 50%
of the electronic industry’s capability is taken up with
Government and defense projects. Last year the
figure was some $15 billion.
This spending is apt to be regarded, by taxpayers,
at least, only in the current light—that, during this
year, some $4.5 billion of their money will go into
defense electronic spending. But this view is short
sighted. For years past, the government has supported
the spending of billions of dollars on facilities and
R&D. This spending has contributed immeasurably
toward the over-all progress of the electronic industry,
not just to that portion supplying military products.
If, as is expected, electronic industry becomes the

No. 1 industry in the country in another 10 years, it
will be hard to underestimate the role played by defense electronic spending.
New techniques, new components, new research
projects, are not ends in themselves, nor are they
limited to their immediate application to military
products. The influences of research, personnel policies,
education, have a very, very significant effect on the
total electronics field, in areas far removed from what
we would normally think of as defense electronic work.
The window through which we are going to look at
the problems of defense electronics is the Hughes Air
craft Company of Culver City, California.
Briefly described, the Hughes Co. has a total
payroll of 30,000 people scattered over 8 plants;
seven plants in the Los Angeles area, and a plant in
Tucson, Ariz. For the purposes of this article we will
consider the company to be very young—only a little
over 10 years old—which is approximately the length
of time that they have been active in the electronic
business.
The aircraft part of their name is a hangover from
the early airframe building activities of Howard
Hughes. There has been no airframe activity for years
but the Aircraft Div. of Hughes Tool Co. is now
working on a small ; seat helicopter for military and
commercial purposes.
Hughes serves as a most excellent example of the
Defense electronic picture, however, because 90% of
their business is done on defense projects. In terms
of money, this comes to $500 million a year—more
than one-tenth of all defense electronic spending in
the country.
They are geared to do defense work and they have
developed some rather unique capabilities to handle
it. In a sense their specializing in defense electronic
work is both their strength and weakness, as we shall
see as we take a look at the company’s activities.
The second characteristic that makes Hughes such
an admirable example is the fact that they had no
previous long term history of manufacturing in the

Recorder in foreground (above* trace* reaction of plane equip
ped with electronic control* as engineers “intercept” a simulated
enemy bomber. The “seek-find-and-kill” control system (right) is
shown with a typical interceptor m which it is installed
electronic business. There were no bad habits to over
come; no established manufacturing methods which
had to be re-evaluated; no established personnel poli
cies to be changed; no tradition-bound executive staff
to be re-educated. While many of their personnel came
from long established companies, and perhaps brought
prejudices of their own, there were no built-in com
pany policies to be overcome. With this type of back
ground it might be expected that growing pains and
startling successes would be equally abundant—and
this has been true.
Hughes got into the defense electronic business back
in 1949. At that time a small group at the Hughes
Co., whose primary activity had been building radio
receivers for radio transmitter/receivers for aircraft,
submitted a bid with a number of other electronics
people on an automatic airborne intercept and fire
control system The system to be designed would fit
in an interceptor aircraft, and would automatically
handle firing of the aircraft’s armament against in
coming enemy bombers. The Hughes Co. got the con-
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SYSTEM

tract. The system that they designed subsequently
was installed in all interceptor aircraft of the United
States and Canada.
Just a word on the system. The interceptor aircraft,
working with ground radar stations, would be directed
toward the incoming bomber, and some time before
reaching the bomber’s position, the pilot would see on
display in his cockpit indication of the bomber’s loca
tion with suitable displays for him to follow in maneu
vering his aircraft toward the target. The actual
lining up of the aircraft and firing of the armament
was handled automatically by the intercept system.
In other words, the pilot needed only to come within
the given range of the bomber and all other activity
was taken care of by the automatic fire control system
This was the contract that put Hughes in the elec
tronic business. At that point the only product being
manufactured by the Hughes Co. was this airborne
intercept system, subsequently developed into the
MA-1, now in the F-196.
Coincidentally, with this airborne fire control sys
tem. Hughes developed the Falcon guided air-to-air
missile, the GAR-1, which was the first operational
air-to-air missile in the U. S. arsenal.
This system, as we said, was highly successful and
was adopted for all U.S. interceptor aircraft. Hughes
immediately jumped to front rank position as a de
fense electronic contractor. The problems that devel
oped with this sudden emergence were quite serious
and put a great burden on the Hughes management
and on planning operations.
These problems are to some extent also true with
the production of commercial products, but there the
responsibility for the decision is at least much closer
to home—in the front office—rather than in Wash
ington.

aircraft, with one prime contractor. The “prime” could
sub-contract—and would be expected to sub-contract—
various portions of the work to smaller firms.
Since most of the equipments being ordered were
airborne systems, the logical parties to handle the
“prime” functions were airframe contractors.
This appeared to be rather a clean cut way for the
military to handle its requirements. Instead of holding
a number of firms responsible, now there would be
only one. It seemed to simplify the procurement prob
lems by many degrees.
There was another rather favorable aspect to the
“weapons system concept.” All the responsibility for
the system design—and this was becoming exceedingly
important—were in the hands of one party. It was
logical to assume that a superior product should result.
Even at the earliest stages of the weapons system
concept there was concern that the practice would
create a handful of very large firms, growing fat on
defense contracts, while the balance of the industry
would have to scratch for the crumbs. As it turned
out, the fears were rather exaggerated. There were
still many, many products and functions that called
for such specialized individual talents that small firms
were indispensable.
At various stages it often seemed as though some
confusion was arising as to just what the aim of
the program w’as. The question was asked—is the

The Weapons System Concept

This plant in Fuller -

Some ten years ago the military introduced the prin
cipal of military procurement called the “Weapons
System Concept.” In brief it called for what was a
rather new approach at the time—placing the order
for a complete piece of military equipment, mostly

Calif., produce«
ground radar system«.
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WEAPONS
SYSTEM

Packed with electronic gear and guided missiles to hunt down targets
in any weather the Convair F-102A (left) is an example of the weap
ons system Above at Hughes’ El Segundo plant technician balances
memory drum og digitair, first airborn digital computer to go into
actual production as it rotates on lets of air. Below is seen a minia
turized "gating board,' a component of this airborn computer that
makes 6 250 decisions a minute.

main item here the fire control system, and armament,
or the airframe itself? Depending on the application,
it might be either.
There was concern, too, over the possibility that
the airframe manufacturers would set up electronic
facilities of their own. If just one of them followed
this tack, it was reasoned, the others would have to
follow—for competitive reasons. And this, of course,
has come to pass. Some of the largest electronic facili
ties are now under the wings of the large airframe
contractors.
The electronic industry, in general, was in a rather
difficult position during this time. Unable to bid as
prime contractors they have had to be content to settle
for sub-contracts from the prime contractors.
In later years, the military would take note of this
situation and allow airframe manufacturers and elec
tronics firms to bid as co-prime contractors.
In the bidding for one AST contract a few years
back the military for the first time allowed electronics
firms to bid “prime,” on the theory that the airframe,
in this instance, was of secondary importance.
Small business firms have been somewhat vulnerable
under the weapons system concept, and the government
has set up involved procedures to protect them. One
of the requirements of any large contract is that the
prime contractor must stipulate how much of the work
will be done by sub-contractors.
The Small Business Administration has, as its prin
cipal function, the job of inspecting government con
tracts to see that the interests of small firms are not
being infringed upon. Under the SBA’s “set-aside”
program certain items of government procurement are
open only to bidding by small firms.
To a certain extent, the SBA can influence prime
contractors to sub-contract various portions to small
106

business. But this practice must be limited, because
the “prime” can always turn and argue that the quality
of the end product is being jeopardized.
From the outset the “weapons system” concept has
demanded of the prime contractor a high level of
organization, and very diverse talents. This was true
at the beginning, and has become increasingly so as
the complexity of the equipment has grown.
With the increases in complexity have come added
requirements for reliability, for quality control, for
simplified manufacturing techniques and a wide range
of research activities. These services can be supplied
only by a large, well-organized firm.
There has been in the past, and there continues to
be, grumbling from small firms that the large defense
contractors are “keeping everything in the house that
they can”—sub-contracting only those pieces that they
cannot possibly make themselves. This grumbling no
doubt has some basis in fact, but there are also very
sound reasons why the “prime” or second-tiei- “prime”
will choose to manufacture his own components, rather
than farm the work out.
Reliability is one factor. It may well be that there
is no manufacturer willing to manufacture to the specs
demanded. Again, there is the question of source; if
there is but one “sole supplier” there is a serious risk
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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that some day, given a strike or serious work stoppage,
there may not be any parts available.
The tail-off in production, as production contracts
are being phased out, is another factor. Previously, a
large number of components were needed, so many
that the large defense contractor could not consider
manufacturing them himself. But now he has a large,
workforce, and falling production. It may be that the
outside work can be brought in to take up the slack.
While the outward results are the same, the philoso
phy is somewhat different.
The coin has another side, too: many of the larger
concerns farm out work to small business that they
can do better, and cheaper, themselves. But they want
to avoid charges of being unfriendly to small business.
Evolution of the Weapons System Concept

In discussing the weapons system concept so far,
the issue has appeared to be quite simple. One large
firm is given over-all responsibility for the system
design and management, and he, in turn, chooses
certain sub-contractors to handle those parts of the
job that he, the "prime,” cannot handle.
This is. perhaps, the way the weapons system con
cept was first drafted, and first executed. But the
form in which it appears today is something con
siderably different.
The change has been influenced by two significant
trends: the size of the individual contracts and the
diminishing number of contracts awarded. Playing
a subsidiary role in these developments has been the
transition from manned aircraft, to missiles, and
now•pace vehicles,
For some years there was a feeling in the industry
that a firm was either in a position to be a “prime,”
or not. To some extent this applied largely to air
frame manufacturers but it was extended outside the
airframe industry as well. It was largely a question
of how “large” and diversified a company the com
pany was, and how diversified. And it was a tribute,
too, to their system management ability.
As the number of contracts narrowed, however,
there developed a situation where the sub-contractor
portions were as large, or larger, than the previous
prime” contracts. It could be very profitable, even

FALCON
Hughe«' Falcon
(right) was earliest
missile in production
Produced at the
Tucson. Ariz., plant
it comet in two ver
sions, the Infra-Red
guided series shown
at left and the ra
dar- guided series at
right
In left photo it is
shown in 1 test rig
which subjects it to
the type of vibra
tion it must survive
while being trans
ported.

Hughes’ Dr R R
Law demonstrates
the Memo-Scope, an
oscilloscope which
retains images

for the largest defense manufacturers to be tabbed
for the sub-contract function.
In another variation of this defense bidding, com
panies having specialties in long diverse lines would
join together and bid as a “team.” In this case they
would be co-primes. The number need not be limited
to two partners, either. There might be three or
more; for instance, for the air frame, the propulsion
and the guidance and electronics. Of course, this
arrangement calls for a very high degree of coopera
tion.
This interchangeability of roles leads to some
strange arrangements. In the bidding on one contract,
for example, a single defense contractor may bid
simultaneously as a “prime” contractor and as a sub
contractor to another “prime ” The relative sizes of
the companies may play little or no part in the final
decision.
The aim, of course, is to make up a combination
that will be looked on favorably by the military
agency. Occasionally, it boomerangs, for one of the
partners, because the military may come back and
stipulate to the other that one partner is unacceptable,
that a certain outside firm must be brought in to
fill one portion of the contract.
Mergers are also playing a part in defense elec-

tronics. For the small firm a merger supplies the
much-needed capital, and for the medium-sized firm
it provides the diversification necessary to guarantee
a continuing piece of the defense work. If the firms
chosen for merger are judiciously picked, so that
their abilities provide diversification, and supplement
other operations of the company, many of the advan
tages of a large corporation can be realized, with
comparatively little investment.
All this twisting and turning is being accepted as
necessary by industry, in light of the circumstances
that exist today. But in accepting the fact that these
circumstances exist, and that there is little that can
be done about it, the electronic industry is forget
ting the path it followed in its growth during the
past two decades. The electronic industry’s progress
has been based fundamentally on technical “know
how.” Many electronic companies have been build on
the scientific knowledge of just one or two men. Now,
the industry is moving into a new phase.

Systems Development Engineering
The government’s move to this type of procurement
has been dictated in part by the greatly increased
importance of “system engineering.” In effect, what
the government did in adopting the “Weapons System
Concept” was to pass on to industry the responsi
bilities for system design and management.
The next question is whether this is the only solu
tion to the military’s problem of designing weapon
systems. Can industry know more about military
equipment than the military themselves? In short.

Mobot Mark I was designed by Hughes as the first mobile remote
controlled handling machine for use in radiation labs too dangerous
for man Sandia's W W Henderson and Hughes' Dr A E Puckett are
checking Mobot s ability to handle small equipment
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should not the system design engineering function be
retained by the military, and contractors chosen di
rectly, instead of through the present “prime” con
tractors?
Bue there is a question whether the government
has the highly trained personnel necessary to handle
the systems development function. There is general
feeling that at one time the military agencies did
have the people, but as the system design functions
were handed over to industry, the abilities of the
services were slowly dissipated through disuse.
The Air Force is making attempts right now, to
take back some of the system design functions. It
has been felt in many quarters, in light of the recent
problems found in missile design and development,
that the Air Force should take a stronger hand in
administering the missile program.

Missiles vs. Manned Aircraft
Missiles differ from manned aircraft in one very
significant aspect, there is no using up of equipment.
When an interceptor aircraft or bomber had been
flown so many hours it is retired, or completely re
built. Not so with missiles—at least not with opera
tional missiles. They can be stored at their launching
pads indefinitely, without deterioration. With de
humidifiers to control the rusting problem, they need
little attention. So there is a self-limiting aspect to
the missile business. Sooner or later there comes an
end to the need for producing any more of u given
kind.
That brings us up to the factor of obsolescence, and
this is becoming a key consideration in government
spending. New products and equipments are coming
available at such a rapid rate that procurement men
are increasingly reluctant to order more than a few
of any given type. Here is another negative factor
working against the progress of the industry. The
production phases have been the most lucrative end
of government work.
The transition to missiles did have one happy
result for the electronic industry. It opened the door
to prime contracts on a large scale.
Contracts for the large missiles—Atlas, Thor,
Titan—continued to go to the airframe manufac
turers but there was a considerable family of small
missiles—air-to-air, for the most part—that could
now be manufactured by electronics firms, directly.
The guidance systems were far and away the most
costly items in their construction.
Among these missiles were the Navy’s Sparrow,
manufactured by Raytheon, and the Sidewinder,
manufactured by Philco. Hughes Aircraft has been
responsible for the Falcon air-to-air missile, GAR-1,
2, 3, 4.
Early versions of the Falcon were radar guided.
The GAR-4 now in production uses infra-red guid
ance. homing on the "hottest” element that it sees.
In the case of enemy bombers it would sense the heat
of its jet engines.
Falcon was the earliest missile to get into produc
tion. It is being manufactured at the Hughes plant
in Tucson, Ariz. The peak work force in the plant
totaled more than 7000 personnel.
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Advance Planning

There are two possible approaches in military de
fense spending. The first calls for a technically strong
military organization that carries out all advanced
planning, and handles all the details of the system
planning, including the system design. With all the
requirements laid down the military then calls in
private firms to handle the various phases of pro
duction.
In this picture all responsibility for advance plan
ning is in the hands of the military. Each branch,
specifically, would be responsible for visualizing the
requirements of future weapons and equipment that
will be needed.
The second approach, which has been followed in
varying degrees over the past decade, is for the mili
tary to limit its activity to broad concepts, visualiz
ing the types of weapons and leaving the system man
agement to industry.
It is not too hard to see how this has come about.
There is now behind us some ten years of very heavy
spending on military programs. A good part of this
spending has gone into facilities, into the training of
engineering staffs, into basic research programs, into
production machinery of all types. There has been
set up a tremendous production potential, which re
quires a steady flow of work to be kept in operation.
And these firms have also developed, over the years,
some very fine system management staffs, capable of
designing extremely complex equipment.
The existence of this production capacity and management ability is responsible for one of the most
wasteful practices in the industry—the policy of
throwing government contracts open to bidding by
large number of firms.
Upwards of a dozen of the largest electronic and

AUTOMATED
FACTORY
Machine tool field is a natural for application
of digital-automation techniques. Hughes col
laborated with a leading machine tool manu
facturer on this sophisticated system Sales
wise, it was something less than a success
Most likely reason—a commercially sound
numerical control systems should be broadly
applicable to many lines of machine tools
Hughes system was designed to fit one
Various digital tapes that control numciically
controlled machine tools are shown below
with the machine parts that are their re
sultant

'SPACE
FERRY"
“Space Ferry'' it a
joint project of
Hughe* and Lock
heed It could shut
tle men and mate
rials between earth
and outer space for
construction and
maintenance al
space stations

aircraft firms in the country may be involved in the
bidding on a single contract. Each of these companies
may spend as much as $300,000 on the research neces
sary to submit a proposal. And the research will take
the talents of their very best engineers and scientists.
To compete effectively calls for the most imaginative
personnel available in the industry.
The waste inherent in this arrangement is obvious.
Our best scientific talents are pitted against each
other in a battle of paperwork, instead of being
applied to the design of hardware. But the defense
firms have no choice. Their existence depends on get
ting the military contracts, and getting the contracts
in turn depends on researching the problem thorough
ly—certainly as thoroughly as the competitors.
There is an axiom in the business that says. “Ignor
ance of the subject will cause you to bid low.” On
the surface there would seem to be an advantage to
ignorance in bidding, but not in military contracts.

The expected profit, after taxes, will be in the neigh
borhood of 2-3%. The knowledgeable bidders will
have included this in their bid, so there is only a
slight margin to work on. The very low bidder is
unlikely to have profit left at all when the job is
completed.
Competition in the defense electronics business has
become much more competitive during the past few
years, and the military has also become somewhat
less benevolent. Up till four or five years ago con
tracts were sometimes let for no other reason than
that the military felt a responsibility for the defense
contractor’s investment in facilities and personnel,
But there is little, if any, of that type of thinking
today.
However, these large. privately owned defense
electronic facilities—and we have to remember that
50% of the electronic output is for the defense effort
—represent a very strong influence in the govern
ment spending picture. With such large investments
in equipment, factories and personnel these large
firms cannot afford to sit idly by, waiting for the
military to decide that a certain piece of equipment
is needed. They must go ahead on their own, antici
pating military needs, and carrying out the prelim
inary planning at their own cost—and at their own
risk. In effect they must know as much about what
the military needs, as the military do themselves.
They not only have to guess at the needs, but they
must also have the problem of selling the ideas to the
military once they have them in fairly concrete form.
It is truly a complex business.
The common complaint on the part of defense con
tractors these days is that they no longer know who
their customers are. This is particularly true of the
missile industry where responsibilities are being
shifted back and forth from week to week.
To compete for Government defense projects, a
firm must be willing to spend a good deal of its own
money on research. For instance, the usual form of
the military defense project will work something like

this: The defense firm—such as Hughes—will foresee
the need for a certain type of weapon for counter
measure gear or detection equipment, etc. Using their
own funds they will investigate the problem to deter
mine whether it is feasible, whether there is a possi
bility of interesting the military in providing funds
for such a development, The money that goes into
the initial study, which can be quite considerable,
will be completely lost if the Government cannot be
convinced that there is a future in this kind of
equipment. If the Government is interested, the sec
ond stage of the project begins, probably partially
supported by Government funds. If the second stage
indicates that this piece of hardware can be success
fully developed and serve a useful military purpose,
stage three begins. This stage will be completely
financed by the Government.
With some types of projects there is an additional
production stage. It is in the production stages that
u defense contractor can make his long-term profits.
He can enhance his chances of being tabbed for
production phase by underwriting the original
search himself.
Where outright R&D contracts are awarded by
Government, invariably the defense contractor will
spend additional money of his own, over and above
the amount awarded by the Government, again in the
hope of being in a position to be considered for the
production phases. There is, of course, no certainty
on any of these counts. R&D contractors can be
awarded and fulfilled, and the defense contractor who
completes the contract may not be considered at all
for the production.
Even prior to the R&D stage, the defense contrac
tor who really aims for the sizable chunk of the
defense spending will have an active heavily sup
ported basic research program. At Hughes this fa
cility, which moves next month into new laboratories
at Malibu Beach involves 350 people. Among the
activities being investigated by this group are masers,
phosphor research, new vacuum tubes, thin film tech-

PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
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niques, microwave tubes, and a variety of other tech
niques that might enter into the design of military
and electronic equipment This research facility has
already turned out some very significant advances—
one of the latest, the ruby maser announced this
month—and several significant advances in semicon
ductor research. Again, the basic research program
is a very necessary and continuing adjunct to the
whole problem of keeping competitive in defense
electronics.
It is not enough just to anticipate weapon demands.
Defense contractors must actually get into the crystal
ball business, visualizing what tack the international
situation will take, and what direction warfare is
likely to go as a result.
For instance, Hughes, as a manufacturer of air
borne systems, is vitally interested in the future of
aircraft. One of the Hughes department heads, Dr.
Rex C. Mack, manager of the Space Program Dev.,
within the Advanced Projects Development division,
pointed out to a local meeting of the IRE in Pasa
dena, California, a few weeks back that there is now
little possibility of a “conventional” world war. There
are only two alternatives, a nuclear war, or series of
small, local skirmishes. Dr. Mack foresees little pos
sibility of the nuclear war because of the complete,
and utter destruction which would certainly result.
But he can imagine an international police force of
satellites which could “monitor happenings through
out the world and destroy ballistic missiles no matter
where they are launched.”
This is the kind of thinking that has become a
bread-and-butter necessity to defense contractors.
There is an acute need for the contractor’s Planning
Group to sense the way things are going, so that they
can be there with the equipment when it is needed.
Their alertness to these problems is a very valuable
asset to the country’s defense capability.
At Hughes a 180-man staff is maintained in the
company’s Advanced Projects Lab., investigating
projects which they believe may have military sig
nificance. The projects, almost all of which are com
pany supported, range from a tactical airborne target
radar to a system of hydrofoils. And all are being
weighed against the question—what role can they
play in the defense of the country!
A few weeks back a high-ranking military spokes
man pointed out, in describing a brand new military
weapons system, that it was so complex that for the
first time the research and development costs on a
weapon would equal the production costs.
The statement got only mild attention. It should
have gotten much more—because it spells out the
pattern for the future. Of all the items involved in
the “change of thinking” that must come, none is
more important than the attitude, on the part of both
government and industry, toward research and de
velopment.
In the coming decade of concentration on the prob
lems of space travel the pieces of hardware that are
produced will become fewer and fewer but the
amount of R&D necessary to bring them forth will
increase by perhaps orders of magnitude.
To illustrate the financial side of this problem let
us look at a few figures: In the typical defense con
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tractor’s operation the profit on R&D is between 6%
and 7%. The profit on production is typically in the
neighborhood of 10%. At the end, after companysupported operations and other services, and taxes,
are included, the typical profit on the over-all com
pany activity will be betw’een 2% and 3%.
In the situation that exists today we have a tailoff in production, so the most lucrative end of de
fense contracting is being curtailed. But the prob
lem of the over-all profit margin remains, and the
only source now is R&D. The answer is obvious—

CHECKOUT SYSTEM

Using special test equipment, engineers check out electronic control
system installed in an all weather interceptor at Culver City, Calif

the government, and industry, has to be prepared to
pay more of a premium for R&D efforts.
In effect, R&D must become a “commodity” on
its own. This involves a very radical change of
thought, because, historically, knowledge per se has
not commanded a very high price. It is much easier
to talk in terms of hardware.

Reliability
The key to our forthcoming jump into space travel
is “reliability.” And the most serious problem in
reliability is that of the electronic equipment that
will go aboard the space rocket.
We can approach the space age with reasonable
confidence that the reliability problem will be solved
because for years the electronic industry has been
involved in a strenuous effort to give the military
the reliability they felt necessary for military equip
ment. In the past five years alone the reliability of
military equipment has been increased by a factor
of about 10.
The research and development costs of these re
liability programs have been borne by the military;
otherwise they would not have been undertaken at
all. The reason for this is quite obvious. It is too
difficult to justify commercially—in dollars-andcents—the prohibitive costs of a program aimed at
98% reliability.
Ill

EL SEGUNDO
Hu*het El Segundo plant ( right I, which manufacture* the pioduct* of
the Airborne System; Group airborne armament and control systems
Final test area i below i at Hughes El Segundo plant Here complete
system 1» assembled for final check before delivery to military agency

As an outgrowth of this new-found reliability,
however, we see many new pieces of equipment com
ing into existence with extremely high reliability re
quirements of their own. Computers, for instance,
due to the extremely high cost of down-time, are
demanding orders of reliability that would have been
considered completely unattainable only a half dozen
years ago.
Ten years of studying the reliability problem also
provides an invaluable yardstick for measuring the
effectiveness of certain approaches. For instance,
the most significant effort, up to now, has gone into
component improvement. We have greatly improved
transistors, semiconductor diodes, resistors and ca
pacitors. The improvements have taken many forms.
Manufacturing techniques have been improved,
yields increased, production costs lowered. En
capsulating methods have taken a wide variety of
forms, and many types of improved materials have
been employed. Components have been—and are
being—hermetically sealed, potted, specially mount
ed, all with an eye to meeting the demanding MIL
specs.
In the most recent years the search has been for
new materials, and the search, spectacularly suc
cessful, continues. The inter-metallics and ceramics
are creating a new dimension in the electronic com
ponents field.
But many reliability engineers feel that the an
swer can no longer be looked for in new materials
or new manufacturing techniques. With the back
ground of the past decade of intensive study of the
reliability problem, and seeing the massive relia
bility problem that faces us in the challenge of space
travel, they feel that a new approach is called for.
Not that new materials and methods will not con
tinue to be important, but they can no longer be con
sidered to hold the solution to the problem.
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For the direction that reliability designs must
take, the reliability experts are looking to the human
brain itself. John von Neumann postulated the
theory back in the early 1950’s. He pointed out that
the reliability of the individual brain cells was quite
low—in fact, down right poor—but by means of re
dundancy—using thousands of cells perhaps where
one could do the job—and a very sophisticated self
analysis mechanism that allowed the choice of the
best operating cells, it was possible to achieve re
liability factors of almost infinite magnitude.
This theory was treated at first as little more than
a scientific curiousity. The components available
for circuit design were then so large that redundancy
—particularly on a scale suggested by von Neumann
—was out of the question. It was difficult enough to
design a piece of equipment to the dimensions that
the military were demanding, much less throw in ad
ditional components for reliability’s sake.
But the movement toward miniaturization was
pushed. Smaller and smaller components were be
coming available. And this was succeeded by micro
miniaturization. These researches and studies, too,
were being financed by the military.
Some two years ago two separate micro-miniaturi
zation programs were begun by the military. The
Signal Corps launched a study of the “micromodule”
concept, in which components are mounted on wafers
—or grown on a wafer sub-strate—and then the
wafers are cascaded to make the complete circuit.
In the latest versions, the module wafers are only
one-half of an inch square, and the completed circuit
of a four-stage receiver, for example, might be ap
proximately 1-in. long. This technique has the ad
vantage of using presently available components,
and it is extremely adaptable to automatic produc
tion.
The Air Force, on the other hand, is backing an
investigation of “molecular electronics.” This very
sophisticated technique deals with the property of
semiconductor materials which allows them, with
the impregnation of certain impurities, to take on
the characteristics of capacitors, resistors or induc
tors. In the highest sense a single piece of semicon
ductor material might contain, in various domains,
all the components necessary for a complete operat
ing circuit. At the present stage of thinking, this
would be the ultimate in miniaturization.
The industry is developing many other techniques,
as well; dealing with packaged circuits, printed cirELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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cuits and depositing various materials on sub
strates. Essentially these are variations of one of
the two techniques described above.
Out of the findings of these many programs—all,
or mostly all, financed by the military—has come the
feeling on the part of many reliability engineers that
the time is close at hand when reliability will be able
to take a complete new tack.
It may be possible to do just what von Neumann
suggested; put in a given space many more com
ponents than are minimally necessary to do the job.
And finally, to pick out the ones that are in opti
mum operating condition, from moment to moment.
Into the application of this theory will go a wealth
of experience gained in designing automatic check
out equipment, feed-back techniques and control
functions.
Equipment Reliability

On the subject of reliability it might be interesting to look at a program at Hughes designed to
assess reliability in terms of number ratings, and

expert

mentii electron tube
program technician
welds together sec
tions of special tube
at Hughes’ Culver
City, California plant

correlated with other aspects of equipment design
The program is relatively new and is being conducted under Hughes’ Ground Systems Group. It is
headed by Dr. Arnold E. Small.
The over-all goal is to assess “Product Effective
ness.” Into the problem go the aspects of reliability,
maintainability, Reproducibility and Operability.
These four end considerations determine ptetty
much the success of a product, both in a short-term
and long-term sense.
What is desired is control over the “mixture” of
these considerations through all stages of design
and production. The overall picture includes de
velopment, procurement, fabrication, assembly, test
ing, delivery and field use. Of course, all these fac
tors are weighed against cost.
The combination of reliability, maintainability,
reproducibility and operability have been combined
in a term, “assurance level.” This is a measure, at
Hughes, of the certainty with which the product can
be released to the field.
The process can be demonstrated quite simply on
a graph. The ordinate is labelled “assurance level.”

Automatic assembly
insures better repro
ducibility. This "ma
chine-gun" staples
semiconductors into
circuits, eliminating
hand work

And the abscissa represents “time.” “Time” more
properly would be labelled “design, development,
procurement, fabrication, assembly and delivery.”
We are literally following a piece of equipment from
its conception through production to delivery.
It is possible to vary the mixture of the four basic
elements at any point in order to come up with an
optimum combination. Points plotted during the
various stages would graph the level of “assurance”
of the product at each stage.
Basic to the problem is a method of describing the
four fundamental considerations in reasonably rigid
quantities. Reliability, for instance, would be based
on the mean-time-to-failure of the individual components, where known.
To stay abreast of the latest information on com
ponents' reliability Hughes participates, with more
than a dozen other electronic firms, in an exhaustive
reliability assessment program conducted at Battelle
Memorial Institute,
Quality Control

It is difficult to imagine just where the whole field
of Quality Control would be were it not for the
original requirements laid down by military. Cer
tainly many of the original MIL specs have been the
goad that kept component manufacturers pushing
for added reliability and better reproducibility of
their products.
For inventory control, this IBM 705 computer is used To maximize
efficiency, the calendar was rewritten—discarding Saturdays, Sundays,
and holidays Throughout the El Segundo plants are reminders, "This
is Day No.
Thus all departments work with the computer.

In some cases the military are still taking a very
strong hand in controlling the quality of com
ponents. W’here particularly critical parts are in
volved the military will underwrite the costs of
“source inspection,” going right into the components
manufacturers plant and sampling the output.
When these “source inspected” components are de
livered to the end equipment manufacturer he is
bound, by law, to use them only in military gear.
There are stiff penalties if any of the parts find
their way into commercial equipment.
The reliability of individual components and parts
has been a continuing headache for end equipment
manufacturers, and various arrangements have been
devised to cut down paper work and testing time at
the assembly plant. The item of cost enters here.
It might literally be possible to test every component
that goes into a system but the cost of such a pro
gram would be so prohibitive that the final equip
ment would be priced out of all reason.
The feeling is that the logical party to control the
reliability of parts is the component manufacturer,
himself. It not only saves a good deal of time, paper
work and friction between the end equipment manu
facturer and the component maker, but if there are ad
justments to be made in the manufacturing process
they can be made there at the plant.
There are also some abuses in the name of quality
control. For instance, one small Eastern manufac
turer contracted to provide magnetic amplifiers for
one of the largest military and equipment manufac
turers in the country. Part of the contract carried
an “access clause”—engineers of the large manu
facturer had to have free access to the area where
the magnetic amplifiers were being assembled.
After some four years of operating under this ar
rangement the large manufacturer suddenly an
nounced that they would no longer buy the units.
They would now manufacture their own. The know
how, of course, came from the engineers who had
been walking in and out of the plant for years.
Returning to the problem of guaranteeing the re
liability of purchased parts; the end equipment man-

ufacturer is looking to reduce his own costs of test
ing. The simplest way is to put the burden on the
component manufacturer, himself.
There are a number of arrangements to do this,
and virtually all large military and equipment manu
facturers have some form of agreement with their
suppliers. We are going to look here at the arrange
ment that Hughes has with many of its suppliers.
It is called Hughes Vendor Quality Certification Pro
gram—“V.Q.C.” And its basis, in the words of the
company, is that “No one can control the quality of
a part as effectively as the company that makes it.”
The program has five benefits to Hughes and to the
supplier:
1. It cuts down duplication of effort in handling
(retesting).
2. It reduces the possibility of rejections and re
turns.
3. It gives Hughes a better understanding of the
supplier’s problems.
4. It uncovers weakness in design or manufactur
ing techniques which can be corrected at the source
—before parts are put in service.
5. It expedites delivery and payment.
There are two phases to the V.Q.C. Program. First
is the certification of quality, and second, the cer
tification of reliability under specified conditions.
In both cases Hughes specifies the tests that are
to be made on the components before they are ship
ped to the Hughes plant.
When the supplier accepts u purchase order from
Hughes that requires his cooperation under the
V.Q.C. Program he finds the quality inspection re
quirements included in “Purchase Order Attach
ment Number Q8.” It describes the specific tests
and clearly stipulates Hughes’ “Acceptable Quality
Levels.”
There are separate tests for each part.
A preprinted form is provided on which the sup
plier fills in the results of the tests. This form ac
companies the shipment of parts and is signed by a
company official. When they arrive at the Hughes
plant they are sample checked again, and the find-

FLYING LAB,
Interior of T 29 flying laboratory (left)
simulates flight of F-102 intercepter using
Hughes’ armament and control system The
T-29 has its million dollars worth of equip
ment (below) displayed prior to installation.
Once aloft, test plane control is shifted from
regular pilot to pilot in simulated F 102
cockpit:
interceptor pilot” then flies
the big airliner as though it were a jet Spe
cial nose house* antenna

ings at Hughes are checked against those found by
the supplier.
This double check is made on a number of con
secutive shipments. If the test findings at Hughes
match those of the supplier the firm is considered
qualified for the particular part shipped. Naturally,
it is something of a feather in the cap of the sup
plier, when a top military equipment contractor cer
tifies him as a reliable supplier.
The second phase of the certification plan deals
with environmental testing of component parts. The
environmental stresses on weapon systems are rug
ged so component parts must stand up under these
stresses with a large margin of safety.
The initial qualification test proves out the design
of the component part, but Hughes must also have
assurance that the parts that come in month after
month continue to meet the requirements.
This phase is covered by Purchase Order Attach
ment Q10, Reliability Test Requirements.
Q10 lists a set of environmental tests selected
from the complete set that Hughes’ engineering staff
performed in qualifying the part. A complete de
tailed description of the test is given, both as to se
quence and method. The supplier will be required,
at scheduled intervals, to take as a sample, a number
of parts from his production run and submit them
to the tests listed. Sometimes the tests will be so
involved that independent testing laboratories must
be employed. The test results will go directly to
Hughes for study.
When Hughes is satisfied that the requirements of
Q10 have been met, payment is made to the supplier,
covering the cost of the tests and the parts used.
Hughes anticipates that there will be a certain
number of failures during the tests—in fact, they ex
pect them. Details on the failure are invaluable and
they are carefully gathered together at the Hughes
plant. Sometimes Hughes will send for the failed
parts so that their own engineering staff can in
spect them.
Extrapolating here for a moment, it takes little
imagination to see what dividends have been reaped
by the whole electronic industry by this emphasis on
highly reliable components.
In many plants where military source inspection
is being carried out—and consequently, extremely
rigid controls are in force—components for com
mercial equipment are coming off exactly the same
line as those for military gear. But there is one
pressing reason for the over-all high quality—the
military demands it. Once the designing and testing
work has been done it is not that much harder to
build high quality units than it is to build mediocre
products.
With all this emphasis on reliability, including
source inspection, and rigid control over the sup
pliers through programs such as that of Hughes
which we described above, there are many pieces of
precision fire control gear and guidance equipment
that have reliability factors of only 25 hrs. meantime-to-failure. This is using the very best com
ponents available today.
If we are to make a round-trip-to-the-moon, the
mean-time-to-failure will have to be increased to
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somewhere in the neighborhood of 730 hrs., or about
30 times. Remembering that in the past five years
we have managed to increase the reliability of mili
tary electronic gear by a factor of only 10, we can
appreciate the magnitude of the problem, and why
reliability engineers are looking for some new ap
proach. This brings us again to the redundancy
theory of von Neumann’s we described earlier.
Manufacturing

During a period when the electronic industry, as
a whole, has been mass-production conscious, de
fense electronic spending has demanded attention to
high-quality, low-volume manufacturing methods. To
meet the stringent MIL requirements defense con
tractors have had to devise complete new approaches
in their manufacturing techniques.
Defense electronic equipment tends to fall some
where between custom-built hardware and mass-pro
duced units. The individual “black boxes” are apt
to be so complicated technically that, seemingly, only
highly skilled technicians should be employed in
assembling them. But the large quantity of units
needed makes this impossible: there are simply not
enough highly skilled technicians available in the
industry. And, too, such highly trained technicians
make manufacturing very costly because the work
force would have to be maintained even through
periods when there was no work available. If they
were let go it would be unlikely that they could be
lured back.
So this is the problem for defense contractors. It
is interesting to see how Hughes has organized its
manufacturing operation to deal with it.
At Hughes’ El Segundo plant, which manufactures
the products of the Airborne Systems Division, the
manufacturing goal is summed up as, “The visual
controlled flow of materials through men und ma
chines.” If the philosophy is rather wordy, its ex
ecution is very clean.
In brief it describes a straight-line function.
Materials, both raw materials and purchased com
ponents, arc received at one end of the building.
They are tested in adjacent departments and then
“flow” to the assembling section. And here is the
most unusual aspect of the Hughes operation.
The solution, at Hughes, was to break down the
assembling job into such simple, uncomplicated move
ments that even unskilled personnel could be trained
to handle the job within a reasonable training period.
Actually, the training time now is estimated ut about
four hours.
The tool that has made this possible is what
Hughes calls “Video-Sonics.” As it implies, it is a
form of audio-visual aid.
The assembly area is outwardly similar to other
electronic plants in that there are rows and rows of
assemblers; thirty or forty stations in each line.
In two significant aspects however, these installa
tions are different. First of all, there is no bench.
Instead, work is held in u special jig. And this jig,
in turn, is held in a vise. The vise can be loosened
at will and the work turned through 360° in any di
rection, if necessary.
Hughes found that benches only increased the possi
bilities of damage to the equipment when they were
11E

being worked on. And they acted as a catch-all for
small parts.
The other significant addition is the “Video-Sonics”
unit located at each station. This unit describes stepby-step the sequence of operations in the assembly
process.
The assembler listens to instructions through an
earphone connected to the Video-Sonic unit. At the
-ame time a picture of the chassis she is working on
is flashed on the screen in front of her.
The instructions go something like this: On the
screen she sees a picture of the chassis. A terminal
is pointed out, and the instructions through the ear
phone tell her, “Solder the red wire to this terminal.”
The voice portion then cuts off, and is replaced by
music for a given period of time. Time-motion studies
have determined how long it should take the assem
bler to solder the connection.
When the allotted time for the operation expires
the audio cuts in again with new instructions while
perhaps another terminal is indicated on the slides.
With this system there is little need for “flow”
of chassis. One assembler, for example, might take
up to 13 hrs. on a single unit. Most important, she
can be wiring up a completely different type of chassis
the following day, simply by changing the tape and
slides in the Video-Sonic unit.
Is this method as fast as the mass-production meth
ods of electronic manufacturing? No, but it mini
mizes much of the monotony of the manufacturing
process, and it allows almost unbelievable flexibility.
With the Video-Sonic even semi-literates of back
ward areas—for instance, of Africa—might be able
to assemble complicated electronic equipment. There
would be only one requirement: to be able to com
municate in the native language of the assembler.
There is an equally exciting prospect immediately
at hand. Hughes is installing Video-Sonic units di
rectly into completed mobile gear, to instruct tech
nicians in checking out the complicated equipment.
In one application, a semi-skilled technician checked
out an exceedingly complex airborne detection system
in half the time previously taken, and without mak
ing a single error.
In the over-all view it would seem almost certain
that Video-Sonic units, or similar audio-visual equipReliability improvement by use of complete stand by systems Over
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ment, are bound to become an automatic requirement
of future military gear. They greatly simplify the
check-out procedure and add little to the cost of the
equipment. In their simplest form they can consist
simply of a roll of magnetic tape, and a slide pro
jector.
Perhaps most important, these audio-visual units
would reduce the training necessary for technical
personnel, leaving more time for actual duty.
Inventory Control

In developing the EL Segundo manufacturing oper
ation Hughes management saw a need for the closest
control possible over the inventory of spare parts
and raw materials.
The electronics industry differs from other indus
tries to some extent in its inventory problem. While

Al Hughes plant
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oven temperature in
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the amount of warehouse space set aside for storing
materials may not be such a serious item there is a
very serious financial consideration in the amount
of money that can be tied up in parts and compo
nents awaiting assembly.
There is a general rule-of-thumb which accountants
use to figure the cost of maintaining inventory. The
cost is figured as 25 per cent of the total value of the
inventory.
Based on this figure it is easy to see that in the
case of a firm the size of Hughes, doing some half
billion dollars worth of business a year, the inven
tory represented a very serious problem, and an area
in which really significant savings could be made.
The problem in cutting inventory is two-fold: to
speed up delivery time from suppliers, and to hold
just enough parts and components on hand to keep a
steady flow of work through the plant.
As the inventory is cut, of course, the degree of
control that must be exercised becomes more rigid.
It would not do to have an assembler sitting idle
while waiting for delivery of parts. What would be
gained on one hand, would be lost on the other.
There is another angle to the inventory problem
Parts and components in stock represent money that
is not working. Invested in other directions that same
money could be earning interest.
So the problem Hughes faced at the El Segundo
operation was to cut the time it took to turn over
the inventory. At the time the study was begun, the
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inventory was being turned over every six months.
This is about average for the industry.
As Hughes studied the problem it became more
and more obvious that the answer was a computer.
Into the computer they could put information on the
number of parts used, the delivery time for new parts,
the cost of the parts. As parts were used up the
computer would automatically tell when new parts
should be ordered.
The computer that Hughes chose was an IBM 705,
one of the largest computers on the market.
To adapt their operation to the numerical language
of the computer Hughes “rewrote the calendar.” The
computer was interested only in working days. So
thrown out now were the Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays. The only days that counted were actual
days worked.
This procedure is carried through the operation,
from end to end. On the walls, in every department of
the El Segundo plant, are cards, which are changed
every day, reminding plant personnel that “This is
Day No.------ .” This is the information that the com
puter needs to exercise its control over the purchas
ing and scheduling function.
This adaptation of the very latest techniques for
handling the operations of company is one of the
characteristics of Hughes. There seems always to be
a very open-minded approach to management prob
lems. Again this probably can be traced to the com
parative youth of the company, and the fact that,
as a defense contractor, they are first of all concerned
with quality. The military have come to expect the
very best equipment that can be built at the present
level of the art. And the surest way of staying in the
business of producing for the government is to turn
out top quality products.
There is another aspect here that should be men
tioned. Defense spending, more than any other phase
of the electronic activity, has taught us that spend
ing on equipment—test equipment, analyzers, labo
ratory computers—is the finest type of investment.
One representative of a British test equipment man
ufacturer, over here recently on a sales trip, marveled
at the eagerness of U. S. electronic engineers to buy
almost any piece of test equipment that seemed to
fit their needs. This luxury started with defense
contracts, but the spirit has now pervaded the indus
try. Engineers now simply refuse to work without
what they consider the proper equipment, and this
approach is paying dividends.
Environmental Testing

The most rigid requirements of all are set on elec
tronic equipment that must operate in extremes of
environment. This has created a whole new field of
environmental testing, in which the goal is to dupli
cate on earth the conditions that Nature creates in
space and the unusual conditions that exist with
certain types of travel.
The Airborne Systems Gp. of Hughes is manufac
turing integrated airborne fire control and guidance
systems for interceptor fighters, so the environment
is the aircraft itself. This is something of an advan
tage because the environmental conditions can be
duplicated exactly—by installing the equipment in a
typical airplane.
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Semiconductors were by-product of military development program at
Hughes. Here moving belt of partly-assembled semiconductors is
guided into electric heating coil. Heat insures good connections.

To handle this test function Hughes has a Flight
Test Div. totaling more than 500 personnel. There
are 18 full-time pilots. Some of the personnel are
located at Air Force bases, Holloman and Edwards—
but the great bulk of activity is carried on right at
the Culver City, Calif., plant.
On a typical day at Hughest Flight Test there will
be as many as a dozen aircraft—F-102’s, an F-106,
B-57’s, B-58, a couple of DC-3’s or Convair T-29 “fly
ing laboratories,” in addition to Beech D-18’s and
helicopters. The air strip that runs alongside the
Hughes plant is almost 10,000 ft long, probably the
longest privately owned air strip in the country.
To back up this flight testing program Hughes also
maintains a staff of top-flight airplane mechanics,
and aerodynamicists. They must be thoroughly
familiar with the very latest military aircraft.
This program is costly, but necessary, to the design
of airborne systems. It allows Hughes to check outequipment just as soon as it is completed, and dras
tically cuts the possibility of failure in the field. The
equipment will have been tested repeatedly, very
often in the aircraft in which it is to be installed,
and under the exact conditions which will exist when
it is in field use.
Military Diversification

Defense contractors, no less than commercial manu
facturers, find that past research tends to lay the
basis for new techniques. At Hughes, the design and
production of airborne intercept systems brought
them into heavy contact with radar. The fire control
system for their intercept systems were largely radar
controlled, and they relied on radar direction from
the ground.
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When the military emphasis moved to the need
for detecting incoming enemy bombers, it was a
natural step for Hughes to turn its attention to
ground radar systems.
This was the beginning of Hughes’ Ground Sys
tem Group, which today is located in Fullerton, Calif.,
a suburb of Los Angeles.
Ft is referred to as the “fastest growing industry in
the fastest growing county in the U. S.” That is
Orange County. The division today has 6,000 per
sonnel. Three years ago they had a slim 800.
The Ground System Gp. is concerned with design
ing surveillance radar and complete intercept systems
for ground tracking, recording and control of aircraft.
They have recently delivered to the military two note
worthy advances in the radar-intercept techniques.
In the AN-MSQ-18 mobile "vest pocket” tactical air
defense system which Hughes designed and built for
the Army Signal Corps, the military acquired a highly
mobile field air defense system that gives field com
manders an instant picture of all air activity in
their area.
Messages between elements of the system are sent
in digital data, greatly reducing the possibilities of
error, and reducing the size and complexity of system
components.
The system is primarily designed for use with
Hawk or Nike batteries, to provide the batteries with
data on planes entering their zone of defense. At
each battery there are coder-decoder units that con
vert the digital data to analog form for use by the
operational missiles.
The mobile system also includes an Operations
Central where information on all aircraft, both
hostile and friendly, is displayed on radar indicators.
The commander has the choice of either assigning
targets to each of his anti-aircraft batteries, or
merely monitoring the battle to make sure that his
missile batteries are fulfilling their role.
The field air defense system bears the name “Mis-

sile Monitor.”
The second Hughes development, and one of the
most significant advances in the radar art, is Fre
quency Scan Radar, dubbed “Frescanar” by the com
pany.
Where conventional radar, to plot 3-dimensional
data, scans an area by mechanically turning back
and fourth and up and down, Frescanar uses an an
tenna turning in only one plane, and a unique elec
tronic scanning method that gives the same type of
up and down sweeping motion as mechanical motionThe principal of operation is rather simple. It is
most easily understood if u diffraction grating is
kept in mind.
The radiating unit is an elongated oblong, with
apertures spaced at regular intervals. The basic fre
quency will now be fed into the system. Its wave
length is identical to the distance between the aper
tures, so that the wave front radiated will be parallel
to the radiating unit, and will follow a direction deter
mined by the angle of the antenna.
Now, using a staircase type of frequency shifting
the incoming signal will be changed to a higher fre
quency. The aperture at the feed end will still be in
phase but at all the other apertures the signal will
be more and more out of phase, depending on how far
they are from the feed point.
Finally, when the frequency has been displaced
enough, the signal at the aperture furthest removed
will be radiating no energy at all, while the aperture
at the feed end is still a maximum. The radiated
pattern then will be pulled toward the feed endBy scanning a band of frequencies, then, it is pos
sible to swing the beam from one side to the other.
The detection process takes advantage of this dif
ference in frequencies. When the “return” appears at
a certain frequency, then the direction is easily
determined because only at a certain angle was a
signal of that frequency transmitted. The changing
frequency also is important from the angle of counter
counter measures.
There are two outstanding advantages to this type
of radar. It makes it possible to provide a three
dimensional effect from a single antenna, transmitter
and receiving channel. The same radar will now read
simultaneously the range and bearing, and also the
height, of distance objects.
In shipboard use Frescanar is particularly valuable
because it eliminates the need for mechanically stabi
lizing the radar platform. Instead, the antenna is
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stabilized electronically, with a changing signal cor
responding to the ship’s roll.
Engineer Recruitment

For all defense contractors the problem of re
cruiting and keeping engineers is critical—and
Hughes is no exception. If anything Hughes* prob
lem has been even more acute because they make no
secret that defense electronics is their main business
now and that it will continue to be in the foreseeable
future.
The reluctance of engineers, at least in the early
years, to join organizations that relied heavily on
defense contracts was understandable. Today, after
some 15 years of this type of activity, engineers’
opinions have changed considerably. Government
spending has been much more consistent than might
have been expected a decade ago.
Nevertheless, personnel problems have ranked high,
or have been a major concern, to Hughes virtually
from its earliest days. The personnel problems,
roughly, have been on two levels, and it is somewhat
interesting to see how the company has organized
itself to minimize the dislocations caused.
A few words, first, on the rather obvious effects
that defense spending has had on engineer recruit
ment and salaries.
Because military equipment tends to be consider
ably more complex than commercial or consumer
equipment the demand for engineering is much
higher, and a greater number of engineers are needed
for a given sales volume. The complexity, too, de
mands, in general, a more thoroughly trained and
capable engineer.
Defense electronics spending has created an exag
gerated demand for engineers because prime or upper
tier sub-contractors have had to go out and hire en
gineers quickly. This put the engineer in the role of
a “seller” in a sellers’ market. It has resulted in very
sizable increases in the average wage of engineers
over the past decade.
Hughes was one of the very earliest companies
to go on a mass-hiring campaign for engineers. Back
in the Mid-Fifties, they were caught somewhat by
surprise by the very rapid growth of their business,
and found themselves in very dire need of engineering
talent.
Their problem was particularly serious because
they were 3,000 miles from the large pools of en
gineering talent in the East. Their solution of this
problem was typically forthright—they offered sala
ries so attractive that electronic engineers found it
difficult to refuse It has been reported—and com
pany spokesmen do not deny—that for a time Hughes
was so desperate for engineers that they were offer
ing to double the salaries of East Coast engineers
willing to move West. This was one of the very ear
liest “gold rushes” that defense electronics spending
brought about. In later years the industry was to see
a number of similar movements, if not on quite so
spectacular a scale.
Within a few short years Hughes assembled one of
the largest electronic engineering staffs in the coun
try.
For all defense contractors the recruiting of en

gineers is a critical problem. Though most companies
have adjusted to the idea that pirating of engineers
is a necessary evil there is still a good deal of bitter
ness. A number of firms, for instance, are now making
it difficult for their engineers to get away to trade
show’s and engineering conventions. In their eyes
these shows have become little more than hunting
grounds for recruiters, and they are not going to
make their job any easier.
To attract and hold engineers, Hughes has de
veloped a rather fine combination of the attractions
that industry in general feels are important to engi
neers and creative scientific thinking. Among the
fringe benefits that Hughes extends to engineers
and personnel in general, are a pension plan—which
compares favorably with the better plans in industry
—salaries that are if anything just slightly higher
than the average for the industry, and of course the
California climate.
The engineer gets a rather high degree of freedom
and the company wherever possible provides engineers
with separate offices—a practice not too common to
the industry.
In one respect Hughes does extend considerable
assistance to the engineer, and that is through its
post-graduate program. The company already boasts
a very high percentage of Ph.D. and Masters Degrees
and the number of personnel who are studying for
advanced degrees through the company’s tuition-help
program is unusually high.
With this combination, Hughes manages to attract
and hold the engineers that they need for their
projects. It is interesting to note, however, that ex
cept for the advanced degree program, Hughes does
not extend any unusual benefits. The aim has l>een—
or seems to have been—to combine as many of the
attractive features as possible in one package.
One of the most recent innovations is a program to
encourage engineers to contribute more papers and
articles to technical journals. Bonuses of $100 are
paid for each article published in a recognized tech
nical journal.
In this whole picture of engineer recruiting and

Frescanar antenna it housed here in clear plastic radome While
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beam vertically as well, providing height, range and bearing data.

engineer morale, there seems to be much of the es
sence of Hughes Co.’s thinking. There is a well bal
anced program covering all aspects of the situation.
There are no glaring omissions that would point to
tradition-bound executive staff. The program seems
to be well thought-out, and cleanly executed.
There is a quality of alertness, which has become
characteristic of defense electronics, where the con
tractor’s immediate problem is to know what the
Government wants, who in the Government is its
customer, and how to convince him as quickly as
possible that the firm is capable of delivering the
hardware. This emphasis on the new approach can
possibly be tied to the fact that Hughes has a re
markably young staff. For instance, in the Advanced
Projects Group, which is responsible for advanced
thinking in the company, and which is heavily staffed
with Ph.D.’s, the average age is slightly over 32
years.
Upper Management

Defense electronics puts a particular strain on up
per management personnel. Because the planning as
pect is so exaggerated, and system management calls
for rather unusual skills, both technical and adminis
trative, the type of personnel needed to head defense
electronic contractors must be exceptionally brilliant
and capable people.
At Hughes the management problem was further
complicated because the firm, from the beginning,
has lacked the strong leadership of the engineer
founder-leader-visionary expected in most electronic
firms.
Howard Hughes no longer owns the company. In
1954 he turned over ownership to the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute, a non-profit foundation which is
one of his favorite philanthropies.
The strains of a very rapidly expanding company,
with its monumental management problems, erupted,
in 1953, in an incident which gave Hughes a reputa
tion for erratic leadership. The four top management
personnel in the firm walked out.
There was outspoken speculation at the time
whether the company itself would survive. Actually
the company not only survived, but deliveries were
never interrupted, nor was there any deviation in the
company’s growth pattern.
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Three of the four executives went on to found
successful operations of their own. Drs. Simon Ramo
and Dean Wooldridge set up the firm that bears their
name, and Charles E. (Tex) Thornton went on to
great success with Litton Industries.
Interestingly enough, while Hughes is basically
a young man’s company, the soundest leadership
has come from one of the distinguished veterans in
the electronic industry, the present executive vice
president, Lawrence A. (Pat) Hyland, who came to
Hughes in 1954 from Bendix Aviation Corp.
In 17 years at Bendix Dr. Hyland had been suc
cessively general manager of its radio division, vice
pres. in charge of research, and vice-pres. in charge
of engineering. He was one of the pioneers in the
development of radar while at Naval Research Lab
oratory.
In the five year’s of Hyland’s leadership the com
pany has made tremendous strides in coordinating its
many activities and in smoothing its growth.
Conclusions

Our successful conquest of the problems of space
travel is linked inextricably with the techniques and
engineering know-how that we have built up over the
past few decades. To a large extent, we are talking
here of what we have established to provide the mili
tary with advanced weapon systems, because the mili
tary has demanded the services of the best technical
talent available in the country.
The problems of space, from an electronic stand
point, can be broken down into three categories;
the first is technical, the other two matters of official
policy.
The first problem is reliability. Not enough is be
ing done about it, though we are doing much, much
more than ever in the past. Many people in industry
are aware that reliability needs more emphasis. The
military, and quasi-military agencies influential in
procurement must be made aware, too, of the need for
accelerated spending in this department.
The second problem is a “change of thinking” re
garding research and development. We must learn
to consider R&D as a commodity. The people who
control the government’s purse strings must be re
educated to consider R&D as a commodity, as well.
Problem three, which we have not discussed here,
is more coordinated control of the space-missile
spending. At the moment NASA is charged with
responsibility for our space programs. Its authority
has been increased considerably over just the past
few months, and it will soon be assuming a military
like status. But the military is still spending a good
portion of the money allocated for space experiments.
There is a good deal of duplication, and for the maxi
mum effort this duplication will have to be eliminated.
The problem is getting a good deal of attention in
Washington and we can expect improvement in this
direction within the next few years.

THE ALL-NEW SUBMINIATURE “D” PLUG DESIGNED
FOR HIGH-PERFORMANCE APPLICATION

SCINCH GOLDEN "D”
MONOBLOC CONNECTOR FEATURES:
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Monobloc insulators
Low engagement/separation forces
Probe-proof closed-entry socket contacts
Golden Iridite finish—per Mil Q Q-P-416A, Type H Class 2
Type GDI-30 per Mil-M-19833 or MDG per Mil-M-14E
insulators
e Fully interchangeable with standard “D"

FOUR TYPES AVAILABLE:

GOLDEN-D with closed-entry contacts in
monobloc insulator.
’GOLDEN-D with snap-in ungrounded coaxial
contacts.
’GOLDEN-D with grounded coaxial contacts.
’GOLDEN-D with high voltage contacts.

The GOLDEN-D is in addition to the "D" line. It supplements the standard "D" which
will continue in full production.
9 CONTACTS

CONTACTS: Miniature socket contacts are closed-entry providing protection against
damage by oversized test probes. Pins and sockets are gold plated for high reliability.
Wire sizes No. 20 and smaller may be accommodated.
Coaxial contacts, except grounded coax, are designed to permit them to be snapped-in
to the insulator after they have been secured to the cables. Contacts are also remov
able. Both straight and 90 coaxials are supplied. All feature captivated center contacts.
Coaxial cables within the range of .067" O.D to .093" O.D. con be accommodated.
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SHELLS: Tooled in all shell sizes common to the "D" line. Nomenclature, used to identify
GOLDEN-D sizes, is identical to that for standard D's except that the letter M is added.
Thus, standard D's are identified as DA, DB, DC, DD, and DE. GOLDEN-D's are the
DAM, DBM, DCM, DDM, and DEM. "M" designates "monobloc." Floating mounting
holes are available in all GOLDEN-D shells. These ate designated by adding the letter
"F” to the shell callout. For example, DAMP.
* Available at a later date.
Centrally located plants al
Chi capo, Illinois; Shelbyville,
Indiana; City ©f Industry
California; St. Louis, Missouri
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Cinch Manufacturing Company
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Division of Unitod-Carr Faitenor Corporation, Boston, Mass.

LAYOUTS
Tooling is complete to provide the GOLDEN 0
standard layouts listed below. These layouts are
interchangeable with similar patterns used in
standard "D's”. Thus any GOLDEN-D will mate
with any standard "D" of the same shell size and
layout.
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STANDARD
LAYOUTS

COAXIAL LAYOUTS
layout

DAM-15P or S
DBM 25P or S
DCM-37P or S
DDM-50P or S
DEM-9P or S

DAM-3C3P or S
DAM A7C2P or S
DAM AI 1C1P or S
DBM A17C2P or S
DBM-21 C1P or S
DBM-13C3P or S
DCM-27C2P or S
DEM-5C1P or $

#20
conlacti

0

5
10
15
20
10
25
4

ungrounded
coax, contacts

coble
accom.

Rt. Angle
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight

067’
.067"
.067"
.067"
.067"
.067"
.067"
.067"

3
2
1
2
1
3
2
1
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Nothing is NEWER than
like G-E Shadow Grid...

anode... New products
New engineering: directMEANS LOWEST-NOISE PENTODE!

ACTUATES RELAYS DIRECTLY!

The new Shadow Grid tube is an advanced concept ap
plied by General Electric. It makes possible high-gain
pentode performance at a low noise level found up to
now only in triodes. Electron flow is channeled between
the wires of the screen grid. There is minimum contact
of electrons with grid. Consequently, noise-producing
screen current is held to a minimum. A plate-to-screen
current ratio of 25 to 1 can be obtained with new General
Electric Type 6FG5 for TV tuners.

General Electric’s new 7427 cadmium-sulphide photoconductive tube is so sensitive to light variations, and
can handle so much current (400 mw max dissipation),
that the tube will operate a relay without amplification.
Your costs are reduced. Spectrum of the 7427 matches
the human eye. Check performance below:

Electron flow from cathode
past control grid is guided by
electrostatic field in the vicin
ity of

MAX POWER

' DISSIPATION
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------ AC (RMS) oper
ation
------DC operation
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Shielding grid (A) into streams
passing between the wires of

Screen Grid (B), thus bypass
ing the screen grid and contin
uing to the plate.

Left: average charac
teristics, Type 7427
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tube voltage IN VOLTS

Note this new tube’s
high sensitivity to light,
8 with large current ca
pacity. In series with a
§ relay, the G-E 7427 helps
form a simple, economi
cal circuit which will
handle scores of light
ing, industrial, other
aso
control functions.

tubes

New concepts

New materials like 5-ply

phototube
heated cathode in 3DG4
NO “HOT SPOTS*' ON ANODESI
Less heater power...less total power for set...less heat
generated! The new General Electric 3DG4 power rec
tifier tube with direct-heated cathode brings you all
three benefits. Special 3-ply cathode requires no fila
ment, teams up with a new high-internal-reflectance
plate material for maximum efficiency. Total power
required is 42% less than the 5V3. Compare:

Heater power
Total watts in tube
Bulb temperature
Output current

NEW 3004

SV3

12.5 w

19.0 w

171 C
350 ma

206 C
350 ma

General Electric has pioneered the use of 5-ply bonded
material for tube anodes. Greatly superior in heat con
duction and radiation, the new material prevents the
formation of “hot spots” when tubes are running full
load. Gives sustained top-performance capability to a
large and growing list of G-E receiving types.
Copper promotes the even
distribution and faster dis
sipation of anode heat. Iron
for strength. Aluminum
for surface protection.
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New Tech Data
for Engineers
Transistors

Controls

Pulse Generator

Availability catalog from Electronic
Transistors Corp., 9226 Hudson Blvd.,
North Bergen, N. J. lists a complete
line of germanium transistors. (412
types.) For switching, computing,
entertainment, and industrial uses.
The four-page, two-color catalog lists
applications, type number, and de
scription.

Bulletin J-105, 16-pages, features:
An expanded line of linear and rotary
actuators—20 sizes delivering torques
from a few in. oz. to 3500 in. lbs.;
6 basic types of remote positioners
from low cost relay types to power
transistor units with resolutions to
one part in 250,000; machine tool
point-to-point position and rate con
trol; punch card formula and pro
gram control; and closed loop process
control. Jordan Controls, Inc., 3235
W. Hampton Ave., Milwaukee 9, Wis.

Data sheet from E. H. Research
Laboratories, Inc., 1922 Park Blvd.,
Oakland, Calif., describes their Model
120B Millimicrosecond Pulse Genera
tor. The instrument has two outposts
available which are independently
variable in amplitude and pulse width.
Repetition rate from internal source
may be controlled from the front
panel for continuous coverage 10 CPS
to 10MC.

Circle 162 on Inquiry Card

Cleaning Technique

An 8-pa..e booklet from Cobehn,
Inc., Passaic Ave., Caldwell, N. J.,
describes their Spray-Clean Technique
for chemically cleaning such compo
nents as transistors, diodes, vacuum
tubes, jewel bearings, contact points,
and other precision parts. The tech
nique removes binders of oil, grease,
wax, fingerprints, lapping compounds,
rosin flux, etc. Illustrated are portable
and bench type installations.
Circle 163 on Inquiry Card

Analyzers

Data sheet, 2-pages, available from
Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp.,
Ridgefield
Instrumentation
Div.,
Ridgefield, Conn., describes line of
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Analyzers for hydrogen and fluorine
compounds. A section is devoted to
fluorine determinations in semi-micro
amounts as part of the solid propel
lants program of ARPA.
Circle 164 on Inquiry Card

Transformers

Four-page bulletin is offered by
Stavid Engineering, Inc., U. S. High
way 22, Plainfield, N. J., describing
the company’s line of high power
pulse transformers and inductor de
sices. Bulletin includes specifications
on pulse transformers and charging
reactors to 100 kv output with 10 a
filament supply.

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card

Circle 167 on Inquiry Card

Cathode Ray Tubes

Six-page brochure features me
chanical and electrical characteristics
of 165 different industrial and mili
tary cathode ray tube types of the
magnetic and electrostatic-deflection
variety. Typical operating conditions,
as well as such characteristics as
overall length, type faceplate, basing,
deflection angle and deflection factor
are included. It can be used as a wall
chart. Thomas Electronics, Inc., 118
Ninth St., Passaic, N. J.
Circle 168 on Inquiry Card

Thermocouple Adapter

Bulletin No. 2A, 2 pages, from
Thermo Electric Co., Inc., Saddle
Brook, N. J., describes their new
spring-loaded bayonet-lock thermo
couple adapter which converts any %
or 1/16 in. dia. metal-sheathed
thermocouple to a spring-loaded, bay
onet-lock type with adjustable im
mersion lengths.
Circle 169 on Inquiry Card

DC Power Supplies

A 16-page catalog contains com
plete spec data for all DC Power
Supplies in the company’s standard
line. Dressen-Barnes Corp, 240 N.
Vinedo Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
Circle 170 on Inquiry Card

Circle 165 on Inquiry Card

Wave Analyzer Systems

Antenna System

The research publications office of
General Bronze Corp.’s Electronic
Div., Hook Creek Blvd., Valley
Stream, N. Y., offers a paper on
telemetry antenna systems. “A New
Departure in Telemetry Antenna Sys
tems” explains specific configurations,
specs and applications of certain SVE
antenna developments.
Circle 173 on Inquiry Card

Transistor Converter

Illustrated report, “Designing DC
DC Converters,” presents detailed
data on the design of tape wound
core-transistor converters. An intro
ductory section presents data on con
verter design factors, including tran
sistor selection and characteristics of
magnetic cores. The second half con
tains step-by-step info on two theo
retical designs—a power converter
and a DC to DC high voltage supply
Also included: circuit information and
a chart with curves developed from
a single tape wound core showing
magnetizing current as a function of
frequency. Magnetics, ine., Butler,
Pa.
Circle 174 on Inquiry Card

Fasteners

Brochure depicts assembly-cost sav
ings case histories using speed nut
brand fasteners. A total of 17 case
histories in this illustrated brochure
describe assembly savings in indus
tries through the use of fasteners
from n selection of more than 9000
variations. Tinnerman Products, Inc.,
P. O. Box 6688, Cleveland 1, Ohio.

Data sheets from Ultek Corp., 920
Commercial St., Palo Alto, Calif., de
scribe the company’s line of electronic
high vacuum pumps. Applications in
clude: vacuum tube processing, scien
tific measurements, thin film work and
evaporation, particle accelerators,
electron and molecular beam devices,
and other general applications requir
ing clean high vacuum. Features of
the pumps include: compact all-metal
couplings with swivel flanges, no
traps or baffles required, ultimate
vacuum below 1 x 10-* mm Hg, and
low power consumption

Bulletin DB 9050a, 160 pages, de
scribes and illustrates automatic
wave analysis, “a versatile engineer
ing tool” for Fourier and spectral
power studies. Frequencies and am
plitudes of vibration, flutter, noise,
heart beats and other types of com
plex waves are automatically charted.
Records can be of linear or squared
amplitudes, or on a frequency vs time
basis. Bulletin shows relation of mag
netic tape recorder, playback loop
transport, and wave analyzer. Charts
and specs define accuracy and selec
tivity. Minneapolis-Honeywell, Indus
trial Systems Div., 10721 Hanna St.,
Beltsville, Md.

Data sheet has specs on Model 157
Align-O-Pot. Model 157 is a light
weight, short stroke linear motion
potentiometer.
Bourns, Inc., P.O.
Box 2112, Riverside, Calif.

Circle 166 on Inquiry Card

Circle 171 on Inquiry Card

Circle 176 on Inquiry Card

High Vacuum Pumps
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Circle 175 on Inquiry Card

Potentiometer
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New Tech Data

O

o

for Engineers

Wayne Kors RF Bridge Type B8OI

BALANCED
OR

UNBALANCED
MEASUREMENT
of complex impedance

Thermal Design

Breadboard Components

Technical Report 7-8-9 describes
and analyzes thermal problems affect
ing electron tubes in modern elec
tronic equipment. Applications of
thermion, a thermal analog tube, in
quantitatively evaluating and experi
mentally alleviating these problems
are presented. Research Council Inc.,
1062 Main St., Waltham 54, Mass.

Technical booklet, #4, on Mechan
ical Breadboard Components from
PIC Design Corp . 477 Atlantic Ave.,
East Rockaway, L. I., N. Y., offers
design hints and recommendations for
instrument engineers and designers.
Circle 182 on Inquiry Card

Circle 177 on Inquiry Card

Power Supply
High Speed Memories

Woyne Kerr VHF Admittance Bridge
Type D BOI
Both bridgri offer off these important features
• Balanced or unbalanced measurement
• Fscephonal range
* Two or three terminal measurement
e High accuracy
• Transfer admittance measurement
e Series mpeoance measurement of semicon
ductors

RF BRIDGE TYPE B-601. Uses three terminal

tapped-transformer ratio arm principle.
Measures complex impedances, balanced
oi unbalanced, or balanced with center
point grounded, and between any pair of
terminals in a 3-terminal network. Extreme
stability—very low impedance looking back
into terminals and to ground at balance.
Measures resistance, inductance, capaci
tance between 15 kc and 5 mc.
VHF ADMITTANCE BRIDGE TYPE 8 601 Also
uses 3-terminal, transformer ratio arm prin
ciple. Measures variety of components be
tween 1 and 100 mc. Calibration indepen
dent of frequency, in terms of conductance
and positive or negative capacitance. Sep
arate external source and detector are
available.
SPtaFICATIONS
B-601
Frequency Range 15kc-5mc
Capacitance
0 01 20,000 mmÍ
Inductance
Resistance

B«01
1 -lOOmC
i 230 Muf
Susceptance
Equivalent

0.5^H-50mH
Ì0U-Ì0MU
I0UI0KÜ
±1%
±2%
PRICE
$640.00
$800.00
Special adaptors cover measurement of transistor
and semiconductor parameters

A 4-page bulletin, DF 115.1, de
scribes series of general purpose high
speed memories. The Type RB, are
made in a range of sizes from 128 to
1024 words and from 4 to 24 bits per
word. They operate at rates up to 125
KC and provide both random access
and sequential types of operation.
Telemeter Magnetics, Inc., P. O. Box
329, Culver City, Calif.
Circle 178 on lnqu>ry Card

R-F Bridge

Illustrated bulletin, WK-B-601, de
scribes the r-f Bridge, Type B-601. It
describes features, principle of opera
tion, spec, performance, and gives
applications of the multi-ratio bridge,
n highly accurate transformer ratio
arm bridge designed for resistance,
capacitance and inductance measure
ments over a frequency range: 15 KC
to 5 MC. Wayne Kerr Corp., 1633
Race St., Phila. 3, Pa.
Circle 179 on Inquiry Card

High-Pot Testing

A 12-page application bulletin,
titled “Practical Hi-Pot Testing” is
offered by Associated Research, Inc.,
3777 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 18,
Ill. Separate sections cover ac and de
breakdown testing, with discussion on
non-destructive tests of dielectric
strength in wiring harnesses, motors,
cables, solenoids, thermostats, and
similar equipment.
Circle 180 on Inquiry Card

ment; Vibration and Distance Meters. Waveform
Analyzer; Voltmeters.

Send for complete literature.

WM WAYNE KERR
CORPORATION
I'J j Fair'.i Fhiinleiph.o l F-

Refnesentatives in major U.S. cities and Canada

Circle 183 on Inquiry Card

Vibration Test Systems

Bulletin #59-5, describes Series 70
Vibration Test Systems. System per
formance, components and accessories
are covered. A description and di
mensions of the 400 lb. force shaker
is given as well as the control console.
Unholtz-Dickie Corp., 2994 Whitney
Ave., Hamden 18, Conn.
Circle 184 on Inquiry Card

Diffusion Furnaces

Bulletin No. 1081, 2-colors, 4-pages,
from Lindberg Engineering Co., 2443
W. Hubbard St., Chicago 12, Ill., de
scribes their gaseous and solid diffu
sion furnaces. The company offers u
line of precision gaseous and solid dif
fusion furnaces for making quality
transistor and semiconductor devices.
Circle 185 on Inquiry Card

Connectors

Buyers and engineers guide aids in
selecting miniature K and D sub
miniature Cannon Connectors. The
brochure includes detailed informa
tion on appropriate hardware and ac
cessories. Schweber Electronics, 60
Herricks Rd., Mineola, L. I., N. Y
Circle 186 on Inquiry Card

OTHER INSTRUMENTS: Audio to VHF Bridges
ond Oscillators; Attenuators; Microwave Equip

George A. Philbrick Researches,
Inc., 2885 Columbus Ave., Boston 16,
Mass., has released a spec sheet on a
compound regulated, dual power sup
ply—Model R-100B. It contains chargenerai description,
acteristics,
installation notes, operation data, and
maintenance procedure.

Fasteners

A 20-page catalog 592 shows com
plete line of Palnut spring tempered
steel lock nuts, including regular hex,
integral washer, acorn, wing and ad
justing nut types. Gives details of
design and locking principle, advan
tages, typical applications, dimen
sions, load ratings, materials and
finishes. The Palnut Co., 83 L Glen
Rd., Mountainside, N. J.
Circle 181 on Inquiry Card

Nuclear Instruments

Specs for instruments for nuclear
research and process control are fea
tured in short form catalog, D-100,
from Eldorado Electronics, 2821
Tenth St., Berkeley 10, Calif. Includ
ed are: Standard Instruments; Pulse
Height Analyzers; Decimal Scalers;
and Scalers.
Circle 187 on Inquiry Card

Circle 57 on Inquiry Card
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PUTTING MAGNETICS TO WORK

Open your eyes to new amplifier designs
See how to combine tape wound cores and transistors
for more versatile, lower-cost, smaller amplifiers
'I ie tape wound cores and transistors into a magnetictransistor amplifier, and open your eyes to new design
opportunities.
To start with, these arc static control elements—no mov
ing parts, nothing to wear or burn out. Next thing you
find is that von reduce components’ size—your amplifier
is smaller and costs less. That’s because between them
the core and the transistor perform just about every cir
cuit function . . . and then some.
For instance? The core has multiple isolated windings.
Thus you tan feed many inputs to control the amplifier.
The core also has a square hysteresis loop, and thus acts
as a low loss transformer. That means you save power.
In addition, the core can store and remember signals—
so time delay becomes simple.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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There's no need for temperature stabilization, either.
The transistor acts only as a low loss, fast, static switch—
and in this function it has no peer.
How do you want to use this sti|>erb combination? As a
switching amplifier—or a linear one? In an oscillator?
A power converter (d-c to d-c or d-c to a-c)? You’ll have
ideas of your own—and if they involve tape wound cores,
why not write us? Ours arc Performance-Guaranteed.
Magnetics, Inc., Dept. El-81, Butler, Pennsylvania.

mncnET/CS inc.
Circle 58 on Inquiry Card

New Tech Data
for Engineers
Drip-Proof Motors

Re-entry and Recovery

Checkout Equipments

Bulletin No. 196, describes design
features of “Sterlicone Multi-Shield
ed” drip-proof motors. Motors can
replace many totally-enclosed motors.
Sterling Electric Motors, Inc., 5401
Telegraph Rd., Los Angeles 22, Calif.

The General Electric Company,
Missile and Space Vehicle Dept., 3198
Chestnut St., Philadelphia 4, Pa., has
released two booklets describing re
entry and recovery projects in the
Thor-Able and Atlas missile pro
grams. The bulletins, PIB-20 and
PIB-23, include close-up photos of the
Thor-Able nose cone after a 5500mile 1CBM flight The system used
to recover the Atlas GE-RVX-2 is
also described in detail.

A 4-page brochure describes 4 new
Epsco automatic checkout equipments
—an RMS-to-DC converter, a voltageto-digital converter, a timer-counter
and a digital printer. Militarized
units meet MIL-E-4158B. They can
be used to measure de voltages, ne
voltages, and the transient responses
of servos which control time, fre
quency, ratio, thrust, roll, pitch and
yaw. Equipment Div., Epsco, Inc.,
275 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
39, Mass.

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card

Noise Factor Improvement

Four-page bulletin, TF 165, describes ■ VHF-UHF Receiver Input
System providing a pass-band of 200
MC’ without tuning, for governmental
and commercial installations, to im
prove noise factor in receiver installa
tions. A specification table permits
selection of components for multi
receiver installation. The system of
fers a decreased noise factor (extend
ing potential range and eliminates
the need for more than one antenna.
Resdel Engineering Corp., 330 So.
Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif.
Cirde 189 on Inquiry Card

Transistor Base Tabs

Tech data sheet describes physical
properties of partially coated metals
used as base tabs in the manufacture
of transistors, or as a solder-coated
part acting us its own preform. In
cluded is a description of metals and
alloys that can be coated with the
new process and the physical prop
erties of the alloy-coated metals. Di
mensional range of base materials
and full or partial coatings are listed.
Alpha Metals, Inc., 56 Water St.,
Jersey City 4, N. J.
Circle 190 on Inquiry Card

Delay Lines

Data sheet, M-1001, gives informa
tion on the theory of operation of
fixed and variable magnetostrictive
delay lines. Also listed are the range
of design characteristics available for
these delay lines such as fixed line
characteristics, delay range, taps,
variable delay lines, adjustments, im
pedance, temp, and associated cir
cuitry. Control Electronics Co., 10
Separ Place, Huntington Sta., N. Y.

Circle 193 nn Inquiry Caid

! MORE !

The literature mentioned here has
been selected for contribution to or
advancement uf the electronic indus
tries. These items are combed from
several hundred bulletins, catalogs, and
data sheet announcements received
during the past month by ELEC
TRONIC INDUSTRIES. To keep in
terested readers informed of all new
developments, a summary record is
kept of ALL new products and tech
data announcements received. For a
copy of this month's list, please send
your request on company letterhead to
Readers Service Dept., Electronic In
dustries, 56th & Chestnut Sts , Phila ,
Penna or
Circle 161 on Inquiry Card

Capacitors

A 16-page, high-reliability capaci
tor catalog. Complete electrical specs,
temp, characteristic graphs and con
struction details are presented for en
gineering reference. Capacitor types
and case styles include high voltage
midgets, metallized paper, Mylar or
Teflon, Kraft-Mylar and foil missile
miniatures. Electron Products Tech
nical Information Service, 2065 Hunt
ington Dr.. San Marino, Calif.
Circle 194 on Inquiry Card
Magnetic Data

Specialized expanded scale meter
relays are described in a 12-page cata
log issued by Assembly Products, Inc.,
Chesterland, Ohio, and Voltron Prod
ucts, So. Pasadena, Calif. Included
are dimensions, prices, typical cir
cuitry and ordering specs.

Bulletin C-5, 24-pages, gives extensive design data, test data and
magnetization curves for centricores
(toroidal cores wound from thin mag
netic tapes), stamped ring cores
(made from laminations), and preci
sion die-cut DU laminated cores. Also
included is data on Super Squaremu
“79” Centricores for magnetic ampli
fier applications. Test methods out
lined follow recommended procedures
standardized by industry committees
and include circuit diagrams. Magnetic Metals Co., Hayes Ave. at 21st
St., Camden 1, N. J.

Circle 192 on Inquiry Card

Circle 195 on Inquiry Card

Circle 191 on Inquiry Card

Meter-Relays
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Circle 196 on Inquiry Card

PDM Telemetry

A 2-color illustrated brochure, No.
935, describes a ruggedized commu
tator, transistorized pulse-width mod
ulator, and crystal-stabilized trans
mitter designed for airborne PDM
telemetry systems. Includes detailed
electrical, environmental, and physical characteristics and outline draw5000
ings. Tele-Dynamics Inc.,
Parl.oide Ave., Phila. 31, Pa.
Circle 197 on Inquiry Card

Rotary Switches

Catalog 399 from Oak Mfg. Co.,
1260 N. Clybourn Ave., Chicago 10,
Ill., describes a line of 125 low-power,
rotary switches. The switches are
offered as completely assembled units
or as subassemblies—sections, shaft
index assemblies, miscellaneous hard
ware. Stock switches have one fixed
and one adjustable stop, plus grooved
shafts for “break-off" to length. Con
tacts are double-wiping type formed
of silver-plated brass, shorting and
nonshorting.
Circle 198 on Inquiry Card

Insulation Materials
i

The Fiberite Corp.,
Brochure from
I
512-528 W.. Fourth St., Winona,
Minn., contains detailed information
on the company’s compression molded
high temperature insulation mate
rials up to the 6000°F. range. The
formulations carry MIL approval
numbers and are used in the produc
tion of Polaris, Lar, and Bull-Pup.
Circle 199 on Inquiry Card

Microwave Components

Over 60 data sheets covering over
1000 coaxial and microwave com
ponents available from stock are be
ing prepared by Omega Laboratories
Inc., Rowley, Mass.
Circle 200 on Inquiry Card
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For a Digital Voltmeter with

01% Accuracy

MODEL 481 DIGITAL VOLTMETER

Wtm-imtAR mnMS. me

FOR FULL FOUR-DIGIT ACCURACY IN VISUAL MEASURING JOBS-production checking, instru
ment calibrating, laboratory testing, receiving inspection — the NLS 481 Industrial Voltmeter is your
best buy in digital instruments. Here’s a precision instrument that matches — even surpasses — other
dry-stepping switch meters in accuracy, speed, reliability... yet sells for $1,000 to $2.000 less! High
volume production techniques enable NI S to offer the 481 at just $1,425.00, complete. Compare
its performance with that of higher-cost competitive meters. Many major companies have
and
they are now using the NLS 481 in quantities of 50 and more!
481 Specifications: Accuracy ± .01% . . . measures DC voltages from ±0.001 to ±999.9
plug-in accessories permit measuring
AC or low level DC voltages . . balancing time: 1 second, average . . . input impedance: 10 megohms on all ranges . . . automatic
indication of range and polarity . . internal standard cell permits verification of calibration ... one-package design (S'/t" high, 1514"
deep for 19' rack) . . . available from stock for immediate delivery . . . $1,425.00 complete.
Originator of the Digital Voltmeter

non-linear systems, inc.

DEL MAR (SAN DIEGO), CALIFORNIA

NI.S — The Digital Voltmeter That Work
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Circle 59 on Inquiry Cord

General Electric Voltage
oscillate with uniform
efficiency, linear tuning
New L-Band VTM . . . 1OOO- 2300 MCS

Features which make the new Z-5405 particularly
valuable in equipments like sophisticated radar:
Linear Tuning.

Permits designing simpler circuitry to
use information generated.

Schenectady. New York
FRsnklln 4-2211

Eliminates need for forced air-cooling.
Also reduces battery load, therefore
lengthens battery life.

Chicago, Illinois
SPrlng 7-1600

High Efficiency.

Assures driving traveling
wave tubes at optimum conditions.

Uniform Power Spectrum.

Smallest In Size, Lightest In Weight, Higher Power
Output. Aids in design of compact,

light-weight equipments.

Clifton, New Jersey
GRegory 3-6387

Dayton, Ohio
BAIdwIn 3-7151
Los Angsles, Calif
BRadshaw 2-8566

Newtonvllle, Mass
WOodward 9-9422

ELECTRIC

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Waahlnqton, D C.
Executive 3-3600

Circle 60 on Inquiry Card

Tech Data
for Engineers

CABLES
STEREO

Vibration Testing

Brochure published by MB Elec
tronics, a div. of Textron Electronics,
Inc., 781 Whalley Ave., New Haven,
Conn., discusses the 5 critical points
to be examined before investing in
vibration test equipment. These 5
points cover performance, quality,
service, scope of operations and ac
ceptance of the product. In addition,
the new booklet names each missile
currently in production together with
the prime contractor. The principles
behind electromagnetic vibration ex
citers are described.
Circle 201 on Inquiry Card

Rotary Switch

Four-page catalog illustrates and
describes new Type 212 longer life
non-drift compact rotary
____ . switch.
Molded glass alkyd hmsing exceeds
MIL standards, has high mechanical
strength, low toxicity and exceptional
non-drift characteristics.
Included
are dimensional drawings and a page
of standard stock assembly layouts
for the instrument and radio series.
Trolex Corp., 507 W. Elm St., Mc
Henry, Ill.

These low capacity cables are especially de
signed for use as leads between amplifiers,
speakers and record changers of Stereo HI-FI
units. Standard Two Conductor and Single
Conductor cables are available and, where
required, modifications of these cables can be
developed ‘a satisfy specific requirements.

Circle 202 on Inquiry Card

Connectors
LOW CAPACITY RECORD CHANGER TO AMPLIFIER EXTENSION CABLE

Two Stranded Conductors with clear polyethylene insulation
extruded in parallel with a spiral wrapped tinned copper
shield and a black extruded plastic jacket. Two styles avail*
cble, with .030'* wall insulation, 24 uuf per foot shield to
conductor capacity and .017" wall insulation, 39 uuf per
foot shield to conductor capacity.
LOW CAPACITY HI-FI AMPLIFIER INTERNAL SIGNAL CABLE

Two Solid Conductors in parallel with red and clear poly
ethylene insulation and spiral wrapped tinned copper shield
with black extruded plastic jacket with 24 uuf per foot
shield to conductor capacity.

A 6-page 2-color abbreviated catalog of the 4 basic series ef Deutsch
miniature connectors includesj: DM
series, solder-type; 2-DS !Series,
snap-in type; rack-and-panel,, both
rectangular and cylindrical ; and
hermética. It includes cutaway draw
ings and detailed specs and a table
showing the mating combinations of
the interchangeable DM and DS
Series. The Deutsch Co., Electronic
Components Div., Municipal Airport,
Banning, Calif.
Circle 203 on Inquiry Card

Coils

For complete
apocificahoni for these
and other
lent Wires and Cables
write today for
the new lent Catalog,

STEREO RECORD CHANGER TO SPEAKER CO-AXIAL
SINGLE CONDUCTOR LOW CAPACITY CABLE

Single Stranded Copper Conductors with polyethylene insu
lation, tinned copper full coverage shield and black or gray
plastic insulation. Three styles available with shield to con
ductor capacities of 28, 31 and 33 uuf per foot respectively.

WIRES

and

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.

CABLES

Data sheet from Preferred Coils,
Inc., Box 14, Highland Station,
Springfield 9, Mass., features their
line of standard and miniature coils.
The coils include relay coils, solenoid
coils, precision chokes, MIL types,
toroids, Hi-temperature coils and fine
wire coils.
Circle 204 on Inquiry Card

Cable Fault Finder

Illustrated brochure describes the
operation and application of the
Model 722 Cable Fault Finder. Tech,
specs are included. Smith-Florence,
Inc., 4228 23rd Ave. W., Seattle 99,
Wash.
Circle 205 on Inquiry Cud
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Circle 61 on Inquiry Card

FRONT—Circle 62 on Inquiry Card
BACK—Circle 63 on Inquiry Card ■>

New from Polarad

ANTENNA
PATTERN
MICROWAVE
RECEIVER
ULTRA-BROADBAND COVERAGE

External Mixer. May be Io

cated at or near antenna,
any distance up to 75 feet
from receiver.
Flexible cable connects
mixer to receiver. Elimi

nates cumbersome rigid
waveguide
Internal electronic 1000
cps sweep allows direct

operation into any standard
make AC antenna pattern
recorder.
© CW, AM. FM and pulse
reception.
L í Sensitivity.
2 kmc to 10 kmc

-85 dbm

10 kmc to 35 kmc

80 dmb

35 kmc to 75 kmc

70 dbm

Model RW T M icrowave receiver being used to make
antenna pattern measurements on Polarad range.

Linearity maintained over

40 db dynamic range.

The Model RW T is another example of the versatility
of the well known Polarad Model R Microwave Re
ceivers. The RW-T is excellent to measure antenna
gain, pattern, minor lobes, front-to-back ratio, SWR
and bandwidth.
MAIL THIS CARD

;1 FREE LIFETIME SERVICE |
¡
ON ALL POLARAD |
INSTRUMENTS
j
Ji i «l'i

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

for specifications.
Ask your nearest
Polarad represen
tative (in the
Yellow Pages) for
a copy of "Notes
on Microwave
Measurements."

43-20 34th Street, Long Island City 1. N. Y
Representatives in principal cities.

POI

POLARAD ILECTRONICS CORPORATION:

Please send me information and specifications on

□ Model RWT Antenna Pattern Receiver
□ Model KSS Microwave Power Source (see reverse side of page)
My applicatic n is

Dcp*
Company
Address

.State.

COMPACT
MICROWAVE
POWER SOURCE

Model KSS Power Source being used to make antenna pattern measurements on Polarad Antenna
Range. Can also be u*ed for minor lobes, front to back ratio. SWR and gain measurements.

The new Polarad Model KSS features an advanced
modulator design that provides CW, FM and inter
nal square wave (10 to 10.000 pps). External pulse
capabilities permit rise times to 0.15 /-sec. The unit
has an adjustable attenuator and low incidental
AM and FM at relatively high power

Q

Basic unit (HU 4) includes modulator and power supply
into which is plugged any one cf four R F tuning units
0 that cover the frequency range 1,050 to 11,000 me
Tuning units arc equipped with UNI DIAL control@that
automatically tunes klystron cavity with reflector voltages

MAIL THIS CARD

r poitag* t
WiNbaPard

Postage Swrp
Noceti*'«
If Mailed in the
United Sta>e> .

for specifications
Ask your nearest
Polarad represen
tative (in the
Yellow Pages) for
a copy of “Notes
on Microwave
Measurements.”

5

FltEE LIFETIME SERVICE
ON ALL POIARAB
I
INSTRUMENTS
f

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No 18. long Island City I.N Y

43-20 34th Street, Long island City 1, N.Y.

Representatives in principal cities
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EDITORIAL HISTORY
and POLICIES
The development of the electronic industries is u 20th
Century miracle. Its progress and expansion continue to
create a unique and unparalleled growth pattern. An
enormous range of materials are processed to produce the
units employed in components and circuitry. These, in
turn, activate an infinite variety of devices from the elec
tronic baby sitter to interstellar ranging units.
To meet the challenge of keeping pace with this growth,
to keep electronic engineers aware of all its concepts haa
been the editorial objective of ELECTRONIC INDUS
TRIES—“Where the Engineer comes First!”—since 1942.
“El’s” Editorial policy has created an image in the minds
of electronic engineers ... an image resulting in ELEC
TRONIC INDUSTRIES being referred to as: the “ap
plied engineering” information center for electronic engi
neers engaged in the design, research, development and
operation of electronic components and equipment.
Undoubtedly one of the main reasons why ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES has proved so valuable to the electronic
engineer over the past 18 years is its staff. “EI” has one
of the most effective—and stable—editorial staffs in its
field.

The following pagea will give you some idea aa to why
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES haa become the leading—
and moat uaeful—engineering publication in the electronic
field.

Every editor is an industry experienced engineer. (No
journalism students, no news editors, no typewriter
jockeys.) These men know the readers’ interests at first
hand—they write and talk his language.

ELECTRON
INDUSTRIE -—

BERNIE OSBAHR, Editor, has 20 years of experience;
CRAIG MARCOTT, Managing Editor—16 years; DICK
STRANIX, Associate Editor—10 years; JACK HICKEY,
Associate Editor—11 years; CHRIS CELENT, Assistant
Editor—12 years; DR. ALBERT MURRAY, Contributing
Editor—41 years; and so on through the rest of the men
who contribute to making “EI” the “applied engineering
publication” of the electronic industry.

The development of any single product in this diversified
industry is sure to need the talents of many people. De
sign Engineers, Research Engineers, Development Engi
neers and Administrative Engineering executives are all
influential, in varying degrees, in determining the future
of an electronic product.
A positive editorial approach is necessary to fully serve
such a complex group. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
has these principal thruways to reach them:
1. Timely Applied Engineering Articles
Editorial Staff Studies
.1 . Monthly News Round-Up consisting of What’s
Ahead for the Electronic Industries, Late Market
ing Statistics, Coming Events, News Briefs, Inter
national News and Washington News.
4. New Products and New Tech Data
5. Trends of Tomorrow
All these editorial factors (History—Policy—Content)
add up to the characteristics that make ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES unique—and respected—in its field: Reli
ability—Quality—Stability.
From cover to cover ELECTRONIC IN
DUSTRIES serves the electronic en
gineer. This typical 2-page Table
of Contents helps you select
what interests you most.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
EDITORIALLY LEADS the WAY!
All twelve monthly issues meet the challenge of giving
electronic engineers the timely news, data, facte and engi
neering concepts they need.

Ever sensitive to industry needs, to requests from sub
scribers, the “EI” 4aff pioneered—or created exclusively
—just in the past year—the following:

INTERESTING FACTS
DEPARTMENT
if only one copy of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES were
printed each month that single magazine would cost about
$96,000.
To provide electronic engineers with one year of ELEC
TRONIC INDUSTRIES (12 Issues) required the fol
lowing:
PAPER
23" x 331/2":

ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY SPECTRUM CHART

ol

sheets

5,593,815

in three

paper

size*

«ere required'

♦ 46"; 46'/," * 67".

331/2"

PAGES
The 5/2 million sheet* are equal to 183,010 600 individual

BACK-TO-BACK PLACEMENT OF ARTICLES
PERFORATED PAGES

printed page*.

MILES
PROBLEM CLINIC

If

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
TRANSISTOR INTERCHANGEABILITY CHART

these

183

million

pages

were

laid

end-to-end,

they

would reach 326,392 miles into outer space.

SYSTEM ENGINEERING SECTION

INK
These

16,386 lbs. of ink

pages required

PROFILE OF “TODAY’S ELECTRONIC ENGINEER”
WIRE & CABLE REFERENCE CHART
PLASTIC REFERENCE CHART

PRESS TIME
The

printing

of

page*

these

required

9 359

hour*

of

pres* time.

TRANSISTOR SPECIFICATIONS

SURVEY OF MICROWAVE POWER TUBES
THERMOELECTRICITY—STATE OF THE ART

WRAPPER ADDRESSING
The placing of *ub*criber name* and addre**e* on wrap
pers took 319 hour*.

SYNCHRO REFERENCE CHART

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODE SPECIFICATIONS
THE THIMBLE TUBES

ADDRESS PLATES
The maintenance of all subscriber mailing stencil* added

RECEIVING & SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBE LISTING

ELECTRONIC HARDWARE CHART

TUNNEL DIODES—MOST THOROUGH ANALYSIS
PROS & CONS OF FOREIGN COMPETITION

hour*

up to 5,148

STENCILS
Ovrr

1,808

names,

hours

etc.,

in

needed

were

to

emboss

subscriber

plate*.

address

DEVELOPMENT OF NON-MILITARY PRODUCT LINES

SPECIAL PURPOSE CATHODE RAY TUBES
HUMAN FACTORS

CHANGES
During the year 38,721

*ub*eriber add*e*s plate change*

were made.

RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

PROOF READING
526 hour* were required

to make sure each subscriber's

mailing plate was correct.

EDITORIAL EXTRAS
REPRESENT ONLY A SAMPLING
THESE

REPRINTS
More than

In addition, there were dozens of feature articles—many
written by the nation’s outstanding engineers covering
nearly 30 pecinlized industry segments.

Although the listing above is only a sample, it’s certainly
striking evidence of how “EI” is making its readers the
best informed in the industry. And, they -how the force?
that give (and will continue to give) ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES tho great editorial impact and leadership
which makes it the top engineering publication in its field.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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110 000 reprints of article* were ordered

POSTAGE
It cott* $96,915 to tend

El'

to it* *ub*criber*.

MILEAGE
The editors travelled

over

36 000 mile* in the fulfillment

of their dutie*.

The adding-up of all these statistics proves une thing.
When you start reading your copy of “EI” you have in
your hands a professional magazine produced for you by
one of America’s most respected publishing corporations,
“The Chilton Company.”
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The applied engineering magazine
for the electronic engineers who make
the design decision on today's—and tomorrow's
electronic components and equipment
. . . the applied engineering informa
tion services provided you by “EI”
cover the design and development of
the electronic industry in these—and
many other—technologies:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microwave
Semiconductors
Standards
System Engineering
Propagation
Ultrasonics
Infra-red
Materials
Solid State
Guidance
Data Processing
Human Factors
Radar Detection
Radiation
Nomographs
Navigation
Missiles
Computers
Controls
Measuring & Test
Interference

Engineers, Scientists and Engineering Management men in original equipment
manufacturing organizations, research facilities and the military commands read
“EI” because they must keep abreast of technical developments in the elec
tronic field. They are kept informed by ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES: with:
TECHNICAL ARTICLES LIKE THESE

Understanding Zener Diodes

TUBES «.

TRANSISTORS

The Technical Information services found in twelve
monthly issues of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES deal
with:
• Progress reports on "state-of-the-art” in all major
fields of related technology
• Design details and trends

Molecular Electronics

• Applied engineering concepts
• Details of new products

• Reviews of product applications
e Technical evaluations

• Discussion of industry problems

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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1960—what will thia year mean to the electronic
world? ELECTRONIC INDUSTRTES editors long
expert at locating and analyzing trends will report—
in depth—the challenges you will meet . . . the path
your industry must take . . . the dynamic happenings
in an industry that change* constantly.

That’s why "Today’s Electronic Engineers” read and
respect the objective, complete facta they get in ELEC
TRONIC INDUSTRIES. One—just ont--proof of
“El’s” alertness to industry trends can be seen in
the predications made in January 1959 when the
editors made their forecast for that year.

January 1959 Predictions

Verification

Completely transistorized (except picture tube) battery
operated portable TV sets will appear on the market.

Jum 1st, Nt w York Times: "Philco develops batterypowe red, transistorized, portable TV set."

More ' plug-in" type auto radios where the set can
double as a portable.

Once the auto industry eliminates the theft problem,
portable auto radios sales will increase.

Increased hi-fi sales due to □ gradual growing interest
in stero. Stero disc sales will climb.

September 6th, New York Times: "Manufacturers of
stero equipment and records anticipate even greater
sales in the fall."

A further increase in foreign imports. Engineering sal
aries in foreign countries and labor costs only about
fifty percent of the U.S. Even with Ufa0/» duty, foreign
products can be placed on the American market at
lower competitive prices.

Business and Defense Services Administration, Dept,
of Commerce reported: "During first 9 months of
1959 imports of electronic products was more than
2>2 times the 1958 volume.

Not much progress in Color TV or Pay TV. Black and
White Sales should rise because of the increasing number
of sets that are four-five years old and need replace
ment. Greatly increased markets for closed TV.

March 24th, FCC announced no takers to date for
test subscription TV.
Department of Commerce (Year-end review) Black &
White TV sets production up 29'', over 1958.
January 12th, New York Times: "Closed Circuit Re
viewed. Uses seen widened. Future Bright."

More money to be spent for military R 4 0. less for
hardware.

August 17th, U. S. News & World Report: "The total
research budget is raised from 3 billions to SA bil
lions. Spending for aircraft and ships will decline.
Only missile money up."

The emergency of some new semi-conductor materials
such as silicon carbide. The use of silicon in semicon
ductor devices may exceed use of germanium by year's
end.

Jan. 1960—U. S. Air Force announced the results of
an 8 month survey proving the feasibility of new con
cepts and capabilities in solid state devices. "Grow
ing" radio receivers, amplifiers, from pools of molten
semiconductor material termed possible.

Greatly increased pressure on engineering recruitment.
Scientific personnel will be harder to get. Companies
more selective but will offer much greater security ad
vantages of selectees.

Electronic Engineering "Help Wanted” advertise
ments in any newspaper provide the verification of
this prediction.

More emphasis on the development of devices that will
convert heat into electricity, solar converters, electro
luminescence, masers and other solid state devices.

Battelle Memorial and franklin Institutes reported
in March 1959 a doubling of firms interested in spon
soring thermoelectricity research.
April 1959, National Bureau of Standards reports its
program of solid state research is now one of the
most active fields in present-day science.

ELECTRONIC
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'Where the engineer comes first'
A

Chilton

Publication — 56th

1

Chestnut

St*..

Philadelphia

39,

Pa — SHerwood

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

■

5 2000
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NOW AVAILABLE!
exclusive

Marketing Map of the United States
showing

• Distribution of electronic plants in the United States on a county basis

• Detailed breakdown of 8 major metropolitan areas

• Distribution of plant locations & electronic engineers in major states

• 4 color codes indicating number of plants by county
• Suitable for framing and wall mount
• 52 x 33 inches in size

• Orders filled and mailed same day

QUANTITY IS LIMITED-ORDER YOURS TODAY
Prices:
Individual copies mailed in tubes...................... $3.50 each
2 to 25 copies............................................................

3.50 each

2b to 100 copies.......................................................

3.00 each

More than 100 copies ............................................ 2.50 each
Please make checks payable to ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES and mail to Market Research Department.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, 56th and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pennsylvania.

major break-lhrou

lectronic ma
POWERFUL NEW TOOLS YOU CAN USE-NOW-TO
Pinpoint your prospects
Plot sales territories
Find new product markets
Perform market research

Define your market
Determine sales potential
Measure sales performance
Develop sources of supply

MARKETING
GUIDE

A new “EI Marketing Guide" book which
supplies a state - by - state, county - by - county,
product - by - product breakdown of electronic
manufacturers product data. (Book in excess of
376 pages.)

Company Name
Type of Plant
Number of Employees

Number of Electronic Engineers
Major Products
Minor Products

State, County. City
Metropolitan Aria and
Space for Your Use

Up • to - the - minute product data from about
4,900 companies in the electronic industries
available in 38,500 IBM punched cards.

These two new market research tools will enable you to spotlight the potential users of your products with a
precision never before possible in the electronic industries and assist you in the marketing of your products.
Electronic products in this “EI Marketing Guide” and in the deck of IBM cards are classified under 101 major
product numbers. They are further subdivided into an average of 31 sub product classifications under each
major classification by the IBM punched cards (approximately 3,100 products).
Electronic manufacturers may acquire the “EI Marketing Guide” through a lease agreement with Electronic
Industries. A “deck” of the 38,500 IBM cards may be purchased for use on your own IBM facilities or on your
local Service Bureau Corp, facilities. (80 Bureaus in U. S.)

For full explanation of the content and uses of the “EI Marketing Guide” book and
punched form, contact any of the Electronic Industries’ Regional Managers.

PLUS ANOTHER

census data in

EXCLUSIVE

Profile of Today's Electronic Engineer—-What is the age of the “average” engineer? What is his income?
How much money would he like to make in the future? What would prompt him to change companies? What is
the worth of his liquid assets? How many children? The answers to these and many other questions about the
personal and career side of the engineer can be gotten from a deck of 2,000 IBM cards.
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General Transistor's
Program of Service
Especially Helpful in Designing
For Military Use

General Transistor offers you a program of assistance
that is truly unique in scope. This service, which we
call hi/scope, reflects the flexibility of our company.
It can be personalized to anyone’s requirements, and
is especially helpful in designing for the military.
Here are some of the ways we are currently helping
GT customers... ways in which we’d like lo help you
100% Lot Preconditioning
Let’s assume you have equipment which must undergo severe
environmental conditions... be subjected to high mechanical
shock and vibration. To be certain that all the transistors you
intend to use will withstand this type of exposure, we will set up
a preconditioning program that will test out every single unit
before we ship to you.

GENERAL TRANSISTOR CORR
91-27 138th Place / Jamaica 35, New York

Special Selection on Standard
Catalog Types

Special Electrical Parameter
Testing

In many instances you may find that a
standard catalog transistor is about 90%
acceptable, but still needs improvement
in a few parameters. In such a case,
please ask us about the possibility of
getting these improvements. We can tell
you what increase in specifications is
feasible, and produce the units to this
spec. Thus, you get the desired parame
ters without having to redesign or wait
for a custom-built semiconductor.

Certain transistor applications are so
unusual that they cannot be com
pletely described by standard param
eters. If you are in such a position, we
will design a test fixture to closely
approximate actual circuit perform
ance. This procedure will provide
assurance that 100% of the transis
tors delivered to you will perform
satisfactorily.

Special Reliability Testing Programs
Must your completed systems meet a high reliability require
ment? If so, you may wish special procedures to be estab
lished with regard to your reliability programs. This is
another GT service. When necessary, we will build such
transistors on a specially designed production line, check
them exhaustively to hold tight parameter tolerances, and
subject large lots to specific and unique life tests In many
cases, we have established a program so that we ship those
units which have high survival probability in your applica
tion. These things we have done, and will do again, at your
request. Sound helpful?

Qualification Approvals
Let’s consider the case where you want to design a certain
transistor into a system for the government, yet a government
specification does not exist for the transistor. You must be
ready to substantiate your use of the non-standard part Here’s
what GT can do to help your case. We will run u qualifioation
approval procedure in the same format we would for a mili
tary type. Then we’ll provide you with this necessary data.
This will greatly accelerate your approval for use of this
transistor type.

Special Coating» or
Encapsulations

High and Low Temperature Testing
Standard transistor parameters are generally controlled at room tem
perature. Yet many systems must function at other ambients. If you
have a problem specifying electrical parameters at room temperature
in a manner that will be valid at high or low temperatures, we are
ready to assist. General Transistor is prepared to run any measure
ments you dictate, at any specified ambient. We can do this on complete
production lots if you feel it essential.

Cost Economies
Through Parameter Modifications

In your manufacturing process, do you
expose transistors to any kinds of solvents
or potting materials? If so. just let us know.
Ry using special highly resistant coatings,
we'll make sure that the transistor case and
markings are not vulnerable to solvent
attacks.

Samples with Parameter Measurements

Yield has a strong influence on transistor cost. To give you the
best economies and at the same time give you the most desir
able quality, we offer this working arrangement. At your
request. General Transistor will suggest slight modifications
of your specifications which will allow us to ship the major
portion of a production run. We will make the necessary
measurements and indicate what the various parameters
should be and what proportions of the run will fall into pre
selected types. If you then design your system to use this pro
duction mix, you will benefit from some genuine economies.

Assume you want to check out the margins in a design.
You require upper and lower limit samples of a certain
transistor type. We’ll be happy to supply you with suf
ficient samples to cover the spread in one or two signifi
cant parameters. Thus, you can experimentally determine
the performance of your circuit.

Circuit Design

Special Production Kuna

If you are starting on a new program, you may
want some information on what performance
you can expect from state-of-the-art circuits. We
will provide you with such typical circuits at your
request, together with data on the performance
of our transistor types within these circuits.

Assume that your transistor application is so unusual that units
are not available from standard production. What can be done?
We will analyze your requirements and decide whether it would
be feasible to make a special production run of transistors to
meet your needs.

These services are typical of GT

hi/scope.

Write or call for specifics

relating to your own projects.

91-27 138th Place / Jamaica 35. New York

ms/w/n

»»tOUENCY METE«

Measure 1Ocps to 11OMc with one compact meter
Frequaney minwing ran«

Comprehensive range for only SI 895. Never before has so
broad a range been offered for so low a price —a combination made
possible by closely integrating a simple heterodyne converter with a
top-notch lOMc counter. Frequencies up to lOMc are measured by
direct counting. To measure frequencies above lOMc, the operator
simply rotates reference frequency selector until panel meter shows
strong deflection, then reads counter indication. Measurements take
less than a minute to make. Accuracy far exceeds FCC requirements
over communications range. Possible error is .00004% or less from
IMc to 1 lOMc.

lOcps to UOMc
Sensitivity

lOOmv rms >nto IM ohms
up to lOMc
lOOmv rms into 100 ohms
up to UOMc
Accuracy

Oscillator accuracy ± leps
Oscillator stability

3 parts in 10' per week
Recording facility
Rear jack carries code signals

to actuate Beckman printer
Dimensions:
8%’’ x 19" panel, 17" deep
Weight
Ready for rack: approx 47 lbs.

In cabinet: approx. 60 lbs
price

Sian

Write for technical bulletin on Model 7175.

Beckman
YEARS .?

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card

Berkeley Division

Richmond, California

Circle 333 on Inquiry Card
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HOW THEY WORK
Each filter consists of o straight,
nickel-aHoy rod, with an oxiollymounted transducer coil ot each
end, encased in a cylindrical
metal housing ond supported by
mechanically staked
node
washers. The application of a
Signal to the input coil causes the
rod to vibrate longitudinally.
then transduced into an electrical
Signal by the output coil ot the
opposite end.

RAYTHEON

MAGNETOSTRICTION
BANDPASS FILTER ARRAYS
In addition to advantages in economy, size and
weight, new Raytheon Magnetostriction Filters have
better selectivity characteristics than equivalent elec
trical filter circuits and. once adjusted, remain per
manently tuned. They are operable over a wide
temperature range and will withstand considerable
shock and vibration.
These features make them ideal for any applications
involving single or multiple narrow-band filter chan
nels. For example, they are used on Shock and Vibra
tion Test Equipment (for frequency analysis or, using
feed back, for smoothing out wave forms); Spectrum
Analyzers; Underwater Sound Analysis Equipment (for
identifying vibration frequencies); Telemetering Equip
ment, Oscillators and Wireless Paging Systems (to
actuate selected receivers).
Sample orders for Raytheon Magnetostriction
Filters are available with no minimum quantity re
strictions. For data sheets write Dept. 2527.

INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS DIVISION
57 Chapel Street

Features of Raytheon
Magnetostriction Bandpass Filter Arrays
Unlimited ccmbinatlont can be arrayed al accurately

»paced frequency intervale — At 50 kc., center fre
quency can be adjusted within 0.3 cps.
More economical for array* in 45 kc to 300 kc range —

Priced from $16 to $39 per filter, depending on quantity
and type.
Array* are »mailer and lighter — A bank of ten filters
can be mounted on ■ 3" x 5’ panel — total assembly
weighs only ten ounces.
Higher Q and higher frequencies than toroidal coil» —

Q from 2000 to 15,000. Resonant frequencies from 45
to 300 kc.
Wide dynamic range — 40 to 55 db.
Stable over wide temperature extreme* — Over range
from — 60°C to +80°C, maximum resonant frequency
variation is only 8 ppm/°C.
Single
filter input impedances from 15 to 90 ohms, output
impedances from 600 to 2000 ohms (depending on
resonant frequency).

FREQUENCY (kc)

RESPONSE CURVE OF TYPICAL FILTER ARRAYS

Newton 58, Massachusetts

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card
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PRINTED
IN YOUR LAB
IN 15 MINUTES
... you simply mask, etch, and

rinse new Corning FOTOCERAM

grid boards for perfect circuits

Lay out the circuit run you want on one
or both sides with tape or chemical resist

New Corning grid boards are already holed and coppered to give you maximum
design flexibility

Immerse in a copper etchant to remove
excess copper

Take a new Corning Fotoceram copper-plated grid board. Ap
ply a tape or chemical resist of your circuit pattern. Etch away
the excess copper Rinse the board, and strip the resist. You’re
ready to add components.
No adhesives are used. The board has 0.052 inch holes spaced
0.1 inch apart on centers. The holes, too. arc already plated.
I he base is Fotoceram, a glass-ceramic, a proved production
material that’s used widely in printed circuits which demand
high strength, temperature resistance to 25O°C„ zero moisture
absorption, nonflammability, and rigid dimensional stability.
Excellent through-hole plating. Hole plating is done with the
same material used for circuit-run conductors. This provides ex
ceptional thermal and electrical conductivity and negates the
need for eyelets.
We have soldered, removed, and resoldercd components to

these boards as many as fifty times without circuit-run failure.

No bending, bowing, delaminating. The Fotoceram base is
a solid piece. There are no laminations which might bend, twist,
or warp under high temperatures.

Three sizes. There arc currently three hoards, all

thick 3”
x 5", 6" x 8", 9" x 12". They can be trimmed to any shape with
a simple glass cutter.

Small production runs. Some of our customers arc using these
boards for small production runs as well as R&D work.

Data sheets. Write to Corning Glass Works, 546 High Street,
Bradford, Pa., for data sheets on the grid boards and Fotoceram
printed circuit boards. For orders of 1000 or less, contact your
distributor serviced by Erie Distributor Division
•Trademark
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Rinse. That's all there is to making a
board ready for use

It could

EHTlenco
MFD

*Life tests have proved that El-Menco
Mylar-Paper Dipped Capacitors — tested
at 100 C with rated voltage applied —
have yielded a failure rote of only 1 per
716,800 unit-hours for 1 MFD. Since
the number of unit-houis of these capaciinversely proportional to Ihe
tors
capacitance, 0.1 MFD El-Menco Mylar
Paper Dipped Capacitors will yield ONLY
1 FAILURE IN 7,168,000 UNIT-HOURS.
SUPERIOR FEATURES!
• Five case sixes in working voltagoi and rango»

200 WVDC

• TOLERANCES: ±10% and ±20%. Closer loterances available on request.

INSULATION:

Durez phenolic retin impregnated.

• LEADS No. 20 B & 5 (.032") annealed copper
weld crimped leads for printed circuit application,
• DIELECTRIC STRENGTH: 2 or 2% times rated
voltage, depending upon working voltage.
• INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 25 C:

For .05MFD or lest, 100,000 megohm» minimum
Greater than 05 MFD, 5000 megohm microfarads.
• INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 100°C:

For .05MFD or less, 1400 megohm» minimum.
Greater than 05MFD. 70 megohm-microfarads.
• POWE» FACTOR AT 25 C:

10% maximum at 1 KC.
.001 I« .05 MFD

Write for Technical Brochure Giving Ccmplofo Information on tha
fl Menco Tubular Dur-Papor Lino.
THESE CAPACITORS WILL EXCEED ALL THE ELEC
TRICAL REQUIREMENTS OF E.l A
SPECIFICATION
RS-164 AND MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS ¿MIL-C-91A
AND MIL-C-2SA.

TOP FAILURE-PROOF PERFORMANCE
COUNT ON
EL-MENCO MYLAR-PAPER DIPPEL CAPACITORS . .
FROM MISSILE GUIDANCE SYSTEMS TO DATA PROC
ESSING EQUIPMENTI
•Re<i»*i red Trade Mark ot DuPont Co.

ElUlencD

THE ELECTRO
MOTIVECONNECTICUT
MFG. CO., INC
WILLIMANTIC
Manufaclurett al El-Menco Capacitors

molded mica* dipped mica • mica trimmer i dipped papei
ceramic disc*
tubular paper
Arco Electronics. Inc.. 64 White St, New York 13, N Y.
Exclusive Supplier To Jobbers nnd Distributors in Ihe U.S. and Canada
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New

THUMBWHEEL SWITCH

Modular 10-position binary thumb
wheel switch requires % in. panel
space and has large, clear numbers.
One number at a time is exposed thru
the bezel window. Series TSB has

VK 20

432,000 parts
per cu. ft.
Dimensions
2" x .2" x 1

192,000 parts
per cu. ft.
Dimensions:
.3" « 3” x .1'

IN QUANTITIES UP TO
500 Per Item

CONTACT THESE AUTHORIZED
ELMENCO INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS
The authorized distributors listed below carry a
full stock of all Elmenco Capacitors and can give
you Immediate delivery from stock

ARIZONA Radio Specialties A Appl. Corp., 917
N. 7th St.. Phoenix; Standard Radio Parts Inc.,
218 N First Ave Tucson

CALIFORNIA: Brill Elrct, 610 E 10th St . Oakland
Elect. Supply Corp., 2085 E Foothill Blvd Pasa
dena; Federated Purchaser Inc., 11275 W Olympic
Blvd., L. A 64. Hollywood Radio Supply Inc., 5606
Hollywood Blvd Hollywood 28 Pacific Wholesale
Co., 1850 Mission St., San Francisco 3; Peninsula
Elect 656 5 1st St San Jose; Shanks 1 Wright
Inc , 2045 Kettner Blvd . San Diego Shelley Radio
Co. Inc., 2008 Westwood Blvd . L A 25 R V
Weatherford Co., 6921 San Fernando Rd . Glendale
1; Zack Electronics. 654 Hig^ St Palo Alto

COLORADO Denver Electronics Supply Co

wafers replaceable in 10
or fixed
wafers if removable feature is not
needed. Contacts ure precious metal
alloy. Switch is manually operated by
% in. thumbwheel in black or colors.
Chicago Dynamic Industries, Inc.,
Precision Products Div., 1725 Diver
sey Blvd., Chicago 14, Ill.
Circle 206 on Inquiry Card

1254

Arapahoe St., Cenver 4.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Capitol Radio Whole
salert Inc, 2120 ¡4 St , N W., Wash., D C

FLORIDA Peet Supply, ■ - Morningside Dr . Mel
bourne Elect Supply, 61 N E 9th St , Miami
ILLINOIS:

Newark

Electronic* Corp. 223

W

Madison St., Chicago 6.

MARYLANC Kann-Eilert Electronic* Inc., Howard
& Redwood Sts., Balt. 1 Wholesale Radio Parts
Co Inc., 308 W. Redwood St, Baltimore 1.

MASSACHUSETTS

Cramei Electronic* Inc., 81

Boylston St., Boston 16; Radio Shack Corp
730 Commonwealth Avc Boston 17.

NEW IERSEY

federated Purchaser ....... 1021
Mountainside; Radio Elec Se’
513

Cooper

St.,

Camden

CABLE FAULT FINDER

Model 722, cable fault finder, mea
sures elapsed time between a trans
mitted pulse and resulting reflections
to locate shorts, opens, mismatches,
or intermittents in coaxial or multi
ple-conductor cables from 10 to 200
ft long. Faults appear as deflections
along the horizontal trace on the face
of u CR tube. An accuracy of 3% in
ranging to a fault can be expected.

Decimal dimensioned case
Max. volumetric efficiency
Contiguous flush-mount
47-10,000 mmf
200 vdc without derating
—55°C to 15G C operation
“VK” capacitors are designed with square
precision molded cases in only two sizes
and a single standard 0.2" lead spacing
for all values. Continuous life and envi
ronmental testing, plus 100% tests for
Dissipation Factor. Insulation Resistance,
and Capacitance guarantee that each
“VK” capacitor in your circuit will per
form as predicted.

2

NEW MEXICO: Midland Specialty Co., 1712 to
mas Bl
Albuquerque; Radio Specialties
209 Penn Ave

Alamagordo.

NEW YORK Arrow Elect. Inc., 525 Jericho Turn
pike Mineola. I I . Elect. Center Inc .211 W. 19th

ALSO UNCASED

103 A 43rd
St N Y 36. Lafayette Radio. 100 Sixth Ave N Y
13; Terminal Elect. Inc , 236 W 17 St N Y. 17.

FOR COMPLETE

PENNSYLVANIA: Almo Radio Co., 412 N 6th St .
Phila 23 George D. Barbey Ce Inc., 622 Colum
bia Ave , Lancaster: George D. Barbey Co. Inc.,
2nd & Penn Sts , Reading 0 t H. Distributing

ASSEMBLY

Co., Inc , 2535 N 7th St
Harrisburg; Phila.
Elect Inc. 1225 Vine St. Phila 7; Radio Elei
Service Co., Inc., 701 Arch St.. Phila 6. A Stein
berg I Co., 2520 N. Broad 51 ‘’hila Wholesale
Radio Parts Co.
1650 Whiteford Rd., York

ENCAPSULATION
Same electrical characteristics as stand
ard "VK" series. Each unit coated with
a resilient protective compound dimen
sions: 47-100 mmf, .100" square; 120
270 mmf, .130" square; 330-1000 mmf,
.150" square; 1200-3300 mmf, .250"
square; 3900 10,000 mmf, .265" square

TEXAS All-State Dist Co., 2411 Ross Ave . i alias
1 Busacker Elect. Equip. Co. Inc 1216 W. Clay.
Houston 19; Engineering Supply Co., 6000 Denton
Dr., Oalias 35: Midland Specialty Co., 500 W
Paisano Dr , El Paso: The Perry Shankle Co 1801
S Flores St . San Antonio

WASHINGTON LAG Radio Supply Co . 2221
Third Ave Seattle.

CANADA

Electro Sonic Supply Co

M3

Yonge Street, Toronto 5, Ont.

DALLAS

LOS ANGELES

Exclusive Supplier jf ELMENCO Capacitors to
Disiributors and Jobbers in USA and Canada
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Better accuracy is obtained through
experience. Models arc available with
ranges to 100 miles. Smith-Florence,
Inc., 4228-23rd Ave. West, Seattle 99,
Wash.
Circle 207 on Inquiry Card

Inuroonted

BOX 544

BRIDGEPORT 1. CONN
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NEW DELCO

50 AM P.
TRANSISTORS
HIGHER CURRENT THAN

EVER BEFORE FOR MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL USE

2N1518

2N1519

2N152O

2N1521

2N1522

2N1523

Maximum Collector Current (Amps)

25

25

35

35

50

50

Maximum Collector to Base Volts,
Emitter Open, Max Ico 4ma

50

80

50

80

50

80

Minimum Open Base Volts
(1 Amp Sweep Method)

40

60

40

60

40

60

Maximum Saturation Volts at
Maximum Collector Current

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

Gain at lc at 15 Amps

15 40

15 40

17 35

17 35

22 45

22-45

Minimum Gam at Maximum
Collector Current

12

12

12

12

12

12

Thermal Resistance Junction
to Mounting Ba$e( C/Watt)

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Characteristics at 25°C

Newark, New Jersey
1180 Raymond Boulevard
Tel: Mitchell 2-6165

150

A new family of high current transis
tors featuring the 50-arnpere 2N1522
and 2N1523. Two 25- and two 35ampere types round out the line. All
thoroughly tested and completely re
liable. Available in production quanti
ties. Call or write your nearest Delco
Radio sales office for full product in
formation and applications assistance.

DELCO
RADIO
1‘ivision ot General Motors
Kokomo. Indiana

Maximum Junction Temperature 95°C

Chicago, Illinois
5750 West 51st Street
Tel: Portsmouth 7-3500

Circle 70 « n Inquiry Card

Santa Monica, California
726 Santa Monica Boulevard
Tel: Exbrook 3-1465

Detroit, Michigan
57 Harper Avenue
Tel: TRinity 3-6560
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TYPE RSE RESISTORS

INHERENT STABILITY
Assured in a DALOHM RSE Resistor
Even a powerhouse swing can’t shock this RSE
resistor out of the inherent stability that is
standard in Dalohm resistors.
Stored on the shelf for months... or placed
under continuous load ... operating in severe
environmental, shock, vibration and humidity

conditions ... Dalohm precision resistors retain
their stability because it has been “firmly in
fixed” by Dalohm design and methods of
manufacture.
For all applications demanding resistors that
meet or surpass MIL specifications, you can
depend on Dalohm.
SPECIAL PROBLEMS?

WIRE WOUND • PRECISION • HOUSED
UA10HM TYPE RSE RESISTORS
A completely insulated resistor for toughest
environmental conditions. Precision element is
suspended in special shock absorbing material
and inserted in metal tube.

Configurations: Type USE for clip mounting:
and in most ratings and resistances shown; Type
RLS with radial leads; and Type RS with
axial leads.

TYPICAL DERATING CURVE

Remittance range from
oh mi

5 ohm te 175K

Temperatur«. coefficient within 0 00002/
degree C.

Operating temperature range from
— 55" C. »a 275° C.
Smollett in lite, ranging from 15/16
.220" to 1-61/64" x .385"
• Completely protected from moi.lure und
colt ipray
• Complete welded construction from lerminal to terminal

You enn depend .in DAIXIHM. too, for
help m solving nny -pecial problem in the
realm of development, enginwring design
mid production Chance*, err you can
find the mswer in our standard line of
precision resistors (win* wound, metal
him and deposited carbon); trimmer
potentiometers n*sistor networks: collet
fitting knobs und hysteresis motors II
nut. just outline vour specific situation.

from DALOHM
Better things in
smaller packages

DALE PRODUCTS. INC.
1304 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr.

Write for Bulletins R-23. R-25 and R-30,

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

with handy cross reference file cards.
Circle 71 an Inquiry Card

Here are the plain facts!
.. . why it pays to specify and use dependable

BUSS FUSES
IT’S A FACT! By specifying BUSS fuses, you
obtain the finest electrical protection possible — and
you help safeguard the reputation of your product for
quality and reliability.
IT’S A FACT! BUSS fuses have provided
dependable electrical protection under all service
conditions for over 45 years—in the home, in industry
and on the farm.
IT’S A FACT! To make sure BUSS fuses will
give your equipment maximum protection, every one
made is tested in a sensitive electronic device. Any fuse
not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right
in all physical dimensions is automatically rejected.
BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION,

McGraw-Editon

IT’S A FACT! Whatever your fuse require
ments, there’s a dependable BUSS or FUSETRON
fuse to satisfy them. Sizes from 1, 500 ampere up and
there’s a companion line of fuse clips, blocks and fuse
holders.
IT’S A FACT! The BUSS fuse engineering staff
will work with you to help you find or develop the bestsuited to your needs. This places the world’s largest
fuse research laboratory and its personnel at your
command to save you engineering time.
For more information on BUSS and FUSETRON
Small Dimension fuses and fuséholders, Write today for
Bulletin SFB.
Co

University at Jefferson, St. Louis

7, Mo.

BUSS fuses are mode to protect - not to blow, needlessly.
HUSS

152

a complete line of fuses for home, form, commercial,
electronic, electrical, aulomolrve and industrial use

wiIm
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FROM

Transitron...INDUSTRY'S

BROADEST LINE OF

MICRO-DIODES
MICRO MINIATURIZATION POSSIBLE NOW!

They
combine advanced diffusion techniques with ex
tremely small size, to provide milli-micro-eecond
switching speeds, excellent static, forward and
inverse characteristics.

YES - FASTEST DIFFUSED SILICON MICRO-DIODES AVALABLE.

YES - ONLY SERIES OF HIGH QUALITY MICRO-REGULATORS.

Series

of 8 diffused-silicon micro-regulators provides stable
voltage regulation and reference sources previously
found only in considerably larger devices. Excellent
dynamic resistance characteristics.
YES - BASIC FAMILY OF MULTI-PURPOSE MICRO-DIODES

Series of

3 high quality diffused-silicon micro-diodes provides
voltage ratings up to 200 volte, current rating up to
50 milliamperes. May be considered for switching
applications. Exceptional static, forward and inverse
characteristics.

VI RV FAST SWITCHING MICRODIODE

TYPE
TMD-50

PIV

Ere

50V

RECOVERY
TIME

IMA

4 m»soe

0.75V

EAST SWITCHING MICRO DIODE
TYPE

PIV

TMD24
TMD-25
TMD-27

5OV
1OOV
2OOV

Er • a

RECOVERY
TIME

ma

0.85V
0.85V
0.85V

0.3 y«ec
0.3 »tec
0.3 n»»c

SILICON MICRO REGULATOR
VOLTAGE

POWER RATING

5.1V
6.2V
9.1V

<■- MW
100 MW
100 MW

ewc

TYPE

TMD01
TMD-03
TM0-07

HIGH CONDUCTANCE MICRO-DIODE
TYPE

TMO-41
T MD-4 2
T MD-45

PIV

Er«

100 MA

ËÔV

50V
1OOV
2OOV

:

on

i.ov

POWER RATING

• 2S*C
~libMA
100 MW
100 MW

SILICON MICRO STABISTOR

YES - EVEN A MICRO-STABISTOR

This diffused-silicon stabistor is the micro-counter
part of Transitron’s universally-known SG-22.

All of these new micro-diodes are COMPLETELY
COMPATIBLE with present circuitry ... provide
the same excellent performance ils larger Transitron
diodes in l/10th the space! Here is your chance to
micro-miniaturize circuits TODAY!

rm

Ere IMA

DYNAMIC
RESISTANCE

T MD-40

0.55V

60 OHMS

For fwthtr informoiwn,
icriia for Bulletin»;
PB-71A (High Conductance),

PB-71B (Fast Switching),

PB-71C (Very Fast Switching),

PB-71D (Stabistor),

PB-71E (Regulators). AN 1358A Application Notes.

Circla 73 an l«qu>'V Qrd

electronic corporation • wakefield. massachusetts

"Leadership in Semiconductors’

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUIHORIZED TRANSITRON DISTRIBUTOR FOR QUANTITIES FROM 1 999.

VOLTMETERS, AMMETERS
Many are

403A Transistor ac Voltmeter—1 cps to 1 MC
Battery-operated, weighing less than 5 pounds and small enough to hold
in your hand — this new transistor ac voltmeter measures 100 ^v to 300 v
(max full scale sensitivity 1 mv) over frequencies 1 cps to 1 MC! Twelve
voltage ranges; also reads direct in db from —72 to +52 db. 400 hour bat
tery life equals 6 months >f average use; battery voltage may be checked
by front panel switch. Noise less than 30 nv on all but lowest range. Com
pletely isolated from power line cr ground interference. Average reading
meter minimizes turnover and waveform errors. Accuracy ±3% to 500 KC,
±5% to 1 MC. Input impedance 2 megohms; generous tOJ v overload
capacity on higher ranges, 25 v maximum on lower ranges. $250.00.

All of these widely useful -hp- instru ments are available in rack-mounted

hp- voltmeter accessories—voltage dividers, coaxial connectors, voltage

405AR Digital Voltmeter
Automatic range, polarity
Here’s true "touch-and-read" measuring simplic
ity. Automatic range, polarity selection; covers
0.001 v to 1,000 v. (Accuracy ± 0.2% of reading ±
1 count). New, unique circuitry provides a stabil
ity of readings virtually eliminating fatiguing
jitter in the last digit. Floating input, multi
electronic code output for use with digital re
corders Uses electronic computing circuits to
insure low maintenance, trouble-free operation
Just 7” high! $825.00.

Complete array of ac and de measuring equipment
154
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OHMMETERS you need
400D
10 cps to 4 MC

® 400L
Log VTVM-10 cps to 4 MC

Regarded by many aa finest ac VTVM
ever built. Covers all frequencies 10
epa to 4 MC, extremely sensitive, wide
range, accurate within 2% to 1 MC.
Measures 0.1 mv to 300 v (max. full
scale sensitivity 1 mv), 12 ranges.
Direct reading in v, db. 10 megohm
input impedance with 15 ppf shunt
insures negligible loading to circuits
under test. $225.00.

Covering 10 cps to 4 MC, this new hp VTVM
features a true logarithmic scale 5" long plus
12 db linear scale. The log voltage scale
plus long scale length provides a voltmeter
of maximum readability, with accuracy a
constant percentage of the reading. Accu
racy is ±2% of reading or ±1% of full scale,
whichever is more accurate, to 500 KC, ±5%
full range. Range 0 3 mv to 300 v, 12 steps,
(max. full scale sensitivity 1 mv). $325.00.
a

®400H
1% accuracy VTVM

® 410B
ac to 700 MC, also de

Here’s extreme accuracy of 1% In a
precision VTVM covering 10 cps to 4
MC. Big 5" meter has exact-reading
mirror-scale, measures voltages 0.1
mv to 300 v (max. full scale sensitivity
1 mv). 10 megohm resistance with 15
ppf shunt minimizes circuit loading.
Amplifier with 56 db feedback insures
lasting stability. $325.00.

Time-tested standard all-purpose volt
meter. Covers 20 cps to 700 MC, full
scale readings 1 to 300 v Input ca
pacity 1.5 ppf, input resistance 10
megohm*. Also serves as de VTVM
with 122 megohms input impedance,
or ohmmeter for measurements 04
ohms to 500 megohms. $245.00.

models! Also, inquire about

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

multipliers and shunt resistors.

10MB Page Mill Road « Palo Alto, California. U S.A
Cable "HEWPACK” • DAvenport S-4451
Field representatives in all principal areas

412A Precision
Volt-Ohm-Ammeter
At last a true, precision multi-purpose in
strument. Measures de voltage 100 pv to
1,000 v (max. full scale sensitivity 1 mv),
1% accuracy full scale. Measure currents 1
pa to 1 amp with ±2% accuracy full scale
13 ranges. As ohmmeter measures r.O2
ohms to 5,000 megohms. Extremely low
noise, drift. Recorder output provides 1 v
full scale. $350.00

?» 425A Microvolt*
licromicroammeter
New, high sensitivity, high stability in
strument reading end scale voltages ot
10 ,rv to 1 v in 11 ranges, or currents of
10 aria to 3 ma in 18 step, 1-3-ir se
quence. Accuracy ±3% cm all ranges.
Drift less than 4 nv per day. Input im
pedance 1 megohm ±3% on all ranges.
Also usable as 100 db amplifier with up
to 1 v output from signals as small as
10 nv. $500.00.

428A
Clip-On Milliammeter
Employs radical new approach ta cur
rent measurement which eliminates
breaking leads, soldering connections or
loading of circuit under test. Revolution
ary "current sensing" probe clips around
wire under test, measures the magnetic
field around the lead. Easily measures
de current in presence of strong ac. Cov
ers 0.3 ma to 1 amp in 6 steps; full scale
sensitivity 3 ma Accuracy ±3%, probe
inductance less than 0.5 ph. $475.00.

unique value, traditional -hp- dependability
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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NOW!

25-AMP
POWER TRANSISTOR
SERIES

Now in production by Bendix* are
eight 25-ampcre peak current power
transistors capable of switching up to
1000 watts—and you can get imme
diate delivery on all eight types.
Newly improved in design, the
transistors have a higher gain and
flatter lieta curve. The series is cate
gorized in gain and voltage breakdown
to provide optimum matching and to
eliminate burn-out.

1

Current Gain

Maximum Voltage Rating
50 Vcb

60 Vcb

90 Vcb

30 Vee

40 Vee

70 Vee

80 Vee

20-80

2N1031

2N1031A

2N1031B

2N1031C

50-100

2N1032

2N1032A

2N10321

2N1032C

hFE at Ic = 10 Ade

100 Vcb

Ask for complete details on this
newly improved Bendix transistor
and on the entire Bendix
series
line of power transistors and power
rectifiers. \X rite semiconductor prodICTS, BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION.

LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY, Or the
nearest sales office.
»tmoim»»»
West Coast Sales Office?
117 E Providancia Avenue, Burbank, California
Midwest Sales Office?
2N565 York Road, Elmhurst, Illinois
New England Sales Office?
4 Lloyd Road, Tewksbury, Massachusetts
Export Sales Office? Bendix International Division,
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
Canadian Affiliate? Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.,
P. O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada

SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

IONG BRANCH. N J.
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AVIATION CORPORATION
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Immediate Delivery!

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES'
Exclusive

I960 ELECTRONIC
SPECTRUM CHART
ORDER YOURS TODAY
All latest revisions and up-dated specs

• 30 x 22 inches in she
• Printed to show service and frequency area
in six colors with—

• Expensive lacquer proof ink that will not
run. Allows you to varnish or shellac
chart to prolong its life.

• Orders filled and mailed same day.
• Suitable for framing and wall mount or,
• Under glass desk-top reference.

Quantity is limited.
Over 2,000 copies already purchased!
Prices:
Individual copies mailed in tubes
I

to 25

26 to

1.00 per copy

0.75 per copy

100 copies

More than

Please

$1.00 each

copies

make

100 copies

remittances

0.50 per copy

payable

to

Electronic

Industries

and

moil to Reader Service Department, Electronic Industries, Chestnut

A

56th

Streets,

Philadelphia

Sample of 1957

39,

Pennsylvania.

Edition
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the right

Tools

LAMINATED TRANSFORMERS
TO MEET CIRCUITRY REQUIREMENTS
POWER
FILAMENT
FILTER CHOKE

AUDIO
TRANSISTOR
SATURABLE REACTOR

C-A-C iron: former* include tpecial types meeting customer
specification« a* «rail at a group of standard types for 400 cycle
power supplies. Alt are designed to meet the full requirements of
MIL-T-27A specifications and are hermetically sealed in standard
MIL-T-27A cose sires. C-A-C can supply Grode I through 6 with
temperature characteristic« of Class R, S, T or U Encapsulated
units using Epoxy Resins can be supplied for Grades 2 and 5.
>Uod molded in «pecio)

high temperatura
Write for additional technical information
specification» or application data.

Always Specify C-A-C Transformers

COMMUNICATION

CCESSORIES
,
pwaaawj«
LEE S SUMMIT.
¿sUMI'Alt ■

POTENTIOMETER
Precision SuperCon Linear Motion
Potentiometer, Model 112. Parameters
include: Linearity, 0.2%, length of
stroke; resistance range, 250 ohms to
125 k ohms per in. of stroke; virtual

resolution, 1/35,000 per in. of stroke;
wattage, one w per in. of stroke;
temp, range, — 55°C to + 150°C. The
life rating is up to 30,000,000 strokes
depending on circuitry. Lengths of
than stroke desired
Computer Instruments Corp., 92 Mad
ison Ave., Hempstead, L. I., N. Y.
Circle 208 cn Inquiry Card

FREQUENCY CHECKER
PPM Package System is for mea
suring the frequencies of mobile-radio
Lampkin
transmitters.
Micrometer Frequency Meter and a
modified Measurements Corp. Model
111 Crystal Calibrator. When used
with a WWV receiver, transmitter
frequency checks can be made to an
accuracy of better than one part per
million. The crystal calibrator is inod-

MISSOURI

Circle 76 on Inquiry Card

SPECIAL "HOT MELT'1 COMPOSITIONS for
electronic component dipping,
potting.
•

Controlled
•

in*ulation

reti*tance.

Softening point range from

•

impregnating and

I55*F to 290*F.

Stability at —70*C.
•

Fungu* retitfant grade* available.
•

Technical consultation available.

Send tor GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS CHART

Stock available ter immediate delivery
3440 HOWARD STREET • SKOKIE, ILLINOIS
Telephone*. ORchard 3-1050 • AMbauador 2-3339

BlWKL

BIWAX CORPORATION

ified to include a 3%

dia. dial,

which tunes the crystal and is cali
brated in ppm with u range from
+ 25 to —25 ppm. Lampkin Labora
tories, Inc., Bradenton, Florida.
Circle 209 on Inquiry Card
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TIME DELAY RELAY

STR Series relay provides: Instan
taneous resetting, isolated load con
tacts, preset T/D 20-180 sec., voltage
compensation, ambient temp compen
sation, meets severe shock and vibra-

crystal , can size
by

ADVANCE

Curtiss

these construction
features assure
exceptional reliability.
Positive sealing. Advances use of induction
heating cuts rejects from faulty soldering to a
negligible figure. Soldering is accomplished at
high speed, hence damage to the relay due to
heat transfer is eliminated.

tion environments, and SPDT con
tacts. Voltage compensation is pro
vided for operation on 22 to 32 vdc.
Temp, compensation is over —65°C
to -f-125°C. Power drain less than 3
w after timing period: 10 w during
timing. Contact rating 2 a at 28 vdc
resistive load. Approx, dim.
1 3/16 X 1% in Curtiss-Wright Corp.,
Electronics Div., Components Dept.
620 Passaic Ave., West Caldwell. N. J

RADIFLO testing for leakage is used lo detect
leaks as small as 10” cc /sec All relays that pass
this test will function after long shelf life.

RIQAP program approval. Under RIQAP, the
Signal Corps constantly checks Advance’s qual
ity control and inspection, to insure military
standards of reliability for all Advance iw‘
ers, both military and
'

Circle 210 an Inquiry Card

! MORE !
The New Products mentioned
here have been selected for
contribution to or advancement

of

the

electronic

industries.

Available in 7 values, from 30
tu 10,000 ohms.
50 G's for 11 milliseconds.
Shock:
10 to 34 cycles per second at
Vibration
maximum excursions of 4"
34 to 2000 cps 20 G’s acceler
ation.
Operating power; Pull in power 250 milliwatts
ICT
2 amps resistive at 32 VDC or
Contact rating:
115 VAC.
100,000 operations minimum
Life:
at rated current
0.45 ounce.
Weight
Size:
high x si/m” wide * ’Yh"
deep.

Coil resistance

These items are combed from

several hundred new product
releases received

during

the

past month by ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.
To keep in
terested readers informed of
all new developments, a sum

mary record is kept of ALL new
products received. For a copy

of this month's list, please send

your request on company let
terhead to Readers' Service

Dept.,

Electronic

Industries,

56th & Chestnut Sts., Phila.,
Penna, or Circle No. 161 on

ELGIN-ADVANCE RELAYS
A

Inquiry Card.

PRODUCT OF ELECTRONICS

2435 NO

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

DIVISION

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY

>

April 1960

NAOMI ST..

BURBANK

Circle 7B on Inquiry Card

CALIF

New

Products
FLUX-FILLED WASHERS

Rosin flux-filled, solder washer elim
inates need for separate fluxing. In
contrast with the “point" contact
achieved with solder rings, they pro
vide intimate surface-to-surface con

This is the new knight-kit ac vtvm. It
marks a major achievement in instru
mentation ... and a break-through in
the professional instrument price
barrier. Here is the only vtvm with
automatic range selection ... featur
ing a self-seeking mechanism which
automatically selects the proper range
when probes are touched to the cir
cuit under examination. Simultane
ously, a front panel light indicates the
range in use. There are 11 ranges from
3 millivolts to 300 volts full scale ; fre
quency response to 2.5 mc. Reads as
low as 100 pv. This precision instru
ment is an exclusive knight-kit devel
opment, designed for easy assembly.
There is nothing like it on the market,
in any form or at any price. Available
only from Allied Radio....... $99.50

ALLIED'S 1960
ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

ELECTRONICS

1960

See the complete Knight-Kit line for
professional and home use Includes
scores of instrument, hi-fi. Amateur and
hobbyist kits—best by design—the most for
your money. For everything in Kits, for
everything in Electronics, get the Allied
1960 Catalog. Send for FREE copy today.

Immediate
Delivery
Of

MOTOROLA
TRANSISTORS
tact with the area being soldered. This
insures uniform wetting and a more
complete bond. Because of their
solder-flux solder construction, these
preforms provide instantaneous flux
ing around the entire periphery of the
washer. This overcomes the problem
of localized flux action encountered
when rings are used. Washers are al
loyed in all standard combinations of
tin, lead, cadmium, antimony, and
silver. Alpha Metals, Inc., 56 Water
St., Jersey City 4, N. J.

Contact
These

DISTRIBUTORS
ladro Specieltiei.
209 Penn Ave
HEmloch 70370

RSNSTM
lenertCo.,
1420 Hutchmi
CApttot 4 2463

Ack ReAn Inert? Co.
3101 Fourth Ave., Sc.
FAutei 24588

IAMAIEA, N. ».
Lefeyette Rodio,
16548 liberty Ave
AKtel 1-7000

Circle 211 on Inquiry Card

only »5.00 down
Ask for detailed specification
sheet covering the new
Anlghf-hH AC VTVM

actual am

FILTER

8MUN

Linear phase shift (constant time
delay), 36 DB per octave terminal
slope, and cut-off frequency selectable
in tenth-decade steps from 10 cps to
80,000 cps are features of Filter
Model 1660. The instrument has 100K
input impedance, 1 ohm output imped
ance, and the filter characteristics do
not change with loading (in either
high-pass or low-pass operation).
fe

Cremer Electronic«. Inc
Sil Boynton St.
COpley 74700
Loroyette Radi*
HO Federai St
HUbbord 2 7850

cuma

Cenerei Rodio leawy Ca..

WOndloom 44383

MTMIt
ledm Speciettie« Co,
4M Cherlotte Aye
TEmple 39800

Zone____ Slew

Circle 79 on Inquiry Cord
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Each filter has an individual fullyisolated power supply, voltage steps
from 0.1 to 1.0, and 0.1%. Dynamics
Instrumentation Co., 1118 S. Mission
St., So. Pasadena, Calif.

KW TOM
Lafayette Radie,
100 6th Ave
WOrth 8-5300

Uil<rey Electronica,
136 liberty St.
Kctor .’*«£»

CNICA88
MILANE
Allied Rodio Corp.,
Elmar Electronica,
100 N. »«lei. Ave.
140 11» St.
HAyacarket 1-6800
TEmplebar 4-3311
Newark Elect« Co.,
223 W. Moditon St.
MUNil
STote 2-2944
Redio Speculile«,
Semiconductor Speculi rtc, Inc. 917 N. 7th St
5706 Wert North Ave.
Alpine 84121
Mtiouoi 2-8860
Mem line Cleeelend, Inc .
1260 E 38th St
EXpren 1-1800

ALLIED RADIO. Dept. M-D
100 N »•.Hm A«».. Cbieam SO. III.

MEIBBMNE. HA
Electronic Supply.
909 Momintside Dr.
PArkwey 3-1441

Deeco Inc ,
«18 First St . NW
EMpi'e 4-2493

cunuuta

□ Send details on Knight-Kit AC VTVM
□ Send Free 1960 Allied Cetalog No. 190A

IM AKIUS
• »••if Electronic
120 Wert Olympic Bouioverd
Richmond 8 2444

UN BUSO
San Delco,
3121 Perk Sled
CYpreu 84181
WASHIKTM, 1 C
Electronic Industriel Sale«,
2345 Sherman Aue NW.
HUdton 3 5200

MOTOROLA
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FROM
MOTOROLA

5 AMP
POWER
TRANSISTORS

»he
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s
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toft »’S»
SAVI >700

transisto

»15»
$7.50

$8.50

s»00
»IW
S3 65

W»
$3.55

»iso
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$3.95

»is«

^0

$2.65

»15»
$2 «5

»IS»
$1 70

ansa
$1.75

»im
$1.80

»im
$165

»15M
$1.70

»im »v* 30
$1.75 I Sl »

$2 90

S3.00

$2 1

current gain (BETA)

100 quante»
WtoKiVs new 5 »
the cerreti $»*/*»

BiMMtHM* t« IW M»’*

‘*0.

8

... offer Wider Selection of
Gain /Voltage Combinations

*

This new Motorola 5 amp power transistor series offers
significant advantages to designers of high-quality in
dustrial and military equipment. Outstanding features
include:

• All voltages are specified including BVcao, BVm,
BVcc* and BVcco*
• Twenty gain/voltage combinations.
• Guaranteed maximum thermal resistance ot
.8’C/W.
• Less driving power required because of higher gain.
• Maximum 2 to 1 beta range specified.
• 90 watts dissipation.
• 100*C maximum junction temperature.
• Hermetically sealed TO-3 package.

Units are designed for switching and amplifier applica
tions from DC through the audio frequency range. High
voltage and current ratings permit switching operation
at power levels of up to 500 watts. High transconduct
ance and low saturation make high beta units ideal for
converter applications.

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE from your Motorola Semicon
ductor Distributor. For complete technical information,
contact your Motorola Semiconductor district office:
■08TOW 385 Concord Ave.. Belmont 78
CHICAGO St. 5234 West Diversey Avenue
BfTROIT 27, 13131 Lyndon Avenue
IOS ANGELES 1741 Iver Avenue, Hollywood 78
MINNEAPOLIS 27. 7731 Sth Avenue North
NCW T8IB 1051 Bloomfield Ave . Clifton, N.J.
from New York
»4M FRANCISCO 1299 Beyshore Highway. Burlingame

IVanhoe
AVenu*
BRoadwsy
MOUywood
liberty
Gregory

4 5070
2-4300
3-7171
2-0821
5-2198
2-5300

MOTOROLA
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Model 1807-0300 transistorized volt
age regulator is suited as a surge
limiter to protect transistor ampli
fiers against the 80 v. transient peaks
encountered in the 28 vdc aircraft

250
amps

Tarzian high-current line combines
thermal efficiency with mounting
versatility and optional base polarity
The low junction current density of Sarkes Tarzian’s high
current silicon power rectifiers results in longer, more reliable
operating life. Compare these key Tarzian values with those of
other comparably rated units, and you’ll see why Tarzian
rectifiers have won such wide acceptance among designers:
OC CURRENT

35 imp«
1OO ampa
150 amps
200 amp«
*250 amps

JUNCTION
SIZE

.375 Inch
.75 Inch
875 inch
1.0
Inch
1.125 inch

THERMAL GRADIENT
(Junction to baso)

JUNCTION
TEMR. RISE

9' Centigrade
5 Centigrade
7 ' Centigrade
9 Centigrade
11 " Centigrade

60 C Maximum
60 C Maximum
6O'C Maximum
60 C Maximum
6OrC Maximum

per MIL-E-7894.
power supply
Electrical specs: load current, 500 ma
de max. with 80 v. transient input;
operating range, 24 vdc to 31 vdc plus
an 80v. exponential transient of 0.14
sec. time constant per MIL-E-7894;
voltage drop, 1.6 vdc at 350ma.; max.
output, 30 v. M. Ten Bosch, Inc.,
Application & Sales Dept., Pleasant*
ville, N. Y.
Circle 213 on Inquiry Card

PARTS CLEANER

Parts Cleaner (Model KT-S-8-6)
cleans sensitive switches, relays,
choppers, semiconductors and other
precision components and assemblies
at the rate of 600 units an hr. A fine
ly atomized spray of Cobehn solvent
is combined with heated and filtered
air and directed against all areas. Oil,
grease, silicone lubricants, rosin flux,
fingerprints, lapping compounds and
other soluble and insoluble contamin-

In addition to providing for maximum cooling and larger junction
area, Tarzian’s unique case styling produces a compact,
easily mounted rectifier available in flush or stud mounting types.
Tarzian high-current silicon power rectifiers are also available
from stock in your choice of negative or positive base polarity.
For complete specifications and ordering information,
contact your Sarkes Tarzian sales representative or write to
Section 4574 E, Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Semiconductor
Division, Bloomington, Indiana.

SARKES TARZIAN, INC
SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
------------------ BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA ------------------tn Canada 700 Weston Rd.. Toronto 9, Ontario

Export. Ad Aunema, Inc., New York City

162

Circle 81 tm Inquiry Card

ants are removed in seconds. Chemical
cleanliness achieved without deposits
of film or residue. A ventilation sys
tem exhausts vapors. Cobehn, Inc.,
Passaic Ave., Caldwell, N. J.
Circle 214 on Inquiry Card
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SPECS

MINIFILTERS
Now Minifilters provide almost the same char
acteristics (with attenuation only slightly less)
as the industry's standard interstage and lire
hitenr immediately below.
RPM band pass units are 10K input, output to
grid 2:1 gain. Attenuation is approximately
2 db ±3% from center frequency, then 35
db per octave.
NPM high pass unite; loss of less than 6 db
at cut-off frequency-, attenuation uf 30 db at
67 cut-off frequency, 40 db at G cut-off
frequency. Input and output 10K
1PM low pass units; loss of less than 6 db at
cut-off frequency; attenuation of 30 db at
1.5 cut-off frequency, 40 db at 1.65 cut-off
frequency Input and output 1011

STANDARD STOCK FREQUENCIES

(number in figura It cycle»)
BEM-400
BEM-750
BEM-1000
BEM-15OO
BPM2000

These six basic typei cover most pointer
filter applications and frequencies.
BMI band pass units aro 10K input, output to
grid: 2:1 nain Attenuation Is approximately
2 db at 3% from center frequency, then 40
dli pe: octavo.
NMI high pass units aro 10K in and out At
tenuation is less than 6 db at rut-oil fre
quency and 35 db at .67 cut-off frequency
LMI low pass units aro 10K in and out At
tenuation is less than 6 db at cut-off fre
quency and 35 db at 1.5 cut-off frequency
i pass filters are same
ohms in and out.
LML low piss filters are same
500/600 ohms in end out.
DMi band pass unite are same
HipbL IMtpM io m

TELEMETERING BAND PASS
UTC standard telemetering filters provide ex
treme miniaturization with maximum stability,
a complete set of 18 filters taking 19 cubic
inches They are 100K in and out and have an
insertion loss of less than 6 db, 4 pin header
for small Winchester socket
TMN units are within 3 db at ± 7.5% of
center frequency . . . down more than 18 db
at ± 25% ... more than 40 db beyond 1.75
and .58 center frequency.
TMW are within 3 db at ± 15% of center
frequency . . . down more than 20 db at ±
50% . . . more than 40 db beyond 2.5 and
.4 center frequency
___________

STANDARO STOCK HKMKNCIU
(numbar In figura It cyclM)
5MI-60, IOC .rt, 400. SOO, 750. 1000. 1500.
2000, 3000.4000, 5000. 10000
"Ml

And Special Units to
Your Specifications

V'

OvU, MAP« OW,

UN-200, 400, 500, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000,
2900, 3000.40011 5000. 10000
BMl-400, 1000
NM.-200, 300, SOO. 1000
UM.-1O00, 1500. 2000. 2500. 4000. 5000,
10000, 12000

yfc « !%•
HaiHaigghtht., BMi
.. LMlHML,, BML
HMI
LML
Waight ... 6 oz. and V2H”.
Bl*»

......

m

HHhiniHhHh
■fiiHTriuwii,fi.imi#ii

TMN- .54
TMN- .73

TMN- .M

STANBMB SrOU NUOUEMCItS
'number in figu>a it KO
TMN- 5.4
TMN-1.7
TMN-3C
TMN- 7.35
TMN-40
TMN-24
TMN-3.0
TMN-525
TMN-10.5
TMN79
TMN-3.9
TMN-144

TMW-22
nm-30
TMW-40

??s?f mm

TELEGRAPH TONE CHANNEL
Thiu band piss filter* for «lultipfor hat»
rutting and receiving provide maximum sta
bility in miniature sizes Both receiving ano
transmitting types are 600 ohms in and out,
and employ 7 terminal header for suh-miniiv
ture 7 pin socket.
TGT transmitting filters are within 3 db at ±
42 5 cycles from center frequency . .. down
more than 11 db at * 170 cycles ... down
more than 7.5 db at adjacent channel cross
over
TGR receiving filters aro withm 3 db at ±
425 cycles *rom cinte« bequency ... down
more than 30 db at ± 170 cycles ... down
more than 15 db at adjacent channel cross-

»RM1CCC
l PM 2000
LPM-3000
LPM-5000

BPM-10000
HRM-5OO
HEM-1000
LPM-200
UM-500

■IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
IIUIIIIMIIWH
uimuiiiiiiiiiii
TRANSMITTING
T6T-425
TGT595
T6T-765
T6T-935
TIT-1105
T6T-1275
T6T-1445
T6T-1615

T6T-1785
T6T1955
TIT-2125
TIT-2296
TIT-2465
TIT-2635
T6T-2805
TIT-2975

STANDARO STOCK
FREQUENCIES
(numb«« in figure
it cyclM)

RECEIVING
T8R-425
TM595
TM765
TM-935
TUI-1105
TM-1275
rea 1445
TM-1615

TM-1785
T8R-1955
TOK-3125
TOR-2285
T6R-2465
TM-2635
T6Q-280S
TON-2975

TMN2.3tkni
TMW-71

nm-4«n
TMN-1.7

for immediate delivery of

GENERAL
IN STRU MENT

semiconductors
SILICON GLASS DIODES

Glass package % w silicon zener
diodes for computer and general ap
plications. The series, Motorola types
’4M6.8Z through »4M200Z, offers 43
separate voltages, from 6.8 through

call your authorized
stocking distributor
CALIFORNIA
Electronic Supply Corp
Pasadena
Newark Electronics Corp
Inglewood
Pacific Wholesale Co
San Francisco
San Delco
San Diego
Valley Electronic Supply Co
Burbank

CONNECTICUT

most complete line
of PLASTIC ROD,

Su" Radio A Electronics Co
Stamford
The Bond Radio Supply, Inc.
Waterbury

Inc

FLORIDA

200 v., in tolerances of 20, 10 and
5%. Also available in series or paral
lel matched sets with tolerances as
close as 1%. Lower temperature coefficients and lower dynamic impedance with increased power capacity
are featured in the series matched
sets. Motorola, Inc., Semiconductor
Products Div., Dept. NGD, 5005 E.
McDowell Rd., Phoenix, Ariz.
Circle 215 on Inquiry Card

Electronic Supply
Melbourne branches in Miami,
Orlando, St Petersburg

ILLINOIS
Merquip Company
Chicago
Newark Electronics Corp
Chicago

INDIANA
Bown Electronics, Inc.
Fort Wayne
Graham Electronics Supply. Inc.
Indianapolis

IOWA
Deeco, Inc.
Cedar Rapids

MARYLAND
Radio Electric Service Co
Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS

SUBCARRIER OSCILLATORS

materials:
ZIPPERTUBING

SPIRAL WRAP
SPIRAL COVER
VINYL SLEEVING
LACING CORD
CABLE CLAMPS

Transistorized voltage - controlled
oscillators cover conventional signal,
fractional-volt, and millivot ranges.
Type 1250 VCO’s are for 0 to -|-3,
0 to +5; ±1.5, or ±2.5 v. lignai
Type 1251 (0.25 v. input)
compatible with %-v. output pressure
transducers. Type 1252, 20 mv for
full deviation, are for bridge in
strumentation. Oscillators operate
from unregulated 28 v. source. Char-

The Greene-Shaw Co., Ine.
Newton

NEW YORK
Delburn Electronics. Inc.
New York City
Hudson Radio I Television Corp
New York City
Sun Radio 6 Electronics Co Inc
New fork City
Standard Electronics, Inc.
Buffalo, N. Y.

OHIO
Buckeye Electronics Distributors
Columbus
The Mytronic Co
Cincinnati
Pioneer Electronic Supply Co
Cleveland

OKLAHOMA
Oil Capitol Electronics
Tulsa

PENNSYLVANIA
D 4 H Distributing Co.
Harrisburg
Herbach & Rademan, Inc
Philadelphia

TEXAS
Scooter's Radii 6 Supply Co.
Fort Worth

WASHINGTON
Seattle Radio Supply Co
Seattle

WISCONSIN
Radio Parts Co.. Inc.

Milwaukee

acteristics
-55°C to 125°C,
RH, 30g rms random vibration,
acceleration, and 200g shock.
Dynamics Inc., 5000 Parkside
Phila 31, Pa.

100%
150g
Tele
Ave.,

Distributor Division
GENERAL INSTRUMENT

240 Wyth*
Brooklyn 11

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT
dll the
available
1N538

1N540

silicon

■
I

m m

ml

UAR
Maximum Values for GENERAL INSTRUMENT Milita-y Type Silicon Rectifiant
Reverse
Voltage

1N254

IM' Output Current (MA)

Av fa I35OC
Case Temp.

Spec.

Mounting

0 3Mf
0.35»t
0.350t
♦ Averaged
operating
tAveraged
operating

1N547

1N253

1035A

over 1 cycle for inductive or resistive load with rectifier
at full rated current; case temperature 135° C.
over 1 cycle for inductive re resistive load with rectifier
at full rated current at 150° C. ambients.

Without qualification, these rectifiers are the finest available
today, designed and manufactured to meet stringent govern
ment requirements and General Instrument’s exceedingly high
quality control standards.

IN255

General Instrument also makes a complete line of JAN type
subminiature glass encapsulated germanium and silicon diodes
... and all are offered in volume quantities for on time delivery
at prices that reflect our years of production experience. Data
sheets on any of these diodes or rectifiers are available upon
request.

1N256

Semiconductor Division
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

65 Gouverneur Street, Newark 4, N. J.
Mldweet office- 5240 West Dlversey Ave., Chicago 39
Weetern office 11982 Wilehire Blvd , Los An.jelee 25

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Gertsch
Complex Ratio
Bridge

MODULAR POWER SUPPLY

measures both in-phase and quadrature
voltage ratios-with high accuracy

Modular power supply, Model RS
450, provides 2 outputs of ±300-400
v.; or single output of 600-800 v. at
currents up to 50 ma. Some specs:
ac filament outputs, 6.3 VCT @ 2 a;

This instrument cancels quadrature effects, giving a sharp, true
null.

In eliminating quadrature voltage, this Gertsch bridge achieves
an in-phase ratio accuracy as good as 0.001%. Quadrature voltage
ratios are read as rectangular coordinates, tangent of phase-shift
angle, or magnitude of phase-shift angle in degrees directly.

Write for complete data tn Bulletin CRB
SELF CONTAINED
PHASE SENSITIVE DETECTOR
SIX PLACE RESOLUTION
TWO FREQUENCY RANGES
GERTSCH PRODUCTS, Inc.
-30 TO 1000 CPS
3211 South LaCienega Boulevard Hs Angeles 16,California
-50 TO 3000 CPS
UPton t

2761 - VErmont 9 22C1

Vector Electronics manufactures a complete
line of structures for mounting circuitry easily,
compactly and with good accessibility.
Vector experience and facilities guarantee
delivery, performance and economical prices.

STRUCTURES
FOR

CIRCUITRY
PLUG-IN UNITS

6.3 VCT @ 1.5 u; 6.3 VCT @ 1.5 a;
current range, 0 to 50 ma, continuous
duty; ripple and noise, 7 mv peak-topeak max.; recovery time, less than 25
Msec; input voltage, 105 to 125 vac.
60 to 400 cps; internal impedance,
less than 1 ohm; load regulation,
0.03%; line regulation, 0.02%. Trans
Electronics, Inc., 7349 Canoga Ave.,
Canoga Park. Calif.
Circle 217 on Inquiry Card

GANG SWITCH

Panel mounted push-button, “Com
pact,” gang switch is supplied in any
number
push-buttons from
switches up to 10, all locked and in
terlocked. No 2 switches can be op
erated at the same time. Rebulbing
is from front of panel. It can be sup(square and
plied with lens
round) and on any centers desired.
Supplied in contact ratings up to 5
a at 28 vdc and reliable for over 100,-

¡TERMINALS AND TERMINAL BOARDS

SOCKET TEST ADAPTOR,
CHANGE ADAPTORS,
EXTENDERS ROTOPROBES

B rite for catalog to

AND TUBE BASE PLUGS.

SOCKET TURRETS,

TERMINAL TURRETS.
TRANSISTOR TURRETS.

VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY
1100 FLOWER STREET, GLENDALE 1. CALIFORNIA
TEI FPHONE CHAPMAN 5 1076

000 cycles of operation at rated load.
Can be supplied in SPST up to 6 PDT
or any combination. Pendar,
Switch Div., 14744 Arminta St Van
Nuys, Calif.
Circle 218 on Inquiry Card
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Save on
labor costs

plastic shaft
controls

SNAP into

place

You can save on installation costs—up to $10.00 per
thousand units—because Centralab Model 2 variable
resistors SNAP into position.’
This exclusive “Snap-Tite” design is but one of the
many features that make the Model 2 so practical. The
thermo-setting plastic shaft is UL approved. You have
a choice of six shaft lengths—and the shafts have
service adjust screwdriver slots front and rear. The
shaft and contact rotor are molded in one piece for
rigid, vibration resistant construction.

SPECIFICATIONS

Composition
250 ohms to 10 megohm»
Taper: Available in seven standard tapers
Effective Rotation- 300°
Retlttance element:

Rethfonce rung«:

Shutt length«: %",

J^', %",

%", 1*

Standard, plug-in or wire-wrap
'Mounting. Interchangeable with panel
piercing for bushing and twist tab mount

Terminal«:

Further information and detailed engineering
data available in Centraisb Engineering
Bulletin EP-815. Write for your free copy.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE-UNION INC.

MILWAUKEE I, WIS
In Canada: P O. Box 400, Ajax, Ontario

VARIABLE RESISTORS • ELECTRONIC SWITCHES • PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS • CERAMIC CAPACITORS • ENGINEERED CERAMICS
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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RCA has recently developed a unique
new 5-KW FM transmitter which
utilizes the new technique of multi
plexing. This provides simultaneous
transmission of two or more program
channels on the same RF carrier to
meet increased demands of FM sta
tions for additional program services.
The PA stage of the new BTF-5B
transmitter is composed of a single
Eimac 4CX5000A ceramic tetrode.
168

which produces the 5000-watt output.
This tetrode offers high power gain
and excellent stability to assure faith
ful transmission of the broadband
multiplex signals.
That’s why the 4CX5000A was the
logical choice of discriminating RCA
engineers. Its many exclusive ceramic
design features help to make possible
this conservatively rated, high power,
air-cooled transmitter.

Circle 88 on Inquiry Card

These ceramic extras are now avail
able in more than forty Eimac tube
types —used in many types of com
munication, pulse and industrial
equipment.

EiTEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
MEP

5an Carlos, California

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Tele-Tech’s

ELECTRONIC
OPERATIONS
The Systems Engineering Section of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•

APRIL I960

SYSTEMS—WISE .. .
V contract for the construction of 880 laminated steel
yoke blocks for the 3-billion electron volt proton synchro
tron being built at the James Forrestal Research Center
of Princeton Univ, was awarded Eddystone Div., BuldwinLima-Hamilton Corp. The yoke blocks will form the cores
of magnets that will hold protons in orbit as they are
accelerated around a circular track.

b

The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission has contracted
with Motorola, Inc., Chicago, for a data gathering and
logging system to provide continuous rapid surveillance
of nuclear radiation levels and weather conditions in the
area surrounding the Commission’s National Reactor
Testing Station, near Idaho Falls, Idaho. The system,
uses radio transmitted bursts of audio tone.

b

► A 15-station microwave communications system, pro
viding circuits for the operation of a 513-mile pipeline,
has been installed by Collins Radio Co. for the TexasNew Mexico Pipe Line Company, Houston, Texas. The
16" pipeline, completed in 1958, extends from Aneth,
Utah to Jal. N.M.

► Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co., Chicago, will

build a $69,163 intercommunication system for the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s rocket
launching site at Wallops Island, Chincoteague, Va. The
transistorized system will handle up to 100 conversations
simultaneously at a constant level to points 10 miles away.

► The most powerful transistorized electronic computers
yet shipped were delivered recently by IBM Corp, to
Sylvaniu Electric Products, Inc., for incorporation in the
Air Force’s Ballistic Missile Early Warning System. The
two large, transistorized IBM 7090 computers, together
with additional computing equipment, will become the
basic instrumentation for the BMEWS data processing
sub-system for which Sylvania is the subcontractor of
Radio Corporation of America, prime BMEWS con
tractor.

Contracts have been let by NASA for a network of 18
sites that will make up a world-wide tracking and ground
instrumentation system for the Mercury Project. Prime
contractor is Western Electric. Participating nre Bell
Telephone Labs., Whippany, N. J., Bendix Aviation Corp.,
Detroit, Mich., and Burns and Roe, N. Y.
b

► In 1959. American radio and TV networks contributed
time and talent to 14 major national public service infor
mation campaigns, and gave support to 63 other national
causes. It is estimated that the time and talent devoted
to the 14 major campaigns alone would run to more than
$75,000,060.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, lex., has been
awarded a $4.5 million contract by the newly formed
Bureau of Naval Weapons for an advanced antisubmarine
warfare (ASW) system. Delivery is scheduled to la*gin
in 1961.

R

Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, N. Y., is building
n mun-made “sea” to help solve problems in detection
equipment (mainly SONAR) for antisubmarine warfare.
The “sea” will be 400 ft long, 200 ft wide, and 25 ft deep.
b

Weather
Radar
Antenna
The 39 .vntennav
form<ng j nationwide
network of h i g h power storm-finding
radars incorporate a
piggy back r-f head
to supply r-f energy
Fitting directly be
hind the reflector,
the unit eliminates
the need to change
waveguide run should
new frequency be
desired. Antenna sys
tems are being built
by l-T E Circuit
Breaker Co

A 120-mile microwave hop, longest in the U. S., has
been put into service in Idaho, from Kimport Peak near
Pocalello in the Rockies to Tabletop Mountain on Monida
Pass. The Raytheon KTR one-watt, four-channel hop is
one of seven which span the 140 airline miles« between
Pocatello and Billings, Mont., bringing network programs
from Salt Lake City Io KGHI.-TV in Billings.

b

A two-way radio communications system, including
more than 165 MOTRAC radio units, has been ordered
from Motorola by the Suffolk County (N. Y.) police dept.
The $220,000 contract includes 20 “Dispatcher” radios for
motorcycles, 12 “Handie-Talkie” portable radio-phones,
two 250-watt base stations, und 890-960 MC control und
repeater stations.

b

RCA has asked Ihe FCC to adopt the method developed
by that company for stereophonic radio broadcasting in
the standard AM broadcast bund. RCA states that its
proposed broadcast sy stem has provided “excellent stereo
phonic performance” in tests, and at the same* time
provides normal program transmission for reception by
all existing non-stereo radio receivers, without any
alteration.”

b
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Unfortunately the RFI detection equipment has not kept
pace with the latest missile equipment. The missile equip
ment has been more sensitive than the detection equip
ment. A new system has been designed which should over
come this problem. This system boasts flexibility and
sensitivity, and has provisions for recording and storing
information.

A REPRINT
st this article can be obtained by
writing on company letterhead to
The Editor
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
Chestnut & 56th Sts.. Phila 39 Pa

New System Design for

Detecting Interference to
Test (enter the need for a fre
quency control and analysis facility
was recognized. Early in 1950 the
Air Force Missile Test Center
equipped u van, a B-29 aircraft, and
a pre-fabricated building at Cape
Canaveral so that interference
could be analyzed. The stations had
standard communications and elec
tronic countermeasures, receiving,
direction finding, analysis, and fre
quency measuring equipment.
Equipment configurations corre
sponded to the missile test fre
quencies used in that era. Elec-

tronic equipments used were for
the most part duplicates of or
slight modifications to W. W. II
radar, control, and communications
systems.
While these equipments were
then considered adequate, the sec
ond generation of missiles soon
proved the need for new and more
complex electronic support.
As
newer electronic equipments began
to show up on the test range, with
such missile programs as THOR,
JUPITER, Redstone, and BOMARC, the inadequacy of the FCA
capabilities became more and more
evident.

New Facilities

Based on the realization of
monitoring and analysis shortcom
ings, several approaches to mod
ernization of the frequency control
and analysis facilities were planned.
The following steps in this direc
tion were taken at AFMTC begin
ning in late 1955:
a. A new building for a field sta
tion on Cape Canaveral was pro
grammed for and approved.
b. Three new C-131 aircraft
were programmed for, approved
and received. The best available
frequency control and analysis

>H 1: Simplified block diagram ihowi the interference detection system Flexibility is the keynote ot system
(IOO MC WIDE) VERNIER OR
RECORDING RECEIVER

(I KMC WIDE) SURVEILLANCE OR
¿ONTROt RECEIVER
'
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Fig. 2: Direction
finding to an accu
racy of 5 can be
accomplished very
rapidly

By H. KILBERG
Frequency Control & Analysis
RCA Service Co.
AFMTC Patrick A F Base. Fla.

Missiles
equipment was installed in these
aircraft.
c. Obsolete vans were replaced
with 4 new self-propelled vans espe
cially designed for the utility and
mobility required for the FCA pro
gram.
d. Two AN/SLR-2 countermea
sures receiving systems were pro
grammed in April 1957. These
were approved and subsequently re
ceived.
Having completed these actions,
the FCA program was considered
adequate to handle the assigned re
sponsibilities. However, with the
advent of third generation missiles,
satellites and space probes, we find
that the present system is inade
quate to effectively perform the
FCA function.
Many cases indicate a lack of
FCA capability commensurate with
the new and highly sensitive instru
mentation systems. Although the
frequency control and analysis pro
gram has recognized these inade
quacies, it needs only to be im
proved concurrently with the state
of the missile or electronic art to
be extremely effective.
With the advent of the installa
tion of new equipment, many cases
of interference have been solved.
But the capability is lessening as
newer instrumentation equipment
is installed. Examples of both re
solved and un-resolved interference
highlight the point that interfer
ence is unpredictable and can be
hazardous. A constantly alert net
work of interference analysis
equipment and personnel are reELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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quired to cope with these situa
tions.
Radiation Hatards

The recognition of radiation haz
ards to fuel, personnel, and explo
sive ordnance material has placed a
new and exacting requirement on
the FCA program at AMR. The
measurement of signal levels with
respect to personnel and fuel hazrather straightforward
a rds
Simple equipment can be used. On
the other hand, the techniques and
equipments for determining the
radiation hazards with the multi
tude of explosive ordnance items
used in conjunction with the mis
sile testing program require spe
cial considerations.
Practically every type of detona
tor, squib or pyrotechnic device has
a different value of susceptibility to
electromagnetic radiation. A com
plete evaluation of all such devices

Fig. 3 The fre
quency control and
analysis room at
Cape Canaveral b
shown Here all fre
quencies over Atlan
tic range are con
trolled

Although rela
must be made.
tively large values of electromagnetic power can be withstood with
out hazard to personnel and fuel,
these values are usually quite small
for safe radiation in the presence
of ordnance items. This latter fact
dictates very accurate, sensitive,
and reliable equipment for measur
ing field intensity. As an example,
one particular missile now at Ca
naveral uses 33 types of explosive
ordnance items.
Basic System Concept

The function of the new RFI de
tection system at AMR has been
established as follows:
I. To provide the capability to
detect, analyze, locate, and record
any electromagnetic signals which
are causing or are capable of caus
ing harmful interference.
2. To provide a detection, anal
ysis and direction finding capability

ROHN

RFI Detection

COMMUNICATION
TOWER

No.60

for height up to
630 foot!

No

60 tower installed

arms, mounting antenna

♦ This extremely
heavy duty tower
is designed for a
wide variety ot
communication« of
all kinds.
•
This No HO
ROHN tower is
suitable for height
up to 630 feet when
properly guyed and
installed
• Completely hotdipped zinc galva
nized after fabrica
tion.
♦ Designed for
durability, yet eco
nomical — easily
erected and
.hipped. ROHN
towers have excel
lent workmanship,
construction and
design. Each sec
tion is 10 feet in
length.

FREE
ratontativat ara coott-to-caait ia «Mitt you.

Write-Ph one-Wire Today!

ROHN Manufacturing Co,
1116 Umaitans, B•ll•*u•l
P*«ria. Illinois
Phono 7-6416

“Pioneer Manufacturers of
Towers of All Kinds”
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(Continued)

for both cooperative and non-co
operative satellites and space probes
in support of ARDC Project 1770.
3. To analyze the levels of elec
tromagnetic radiation from highpowered transmitting equipments
at AFMTC for determining degree
of radiation hazard to personnel,
ordnance and fuels.
4. To provide statistical data for
analysis of frequency assignments
and interference susceptibility on
various assigned channels.
The system has been designed
both mechanically and electroni
cally modular. Thus various fun
damental components can be ar
ranged in a given configuration to
meet a given requirement. The
antenna systems will be composed
of individual end fire elements in
various array configurations. The
simpler arrays will consist of two
elements forming an interferom
eter with sum and difference out
puts. Accurate direction finding
can occur by use of the null pat
tern. and, simultaneously, signal
from the sum pattern is analyzed
and recorded. Other arrays that
can be made from these individual
elements are as follows:
1. Aircraft antennas designed to
have small volume.
2. Large azimuth arrays allow
ing for complete 360° azimuth cov
erage at all times, These will be
utilized primarily at major fixed
facilities.
3. Long baseline interferometers
utilized in support of Space Track
to achieve latitude and longitude
crossings.

evaluation of (1) mutual coupling
between the various elements, (2)
accuracy and alignment problems
of the array, (3) the ability to
electronically switch beamwidth,
and (4) various operational modes.
For example, the tracker will have
the capability of providing beam
widths of from 30° to 10° for sig
nal acquisition and will be provided
with a sector scan in both azimuth
and elevation.
The scanning will be at both vari
ous azimuth and elevation rates as
well as various angles of sector
scan. This configuration will then
be utilized to provide (1) a search
capability, (2) a monitoring capa
bility, or (3) a self-track capa
bility. The entire antenna assembly
can be dismantled, moved, and re
installed in less than 4 days when
suitable concrete foundation pads
are available. This is considered
necessary to meet various emer
gency or short notice requirements.
All signals are brought into the
main area. There they are fed into
a signal translater (refer to Fig.
1). The function of the signal
translater and synthesizer is simi
lar to that of a local oscillator/mixer combination in a standard
receiver. However, these two units
serve to take all incoming frequen
cies and break them down into
bands consisting of 1000 and 100
mc steps.
Center frequencies of
the 1000 MC steps are identical, as
are the 100 MC steps. Therefore,
a single 1000 MC or 100 MC bandwidth i-f can be utilized over the
entire range of from 100 MC to 10
KMC.

Individual Element Capabilities

To best demonstrate the overall
capability of the individual ele
ments, the initial system will utilize
a self-tracker consisting of an azimuth/elevation pedestal with suf
ficient elements to have a minimum
gain of 20 db from 100 to 4000 MC.
This tracker will be capable of self
tracking on any one of the bands,
with vertical, horizontal, right
circular, or left-circular polariza
tion. Further, it will have the
capability of being expanded to an
antenna with a gain of approxi
mately 30 db.
This configuration will allow for

Control Receivers

The surveillance or control re
ceivers (1000 MC wide) are capable
of three modes of operation: (1)
they can pan a 1000 MC segment of
any of the bands, (2) they can be
utilized in the signal-seek mode to
analyze individual signals, (3) they
can be utilized as manually tuned
receivers where necessary. In
practice, each control receiver will
monitor 10 vernier (100 MC wide)
receivers.
The purpose of the
vernier or recording receivers is
twofold. First, they allow indi
vidual inspection of any 100 mc
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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portion of a band. Second, when
used in a fixed oscillator mode, thej
are essentially fixed-tuned receivers
to record or analyze individual sig
nals. As these receivers are iden
tical, they may utilize the same
oscillator so that any portion of the
band can be synchronously scan
ned; i.e., one common oscillator pro
vides a sweep for any number of
100 mc segments. In essence, the
entire band can be swept simul
taneously with one sweeping local
oscillator.
The basic motivation of both the
control and vernier receivers is ac
commodating high signal densities
with a minimum number of components.
For example, 8 or 9
telemetry links could be covered
with 8 or 9 i-f strips. The same
i-f strips could be reutilized to
cover either the command band or
the radar band at a new time.
The control receivers are tied in
with the vernier receivers by feed
ing each control receiver to a pano
ramic display. A marker is then
generated on this display from the
local oscillator signal of the individual vernier receiver, The operator can then manually tune any
one of the vernier receivers to any
signal displayed by the 1000 MC
control receiver. In any specific
operation, the operator would view
any portion or all of a band of in
terest. He then has the capability
to tune any one of the vernier re
ceivers to any number of signals
available within that band foi
either analysis or recording.
As indicated in the diagram, re
ceivers 1 and 2 of the control re
ceivers can be permanently attach
ed to any two bands, in this case
bands A and B. This will provide
a continuous panoramic display of
all signals. For example, the bands
could be 2 to 3 kMC or 8 to 9 kMC.
Receiver 3 is attached to a switch
whereby it can be switched to band
C, D, or E, etc. Where space and
operators are a premium such as
vehicles or aircraft, this configura
tion (a single receiver switching
throughout the various bands) will
be used. In larger installations,
such as a building, the configura
tion as shown, where receivers I
and 2 are being used for a specific
operation and receiver 3 is alerted
when instructions are received from
any one of the major facilities, may
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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be used. Receivers 1 and 2 can also
be switched if required.
Vernier Receivers

Receivers I, II, and III of the
vernier receivers are in a sweep
or pan display mode. This syn
chronous scan mode has several ad
vantages. First, in keeping the
number of sweep oscillators to a
minimum there will be a minimum
of interference within the system
and hence a minimum of spurious
radiation and indications. Further,
all receivers are scanning 100 mc at
the same rate. This facilitates the
frequency measuring process and
bandwidth control for highest de
tection probability. Receiver IV in
this instance is utilized as a switch
ed receiver to any one of several
bands, and is indicated in the re
cording mode; i.e., it is fixed-tuned
receiving its local oscillator injec
tion from the synthesizer. Each
one of the receivers is tunable over
its own 100 MC range, either by
sweeping using an externally in
jected accurately known signal, or
it can be utilized in an AFC lock-on
mode. Since all the receivers are

IMMEDIATE

identical, switching presents no
problem, nor does mode selection.
This is also true of the control re
ceivers.
It is to be noted that the seg
ments Al, Bl, Cl, 1)1, etc., in the
vernier receiver area actually rep
resent 100 MC segments referenced
back to the antenna and preamp.
For example, Cl could represent
300 to 400 MC, DI would be 400 to
500. El would be 500 to 600. Thus
coarse frequency can be determined
by noting into which position a re
ceiver is set. Since the vernier re
ceivers are also utilized to 10 kMC,
highly accurate frequency measure
ment can be accomplished by using
these receivers by themselves.
The center frequency of all the
vernier receivers is identical, mak
ing it quite easy to inject at this
point any specific type of receiver.
For example, any special telemetry
receiver, any special command re
ceiver can be accommodated within
the system. Techniques such as
rnicrolock, correlation can be added
merely by converting the input fre
quency of the receiver added to that
(Continued on page 186)
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Gen Pro military terminal boards are manufactured and
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564101 Molding compound, per MIL M 14E assures low
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WASHINGTON
News Letter
LEE RENAMED TO FCC—Commissioner Robert E.
Lee was renominated to the Commission for another
seven-year term, beginning July 1 and running until
June 30, 1967, by President Eisenhower four and a
half months before the expiration of his term Al
though it is an election year, and the FCC is now
comprised of four Republicans and three Democrats,
confirmation by the Senate is deemed certain prob
ably in the latter part of May or early June. Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee Chairman Warren
Magnuson (D., Wash.) has indicated his group would
not take up Commissioner Lee’s nomination until the
latter part of the Congressional session due to the
pressure of other legislative affairs.
FCC APPROPRIATIONS—By the time the April
issue of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES is published,
the House of Representatives is expected to pass
upon the appropriation of the FCC for the upcoming
government fiscal year starting July 1. While the
House Appropriations Committee had not, at our
press deadline, allotted the funds for the Commission,
it was deemed most probable that the increased ap
propriation of $11,250,000 for the agency’s regular
activities compared with $10,550,000 spent this year
will be approved. But there was doubt that the House
body would sanction the proposal for $2,250,000 ad
ditional for a two-year research study of ultra high
frequency transmission and reception, particularly
aimed to settle the TV allocations problem. It was
reported that House Committee members suggested
this be cut back to $250,000 and the FCC secure help
for the project from the National Academy of
Sciences.

IMPORTANT AREAS—That aviation and defense
are two most significant areas for the electronics
industry was emphasized by the annual spring meeting of the Electronic Industries Association in nndMarch in Washington. Administrator E. R. Quesada
of the Federal Aviation Agency and Major General
Ralph T. Nelson, Chief Signal Officer of the Army,
were the two major speakers at the session. As is
well known, the Federal Aviation Administrator is
fully cognizant of the need for a most comprehensive
program of electronic aids and systems for jet flying
safety and traffic control. General Nelson presented
the requirements of the military services. A feature
of the EIA meeting was u government-industry semi
nar evaluating defense market planning and methods
to speed up production of new weapons systems.

MONEY FOR SMALL BUSINESS—Philip McCallum,
Small Business Administrator, reported that $472.5
million in proposed Government purchases were ear
marked for small business award under the Agency’s
cooperative set-aside program during the six months
ending December 1959. This will establish a record
for the last half of any year in the Agency’s history.
Mr McCallum reported that of the $472,522,680 in
proposed Government purchases earmarked for ex
clusive bid by rmall firms, 10,989 prime contracts
valued at $393,244,229 resulted. The last half of 1959
shows a $44 million increase in procurements set
aside for small firms over the like 1958 period.
TAX DEPRECIATION SYSTEM—Plant moderniza
tion would be encouraged and business men could
meet foreign competition more effectively if our pres
ent tax depreciation system were overhauled.
The National Chamber of Commerce called for
major revision of the system in presenting testimony
before the House Ways and Means Committee. The
Committee is considering Administration bills (H. R.
10491 and 10492) which would treat gains from the
sale or exchange of depreciable tangible personal

property as ordinary income instead of capital gains.
The Chamber opposed the bills, unless they are
coupled with legislation or an improved Treasury
program for a more realistic depreciation policy and
practice with respect to depreciable lives and salvage
adjustments. It was pointed out more is required
in major tax depreciation revision than “a simple
change in . . . capital gains treatment.”
PRICE CONTROL - -When prices are free to move up
and down, you are better able to determine and ad
just to relative scarcities, shifts in demand, changes
in cost and the effects of new technology. Thus,
prices perform an essential service. W’hen price con
trols are clamped on, however, this service is weak
ened or lost.
This was pointed out by a Chamber of Commerce
spokesman in urging a Senate Banking Subcommittee
to disapprove the Clark bill (S. 2382). It would re
quire the President to hold public hearings on pro
posed or actual price increases—which appear to him
to threaten national economic stability—and to issue
factual summaries of such hearings. He may also
issue advisory statements.

174

COMPONENTS CONFERENCE—The first report of
the Department of Defense on its component relia
bility program will feature the 1960 Electronic Com
ponents Conference to be held in Washington May
10-12. The conference’s seven sessions will be de
voted to an exchange of ideas and discussion of con
cepts and developments anticipated in the future.
A principal speaker will be Maj. Gen. Earle F. Cook,
Deputy Chief Signal Officer of the Army. The con
ference is sponsored jointly by the American Insti
tute of Electrical Engineers, Electronic Industries
Association, Institute of Radio Engineers and the
Western Electronic Manufacturers Association.

National Press Budding
Washington }

ROLAND 0. DAVIES
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FIRST CUSTOMER

35,000 SMASHING,
BATTERING IMPACTS
and still working perfectly
|O”U*

' Do it yourself' data processing was inaugurated in New York City
by IBM Computer time may be rented by the hour. Personnel from
Shell Oil Co are shown using the equipment themselves.

___ .

NEW

tSS^TENFOUR'

AUTOMATION IN THE GOVERNMENT — The
groundwork and first phase of a massive transition
to automation is reported in a new Department of
Defense publication just released through the Office
of Technical Services, Business and Defense Services
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Daily, some 1,200 to 3,500 requests for specific
reports reach the Armed Services Technical Infor
mation Agency at Arlington Hall, Virginia. Agency
operates to provide DOD agencies and their con
tractors, on request, with copies of research reports
done hy or for the military agencies. There are
nearly a million documents in the ASTIA collec
tion, which is growing at the rate of 30,000 titles
per year.
PB 161306 “Automation of Asia,” may be ordered
from OTS, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washing
ton 25, D. C. It contains 56 pages, price $1.25.

COMMUNICATIONS MICROPHONE

LATEST ANTI-SUB PROBER called “Sniffer Gear”
is now being pushed by the Navy. Submarines are
detected from the ionic content, of their exhaust
fumes.

New SHURE “TEN-FOUR” MICROPHONE, with exclusive
Armo-Dur housing, and another microphone with standard
die-cast metal housing were dragged for miles on a test drive
uver all kinds of pavements at speeds to 30 mph. In a matter
of minutes, it was subjected to greater punishment than a

proves its incredible durability

in this gruelling destruction test!

PRECISION PLATING
RHODIUM, GOLD OR SILVER
ON ALL METALS

GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS
OR YOUR OWN MAINTAINED

RICK ELECTROPLATING WORKS
EST. 1919

106 FULTON ST.

NEW YORK 38, N. Y.

Standard microphone with die roil
metal housing — cracked, broken,
abraded- mitinphane >naperoble

For the microphone that stands up under severe operating
conditions with no loss of high speech intelligibility, be sure
to specify the Shure “Ten-Four when you order your new
communications equipment or replacements.
(Can be furnished with “Controlled Magnetic ’ or carnon cartridge I

SHUNS BROTHERS, INCORPORATE
Ü2 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, Dept 33-D
HIGHEST QUALITY MICROPHONES-FIXED-STATION AND MOBILE
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over long distances the telephone
line characteristics can cause ex-

A Tube Change For
Gates Remote Control

L. EDWIN RYBAK, Ch. Eng.
WGPA, Bethlehem, Pa.
Engineers are always seeking
greater reliability. No piece of
equipment is so perfect that it can
not stand some improvement; some
increase of reliability.
Stations using the Gates RCM12 or RCM-14 remote control equip
ment have probably discovered that

$$$ for Your Ideas
Reader« arc invited te con
tribute their own suggestion*
which should be short and in
clude photographs or rough
sketches. Typewritten, double
spaced text is requested. Our
usual rate will be paid for ma
terial used.

cessive losses ''resulting in insuf
ficient gain at the selective ampli
fiers; the receiving end. A change
in telephone company cable pairs
can increase losses, especially if
the new cable pair is of smaller
gauge wire.
If the gain, at the receiving end,
is turned up sufficiently to provide
proper control by tones, the noise
level and interaction between selec
tive amplifiers can cause erratic op
eration of the selective amplifiers;
holding them on after the tone is
removed. The interaction between
amplifiers is the greater problem.
Partition shields can be installed
to minimize interaction. But, the
overlap of tones is more difficult to
eliminate. However, there is a sim
ple, easy and effective way of over
coming the above enumerated diffi
culties. And it can be done without
the addition of a line amplifier.

To overcome lack of gain in the
receiving unit, substitute type
12AT7 tubes for the original type
12AY7. The higher gain of the
12AT7 will provide greater ampli
fication giving the required gain
at a lower setting of the receiving
unit gain control. This will eliminate or at least minimize interaction between the selective amplifiers.
Service life of the 12AT7 is at
least equal to that of the original
12AY7. No wiring changes are
needed. Partition shields are un
necessary. No tone overlap occurs
because the gain control setting is
reduced. Since perfection in the re
production of the amplified tone is
not absolutely necessary, the slight
difference in tube type character
istics is unimportant.
Over five years of operation has
verified the original thinking and
the change has the blessing of
Gates Radio Co.

BENDIX SR RACK
AND PANEL CONNECTOR
with outstanding resistance
to vibration
The Bendix type SR rack and panel electrical connector
provides exceptional resistance to vibration. The low
engagement force gives it a decided advantage over
existing connectors of this type.
Adding to the efficiency of this rack and panel con
nector is the performance-proven Bendix “clip-type”
closed entry socket. Insert patterns are available to
mate with existing equipment in the field.
Available in general duty, pressurized or potted
types, each with temperature range of -67rF to +257°F.
Here, indeed, is another outstanding Bendix product
that should be your first choice in rack and panel
connectors.

FEATURES
Resmeirf insert • Solid Shell Construction • Low
Liga g«ment Force* • Ciosed Entry Sockets • Positive
Contort Alignment Contacts—heavily gold plated
Cadmium Plate—deat irridite finish • Easily Pres
surized to latest MIL Spearkations.

SCINTILLA DIVISION
SIDNEY, NEW YORK
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Bi etcher Corporation. The—Diode rad
ia’- -r*
Bi wax Corporation—"'Hot Melt** Cumpositions for encapsulating
Bliley Electric Co.—Standard
Bomac Laboratories, Inc. Beacon mugnet ro ns
Boontun Electronics Inducían'«.* bridge
Borg Equipment Diviaion AmphenolBurg Electronics Corp.—Sub-frH«'tionnl
horsepower motor*
Bourns Inc., Trimpot Division- Trimmer
potentiometer
Bruno-New York Industries Corp.—Pig
tailoring machine
Brush Instruments Diviaion of Clevite
Corporation — Portable direct writing
recorder
Brush Instrumenta Division of Clevite
Corporation -Direct writing recording
systems
Buluva Electronics — Crystal control!«!
shift oscillator
Burnell A Cn., Inc.—Toroidal ^ariablc
coil
Busemann Mfg. Div. McGraw Edison
Co.—Fuses and fuscholders

pIMs
Aeoustiea AKsœiateii, Ine. —Ultrasonic
equipment and cleaning material»»
Acnenx Corporation, Hi-Q Division
Circuit plate a«aemblies
Airborne Accessories Corporation* Mod
ular control sysu-ms
Allegheny Ludlum Sterl Corporation—
Electrical steels
Allied Chemical, (»enei al Chemical DivUmn Electronic chemical dmlribu-

ine. Tallan insulated wire
AMI* Incorporateli SoMwrlew» taper pin*
Amphenol Cable & Wire Div . Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp.
Co

Di vision.
Am
Amphenol
pheftoMlong Electronics Corp
Printed
MB O Electronica Inc

ELMENCO ca-

bterl Corporation—Thin electri-

Ballantine
Laboral urie*,
hic. - Wide
band sensitive voltmeter
Rickman Berkeley División,
Beckman
Instruments Inc Frequency meter

c

»»
ST
64
120

29
76

45

147

7

66

D
1X1
71
70
40

132

Cambridge Thermionic
Swaging tool.

Corporation —

16
160
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Please send me further information on the items I have circled below.
1
21
41
61
81
101
121
14 1
161
181
201
221
24 1
26 1
28 1
30 1
32 1

2
22
42
62
82
102
122
142
162
182
202
222
242
262
282
302
322

3
23
43
63
83
103
123
143
163
183
203
223
243
263
283
303
323

4
24
44
64
84
104
124
144
164
184
204
224
244
264
284
304
324

5
25
45
65
85
105
125
145
165
185
205
225
245
265
285
305
325

6
26
46
66
86
106
126
146
166
186
206
226
246
266
286
306
326

7
27
47
67
87
107
127
147
167
187
207
227
247
267
287
307
327

9
29
49
69
89
109
129
149
169
189
209
229
249
269
289
309
329

8
28
48
68
88
108
128
148
168
188
208
228
248
268
288
308
328

10
30
50
70
90
1 10
130
150
170
190
210
230
250
270
290
310
330

1 1
31
51
71
91
1 1 1
131
151
171
191
21 1
23 1
251
271
291
311
331

12
32
52
72
92
1 12
132
152
172
192
212
232
252
272
292
312
332

13
33
53
73
93
1 13
133
153
173
193
2 13
233
253
273
293
313
333

14

15

34
54
74
94
1 14
134
154
174
194
2 14
234
254
274
294
314
334

35
55
75
95
115
135
155
175
195
215
235
255
275
295
3 15
335

16
36
56
76
96
1 16
136
156
176
196
216
236
256
276
296
316
336

17
37
57
77
97
1 17
137
157
177
197
217
237
257
277
297
3 17
337

18
38
58
78
98
1 18
138
158
178
198
2 18
238
258
276
298
318
338

19
39
59
79
99
1 19
139
159
179
199
219
239
259
279
299
3 19
339

68
28
382
125

«7
78

6

17

18
FIRM

117

FIRM ADDRESS
CITY OR TOWN

.................................................................................ZONE...................................... SYATE

138
329

150

FIRST CLASS
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The Computer Center
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Philadelphia 4. Pennsylvania

Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. Silicon
diodes
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp Tantalum
capacitors
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp. — Silicon
power rectifiers
Fairmount Chemical Company, Inc.—
Soldering flux
Film Capacitors, Inc. Power aupplies
Freed Transformer Co.. Inr.—Toroidal
inductors
Fusite Corp.. The—Hermetically sealed
terminals

G
42

PHILA., PA.

BUSINESS

Eisler Engineering Co.. Inc.— Welders
and accessories
Eitel-MeCullough, Inc. Ceramic tetrode
Electra Manufacturing Company—Pre
cision carbon film resistor
EICO Electronic Instrument Co.. Inc.—
Kits and electronic raining
Elastic Stop Nut, AGA Div. Time de
lay relays
Electro Motive Mfg. Co. Inc.. The—
Mylar-paper dipped capacitors
Elgin-Advance Relays Elgin National
Watch Company—Crystal can sixe re
lays
Engineered Electronics Company—Digi
tal system hrvudboxrd

F
13

TITLE..............................................

YOU« NAME ..................

Dade County Development Department—
Plant location assistance
Dale Products. Ine. Precision resistors
Delco Radio Division General Motors—
60-Amp transistors
Deutsch Company, The DS miniature
connectors
Diulight Corporation -Pilot lights with
huilt-in resistor
Diamond Tool and Horseshoe Company
—Electronic pliers
DuPont. Elaetmchemicala Department—
Conductive coatings

E
156

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340

Cannon Electric Company — Weather
proof plugs
CBS Electronica, Semiconductor Opera
tions Switching transistor
Centralab Electronics Division of GlobeUnion Inc.—Variable resistors
Cinch Manufacturing Company Connec
tors
Cincinnati Sub-Zero Products—Refriger
ation systems
Cleveland Container Co.— Phenolic tub
ing
Communication Accessories Company—
Laminated transformers for all pur
poses
Computer Measurement# Co. A Div. of
Pacific Industries—Id me counter
Consolidated Vacuum CorporationShock testers
Control Switch Division, Controls Com
pany of America Panel switches, in
dicator lights and limit switches
Corning Electronic Components
Cer
amic grid boards for printed circuits

90

61
66
85

399

Garlock Electronic Products, The Garlock Packing Co.— Plastic insulators,
sub-miniature tube and
transistor
sockets, connectors and shapes and
parts
General Electric Co . Power Tube De
partment—Voltage
tunable
magne
trons
General Electric Co. Receiving tube,
phototube
General
Electric
Co..
Semiconductor
Product* Dept.—Silicon rectifiers
General Instrument Corporation, Semi
conductor Division Silicon rectifiers
General Products Corporation—Terminal
boards
General Transistor Corp
Testing as
sistance programming
General Transistor Corp.—Testing a<sistance programming
Gerlach Products. Ine. Complex ratio
bridge
Graphic Systems—Visual control board

ADVERTISERS IN THIS ISSUE
ADVERTISERS FROM WHOM YOU DESIRE FURTHER INFORMATION
Greibach Instrumenta Corporation
cisión meters

114
826

Employment—Use the handy card below to get more information
engineering positions described
the "Professional Opportunities' Section
which begins on page 225 of this issue.

Company — Distortion
Hewlett-Packard
analyser
Hewlett-Packard Company—Voltmeters,
ammeters and ohmmeters
Hoffman A Co.. H. L.— Special tubes
Homrton Instrument Corporation—X-Y
recorder
Hughes. Semiconductor Di vision—Silicon
switching diodes
Hughes, Vacuum Tube Products Division
—Storage tubes
Hughes, Industrial Systems Division—
Memory-type oscilloscope

APRIL 1960

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Please send me further information on the engineering position
I have circled below.

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES

607
601

603

Bendix Aviation Corporation, Kansas
City Division
Gales Radio Company
Genera) Electric
ComniunicHtion
Producta Dept.
General Electric
Vehicle Dept.
Lockheed/Missiles
Magnavox Cu., The
Motorola. Inc,. Personnel Division

506
507
508
509
510

502
503
504
505

516
517
518
519
520

512
513
514
515

522
524
525
TITLÌ

YOUR NAMI
HOMI ADDR1SS
CITY

or TOWN

ZONI

STATI

Panel
lllumitronic Engineering —Plastic rod.
tubing, sheet, harnessing and cabling
Indiana Steel Corp.—Ceramic speaker
136

128

334

126
116

Industrial Division, Chamber of Com»
mere«, Hollywood, Florida — Industrial
advantages
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.—
Digital display with one-plane pre
sentation
Industrial Exhibition* Ltd. —Instruments
electronica automation exhibition
Instruments for Industry, Ine.—Video
amplifier»

Jennings Radio Manufacturing Corpora
tion Vacuum capacitors and relays
Johnson. E. F.— Nylon connectord
Jones Division» Howard B.r Cinch Manu
facturing Company—Plug»« A socket»

Keithley

N lì W Subscription oidei
Please enter a new complimentary subscription
to ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
Company Name
Name

Position

Company Addre^

Zone

Instruments — Micro-micronm-

Kester Solder
solder

Company

Kulka Electric
with

Corp.

—Pliers
-Terminal

State

Specific Products Manufactured
blocks

APRIL 1960

Please send me further information on the items I have circled below.
Lei, Inc.— Mi»er-|'renmpliflers
Lena Electric Co.— Shielded cables stereo
Hi-Fi

Mannon Lnhootorics,
quency oscillator
Marconi Instruments Capacity bridit*
Mark ite Corporation Conductive plustic
potentiometers
M Kinstry Metal Works, Inc
Panel en
closures!
Measurements. A McGraw-Edison Divi•»ion—Megacycle meter
Microtran Company, Inc
Transformers
e. — Volta«?
Microwave AMioriat«*,
variable capacitor
Miller Company, J. W
R.F. chokes
Minnesota Minine and Manufaeturine
Co.—Maenetic products. Instrumenta
tor tape

181
201
22 I
24 I
261
28 I
301
321

142
162
182
202
222
242
262
282
302
322

103
123

104
124

163
183
203
223
243
263
283
303
323

164
184
204
224
244
264
284
304
324

105
125
145
165
185
205
225
245
265
285
305
325

106
126
146
166
186
206
226
246
266
286
306
326

107
127
147
167
187
207
227
247
267
287
307
327

108
128

188
208
228
248
268
288
308
328

109
129
149
169
189
209
229
249
269
289
309
329

1 12
132
152

110
130
150
170

210
230
250
270
290
310
330

211
231
251
27)
29 I
311
331

192
212
232
252
272
292
312
332

YOUR NAME

153
173
193
2 13
233
253
273
293
313
333

214
234
254
274
294
3 14
334

175
195
215
235
255
275
295
3 15
335

136
156
176
196
2 16
236
256
276
296
31Ó
336

TITLE

FIRM

FIRM ADDRESS
OR TOWN

1 15
135

ZONE

1 17
137
157
177
197
217
237
257
277
297
3 17
337

198
218
238
258
278
298
318
338

1 19
139
159
179
199
2 19
239
259
279
299
319
339

100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340

Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co. Minrom Division Magnetic tape
instrumentation recorder/reproducer
Munadnoek Mill* Hard anodised imula-

New Departure Division, Generai Motora
Corp.—Ball bearings
Non-Linear Systems, Inc
Digital Volt
meter

Motorola, Inc. Semiconductor Pri.iurt*
Division 6 AMP power transistors
Muirhead Instruments, Ine.—Motor tach

Dhmitf Manufacturing Company
able traaaformera

62

O

IO
10«

1«*

Vari«

63

Philco. Lansdale Division — Svit-htng
Silicon transistor»
PIC Design Corp.—Master cat«:< of
precision instrument parts
Polarad Electronic»—Antenna
microwave receiver
Polarad Electronics—Microwave

F

•

N

Penn wood Numechron Co.—Digital clock
Philamon Laboratorien. Tnc.—Tuning
fork

National 1’ltrasonic Cory-.
. leaning equipment

11»
336
8»

FIRST CLASS

Radio Materials Company Cerami disc
capacitor*
Raytheon, Industrial Components Divi
sion—Bandpass filter arrays
Rick Electroplating Works - P * uiion
plating
Rohn Manufacturing Co.—Comm mication tower
Rotron Manufacturing Company—Blow -
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136

33

FIRST CLASS
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Sangamo Electric Company—Caps-itor»
Sarke*. TanUn. Inc., Semiconductor Di
vision —Silicon rower rectifiers
Scintilla Division, Bendix Aviation Cor
poration—Rack and pane) connector
S,-g«l. Edward Eyelet attaching ma
chine
Shure Brothers. Incorporated—Communi
cations microphone
Sifco Metachemical. Inc.—Ele'troplatlng
equipment
Speetrol Electronics Corporation I inear
precision pote nt iomand
etera
Speer Resistor Division, Sneer Carbon
Company—Fixed compositi n rc«i»t>T«
Company—Switching
Sprague El«
transistor»
Sprague Electric Company -In^t-Cu । u.
auareptibillty, nnd integration trohlem
MBRÍBtanre
Stackpole
Carbon
Cc»n»panr
switches
Stromberg-Carlaon. A Divfainn
f . r?»eral Dynamic* —Telephone
r*

Struthers-Puno.
Ine. — Relay*
t ypes
Superior Tube Company—Cathod
of nickel. tungsten and zirconium
Syhania Subsidiary of General Tele«
phnnr A Electronics. Semiconductor
Division Germanium awitching diod*
Synthan* Corporation—Laminated pUa-

139

yntron Rectifier Division. Sub-illary of
Link-Belt Company—Silicon

37

Tapco Group. Themen Ramo Woold
ridge. Inc.—Static inverter an!
oh
age regulator
Taylor Fibre Co.—Laminated pia «tic»
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Semi
conductor-Components Division -Tan
talum capacitor»
Tinnerman Product», Inc.—Tubular clip
Trak Electronics Co.—Widebrani RF
transformer
Transitron Electronic Corporati tSili
con diodes
Transitron Electronic Corporation —Sili
con carbide rectifiers
Tung-Sol Electric Inc.—Miniature limps

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN UNITED STATES

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY
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CHESTNUT & 54tb STS.

32
' 11

PHILADELPHIA 3«, PA.
73

Chilton Company

30
47

u
118

FIRST CLASS

82

Ultrasonic Industrie», Ine.—Ultrasoni.cleaner
United Transformer Corp.—Filter« for
all applications
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ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
c/a University of Pennsylvania
The Computer Center

P. O. Boi B221
Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania

Vakor

Engineering

Corp. — Solenoid

apor Heating Corporation. Vap-Air
Aeronautical Product* Division—Cool
ing effect detector
VscAh Corporation—High-dielectric in
sulating tubing A sleeving
Varian Associate«—Backward wave oariL
lators
Vector Electronic Company Si uetuio
for mounting circuitry
Victoreen—Corona type voltage regula
tor tubes
Vitromon—Micro-miniature eervml ■
pacltora

w
Waveline. Inc.—Microwave instruments
and components
Wayne Kerr Corporation—RF bridge,
VHF admittance bridge

for the service
you need...
for the sizes you want...

SPEER
RESISTORS

You're sure to find the sizes and types
you want in Speer’s complete lino of
1/2-, 1- and 2-watt fixed composition
resistors, which meet or exceed the re
quirements of specifications MIL RH and
RS 172. The fast, efficient service for
which Speer has gained a wide reputa
tion can also help you eliminate costly
production delays. So next time, specify
Speerl Speer now offers these new sizes:

Speer Type

MIL Style

SR M
SR 1
SR 2

RC 20
RC 32
RC 42

Rating in watts

Body
Nominal Diameter
Nominal Length

.138
.225
.312

Other Electronics Divisions of Speer Carbon Company
Jeffers Electronics, Du Bois, Pa.
Onondaga Electronics, Syracuse, N. Y.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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.390
.562
.688

Wire Size

A.W.G.
#20
#18
#17

Lead
Nominal Length

IM
IM
IM

vpeer Resistor Division
Speer Carbon Company, Bradford, Pennsylvania
Circle 109 on Inquiry Card

■ Left) Technician checks one of the minute wires that feed power
from the solar-cell paddles to batteries within space probe; (right,
top) the “telebit" communications system is hooked up by its de-

veloper, | E Taber of STL; (right, bottom) nestled atop the third
stage of its rocket booster and hooded by half of rhe fiberglass
shroud, the brightly-painted shell of Pioneer V awaits final checkout.

Three units of a search-coil magnetometer are surprisingly small considering the importance of
HRUST into space on the morn
their function in the new space laboratory. The 1 lb. device collects magnetic field data
ing of Friday. March 11th, 1960,
from Cape Canaveral, Fla., Pioneer
V is one of the most advanced
space probe vehicles launched to
date.
Spherical in shape, the satellite
weighs approximately 91 lbs.
Ringed inside its 26 in. diameter
is the instrumentation, perfectly
balanced for stability on a fiber
glass platform. An antenna extends
from the top of the payload to re
ceive commands from earth and
transmits collected data.
Pioneer F will collect informa
tion on meteorite impacts, the
Earth-Venus orbit magnetic field,

T

(Continued on page 184)

BULOVA CRYSTAL CONTROLLED ULTRA-STABLE SHIFT OSCILLATORS
Bulova shift oscillators are all that any electronics engineer
ever, the same shift, at the same frequency, can be affected
could ask for in miniature crystal controlled packages!
with a "Varicap*".
Consider this new Bulova custom designed 18.5mc shift
This new ultra-stable shift oscillator is only one of many
oscillator. Here’s an assembly of two oscillators operating
recent advances made by Bulova Electronics. For informa
at 18.5mc. One is fixed, with a 1 pp 10* stability. The other
tion on these specific units, or on how Bulova experience,
is a variable with equal stability, 1 pp 10*. The shift is
in mastering component and system reliability, can help
accomplished by means of a variable air capacitor. Howyour program, write—
Department A-13G1, Electronics Division, Bulova, 40-06 62nd Street, Woodside 77, New York
i *tm: Pacific Semiconductor, Inc.

Bulova
ILECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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Circle 95 ou Inquiry Card

ACOUSTICA ULTRASONIC
CLEANING REPLACES
OLDER METHODS!

Texas Instruments, Martin Company,
Bell Telephone Laboratories and many
other firms are turning to Acoustica
for better cleaning ultrasonically!
Now you can clean better and faster. In seconds—all dirt,
dust, and soils are “cavitated” away ultrasonically. No
scrubbing, no disassembling, maintenance costs are
sharply reduced. Acoustica ultrasonic systems are appli
cation tested and certified for your particular needs. Send
for details of complete Acoustica line of the most
advanced ultrasonic equipment and cleaning chemicals.
Acoustica Associates, Inc., Fairchild Court, Plainview,
N. Y., 10400 Aviation Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

acoustica
ULTRASONIC CLEANING SYSTEMS

Pioneer V
and the temperature of the payload
during flight.
The payload will reach the orbit
of Venus approximately 130 days
after launch. The planetoid will
provide comprehensive data on the
environs of the earth and Venusian
space. Because experiments in such
important areas as radiation, mag
netic field and radio propagation
are being conducted simultaneous
ly, the interactions of these phe
nomena and their effects on one an
other can be studied for the first
time.
Communications over an inter
planetary distance of 50-million
miles may be achieved for the first
time in history.
By combining a “telebit” computer with a 150-watt transmitter,
scientists at Space Technology
Laboratories Inc., payload design
ers, hope to collect a variety of
data in areas of previously unex
plored space.
The miniature memory unit will
store and calculate scientific infor
mation on the orbital path of
Venus before sending it back to
Earth via radio. The 150-watt
transmitter is the most powerful
radio ever flown in a Western deep
space probe.
With its transmitter turned off,
“telebit” collects, stores, and tallies
data collected by the deep-space
planetary fact-finding instrumenta
tion all at the same time. On com
mand from the ground, “telebit”
transmits information it collects
through the large transmitter to
Earth.
In spite of the complexity and
greatly extended capability of this
advanced, unprecedented telemetric
system, the size of “telebit" and its
interplanetary radio transmitter is
surprisingly small. This was ac
complished by miniaturization and
modular construction, resulting in
light-weight, and a high density
packing factor.
Pioneer V’s rich and colorful
paint scheme, resembling the work
of a geometric artist, was carefully
calculated to counteract the tem
perature extremes of space and
maintain an operable temperature
inside the vehicle’s instrumentation
compartment.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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FAST > LOCAL B&A’ SERVICE
meets your electronic chemical requirements
with same day or overnight delivery!

'“•Aoam.

Yes, you can always count on prompt service when you order
Baker & Adamson-American’s leading line of chemicals for the
electronics industry. Here’s why:
Nationwide Service! General Chemical has 24 stock points for its
“B&A” electronic grade chemicals. Strategically located in major
industrial centers, they can provide quick, dependable delivery of
electronic chemicals anywhere in the nation. In most cases, your
order will be en route to you the same day we receive it
Stocks built to meet your requirements! General Chemical offers
America’s most complete line of “Electronic Grade” chemicals . ..
quality products especially made to meet every requirement for
chemical purity and uniformity. Chances are your local B&A
supply point already has most or all of the electronic chemicals
you are now using. In addition, we will be glad to build local stocks
to meet your special month-to-month requirements.
“One-stop shopping” saves you time! By filling all your electronic
chemical needs at your local B&A supply point you save time—
simplify ordering, record-keeping, inventory and bookkeeping. And
you’re sure of the highest in chemical quality and purity!
For further information, write or phone the nearest B&A supply
point listed at right.

Albany, N.Y.

East St. Louis, III.

Atlanta, Ga,

Kennewick, Wash.

Baltimore, Md.

Houston, Texas

Baton Rouge, La.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Birmingham, Ala.

Boston, Mass.

Milwaukee, Wise.

‘Montreal. Quebec

Bridgeport Conn.

Philadelphia, Pa

Buffalo, N.Y.
Charlotte, N. C.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Chicago. III.
Cleveland, Ohio

San Francisco, Calif.

‘Toronto, Ontario

Detroit Mich.

‘Vancouver, 8 C.

Richmond. Va.

In Canada; Allied Chemical Canada, Ltd.

Med
BAKER & ADAMSON*
“Electronic Grade“
Chemical*
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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GENERAL CHEMICAL DIVISION
40 Rattor Stroat, Now York 4. N. Y.

April I960

Circle 97 on Inquiry Card

RFI Detection
(Continued from page 173)
of the vernier receiver input of i-f
frequency. As the synthesizer will
produce almost any desired fre
quency, in most instances only a
coaxial mixer need be provided. The
center frequency of the control re
ceivers will probably lie above 1 or
2 kMC. Center frequency of the
vernier receivers will probably be
somewhere between 150 to 400 MC.
The control receivers are used in
conjunction with the vernier re
ceivers for receiver assignment.
For example, if 10 signals are ob
served on the control receiver, the
vernier receiver can be set to any
one of these signals merely by mov
ing a marker on the control re
ceiver panoramic display. The data
from each one of the vernier re
ceivers is fed into an analysis and
detection unit. This data is then
fed to the data translater. At this
point, all data is converted to
binary coded decimal for suitable
recording or display.
The data handling system may be
divided into five functional sec-

data translater
tions
which places incoming data in
standard binary’ coded decimal
form, (2) a recording unit which
records the data on magnetic tape,
(3) a display unit which presents
the data to the operator in visual
form,
data printer which
tabulates selected data either from
magnetic tape playback or in real
time, and (5) a data storage unit
which remembers identified data
for control purposes. The data con
verters with the associated pano
ramic receiver and oscilloscope
display, offers several modes of op
eration. In the panoramic mode all
100 mc wide frequency bands are
swept in one second repetitively.
The frequency of any signal in
the band is recorded on magnetic
tape, subject to acceptance and re
jection information stored by the
operator. The oscilloscope display
presents exactly the same data as
the usual panoramic display. Re
jected frequencies may^be blanked
out of the display or accepted fre
quencies only may be displayed.
Two types of acceptance and re
jection are provided, single fre-

quency or frequency band. Rand
acceptance or rejection requires
that the start and stop frequency
information be fed into the data
storage system from the console.
This can be done either by pro
grammed tape or by individual fre
quency selection.

Modes ot Operation
In the manual mode of operation,
the oscilloscope display is entirely
independent of the recording unit
and is employed for visual presen
tation. Whatever data are pre
sented on the display unit may be
recorded by manual command. In
this mode the receiver is manually
slewed to an r-f signal which the
receiver then locks on. The vari
ous characteristics, frequency,
bearing, signal strength, etc., of
that signal are displayed by the dis
play system. Acceptance and re
jection criteria are observed.
The signal-seeking or automatic
search mode of operation is basic
ally similar to the manual mode.
The receiver automatically slews to
a signal and locks on. The various
parameters are then displayed and

Two valid reasons why

Spectral uses an IBM 610 computer to turn out complex
non-linear precision pots in record time, both single-tum
and multi-turn. This in itself saves weeks of time, assures
more accurate performance. Spectrol alone maintains a
computer on the premises for this purpose.
How It Works. Design information in the form of X and Y
coordinates or mathematical equations describing the par
ticular parameters of a given non-linear function is entered
in the computer. Previously programmed general equations
automatically compute from these data points manufactur
ing directions m terms of winding equipment settings, cam
angle and radii. An electric typewriter prints out winding
machine set-up information on a form which is sent to
production. Simultaneously, a punched tape is made to
store data for repeat requirements.

I st
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recorded. The receiver then slews
to the next signal and the cycle is
repeated.
As with the manual
mode, both display and recording of
data are under control of accept
ance and rejection information
stored in the storage unit.
Coarse frequency information is
obtained by counting the pulses
which are externally derived from
time base. The 100 MC marker at
the start of the sweep opens a gate.
This allows the pulses to advance
the counter from 000 to a full count
of 999, at which point the gate is
closed. Any video pulse is thus as
sociated in frequency with the next
lower integral megacycle. The first
digits of frequency are obtained
from contact closures on the re
ceiver band switch. This is deter
mined by the position that the
vernier receiver is occupying.
Fine frequency information is
obtained by use of the synthesizer.
The primary function of the syn
thesizer is to provide the entire
system with stable reference fre
quencies accurate to at least 109.

REASON

As any accurate frequency can be
generated, a zero beat can be ob
tained and the frequency from the
synthesizer read out to the display
unit and recorded if desired.
Initiation for the recording proc
ess may originate by operator’s
choice. The display upit affords a
visual decimal presentation of all
information such a.«r frequency,
bearing, signal strength, etc. The
data printer transcribes to a print
ed page, data which has been re
corded un the tape, or which is re
quired for real time presentation.
Thus, data may be displayed on a
presentation board composed of
readout devices similar to Nixies,
it may be recorded on magnetic
tape, or it may be printed out on
a data printer unit.
The storage unit provides in
formation with respect to signal
lockout or reject or for purposes
of sorting the magnetic tape data.
This may be necessary when only
certain information is desired. For
example, if it becomes necessary to
examine the signal density between
frequencies of, for example, 200 to
250 MC, records taken over any in

terval of time can be set back into
the system for printout.
Summary
By 1959 a new spectrum surveil
lance system designed on functional
concepts through exploratory engi
neering was needed. In June, a
rudimentary system with automatic
search capabilities was implement
ed for the frequency range from
40 to 1000 MC. The system pro
vided frequency measurement, sig
nal strength measurement, direc
tion finding and a detection thres
hold of —120 dbm.
This facility was implemented to
(1) evaluate system parameters for
future FCA planning and program
ming, and (2) to provide immedi
ate necessary support for WS486L, Project 1770. Success with
the new techniques has resulted in
the immediate implementation of
the Interference Detection System
at AMR.
Thi» article wm nnKinaily pr«aented at the
Fifth Conference on Radio Interference Re
duction and Electronic Compatibility conducted
by Armour Research Foundation in October,
1959.

LIBRARY OF TAPES
Spectrol also maintains an extensive library of
tapes with programs for the solution of general
non-linear potentiometer design equations,
saving hours of calculation time and providing
error free results. Again, you receive a superior
product sooner.
Let us know your design requirements.
With Spectrol’s time-saving
techniques, you can expect a quote
within a few days.

Contact your Spectrol representative for more details about
Spectrol linear and non-linear precision potentiometers, or write
direct. A 4-page specifications brochure is yours for the asking.
1’lease address Dept. 44.
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TARGET...
better than
99.99%
switching
transistor
survival

CBS NPN germanium switching transistors are being
delivered to a military project specification with an
objective of 99.99% survival in 1000 hours. This means
that only one transistor in 10,000 can fail due to param
eter changes ... and catastrophic failure rate is even
lower.
CHECK THEM SPECIAL RELIABIUTY CONTROLS
1OO% PRODUCTION

RELIABILITY

• Every crystal identified
throughout production
• Die thickness maintained
within — 0.00005 inch
• Contamination eliminated by
"dry-box" assembly
• Microscopic inspection of all
critical operations
• Aging at 100°C for 200 hours
• Temperature cycling from
-65’ to 85’C
• Detergent bomb testing at
100 psig
• Radiflo testing to 10
standard cc/sec

• Voltage-biased, 55*C on 1000
hour life
• Storage. 85*C on 1000 hour life
• Intermittent operation,
150 mw for 1000 hour life
• Samplings 100 times larger
than MIL-T-19500A
• Product identified with crystal
for field survival analysis
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

• Shock, 500 G for 1 millisecond
• Vibration, 20 G for 20-2000 cps
• Soldering of leads, 260“C for

Fatigue of leads, 16 oz. pull,
three 90* arcs

YOUR INQUIRIES INVITED

Inquiries regarding your special reliability require
ments for NPN germanium switching transistors are
invited. Please call direct
or your local sales office.

CffSl semiconductors
CBS ELECTRONICS, Semiconductor Operations • A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Sates Offices: Lowell, Mass., 900 Chrimaford St., GLenview 4-0446 » Newark, N. J., 231 Johnson Ave., TAlbert 4-2450 • Melrose Park, 111., 1990 N. Mannheim
Rd , EStebrook 9-2100 * Loe A ngeles, Calif., 2120 S. Garfield Ave., RAymond 3-9081 • Atlanta, Ga., Cary Chapman Ik Co., 672 Whitehall St., JAckson 4-7388
Minneapolis, Minn., The Heimann Co., 1711 Hawthorne Ave., FEderal 2-5457 • Toronto, Ont., Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., LEnnox 4-6311
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Electronic Sources
Up-to-the-minute abstracts of articles appearing in
the leading foreign electronic engineering journals

REGULARLY REVIEWED
AUSTRALIA
AWA Tack Rm AIVA Technical Heiles
Proc. AIRE. Proceeding* of the Instituto et
liadla Engineers

ff IT
ANTENNAS. PROPAGATION
k fleet ot leader Parameter« on the Noise
Fartor and Sensitivity of a Receiving System
L M. Mashbite. “Radiotekh.” V. 15. No. 1
(1960). 10 pp. The use of feeders in modern
ultruhort wave communication systems be
comes inevitable It is, therefore, necessary
to know for the design and planning of such
systems the effect of feeders on the systems’
parameters. The effect of the feeder param
eters on the noise factor and sensitivity of the
system as a whole hi found by means of de
termining the noise factor and transfer ratio
nf the feeder itself. The optimum matching
of the receiver and the technique of deter
mining the relative noise temperature of the
antenna are also dealt with. (U.S.S.R.)
Recel*ing Median - Wave Single - Conductor
Traveling-Wave Antennae, C. P Belousov and
V. G. Yampol'akii. "Radiotekh,” V. 15. No
1 (1960). 10 pp. Single-conductor traveling
wave (Beveridge) antennas are well-known
and widely used, but there does not exist any
detailed information on ite parameters in the
medium wave range and the technique of its
design ha« not been fully developed. This
article analyzes the directional properties of
the antenna, provides formulas for the radia
tion patterns, directive gain, and the antenna's
physical parameters for given conditions. Full
sample calculations for certain tvpes of such
antennas are given. (U.S.S.R.)
The Control Loop« for Feeders, G. P. Nauheim
and H. J. Prieur.
Jan. 1960. 5 pp
A simplified technique of control system engi
neering u applied to the glassfeeder (fore
hearth). The control requirements are de
rived from the process data and an optimal
control system is based on that. General types
of instrumentation, suitable for this purpose,
are discussed. (Germany.)

Rhombic Antennae with Optimum Perform
ance. P. Mi ram and E. Palm. "Nach. Z.”
Feb. 1960. 10 pp. Rhombic antennas used so
far have not yet reached the theoretical limit
of optimum performance This is partly at
tributable to their design For this purpose,
the radiation impedance and the attenuation
factor have been investigated and improved
formulae for the statements of theoretical
calculations are proposed. (Germany.)

CIRCUITS
Relative Resistance to Noise nf Two-Channel
Correlation Receiver and a Receiver with a
Square-Law Detector, V. S. Voyutekii. ‘'Radio
tekh,” V. 15. No. 1 (1960). 4 pp In com
paring the two method* the instability of the
noise and the »rain of the amplifiers should
be taken into account. The article shows
theoretically and by oscillograms obtained
under working conditions the advantages of
the correlation double channel receiver aa
compared with the single channel receiver
with the aquare-law detector. When noise
makes reception impossible in the single
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channel receiver, signals are still readable in
the correlation receiver. Certain systems of cor
relation reception provide immunity not only
from internal noise of the receiver, but also
from transmitter noise and under certain con
ditions from the noise picked up in the trans
mission media. (U.S.S.R.)
Emitter Follower in Puls» Operation. B. N
Faizulaev "Radiotekh.” V. 15. No. 1 (1960).
H pp The emitter follower in widely used in
radio, electronic and computer techniques
performing roughly the same functions as a
cathode follower, whose transient processes
due to large signals have been fully analyzed,
despite their great intricacy. This article at
tempts to perform the same function for a
junction-transistor emitter-follower with a capacitative load operating on a large pulse
signal. Both linear and nonlinear conditions
of operation are examined, thus making the
conclusions applicable to a wide sphere of
the emitter follower applicstion. Equivalent
circuits of the emitter and its input and out
put impedance« one provided, and it* trans
mission characteristics analyzed (U.S.S.R.)

The Problem nf Designing Bridge Circuits by
Means nf the Dead-Short Method A. Tolchan.
"Avto. i Tel." Jan. 1960. 11 pp. Net struc
ture aa a general representation of a bridge
circuit is proposed. Sufficient sign of possi
bility of designing a bridge circuit by means
of the dead-short method is defined from the
analysis of the complete net. (U.S.S.R.)

Resistance Voltage Dividers for Impulse
K. Auleytner, Il Wlodarski. “Prace 1TR.”
Vol. 5. No. 3. 30 pp. The present paper
analyzes the problems of measuring the ampli
tude and shape of impulse voltages with ac
curacy sufficient for practical purpose«. The
measuring errors and the causes of their
occurrence arr discussed. (Poland.)
A Certain Problem in Solving Linear Circuit*
with Inductive Couplings Between Branches.
T Kaczorek "Prace ITR " Vol. 5. No. 3.
11 pp. In the present paper, formulae are
deduced enabling us to determine parameters
of the circuits equivalent to a circuit com
posed of tn parallel branches and one series
branch. Each parallel branch contains an
ideal arnirrw of voltage and impedance. Be
tween all the branches there occur couplings
of an inductive character. (Poland.)

Investigations on Nonhomogeneous Periodic
Delay Lines, H. Wehrig. “Nach. Z." Feb.
1960. 11 pp. Various types of delay lines with
a 3-dimensional grid structure have been in
vestigated. The suitability of such delay lines
for use as frequency controlling elements in
a backward wave oscillator for the millimetric
wave region has been determined. (Germany.)
Parametric Amplifiera, II Urbarz. “Nach. Z.”
Feb. 1960. 7 pp. The theory of parametric
frequency-power relations and the state of the
art of variable reactance amplifiers as far as
August 1959 la summarized with the aid of
the available literature. (Germany.)
Decimetric Wave Reactance Circuits Consisting
of F.lectrnmagnetica1ly Coupled Tranmiaaion
Lines. O. Gold. “Nach. Z.” Jan. 1960. “ pp.
General cascade circuit equations for reactance
circuits using coupled transmission lines are
derived from the transmission line equation
for a coupled lossless three conductor system.
When two ports of n four port network con-
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Why worry about fabricating laminated plastics?
That’s our job.
There is not much point to fabricat
ing laminated plastics in your own
shop. And there are good reasons
why. One is the material itself.
Synthane laminates are available
in sheets, rods, and tubes, and in
over 33 standard grades. Choice of
form and grade for your part is im
portant. For example, a part which
is basically tubular may have to be

cut from a sheet rather than a tube.
Or the material itself may have to be
modified in order to meet your re
quirements.
When you do your own machining,
responsibility rests finally with you.
The possibility of errors in dimen
sions, machining and tolerances, and
of waste and delay suggest that you
buy your laminated plastics from us

You furnish the print. . . well furnish the part
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and let us do the fabricating for you.
Call any of our representatives—in
principal cities—for a quotation or get
in touch directly with Synthane Corp.,
11 River Road, Oaks, Pa.

[SYNTHANE]
CORPORATION

[S]

OAKS, PENNA^

Sheets • Rods • Tubes • Fabricated Parts
Molded-laminated • Molded-macerated
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stating of two transmission lines are termi
nated by the ports of a two port reactance
network while the other porta are loaded with
reactances. this can be used to produce bandvau filters, bandstop filters, frequency branch
ing networka, etc. i Germany )
Transistor Stsbilised Power Supplies, W
I aras* “El. Tech.” Feb. 1960. 6 pp. In
this article circuits for keeping de voltage
constant which are bued on the use of Zener
diodes and transistors are dealt with. The
author describes the series stabilizing circuit
with transistors in detail and explains their
design. (Germany.)
Noimalixing of Ini eg rating and Differentiating
Circuits, K. H. Kerber. "El. Tech." Feb.
1960. 2 pp. Directions nre given to normalize
circuits integrating or differentiating cyclic
events enabling numerical values to ba simply
obtained for deviations ot phase delay and of
the incremental function, that is, integration
and differentiation errors. (Germany.)

Ladder Networks with Tchebycheff's Trans
mission Function, M. Trinchieri. "Alta Freq.”
Oct.-Dec. 19S9. 38 pp. Ladder networks with
out poles are examined which perform Tche
bycheff’s transmission function between a gen
erator and a load in 3 hypotheses a generator
with finite internal resistance, an ideal cur
rent generator, an ideal voltage generator
Starting from a conformal mapping of th«plane of the complex frequencies p, the posi
tion to identified which must be occupied in
the plane by the polynominal rooto from
which the synthesis of the desired network
dept nds ..nd consequently th< relationship both
between the different parameters which char
acterize the performance of the circuit, and
the parameters and the value of the com
ponents of the circuit itself. (Italy.)
Equivalent Circuito of Generic Multi-Terminal
Systems, G. Biorci snd L. Piglione. "Alta
Freq.” Oct.-Dec. 1959. 13 pp. A non-reciprocal
passive system with 4 terminals can be real
ized by an equivalent circuit (as far as the
external behavior is concerned) which con
tain« only 1 non-reciprocal 3-terminal ele
ment. If the system has n-f-1 terminals, it to
possible to realize an equivalent circuit with
n/2 3-terminal elements if n is even, or
(n-l)/2 if n to odd. A method to realize
the equivalent circuit with the said minimum
number of non-reciprocal 3-terminal elements
is given. (Italy.)
Solid-State Maser Amplifier. S, A. Ahern. "El
Tech.” Feb. I960. 5 pp. The physics of
ninscr operation, including the criteria used
for selection of materials is introduced. A
description is given of a practical cavity
maser, and the system applications discussed.
Possible future developments, in particular the
traveling wove maser, nr* briefly discussed.
(England.)

Noise Stability ui Frequency Telemetering
System with Wesk Pulss Noises, I. Chugin.
"Avto. i Tel.” Jan. 1960. 18 pp. The noise
stability of the frequency telemetering system
with pulse-noises of arbitrary duration Is
analyzed. The noise stability level and tho
optimum frequency deviation ■re determined.
(U.S.S.R.)

Optimal Diaign nf Frequency Synthesisers for
Radiotelephones, S Schmidt. “Prace ITR."
Vol. 8, No. 8(9). IS pp. Design problems are
discussed of frequency synthesizers for duplex
radiotelephony equipment with up to 100 chan
nels. The development of such equipment and
future requirements for f.s. in modern radio
telephones are considered. (Poland.)
Measuring Methods of Amplitude Modulation
Suppression in FM Reeelvsra, W. Paruszewska.
"Prace ITR." Vol. 8, No. 8(9). 8 pp. The
paper aims al determining the optimal mea
suring method of amplitude modulation sup
pression in FM receivers and at establishing
adequate parameters of input signal. There
are following basic methods: method of suc
cessive amplitude and frequency modulation,
oscilloscope methods. Alter methods, spectrum
anslysis method and nonlinear distortions
measurement method. (Polsnd.)

Transmitter for 1-V.F. Dialling System, F
Keminaki. "Prace ITR.” Vol. 8. No. 8(9).
27 pp. A 2280 c/s signal transmitter for
1-V.F. dialling system, elaborated by Telep
hony Automation Dept, of the Tel"- and Radio
Research Institute is described. (Poland.)

Numerals snd t attar« for Subscriber's Num
bers in Lor si Automatic Telephone Networks,
C E Galimbertl. "Nach. Z.” Feb. 196" 7
pp. Two methods of the denotation of sub
scriber’s lines hsve been ndapted: A purely
numerical and a combined letter and numeral
designation. The paper described the result
of sn investigation carried out within the
local network of Milan. (Germany.)
A Compander for Broadcast Programme Links,
W von Guttenberg and H Hochrath. “Nach.
Z.” Jan. 1960. 6 pp. The application of
companders to recommended for signal trans
mission paths or stores which are affected by
interference.
An investigation of various
companders has shown that the beat trans
mission quality to only achieved by means of a
syllable compander operating at carrier fre
quency level when the transmission frequency
band must not be much larger than the orig
inal frequency band. (Germany.)

The Calculation of Line Group for Carrying
Excess Trafile by Mean« of Programme Con
trolled Computers, G. Bretochneider. “Nach.
Z.” Jan. 1960. 7 pp. A calculation of the
capacity of the lins groupa for carrying sienas
traffic is posaible by rmsni of a method which
became known
the "acattering value meth
od.” Thh method ha« been modified no that
the calculation ean automatically be carried
out by a programme controlled computer.
(Germany.)

COMMUNICATIONS
Calculation of Noise in Radio Receivers, I. M
Ainbinder. "Radiotekh,” V. 15, No. 1 (19601.
IS pp. On the basis of the reciprocity theorem
and the fact that the noise level of linear
aystema is independent of output loading, deaign formulas were developed for calculating
noise in radio receivers including their an
tennu and feeder devices. The calculation
method used permits one to determine the
total noise in linesr passive networks both
with lumped and distributed constants, and
obtain simple formulas for calculating an
tenna noise including cosmic radiations noise
and thermul noise due to the surrounding
media, the ground nnd other sources. With
certain reservations this method can also be
used for calculating noise in active networks.
Instead of the normal noise factor the author
uses the “noise level fsetor” which . • propor
tional to the level of the internal noise of the
circuits under consideration. (U.S.S.R.)
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COMPUTERS
On Analog Computer Simulation of the Trans
fer Functions Without Using Differentistor
Elements, II Ya. Kogan. “Avto. i Tel.”
Jan. 1960. 10 pp. Different ways of simula
tion of the real rational transient functions
without using differentistor blocks are com
pared. I* is shown that the minimum number
of required operation amplifier fa
where n is the order of differential equation
under consideration. (U.S.S.R.)
Parametron« and Their Une in Hala Process
ing Systems, E. Schmitt. "El. Rund.” Feb.
1960. 6 pp. Parametrons ean increase the
speed of operations in electronic computers,
Bssir circuits of the ferrite-core and diode

parametrons are shown and the effects of isss
and detuning in the parametron circuit upon
amplitude and build-up time ar* explained
quoting * practical formula for the build-up
time. (Germany.)

CONTROLS
Efleet ui limueney and Amplitude Modulated
Linear System« I. T. TurOKillation«
bovicb. "Radiotekh," V. 18. No. 1 (1960).
6 pp. "Die output voltag* of th* system to
calculated as th* product of th* input voltag*
by the dynamic transfer constant of the sys
tem. This is a further development of the
method originated by the author ("Radio
tekh’* 9. Nos. 2 and 12. No. 11) for quasi
harmonic signala. His method is considerably
simpler thsn the spectral method of analysis
and more accurate than the static method,
ainee it is based on the Duhamel integral and
its error can be estimated. The dynamic trans
fer constant, adopted by th* author, differs
from the static one by incorporating not only
the instantaneous frequency value, but also
the derivstivss with respect to time of tbs
frequency and the amplitude. (U.S.S R )
4 Method of Calculating the Correlation
Nonlinear FyaFunction nl the Output of
tern. I. M. Teplyskov. “Radiotekh," V. II,
No. 1 (1960). 8 pp. It is shown that in order
to calculate the correlation function st the
output of the system when normal noiso is
present st its input, it to sufficient to cal
culate the spectrum st the output of the sys
tem of two sinusoidal input signals. This
method can also be used when * noise and
a signal are impressed on the input of a
nonlinear system, but in such a case -he ealculations become rather involved. (U.8.S.R.)

tin Amplifier« nf 1-rror Signals in Electrical
Control Systems, L. L. Dekabrun. "Avto. I
Tel.” Jan 1960. 6 pp. Thera la explained
a new principle f designing circuits for syn
chronous detection that makes it possibls to
considerably reduce the delay introduced to
signal transmitting by amplifiers of slowly
changing voltages. The circuits permit to
widen the srr* of using such amplifiers in
automatic control systems where gslvanic feed
back amplifiers esnnot provide high accuracy.
(U.S.S.R.)
On Variable Puke System, V. I. Teverovsky.
"Avto. 1 Tel.” Jan. 1960. 8 pp. The paper
deals with the determination of the transfer
varisble pulse system for
function c t
particular rase when the ayatem consists of ■
variable firat-order unit connected serial to
constant units. (U.S.S.R.)

Deaign of Second Order Optimum Control Ays
terns Using Limited Gsins of Control Circuit
I tomrats, V. Erne I. Anov, A. I. Fedotova.
"Avto. i Tel.” Jan. 196C- 8 pp. The papar
deals with getting optimum control procossss
in the second order automatic control sys
tems when using limited gains of control cir
cuit elements with the help of non-linear oompensation devices of the key type. (U.A.S R I
On Stability of Servnsystems with Random
Disturbance, P. S. Land*. "Avto. i Tel."
Jan. 1960. 6 pp. Conditions of excitation of
the servosystem with non-linear element nf
backlash type are obtained. The probability
of excitation of such ■ system is calculated
m a function of time at the presence of
noise. (U.S.S.R.)

On t onneetion ot Transient Funrtions nf
Linesr Systems with thsir LaPlaco Repre
sentation, N 8. Kochanov. "Avto. 1 Tel.”
Jan. 1960. 9 pp. There arc considered methods
of determining a discrete transient function
of linear systems by the given representation
and of finding its LaPlaco representation by
the given tables of the Transient function. The
methods do not require the calculation of
algebraic equation rooto. (U.S.S.R.)
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Synthesis of Control System with Monoton
ously Decreasing Gain by Root-Loeus Method,
Yu. I. Kubinovich. "Avto. i Tel.*’ Jan. 1960.
8 pp. A periodically working control system
with monotonously decreasing gain is con
sidered. The synthesis problem is solved by
introducing a quasi-majorant control system
with constant gain instead of a given one.
For this quasi-majorant system a proper com
pensation network is designed with the help
of the root-locus method. I U.S.S.R. )
On I nhiased Estimating Desired Signs! Non
Linearly Depending on Unknown Parameters.
1. A. Boguslavsky. "Avto. i Tel." Jan. 1960
6 pp A method permitting the use sometimes
of the linear theory to get the unbiased
estimate of the desired signal in presence of
noise is proposed : the signal depending nonlinearly on unknown parameters. (U.S.S.R. i
On Reducing Non-Linear Control Syatem Equa
tions to Simplest Form, E. N. Rozenwasser
“Avto. i Tel." Jan 1960. 6 pp. There are
given formulae for a linear transformation
reducing direct control system equations to
the n
order differential equation.
The
linear transformation makes it possible to
simplify certain calculations of control sys
tems. for example the determination of iwcillations in the rase of piecewise-linear char
acteristics
<U S S.R. )

GENERAL
Influence of Magnetization Irregularity on
Core Static Characteristica, G. D. Kozlov.
"Avto. i Tel." Jan. 1960. 17 pp. Influence
ot magnetization irregularity on core atatie
characteristics is considered. There is given
the calculation of the core magnetization
loops for symmetrical and biased magnetiza
tion and of the basic magnetization loop.
(U.S.S.R.)

Here are three newly engineered Klein Pliers which will solve diffi
cult problems in the wiring of electronic assemblies. Catalog 103-A
describes these and scores of other pliers in the complete Klein
line. If you wire electronic assemblies, write for a copy.
ALL-PURPOSE ELECTRONIC PLIER

LONG-NOSE PLIER-KNIFE AT TIP
Pat. No. 2,848,724

Potent pending

Shear blade cut* flush and holds clipped
end of wire

Requires no sharpening; will cut hard or
soft wire. Smooth, continuous action pre
vents shock which may damage resistors.
For bare wire up to 18 gouge.
No. 260-6—length 636’
No. 260-6C—with coil spring that holds
jaw» open

Jaws behind blade hold clipped wire

end firmly
A shear-cutting plier that will cut hard or
soft wire. Blade is at the tip of the plier.
Supplied with coil spring to keep jaws
apart.
No. 208-6PC—length 6%’

NEEDLE-NOSE PLIER Patent pending

Write for

Similar to No. 260-6 but nose has been
slimmed down to permit use in confined
areas.

Catalog 103-A,
which shows the
complete line of Klein
Pliers, including 20 pliers
recently developed.

No. 261-6—length 636’

& Sons

72 0 0 McCORMICK ROAD • CHICAGO 45, ILLINOIS
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Atomic Alarm. F. Juster. "el and auto."
Jan.-Feb. 1960. 3 pp. Automatic alarm and
protection systems have been developed to
limit as far as possible the effects of nuclear
explosions. They are based on the various
physical phenomena associated with atomic
weapons. Three types of explosion detectors
are described in this paper. (France. I

Medical Electronica—Review of the Field,
A. V. J. Martin, “el and auto.” Jan.-Feb.
1960. 3 pp. The introductory paper reviews
some of the noteworthy or recent applications
of electronics in the medical field. Three cate
gories are listed: aids in application, aids in
diagnosis, and aids in treatment. (France.)

Na 261-6C—with coil spring to hold jaws
open

’ Mi“’,as KLEIN

Examination of Technological Parameters In
fluencing Electrical Reaiatance of Thermo
setting Pressed Forms, R. Feryszka. "Prace
ITR.” Vol. 3. No. 319). 18 pp. In the present
literature thermal treatment is usually recom
mended in order to increase resistivity of
thermosetting pressed forms to climatic condi
tions. A series of experiments are initiated
in the Tele- and Radio Research Institute
aiming at determining the influence of tech
nological parameters of preparing and press
ing processes on resistivity of pressed forms
to humidity. (Poland.)

Millimicrosecond Magnetization Reversal in
Thin Magnetic Films. W. Dietrich and W. E.
Proebster. “El. Tech.” Feb. 1960. 3 pp. A
special pulse equipment including a pulse
sampling oscilloscope with an overall response
time of 0.35 nsec for the observation of the
millimicrosecond flux reversal in thin perm
alloy films is described. (Germany.)

Novel Geiger Muller Counter Circuit for Weak
Beta-Ray Emission. M Marxen. “El. Tech."
Feb. 1960. 3 pp. Background variations and
uncertainties form the most important cause
of errors in measurements of weak beta-ray
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WHEN SECONDS COUNT

The optimum in reliability and
versatility in measured frequency
or time intervals.
The range of frequencies provided
is from 10 cycles to 10
megacycles; range of time
intervals is from 1 microsecond
to 100 days. Unparalleled
reliability is assured by a new
concept in circuit design that
utilizes magnetic beam switching
tubes as decade dividers and
scalers. The use of beam
switching tubes eliminates the need
for germanium diodes and
reduces the number of
components required.
In Research and Development, on
Transmitter Sites, Missile Bases,
Radar Sites, and on the
production line . . . The Lavoie
Counter provides versatility
and reliability.

FEATURES

Digital Voltage Converter
Wide Frequency Range
Wide Time Interval Range

In Line 8 Nixie® Readout
High Reliability
Automatic Decimal Point

Designed to MIL Specifications
Count-Down Time Base

Controlled Reset
Ease of Operation
0.1 Microsecond Resolution

-_ _

avete cjubCTxucncA.
MORGANVILLE. NEW JERSEY
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precision measurement demands

Moline MICROWAVE

Sources
emiMion. The author describee an arrange
ment comprising a beta counter and a pro
tective counter permitting to suppress tha
background value tn less than 1 count per
min. (Germany. I

The Continuous Automatic Measurement of
Blood Pressure by Means of Control Equip
ment, H. J. Wilmowaky. “rt." Dec. 1959. 7
pp. The author describes a system for auto
matically measuring the human blood pressure
based upon the usual bloodless sphygomanometric method using the Riva-Rocci cuff tech
nique (e.g. (1). The principle of this method
is as follows: the control criterion in tha
artery signal detectable in the elbow bend
and the cuff pressure is controlled in such a
way that it equals either the diastolic or tha
systolic blood pressure. (Germany.)

instruments

ATTENUATORS

SLOTTED LINES

The Response of the Three-Phsse Slipring
Rotor, Part II, L. Hannakam. “rt." Dee.
1959. 7 pp. On the basis of the derived elec
tromechanical system equations a general
block diagram of the 8-phase slip ring rotor
is given and simplified for certain special
conditions, as small slip values and small
deviations from a stationary zero position. The
author describee bow the system parameters
which are required for thia general repre
sentation are obtained by practical testa on
a machine in operation. (Germany.)

WAVEGUIDE COUPLERS

TERMINATIONS

FREQUENCY METERS
PHASE SHIFTERS

DETECTOR MOUNTS
PRECISION TUNERS

Mean Value of a Rectifier Output by Com
puter. “El. Tech." Feb. 1960. 3 pp. (England.)

MEASURE A TESTING
Generator of Random Processes with Given
Mstrix of Spectral Densities, J. Matyash, Ya.
Shikhanek. “Avto. i Tel. Jan. 1960. 7 pp.
Thera Is described the method of designing
generator of stationary random proceaaea with
an arbitrary matrix of rational spectral densi
ties
The generator has minimum number
of flat non-correlatod noise generators and of
stable linear filters. Transfer functions of
the filters can be determined quite easy by
given spectral densitiea. Tha method is il
lustrated with an example for a case n = 8.
(U.S.S.R.)

MIXERS
FILTERS

ANTENNAS
ROTARY JOINTS

DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS
WAVEGUIDE TEES

Frequency Synthesizers, R. Nowak. “Prace
ITR.” Vol. 5, No. 8. 86 pp. The frequency
synthesizer ia a source of stabilized operating
frequencies. The operating frequency, aa an
output frequency of the synthesizer, is the
result of a number of operations performed
with one or a few standard frequencies. In
the general case these operationa will consist
in the division, multiplication and changing
of frequency. (Poland.)

DETECTOR MOUNTS
WAVEGUIDE SWITCHES

The ninety page Waveline catalog
describing over 600 instruments, in
cludes complete technical data,
charts, illustrations and engineering
reports.

WÌVELINE

Phone CApital 6*9100

INC.
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TWX Caldwell, N. J. 703

Frequency Decade Generator, Eugeniusz Zachwatowicz. “Prace ITR." Vol. 8. No. 8(8).
4 pp. Principle of operation is given of a
frequency decade generator synchronized with
a standard frequency. Some technical data of
the decade, covering the range 1 kc/a-10 Me/s,
built in the Tele- and Radio Research Institute,
are described. (Poland.)
Aneehoic Chamber Designed in the Tele- and
Radio Research Institute. Jerzy Trelinski.
“Prace ITR." Vol. 8. No. 8(9). 4 pp. The
information is given on design problems of
an anechoie chamber built in the Tele- and
Radio Research Institute. The kind of soundabsorbing layer used in the chamber Is de
scribed, i.e. type of material, dimensions of
wedges, the way of mounting of wedges,
structure of doors, etc. (Poland.)

Transient Storage Oscilloscope, A. E. Cawkell and R. Reevea. "El. Tech." Feb. 19(0.
10 pp. One main function of thia oscilloscope
is that it permits the immediate viewing and
later examination at leisure of a waveform
derived from a fast “once-occurring“ opera
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CAPACITOR
STABILITY
ASSURED
BY 250-H0UR
PERFORMANCE
LOAD TEST
ACTUAL SIZE

Another assurance to you of Texas
Instruments capacitor reliability —
J 250-hour performance load test on a
' sample basis of all lots of the Type
»..«...-.«J SCM series.
Your margin of design safety is greater with
tan-Tl-cap capacitors. Type SCM capacitors are
100c/< tested for capacity, de leakage and dissipation
factor, and are aged under load at elevated tempera-

ture. SCM units in all 203 standard ratings (6-35
volts, 1 - 330 /zfd.) meet and exceed the electrical and
mechanical requirements of MIL-C-55057 (Sig. C)
and/or MIL-C-21720A (NAVY) specifications for
solid tantalum capacitors.
Contact your nearest authorized TI distributor or TI
sales office today for your immediate and future
delivery requirements.

t trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

with KEL-F
insulating sleeve
use
size

+0.01(1

-0.005
0.125
0.175
1279
0.341

wire
±0031 ±0.031 size
AWG
0.250 0.482
0.438
0.650 0.888
0.750 0.988

+0.020 ±0.062
-0.010
0.162 . 337
0.210 0.525
0.315 '1735
0.377
J 835

with Mylar
insulating sleeve**
±0.010 ±0 031

0 135
0.185
0 289
0.351

0 322
0 510
»722
J 822

Dimension A” determined by suspending i one-pound weight from one leed end rotating the case from
the vertical position to the horizontal position and then repeating the procedure for the other lead
Meets all requirements of MIL -C-55057 and MIL-C-2P20A including dimension*.

Write to your nearest TI sales
office on your company letter
head for Bulletin DL-C 1173
which gives detailed specifica
tions on the complete SCM series.

Texas
Circle 104 on Inquiry Card

All lots of Type SCM fan TI cap
capacitors are tested for perform
ance stability at rated temperature
and voltage prior to release for ship
ment. Performed on a lot sample
basis, the test is run for 250 hours
or until performance stability is es
tablished by successive time inter
val measurements of the principal
parameters of each test capacitor.

Instruments

Sources
tion Some examples of such operations are the
making and breaking of a switch or relay
contacts, testing with high voltage impulses,
strains or vibrations produced by a single im
pact and explosive ahoeka. (England.)
SS I ó

SS-5
DP DT spring return
0 5 imp « I25v ac-dc
U.L Inspected

SP ST pushbutton. momentary
contact. 1*mp © 125v ac
U L Inspected

3po» lien «recial.
3amp> w 125v ac.

GET ALMOST ANY NEEDED

SWITCHING ARRANGEMENT OR
I HEAVY

'

DUTY

TYPE

ssso

SS 34

IS 36 1

DP DT m>n-«ture
0 5 amp 0
ac-dc
U L Inspected

3P DT. 3-amps
®
ac.
U.L. Inspected

SP DT. 6 amp*
® 125v ac.
U.L. In«pected.

v

FEATURE WITH LOW COST

SEMICONDUCTORS
thermal Proreaaes in Junction Tranaiators.
1 A Popov. “Radictekh,” V. IS. No. 1 (IMO)
6 pp. Both stationary and tranaient thermal
proc««« an- examined. This ia noesaaary in
order to be able to analyze pulae operation of
transistors as well as for studying the be
havior of various circuits in the first instants
of their operation. Junction temperatures are
found in terms of time, ambient temperature,
and the power dissipated in the transistor.
Equivalent circuits ars given, and meaaursmenta of their parameter« appended
(U.S
S.R.)

Simplified Equivalent Circuite
Transistor Amplifiera, W. Bena.
Feb. 1960.
various transistor equivalent circuita and ■ f
events taking place within tranaiatora, fol
lowed by a presentation of simplified equivalent
circuits for practical application. Example*
demonstrate the computation of component*
of nn equivalent circuit based on the knowl
edge of component values of another equiva
lent circuit. (Germany.)

Figure ot Merit of the Junction Transistor
snd the Possibilities of Its Increass Due to
the Introduction of a Built-In Field into Ihe
Base Region. “Prace ITR.” Vol. 6, No. 1.
26 pp The most suitable parameter for char
acterizing the amplifying properties of a
transistor designed for high frequencies is the
figure of merit. A detailed analyaia of
value of thia coefficient fa carried out for
fusion tranaiatora performed by mean« of
alloy technique, and the poaaibilitiea of
creasing it by the introduction of construc
tional and technological changes are discussed
It is shown that the difficulties involved make
it impossible to obtain high valuea of the co
efficient. (Poland.)

Load Characteristics nt Trsnsistor Convertor
T. Konopinski. “Prace ITR." Vol. S, No.
11(9). 9 pp. In previous papers, operation of
1-transistor convertors and methods of their
design
aimplified formulae,
given.
curving in 1-transistor convertors are analyzed
and formulae based on simplified assumptions,
enabling the calculus of load characteristics,
were derived. (Poland.)

@125v AC

SS-?

5$ 1 8

SP-DT spring reture
3amp* © 125s
U.L Impected.

4-position special.
3-amps @ 125v ac.

STACKPOLE SWITCHES/
Get This GUIDE TO MODERN SWITCHING >
AsL far 8 pogo Switch Bulletin RC IID

World s latgest slide switch line---- over 12 low cost

tions NEW colored knobs Spcool conn niionol and
miniaturized switches designed and produced Eo«

large quantity users fleciromr Components 0 .>s,on,
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY

Circle IOS o» Inquiry Card

Industrial Applications nt fiemlcenductore,
J M Lambert, ‘‘al and auto." Jan.-Feb. 1960
c pp.
voted
conductor devices. It deals with transistor
circuits. First, the advantages and drawbacks
of transistors are shortly reviewed. Then, oe» end practical circuits are described. They are
representative of the possibilities of trans
istors. and comprise a de to ac converter a
de to de converter, a radio-aetivity detector,
a neutron radiation detector, an rpm-meter,
a atabilized power aupply, a relay control
circuit, and a biatable circuit.

Tranaiater Avalanche Voltage, L. van Biljon.
"El. Tech." Feb i960. 6 pp. An expression
giving the collector avalancha voltage in an
alloyed junction transistor as a function of
base resistance is developed from aimpie con
siderations of transistor currents. It Is in
dicated bow this expression may be used to
predict the voltage where avalanche break
down will art in for any value of base re
sistance, once the breakdown voltage al a
particular value of base resistance is known
(England.)
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Choose from
MUIRHEAD ra
MOTOR TACHOM TERS

easily

FOR 60 & 400i

recognised

SIZE

SIZE

SIZE

11

15

18

by

their

The quality and range of these small motpr tachometer
generators will meet your most exacting needs in

superior

performance

data transmission systems, integrating lopps, analogue
devices and instrument servomechanisms.
Covering a wide range of control voltages, 60c/s or
400c/s, in sizes II, I5 and I8 Muirhead Motor
Tachometers are all available from stock.

as

MUIRHEAD TECHNIQUE
A technical journal edited and publiihed quarterly by Muirhead & Co. Limited.

request.

In addition to

articles

by our own

Free on

engineers, giving news about the latest

designs, developments and applications of Muirhead products, there are also many articles

by engineers outside the company, describing specialized

projects in which Muirhead

equipment plays its part.

MUIRHEAD

Precision Electrical Instruments
MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS INC.,

441

Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N.Y., U.S.A.

Telephone: Murray Hill 2-8131
MUIRHEAD INSTRUMENTS

LIMITED. Stratford, Ontario, Canada

Synchros

Telephones: 3717 & 3718
MUIRHEAD &
444

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

CO. LIMITED, Beckenham, Kent, England

Telephone: Beckenham 4888

«
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A GOOD RESOLUTION ON TAPE
Tape high frequencies, whip the dropout problem
with "Scotch" brand High Resolution Tapes

hands up, gentlemen? Then repeat this
phrase: “We resolve to get the tape that gets all the
high frequencies—‘Scotch’ brand High Resolu
tion Tape.”
All levity aside, there’s no need to settle for
second-best. With “Scotch” brand Tapes 158 and
159 you get sharp resolution in high frequencies,
good low frequency response —plus the consistent
performance of a uniform tape.
Since “Scotch” brand high potency oxides are
more efficient than ordinary oxides, a thinner coat
ing can be applied to the polyester backing, and the
sensitivity at short (1 mil) wave lengths is still about
3'/2 db greater than that ot ordinary oxides. This
thinner coating means a more flexible tape, permit
ting the intimate tape-to-head contact so necessary
to sharp resolution in the higher frequencies. Thanks
to “Scotch” brand silicone-lubricated binder sys
tem, backing and oxide are locked together as a
system. Tape passes over heads friction-free, with
even motion, minimizing phase and frequency shift
distortion.
You can pack more pulses per inch, and get
cither standard or extra playing time with “Scotch”
brand High Resolution Tapes. Your dropout count
is lower because uniformity is higher. Only “Scotch”
brand can draw on 3M’s more than 50 years of
experience in precision coating techniques. The
result is a consistent tape with a uniform coating
you can depend on for reliable performance.
“Scotch” brand High Resolution Tapes meet
your need for top high-frequency response even in

pulse code modulation (PCM) and pre-detection
(video) applications; so switch now from tapes that
may well be made obsolete by new instruments.
Whatever your application—data acquisition, re
duction, or control programming — experienced
“Scotch” brand technology has a dependable tape
for the job. Sandwich Tapes 188 and 189 cut head
wear, eliminate oxide rub-off, last 10 times longer
than ordinary tapes. New Heavy Duty Tapes 198
and 199 give long wear, minimize static charge
build-up. High Output Tape 128 gives top output in
low frequencies, even at temperature extremes. And

“Scotch”

brand Standard Tapes 108 and 109 re
main the standard for instrumentation.
Your nearby 3M Representative serves as a
convenient source in all major cities. For details
consult him or write Magnetic Products Div., 3M

Company, Dept. MBR-40, St. Paul 6, Minn.
© I960 3M C®.

■‘Scotch"

is » registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul 6, Minnesota
Export: 99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. In Canada: London Ontario.

Scotch

brand magnetic tape

^flNNIXOTA M'NINS AND J^AHUMCTUIIND COMVANT

...WMIXI (IttAfCHIt THt KIY TO TOWOItOW
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CONVERTER

DELAY LINE

Miniaturized digital-to-analog con
verter weighs 30 grams. For computer
applications and pulse-repetition rate
monitoring in laboratory instruments,
it produces a de output proportional

Type 7C Series, miniature delay
line, for computers, radar and power
circuits. Phase characteristics are
automatically equalized to beyond 8
mc in many types, hermetically sealed

REMEMBER!
For immediate information
on “Scotc h" brand
Instrumentation Tapes, contact
your nearest 3M branch office *
ATLANTA, GA.—732 Ashby Streel. N.W
Telephone* IRimty 6-4401

to input repetition rate. Model DAC94, is a constant current generator
which, when used with supply volt
ages of approx. 12 vdc, will deliver
0.01 mu per pulse per dec. Other mod
els available deliver up to 0.1 aa. Out
put voltage can be programmed by
adjusting load resistance. Linearity
is ±2% for output voltages not ex
ceeding 20 mv and for operating temp,
between —20°F and 140°F. Transformer - Electronics
Induatrial
Park, Boulder, Colo.

construction, operating temp, from
—35 to +125°C with 500 v. peak
working voltage, and temp, coefficient
0.005%/C°. Rise time is 7% of the
time delay. Frequency response is
over 10 MC bandwidth with attenua
tion less than 1.2 db/Msec delay at low
frequencies. Models available with
time delay ranging from 0.1 pa up to
1.5 as, and impedance ranges from
150 ohms to 1,000 ohms. Ad-Yu Electronica Lab.
249-259 Terhune
Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Circle 220 on Inquiry Card

ACCELEROMETER
A self - generating accele rometer,

! MORE !
The New Products mentioned
here have been selected for
contribution to or advancement
of the electronic industries.
These items are combed from
several hundred new product
releases received during the
past month by ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES.
To keep in
terested readers informed of
all new developments, o sum
mary re cord is kept of ALL new
products received. For a copy
of this month's list, please send
your request on company let
terhead to Readers' Service
Dept.,
Electronic
Industries,
56th & Chestnut Sts., Phla.,
Circle No. 161
Penna.
inquiry Card

less than 0.1 in. in height, 0.5 in. in
dia., and weighing % gram. Housed
in aluminum, the Model A-3109 ac
celerometer has an acceleration range
of 0.5 to 500 g and has a useful fre
quency range of 3 to 4000 CPS and
u sensitivity of 2 mv/g min. Operating range is
to +250°F. Resonant frequency i» 12 KC min. It is

5-7800)

BUFFALO, N.Y.—330 Greene Street (P. O.
Box 2012, Zone 5), Telephone* BAiley 5214

CINCINNATI, OHIO—4835 Para Drive. Tele
phone: ELtnhunt 1-2313

CLEVELAND, OHIO—12200 Drookpark Road,
Telephone: Clearwater 2-4300

DALLAS, TEXAS—2121 Santa Anna Avenue
(P. O. Box 28158), Telephone »Avia 7-7311

April 1960

ephone: TRinity 5-7111

HIGH POINT. N. C. — 2401 Brevard Street
(P. O. Box 151), Telephone

3496

HONOLULU. HAWAII —1410 Kupiolam
Boulevard, Telephone: 996-483

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA- 6023 South
Garfield /Venue, Telephone: RAymond 3-6641

NEWTON CENTER, MASS. (Boston)—1330
Centre Street, Telephone

DEcatur 2-9810

PHILADELPHIA. PENN. — 5698 Risimi Sun
Avenue, Telephone* Pilgrim 2-0200

RIDGEFIELD. NEW JERSEY (New York)—
700 Grand Avenue, Telephone: WHitncy 3

6700 (N.Y.—OXford 5-5520)

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI—10725 Baur Boule
vard. Telephone* WYdown 1-1320

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA—367 Grove Street.
Telephone. PRospect 6-8511

SERTI LE, WASHINGTON -3663 First Avenue
South, Telephone: Mutual 2-5550

equipped with a 4-ft. GLENNITE
Blackline Low Noise Cable fitted with
a GLENNITE C5P connector. Gul
ton Industries, Inc., 212 Durham Ave.,
Metuchen, N. J.
Circle 221 on Inquiry Card
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6850 South Harlem Avenue. Argo Po .1 Office.

Telephone: GLobe 8-2200 (Chicago—LUdlow

DETROIT, MICH.—411 Piquette Avenue. Tel

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card
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BEDFORD PARR, ILL. (Chicago Office)—

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA
320 Shaw Roid. Telephone* PLaza 6-0800

r 3M
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NEW SILICON
PILL'VARACTOR

IMAGE ORTHICON

Extended-life image orthicon tube
for use in TV cameras uses a new tar
get material and virtually eliminates
image retention and its limiting effect
on operating life. The 7611 image

ACTUAL
SIZE

orthicon is directly interchangeable
with the 5820 and has identical per
formance characteristics except for
the 7611’s higher level of sensitivity
over a longer operating life. For com
plete elimination of image retention,
it should be operated near the upper
limit of its operating temp, range of
104 to 130° F. Special feature: 1000
hr. warranty. Westinghouse Electric
Corp., P. O. Box 284, Elmira. N.
Circle 222 on Inquiry Card

POWDER CORE

GREATLY REDUCES THE PACKAGE

AS A FACTOR IN CIRCUIT DESIGN
specifically developed for

For audio filter low frequency ap
plication, 160 - mu moly - permalloy
powder cores offer 28% higher induc
tance than with 125-mu cores. At
least 10% fewer turns are required
for given inductance. The higher in
ductance fewer turns ratio also per
mits use of heavier wire for windings,

• amplifiers at the higher microwave frequencies
(1000 mc and above)
• travelling wave parametric amplifiers
• microwave computers as sub-harmonic generators
• amplifiers in which stray susceptance effects must be minimized
• applications of varactors to stripline circuits
• modulators for frequency synthesis
rm

Experimental
quantities
are available
with these
nominal
specifications

NUMBER

CAPACITANCE
TOLERANCE

Zelo B>»

60 80

MA-4255X

0.1-0.5 jMf

MA-4256X

1.2-2.5 »rf

50

MA-4257X

2.5-4.0

30

'Package shunt capacitance - 0.2

mmÍ

Series lead inductance <10-* henries.

Write or call:

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES INC.
BURLINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
BRowning 2-3000 • TWX Uurlington, Mass. 942.
200

TYPICAL Q
AT
6 VOLTS

Circle 108 on Inquiry Card

reducing de resistance and giving
higher Q. The cores come in 8 stand
ard sizes, ranging in outside dia. from
0.500 to 1.570 in., and iqside dia.
from 0.300 to 0.950. Magnetics Inc.,
Butler, Pa.
Circle 223 on Inquiry Card
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VT2
VT 2 F

VT2E

VT2N

Popular, small Modol VT2 (with overvoltage). Volts
output* O-I2O/I32; amps output; 1.5 ... Model VT2N
(without overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120; amps
output: 1.8. This model delivers more current than
existing transformers of comparable size and price.

VT4

VT4F

VT4E

VT4N

Models VT4 and VT4N provide output capacity greater
than other units of comparable size and price. Model
VT4 (with overvoltage). Volts output: 0-I20/I40;
amps output 3.5
Model VT4N (without overvoltage). Volts output 0-120; amps output: 4 75-

M

• H H I•

OlnlMBT^

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS
Complete Line Now Available
from Stock

VT8

VT8E

VT8N

VT8F

VT8G

Modtl« VTB and VTBNoffer the heavy capacity demanded for general laboratory and industrial applica*
tions. Model VT8 (with overvoltage). Volts output: 0-120/140; amps output: 7.5 .. . Model VT8N
(without overvoltage). Volts output 0-120; amps output 10.0 Units available for 240-volt input also.

Now you can get fast delivery from stock on 35 different
models of Ohmite variable transformers. This newly ex
panded selection covers a high percentage of industrial
needs. In it you will find single and three-phase units, two
and three-in-tandem assemblies (not shown above), plus a
variety of other cased and uncased models.
Ohmite “v.t.” variable transformers combine fresh think
ing in design with traditional Ohmite quality. For example,

positive current transfer is achieved with direct brush to
slip-ring, pig-tailed connection. Adjustable shafts on sizes
VT4 and VT8 extend either to the brush or the base side.
These two models also are interchangeable with competitive
makes of comparable ratings. The “N” types in all three
models provide additional current without overvoltage. The
next time you need variable transformers, select from the
line with advanced design—Ohmite.

Write for NEW Stock Catalog 30.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
RHEOSTATS
TAP SWITCHES

RESISTORS

RELAYS

TANTALUM CAPACITORS

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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DIODES

QUALITY
iomponents

Now

Modular
Control
Systems

New Airborne

concept saves design

time, helps

get

you

faster

delivery

Heart c I Airborne's new modular control systems is a contactorless control package
consisting of a standardized case (3 x 3x 5 in.) into which packaged preamplifier
and power amplifier subsystems are plugged. Amplifiers drive actuators having maxi
mum operating loads up to 500 lb. (linear) or 100 in. lb. (rotary). Modular design per*
mits delivery of relatively complex systems

Over the past 6 years. Airborne has
designed and produced a number of
special electromechanical control
systems for aircraft-missile use.
While these have differed in their
functions, many of them have
nevertheless employed essentially
similar components. Thus our pol
icy has been to seek increasing
standardization of parts through
modular design—to the point where
we can now offer complete systems
engineered under this concept.

From transducer through actuator,
these new Airborne systems are
assembled entirely from standard
ized. interchangeable components.
For many applications, you can de-

sign around these packaged systems
as they stand—and thus reduce en
gineering time, lead time, and costs.
In other instances, slight modifi
cations of the modular units
provide the basis for immediately
available systems.

Get complete information on this
latest Airborne development by re
questing new Bulletin PS-5A. If you
feel your requirements are unique
and cannot be met with standard
ized units—however flexible—we
still invite your inquiry. As men
tioned, Airborne offers an extensive
background in custom systems—for
temperature control, servo control,
and positioning.

Engineered Equipment for Aircraft and Industry
AIRBORNE

ACCESSORIES

CORPORATION

HILLSIDE 5, NEW JERSEY • Offices in Los Angeles and Dallas
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TAPE READER

Punched tape reader, Model 909,
with a companion spooler mechanism,
Model 3299. A completely transistor
ized electronic readout system is in
cluded with output signals compatible

with most data processing systems.
Reading speeds up to 200 characters
per second
possible with the
spooler, which accommodates paper or
mylar tape up to 1 in. in width on 8
in. diameter reels. Without the
spooler, it can read at rates up to
1000 characters per sec. and stop on
a “STOP” character. Potter Instru
ment Co., Inc., Sunnyside Blvd., Plain
view, L. I., N. Y.
Circle 224 on Inquiry Card

ENCODER

Addition to line of shaft position
encoders, Model C-804, provides out
put of 3600 quanta per rev. in Datex
code or 4096 quanta per rev. in Gray
Code. It is capable of unlimited read
out cycles and the sampling rate is
limited only by the readout device. It

uses brush contacts of precious metal
alloys. The etched disks are plated. It
uses an 8% in. disc. It is 9 in. in dia.
and 336 in. high, exclusive of the
shaft. Datex Corp., 1307 So. Myrtle
Ave., Monrovia, Calif.
Circle 225 on Inquiry Card
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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CINCINNATI SUB-ZERO CHAMBERS have tho

FINEST REFRIGERATION
SYSTEMS
Compact, so units occupy minimum floor space ... fully automatic controls for testing under
conditions of hi-lo temp, humidity,
radiation, and altitude... through
Hermetically sealed compressors
(

/
.
»'
g

am

rloada id ui dt r v tage protect" n

I ressure and electrical safety controls
Refrigerantsand refrigeration systems
in accordance with nationally approved standards of design
Air or water cooled systems
Loss of refrigerants minimized by
pressure equalization

gBBB g
I
a •*
r

For literature and eihmalet write

CINCINNATI

*

SUB-ZERO PRODUCTS
General Office» A Plant

3930-EI Reading Rd. • Cincinnati 29. Ohio

NE-51H

Representatives in major industrial u’vai
Member: Environmental Equipment Institute

nm»'-

Circle 120 on Inquiry Card

DIALCO PILOT LIGHTS
MOISTURE*

with Built-in Resistor
(a patented DIALCO feature)

for the Neon Glow Lamp NE-51H (High Brightness)
OIL

RUGGED: The NE 51H Neon Glow Lamp is made to resist

TITE

McKINSTRY NEMA Type 12
PANEL ENCLOSURES
MCKINSTRY Panel Enclo
cures built to NEMA Type 12
specifications give your elec
trical controls, terminals and
instruments complete protec
tion against oil, water cool
ants and extra protection in
heavy dust-laden atmosphere.
Before you buy, look into

the complete line of McKIN
STRY NEMA Type 12 En
closures for quality materials
and workmanship at reason
able prices.
Write: D.rt 70A *or n««* llluitroted tatalog and prie« llit on
complet« line of McKINSTRY En
clôtures jnd Flttings.

vibration and is proof against sudden failure. It may be
operated at about 3 times the level of current applied
to the standard neon lamp, and it will produce 8 times
as much light—with long hie! Requires low power —
less than 1 watt on 250 V circuit. Recommended for AC
service (may be used on DC circuits above 160 V).
BUILT-IN current-limiting resistor (U.S Patent No 2,421,321):

For use on 105-125 volt and 210-250 volt circuits.
In DIALCO Pilot Lights, the built-in resistor is completely
insulated in moulded phenolic and sealed in metal.

COMPACT: Units are available for mounting in 9/16" and
11/16" clearance holes... in a wide choice of lens styles
and colors, terminal types, metal finishes, etc.
Meet applicable MIL Spec and UL and CSA requirements.

Every assembly it available complete with lamp.

SAMPLES ON REQUEST-AT ONCE-NO CHARGE
Ask tor Bulletin No. 100 and Catalogue L-161B.
Foremost Manufacturer ot Pilot Lights

|^| McKINSTRY METAL WORKS, INC
9B BB JV

285 McKiMBtry Av«

• Chh«|»ee. Massachusetts

DIALIGHT
CORPORATION

50 STEWART AVE., BROOKLYN 37. N. Y.

Circle 121 on Inquiry Card
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HYacinth 7-7600

New

I
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FREQUENCY COUNTER

Electronic counter, Model 521G,
automatically measures frequency and
random events per unit of time or
with the manual gate feature totalizes
electrical events. Frequency range is

Ute B-58 Hustler, Amertea's first supersonic bomber, is now in production for the
V. S. Air Force at the Fort Worth, Texas, Plant of the Convair Division of
General Dynamics Corporation. Carrying a crew of only three, the B-58 is
designed to operate at altitudes above 50,000 feet and is powered by four
General Electric J79 turbojet engines.

Sprague Awarded Contract
For Engineering Assistance
On B-58 Hustler
The abundance of electronic
equipment fitted into the small,
dense, supersonic B-58 Hustler
calls for comprehensive inter
ference control engineering. To
obtain on-the-spot assistance
for this extremely complex en
gineering problem, the Weapon
System Manager for the Mach
2 bomber at Convair's Fort
Worth Plant has awarded a spe
cial contract to the Interference
Control Field Service Depart
ment of the Sprague Electric
Company.
Under the terms of the con
tract Sprague will assist Convair
with the integration of both
electrical and electronic equip
ment of airborne and ground
systems into an even more effec
tive and reliable weapon system.
Sprague staff engineers assigned
204

to the project are already at
work at the Fort Worth Plant.
Sprague Interference Control
Laboratories located in Dayton,
Los Angeles, and North Adams,
are supporting the Convair pro
gram as testing and sampling
facilities. These laboratories are
staffed by top interference and
susceptibility control special
ists, and are equipped with the
most advanced instrumentation
and model shop facilities.
For assistance with your
Interference, Susceptibility, and
Integration problems, write
Interference Control Field Ser
vice Manager. Sprague Electric
Co. at 12870 Panama Street,
Los Angeles 66, California;
224 Leo Street. Dayton 4, Ohio;
or 233 Marshall Street, North
Adams, Massachusetts.

Circle 112 in Inquiry Card

1 cps to 1.2 mc. Accuracy is ±1
count ± the accuracy of power
line frequency—usually ±0.1%.
(±0.01% with optional crystal time
base installed). Providing a 5-place
registration, display time is adjust
able to approx. 15 sec., or readings
can be held until manually reset.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 275 Page Mill
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif.
Circle 226 on Inquiry Card

COAXIAL ATTENUATOR

Variable coaxial attenuator, Model
AE-6, is first of a series of wideband
coaxial variable attenuators which
have flat attenuation vs. frequency
characteristics and zero insertion loss.
Characteristics are: Frequency range,
4-7 kmc; insertion loss, less than 0.5

db; attenuation variation vs. fre
quency, less than ±5% in db; power
handling, 4 w avg.; VSWR, 1.5 max.
Merrimac Research and Development,
Inc., 517 Lyons Ave., Irvington 11,
N. J.
Circle 227 on Inquiry Card
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NOW-Two important contributions
to printed circuit designThe Microminiature Kernel
ATE-34 Adjustoroid” and a New Line
of Miniature Encapsulated Adjustoroids
Newest addition to the Burnell Adjustoroid line Is the microminiature
Kernel* ATE-34 and the miniature ATE-11, ATE-0 and ATE-4. One of the
unique features of these new Adjustoroids is a flush sotted head providing
for ease of adjustment and economy in height.

4CO(l|-

The new microminiature Kernel ATE-34 Adjustoroid and the miniature
ATE-11, ATE-0 and ATE-4 are variable over a 10% range of their indue*
lance. Fully encapsulated, they will withstand high acceleration, shock
and vibration environments. All of the above meet MIL-T specifications,
27 Grade 4 Class R and MIL-E 15305 A Write for Stock Sheet AT-34

ATE 0

l'A*"

1"

IVi or.

1 kc fo 20 kc

10 kc

5 hyi

ATE-4

1%»"

1¥u"

3.3 ot.

1 kc te 16 kc

6 kc

15 hr»

ATE 6

1%»"

I"

1'/» o«-

10 kc to 100 kc

30 kc

.75 hr»

ATE 10

W

ly.*"

.1 M.

3 kc to W kc

20 kc

75 hy.

ATE-11

%"

•y.*"

.73 or.

2 kc fo 23 kc

15 kc

5 hr«

ATE-12

V

•y.»"

.73 or.

13 kc to 130 kc

40 kc

1 hr

ATE-34

’W

3 kc to 30 kc

55 kc

1 hr

.1 OI.

FREQUENCY (KC)
IC
20 30 SO 100 200

lf you hasen t already done so—send for your tree membership in the Space Shrinkers Club
OS

PIONEERS IN «•tcromtRiofuntotion OF
TOROIDS, FILTERS AND RELATED NETWORKS

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Felham, N. V
FEI ham 8-5000
TolotrM F.lham 3633

Focile Dlvit.on
Dopt. 1-11
730 Mittiaa St.
South FotedOM, Cal
MUrroy 2-2841
Tolotyee Foiacol 7571

ATE 34

2OS

SPECIAL TUBES FOR SPECIAL USES

EMI

HIGH MU TRIODE

Improved version of the GL-6897
high mu, coplanar ceramic lighthouse
triode. The new GL-6897 for long
life CW operation, has a typical
power output of 20 w at 1850 mc with

33% plate efficiency, plate current of
100 MA. plate voltage of 600 v., and
r-f drive power of 2.5 w. It is shock
tested to 400 g’s and meets MIL-E1/1037A. For microwave frequency
communications service applications,
it will operate at frequencies up to
2900 MC. Power Tube Department,
General Electric Company, Schenec
tady 5, New York.
Circle 228 on Inquiry Card

CONTROLLER

Positioning and temperature con
troller operates standard de electric
valves or positioning actuators. It is
a proportional pulse, modulating con
trol, using silicon controlled rectifiers
(SCR) as the output device. It oc
cupies less than 28 in* and weighs
approx. 1.1 lbs. It requires 115 v., 400

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES
KLYSTRONS / MAGNETRONS
SPECIAL CATHODE RAY TUBES
TV CAMERA TUBES
STORAGE TUBES

E M.l. Electronics Ltd is one of the world’s leading pioneers in the development
of special high-performance tubes for military and commercial use. Through the
Hoffman Electron Tube Corp., its United States Representative, a wide range of
E.M.I. tubes are now available from inventory for such systems as missile and
satellite tracking, ground mapping, weather radar, air traffic control, early warning,
combat situation plotting by tactical television cameras, closed circuit television
for industry, airborne radar, automatic landing, nuclear radiation scanning, and
spectrophotometry ■ You can rely on E.M.I. for the highest standards of accuracy
and reliability. Visit us at the IRE Show, Booth #1520 ■ Write for full technical
information to:

cps input and tolerates a wide range

of frequency and voltage. Controls
operate over ambient temperature
—65’ to 4-250’F. Garrett Corp.,
AiReseurch Mfg. Div., 9851 Sepulveda
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif.
Circle 229 on Inquiry Card
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CHILTON
ANNNIh
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NOW AVAILABLE
MARKETING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Offering manufacturers counsel in marketing
has long been a Chilton practice. But count on
Chilton to move ahead with the times. Today
Chilton’s intensified activity in market research
is a development that can help you get more
out of your sales and advertising dollars. The
stepped-up facilities—organized in depth and
breadth—are identified as M-A-P, an efficient,
penetrating Marketing Assistance Program.
It you are a manufacturer searching for new
talents and tools in your marketing operations,
Chilton can put a wealth of manpower and a
multiplicity of facilities to work for you. All
Chilton publications have marketing data repre
sent! ng years of selling experience and research
in their respective fields. And Chilton’s fully
staffed Research Department is equipped to
help you develop additional data to give even
better direction to your marketing plans.

Chilton’s standards of editorial excellence and
quality-controlled circulation in 17 business
publications are now linked with stronger and
more complete marketing information for ad
vertisers. Chilton representatives will be glad
to give you more details.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

*

April 1960
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Cool Magnetrons and Power Tubes

New

[Products

with Model D Blowers

MESA COMPUTER DIODES
4'/«'

High voltage silicon mesa diodes
TI IN914 and TI IN916 switch from
10 ma forward current to 6 reverse in
4 musec max. This fast switching is
coupled with a capacitance of 2 ent

(max.). For up to 100 MC, both pro
vide a min. rectification efficiency of
45% and a max. leakage of 25 mw
at 20 v. They feature a high peak in
verse voltage of 75 v. Both will dissi
pate 250 mw at 25°C and min. for
ward voltage is 1 v. at 10 ma. Both
have an operating range of —65 to
150*C and a max. storage temp, of
200°C. They withstand 20,000 g’s dur
ing acceleration and 1000 g’s during
shock. Texas Instruments Incorpo
rated, P. O. Box 312, Dallas, Tex.

INVERTED TYPE SOS

Circle 230 on Inquiry Card
Shown is one of a family of high pressure
blowers designed for turbulent cooling in

SPEED REDUCERS
Commercial and Military Electronic
applications where space is at a premium and
50 fOO 150 200
a» volume-cfm

long troublefree life is mandatory

Miniature speed reducers arc
approx. 15/16 in. in diameter. They
are made to MIL specifications, size
10 frame, in ratios from 9:1 to 3000:1.
Precision A.B.E.C. -5 ball bearings
throughout Maximum rated output

OPTIONAL AIR INLET & OUTLET ADAPTORS & MOUNTING SURFACES

SEE C4t* og Sheets
40102-31

40102-32
30102-3

ROTRON

MAN

FACTURING

WOODSTOCK

•

NEW

CO

INC.

YORK

torque is 35 in. oz. Backlash through
the entire train is less than 30 min.
measured at output shaft. Gears are
cut to precision 2 or better. PIC De
sign Corporation, 477 Atlantic
Avenue, East Rockaway, L. L, N. Y.
Circle 231 cn Inquiry Card

Circle 123 oa Inquiry Card
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NYLON TI* JACK

FREE!
ULTRASONIC
CLEANING
BULLETIN

Available In all
nylon body or
os a metal-dad avi
typo to meet am^v
military »pact1
fication*. Completnly insulat
ed-no auxiliary mowtme hardware needed.

NYLON BANANA

PLUG
A rugged, high voltage
¡Mulatod plug for a
wide variety of ap
plication».

NYLON BANANA
JACK

Molded nylon body
provider voltage
breakdown of I 2.500
• ok» DC.

Describes National Ultrasonic Corporation's:

♦ Applications Laboratory service. Your
sample parts are cleaned ultrasonically and
equipment and cost recommendations are
made at no charge.
• STANDARDLINE medium power cleaners
for all applications requiring average
energy levels.
• HEAVYDUTYLINE high power cleaners for
industrial applications requiring high
energy density.
• NUclean ' solvents and detergents especially
formulated for ultrasonic cleaning.

NATIONAL ULTRASONIC CORP
Montgomery Ave Irvington 11. N J.
ESsex 1-0550 . TWX NK 1030

Circle 124 on Inquiry Card

There's a

h/eu)
DIAL
HEAD
AGASTAT
for every time/delay/relay application
Here’s what you get with every Agastat time/delay/relay

NYLON TIP PLUG

NV
I
lira
111 LUI1
CONNECTORS
Designed for sotderless connection—Rts
all standard tip (octa.

Voltage breakdowns
up to 12.500 volts DC!

These rugged Johnson connectors
are molded of tough, iow*loss shock
proof nylon—and will not chip or
crack, even when subjected to ex
treme temperature changes or severe
mechanical stress. Nylon provides
high voltage insulation, with voltage
breakdowns up to 12,500 volts DC.
Metal clad tip jack meets MIL spec
ifications (full specifications avail
able on request). All connectors arc
designed for fast, easy mounting—
and arc available in 13 bright colors
for coded applications.

DUAL BANANA PLUG
Extremely versatile—provides
variety of application pos
sibilities. Solderless design—•
tough »hock resistant nylon
body retaiM strength and lowlou characteristics over a wide
range of temperature and high
relative humidity condition».
Available in 13 permanent
color».

OTHER CONNECTORS—Johnson
also manufactures a complete line of
standard connectors in addition to tho
nylon line described above. For com
plete information, write for our newest
components catalog shown below.

• Easy adjustment
• Repeatable accuracy

• Instantaneous recycling
• Unaffected by voltage variations

• Low power consumption
GET THE WHOLE STORY-writa today for Bulletin No. SR-10 and find
out how Agastat can help you to solve your time delay problems. Writ*
to Dept. A35-432.

AGA
Division

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

1027 Newark Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.

Gawccumulator Co., (Canada) Ltd., 12 Gower Street, Toronto 16, Ontario

Circle 125 on Inquiry Card
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Write today for our newest electronic w
components catalog—complete specifications,
engineering prints and current prices on:
• CAPACITORS
• INSULATORS

• TUBE SOCKETS
•

KNOBS. DIALS

•

CONNECTORS

•

INDUCTORS

•

•

PHOT LIGHTS

HARDWARE

JOHNSON CO
16 Second Avenue S.W. • Waseca, Minnesota

Circle 126 on Inquiry Card

New

|

[Products

TUBE SOCKET

Tube socket for the GE GL6299
UHF planar triode for practical uhf
lumped constant circuitry with as
surance of bandpass stability as tubes
are changed. The XV-100/6299 may

1

be used to 1000 mc or higher with no
resonances over the band. It exceeds
these environmental tests: Vibration,
10-55 CSP 1/64 in. excursion; alti
tude, 10,000 ft. (operative) and 40,000
(inoperative); drop test, 2 ft. (equip
ment units); bounce test, 5g for 3 hrs.
(equipment units); humidity, per
MIL STD 169. Other Mil specs, MIL
STD 170, MIL E-16400 and MIL E5400. Instruments for Industry, Inc.,
101 New South Rd., Hicksville, L. I.,
N. Y.
Circle 232 on Inquiry Card

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER

In addition to their regular stock and custom
transformers for the electronic industry, ADC has
long been a dependable source of transformers and
filters to the telephone and telegraph industry.
When Western Electric announced they would no
longer supply these components to manufacturers,
ADC put their 24 years of experience to use de
signing and tooling a series of “coils” which are
electrically and physically interchangeable with
similar components made by The Western Electric
Company. Many of these are in stock. If you use
such components, we suggest that you write for
more information. We believe you’ll be
pleased with both the price and delivery.
WRITE TODAY FOR TELEPHONE COIL LITERATURE

AUDIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
lUf 11H

Snath

•

Minneapolii 7, Minnesota

TRANSFORMERS • REACTORS • FILTERS . JACKS A PLUGS . JACK PANELS

Frequency multiplier with band
switching for the 80-40-20-15 and 10
meter bands operates on a 6 to 10 v.
r-f supply within 3350 to 4000 KC to
produce desired fundamental on 8040-20-15-10 meter bands. The Model
504 C may be used as a driver for
high powered class “C” or linear am-

plifiers and as a low power trans
mitter on either phone or CW when
equipped with suitable power supplies,
modulator and excitation. Barker &
Williamson, Inc., Bristol, Pa.
Circle 233 on Inquriy Card
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DOBHICB"
DIGITAL DISPLAY
with ONE-PLANE PRESENTATION
Series 10,000

BOARD

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
• Reliable, dependable, no moving parts
• All digits displayed on front surface
viewing screen
PRICE PER UNIT
• All digits uniform in size and intensity
• High-contrast viewing screen insures utmost
visual sharpness
• Digit style of your choice to complement
Quantity Prices on Request
manufactuier’s original equipment
• Colored digits of your choice for special
WRITE TODAY FOR
environmental lighting
COMPLETE DETAILED
• Individual units may be assembled in groups
SPECIFICATIONS
tor convenient panel mounting
Representatives
* Dimensions; P/u" wide. 2%" high,
in principal cities
5%" long

$1800

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS, Inc

CAMBION Swaging Tools are designed to precisely seat
and securely stake all CAMBION Terminals. For each type of
terminal there’s a CAMBION punch-arid-anvil combination.
Precision-machined from fine steel for long w-ear, standard sets
are available for only $5.00 each to match the following
CAMBION Swaging Machines:
HAND swagers for small volume staking. Can be used
manually, in a kick press, or in a riveting machine, pressure
SWAGERS for normal production. These sturdy, hand-operated,
cam-action rolling tools are easily adjustable for a wide range
of board thickness, hopper stakers for high production.
These semiautomatic stakers faultlessly feed and stake
thousands of terminals without interruption at a rate of ap
proximately 100 a minute. Write Cambridge Thermionic
Corporation, 504 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38, Mass, for
full details on these and other products in the wide line of

fiwgitiieers and Manufacturers of
Fully Automatic Sythms and Machines
5528 Vineland

North Hollywood, Calif
The guaranteed electronic components

Circle 128 on Inquiry Card

Circle 130 on Inquiry Card

MIXER-PREAMPLIFIERS
(lor Maier and Parametric RF Ampliperi)

\ MIAMI...
$ AN UNLIMITED
SOURCE OF
- SKILLED

COMMAND
MAXIMUM
PERFORMANCE
I ,

A ,

SCI

From four
communicatioi
and detcitieu
equipment

The LEL MMX-3 Mixer Preamplifier
covers the upper X-band from 10.5 to
12.4kmi It provides stabilized IF-RF power
gain of more than 25db over a 20mc band
pass centered at 60mc, with minimum noise
figure making the MMX-3 ideally suited for
Maser and Parametric post-amplification use
as well as general microwave receiver ap
plications.

There is no shortage of skilled and technical
labor in Metropolitan Miami. Skills and semi
skills want to live here and ...since workers
are happier in their jobs turnover is gener
ally very low The Dade County Development
Department stands ready to help you with
your plant location problems Our assistance
costs you nothing.

Send for complete Economic Study of Metropolitan Miami
ÍV«»

Featuring:
,9.Odb
Noise Figure
Low Power Requirements

nominal (Max

170v

9.5db)

fi

55m«

Stud for comprehentii'e Microuace,
IF, KI Amplifier Catalog,

380 OAK STREET, CORI AGUE, N. Y.

A 30 section economic survey has been prepared to assist
you in determining how your operation can profit here This
study will be mailed to you—in strictest confidence—>f
you write on your letterhead to the address listed below.
WRITE- Richard P. Welsh, Director

DADE COUNTY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
345 Northeast Second Avenue • Miami • Florida

An agency of the Metropolitan Miami Government
Circle 129 on Inquiry Card
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Circle 131 on Inquiry Card

New

FAST...

I Products
DATA ACCUMULATOR

FASTER...

FASTESTl
KESTER

The Telecordex Model 180 is a mul
tiple input recording and indicating
data accumulator which records and
stores sequential measurement pulses.
Bi-directional input pulses at rates

RESIN-CORE SOLDER

No solder on the market works as fast, as sure as
Kester "44" Resin-Core Solder . . . with its instant
fluxing action. Flux-residue is non-corrosive, nonconductive . . . fungus resistant too. Available in
all alloys, core sizes and diameters.

FOR HIGH SPEED
PRODUCTION
LINE SOLDERING

WRITE today for free 78-page Technical Manual

"SOLDER ... Its Fundamentals and Usage.”

KESTER SOLDER COMPANY
4210 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Newark 5, New Jersey • Anaheim, California • Brantford, Canada
OVER S1 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE IN SOLDER AND FLUX MANUFACTURING

Circle 132 on Inquiry Card

The New Standard Of
STABILITY At 5 mc...
ONE

PER

Bliley BG61AH-5 units have
long been the unanimous
choice for crystals at 5 mc.
Now. this outstanding
crystal has been ruggedized
for applications that demand
high stability under shock
BLILEY TYPE: BG61AH-5
and vibration. The
ruggedized unit, Bliley type BG61AH-5, will withstand vibration
from 10 to 200 cps at 10G and acceleration of 50G
with frequency change less than
i x 10°. Request
i-----------------------------Bulletin 519.
BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
UNION

ERIE,

214

STATION

BUILDING

PENNSYLVANIA

Circle 133 on Inquiry Card

up to 15,000 per sec. can be accepted
from measurement devices that gen
erate sequential pulses as a function
of the parameter being measured.
Each channel has a max. storage of
± 999,999 counts. The output can be
recorded by electric typewriter at
600 characters/min., by IBM Key
punch or Summary Punch at 50 cards
per min., or by a tape perforator.
SMA 582, Data Instrument, Div. Tele
computing Corp., 12838 Saticoy St.,
No. Hollywood, Calif.
Circle 234 on Inquiry Card

FREQUENCY STANDARDS

Frequency standards (transistor
oscillators) : The JKTO-PIP series of
plug-in signal sources, offers fre
quency stabilities in the order of 1
part in 100 million per day. Avail
able in 1.0, 1.8, 2.5, 3.0 and 5.0 MC.
Two models are available: The JKTOPIP (L) for ambient temp, to 75°C

and the JKTO-PIP (H) for temp,
to lOO-f-’C. JKTO-PIP series units
have an output of 1 v. into 500 ohms,
operating from 24 to 28 vdc. James
Knights Co., Sandwich, Ill.
Circle 235 on Inquiry Card
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SYLVANIA D-1820 is the forerunner of on out
standing family of diodes, designed, produced
and controlled specifically for logic circuitry.
The cost of this new SYLVANIA diode is low
enough to make it especially attractive for use
in quantity-produced electronic computers.
SYLVANIA D-1820, and the circuits designed
around this diode, feature:

high-speed operation — with recommended cir
cuits, all units are guaranteed to provide a maxi
mum recovery time of 4 millimicroseconds. How
ever, recovery times of 2.5 millimicroseconds are
typical.
long-life performance — proved in 1000-hours
operating and 7000-hours storage life tests.

high reliability — basic point-contact structure
has been field-proved for more than a decade.
Withstands environmental conditions of shock
and vibration.

Sylvania D-1820 germanium
High-Speed Switching Diode

4 mySECS
GUARANTEED
MAXIMUM
RECOVERY
TIME!

exceptional uniformity of electrical character
istics—assures complete interchangeability within
the type—result of modern automated-production
techniques employed in the manufacture of
SYLVANIA D-1820.

economy — SYLVANIA pioneered the field of
germanium point-contact diode manufacture, has
“know-how" of superior-quality, large-quantity
economical production. SYLVANIA is able to
pass these savings on to you.

simplicity—diode-logic circuitry is relatively un
complicated, requires few components. It reduces
computer construction costs. It adds to equipment
reliability.

compactness-SYLVANIA D-1820 "package" is
miniature all-glass.

availability—units can be supplied immediately
through your local Sylvania Semiconductor Dis
tributor or through your local Sylvania Field
Office.

Complete sales information on quantity prices,
delivery and sampling for your own evaluation
is ava lable from your local Sylvania Semicon
ductor Distributor or Field Office. For engineer
ing data sheets on the new Sylvania D-1820
High-Speed Switching Diode or on any Sylvania
Semiconductor Device, write Sylvania Semicon
ductor Division, Dept. 19-2, Woburn, Mass.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS SYLVANIA D-1820
Absolut«
Maximum Ratings*

Fwd.
Fwd.
Back
Pwr.

Vol* ..............UVf
Curr............... 50 mA
Volt.............. 20 V
Diu................. 80 mW

Typical
Operating Candiliona*

Fwd. Volt............. 0.9 V
Fwd. Curr............. 2.0 pA
Rev. Recovery.......2 J mps

tot 10 mA *ot20°C.

SYLVANIA
Subsidiary of
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS ®
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STROMBERG-CARLSON

New

[Products

"BB"
SERIES
RELAYS

VIDEO & RF JACKS

The Type 925 Jack is similar to
the Type 964 Jack; the difference
being in the provision of a BNC con
nector mounted on the back of the
Type 925 Jack. The heavy silver
plated contact surfaces of this Jack
are protected with a gold flash. Type

LEARN THE

INDUSTRIAL
ADVANTAGES
OF

HOLLYWOOD
FLORIDA
• IW living nnd wctbmg tonditinni
• Abundant ceatunted, dulled and
•»killed luber

« Modem industrial buildings available

u luelleatly Inrated industrial sites
• Rail truck, air, water traaspurtatiaa

• Adeeming deep water Pert Everglades
e (eavearent te U.S. end Latin American
markets

• Hub el Floridas fastest growing
market

For your automation
...computing... control
circuit applications...
"TELEPHONE QUALITY"

Write foi Industnal Brochure
Inquiries held in strict confidence

925 Jack is designed primarily for
use in Types 921, 928, and 929 Jack
Panels. Nems-Clarke Co., Div. of
Vitro Corporation of America, 919
Jessup - Blair Drive, Silver Spring,
Maryland.
Circle 236 on Inquiry Card

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, DEPT. El
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA

Circle 136 on Inquiry Card

at an ordinary price
To meet your needs for preci
sion and durability in automa
tion, computing and control cir
cuitry, this relay provides tele
phone quality at an ordinary
price.
The “BB” Series Relay ac
commodates up to 1(X) Form A
spring combinations. It incor
porates such important advan
tages as twin contacts, knife-edge
pivot and special frame-armature
construction. Like all StrombergCarlson relays, it is built to op
erate under extreme ranges of
temperature and humidity.
Prompt delivery is available on
all orders.
For full information write to
Telecommunication Industrial
Sales, 126 Carlson Road, Roch*
ester 3, New York.

Determines resonant
frequency of tuned cir
cuits, antennas, transmis
sion lines, by-pass
condensers, chokes,
etc. Measures inductance
and capacitance. Also used
as a signal generator, wave
meter, frequency meter,
and in many other
applications.
This compact, lightweight
grid-dip meter is available
in the frequency
ranges'

Medel SI

Write for Bulletin

Oscillator

2.2 MC - 421 Mc
Medel »UHF

Oscillator
42« Me - Ml Mc

■TROMBERO-CARLSON
GENERAL DYNAMICS

MEASUREMENTS
A McGraw-Edison Division

BOONTON,NEW JERSEY
Circle 135 on Inquiry Card
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New

OIL FILLED HERMETICALLY-SEALED
SELF-CONTAINED
Ã

•

1 Products

1

PULSE TRANSMITTER

A 1 kw vhf pulse transmitter op
erates over 152 Me to 174 MC. Model
200A, delivers peak pulse power of
1000 w at a max. duty cycle of 50%
into a nominal load impedance of 50
ohms. Input modulation is 1 to 4 v.
peak into u 100 »hm termination. R-f
output pulses constant through range
of input pulse voltage. Overall r-f
bandwidth is approx. 1.0 MC at the 6
6 db points. Operating ambient temp,
range is 10° to 55°C. R-f output sig-

Electrical Characteristics
PART NO

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

% RIPPLE AT RATEO CURRENT
RATED CURRENT
OUTPUT

MAX CURRENT
OUTPUT

PS-2S

2 KVDC

1%

5 MA

7.5 MA

PS-5S

5 KVDC

1%

5 MA

75 MA

PS-12T

12 KVDC

1.5%

1 MA

1 75 MA

PS-15T

15 KVDC

1.5%

1 MA

175 MA

PS-30T

30 KVDC

1.5%

1 MA

1.75 MA

All models ore designed with a full
wave doubler circuit.
Voltages on all models can be varied
from zero to maximum.
Safety-rated components assure long
trouble-free life.
Neutral case may be positive, negative,
or left floating.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

WRfTI FOK HMTHfR INFORMATION
AND OUR COMPLETE CATALOG

Film Capacitors, Inc.

ì4oogó park avenue, new york m

Circle 138 on Inquiry Card

nul between modulation pulses is 60
db or more below the 1 kw output
signal. It operates from a 208 v., 60
cycle, 3 phase, 4 wire input. Sierra
Electronic Corp., 3885 Bohannon Dr.,
Menlo Park, Calif.
Circle 237 on Inquiry Card

SILICON RECTIFIERS

PROBE

A subminiature probe designed for
in-line use to provide quick make-andbreak connections in conjunction with
a matching jack or test point. Type
PR-11 has a 0.040 inch diameter

100%
welded

»te«l
construction

highe«
mounting
torque

superior
contact

SYNTRON S exclusive all steel construction provides higher mount
ing torque, superior contact and reduces corrosion. Maximum mounting torques 50-100 inch #.

Their 100% welded cose, with no blind solder connections, assures
positive contact, greater efficiency and long reliable life.

heavily gold-flashed probe on each end
of a straight Teflon body, and mates
with most of the “Press-Fit” recep
tacles taking a 0.040 inch diameter
probe. Sealectro Corporation, 139
Hoyt Street, Mamaroneck, New York.

Write for complete technical data
SYNTRON Sales Engineer.

contact your nearest

SYNTRON RECTIFIER DIVISION
SUBSIDIARY

263 Lexington A vs.

Of

LINK BELT COMPANY

Homer City, Penna.

Circle 238 on Inquiry Card
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HIGH VOLUME FAN

Propeller fans, Model 1PB95W, de
liver 550 CFM at a low decibel rating.
Panel mounted units for electronic
racks, for mobile or stationary gen
erators, military vans, or field vehicles.

Powered by a continuous duty totally
enclosed 115 v, 60 CPS, single phase,
shaded pole motor, which meets CCM-636A. Ball bearings meet FF-B171 and lubrication meets MIL-G3278 with temp, range —68 to
4-93’C. McLean Engineering Lab
oratories, Princeton, N. J.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
200 c»s te 00 me* (M-M0)
300 cps te 30 mc (M-030)
400 eps te M mc (M-OM)
40 * 114 Ob (M-OM)
M ± 2 Oh (M-030)
20 r 114 Ob (M-OM)
M Mm. HWR
less than 1J
M ohm. VSWR
less than 2.«

Mai und lotortoO eatpat
voltato ■ ButcMO
Mir aaOlitorteO Mtaot s o «OMI ani MaO capacity
«aitato • orm circuit 29 aut I» 3 Ok
0am at 90 arc (MM0>
C9 «at tar 3 Ok
dm at 00 aw (M*30>
29 u«t Ur 3 Ok
0am at 3C arc ‘MM0
3.0 «alti «ul —
MU PulM Ottoni
fratti» er aetar-.«
(Match«* IMO)
Nu
Output
»Iti ••«* —
(OOM Circuit)
au r •• or notatane

'Mt00 (M-030)
40 micr«s«c»nds (M-M0)
20 millimkrtsec. (M40Ó)
30 millimkmec. (M-030)
12 millimicrtwc. (MM0

■nttrementt far imiUt, Inc. aMMacti
twe aew taper «Mee emplHlen Medeli
M-030 and M-OM. Thêta amplifia» caa
ht eted la much lie sam way at the
14-000 DMplHlors bsvp bPPD DPMI
tllO
.'ethe* ' induit!» « recent »een Thaï
h, twe M-OM or twe M-OM empllfiort
ran ko heuted 'a k ceeiae* thaï includet
a pawer eapply and freat panel cemtctim«. The prêtent *.el amplifier cembl
notion attag a pair ef M-OM amplifier*,
It detignated Madol M-3MA. New the
bmm imelifie» cabinet (tee phdteeraah)
cm H eted fer a pair ef M-030 or M t»0
«mpllfieri TM twe ampllfit' tee tient can
be eaerated teparately la catcade, ht
eaiallel, or M peth-pull egeratlan
iach Mctlaa hat a M-ehr ineut and a

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card

PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

Flush-mounted pressure transducer
with improved high-frequency per
formance, Type 4-327, in pressure
ranges from 0-100 to 5000 psi gage
and absolute, can measure high-fre-

ar« utarati leyut and autput ceaaactar«
a- tha »rest pant’ Far twechaîne' work
It la penible ta nsa each amplifiai a» a
caperete amplifier with ■ tain af 20 M (If
M-OM lectieni are atei) er M db (if
M-030 tectiMi are wei'. twe volte RMS
mite«» vac*

(IN t n. utrwaO
NtiM Flfurt
kerunMtely t tk
Cala Centra' Ramta
20 Ok
Uaoar Carta al fall gala ttoreittMtoir U Ob

Two tOOi with Fewer tappi) ano
eabinit er rack panel = Medel 309*
Twe iMi with Fewer Supply and
lei 301

INSTRUMENTS FOR INDUSTRY.

101 New South Road, Hicksville, L. L. N.Y.

quency transient phenomena. It is for
use where accuracy must be main
tained under rugged environmental
missile test
conditions, such us
stands, aircraft and missile engine
test cells, high-pressure pneumatic
systems and nuclear reactors. Consoli
dated Electrodynamics Corp., 360
Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, Calif.
Circle 240 on Inquiry Card
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Feeds, stakes and fuses Eyelets In PRINTED CIRCUIT Boards

WITH 100%
RELIABILITY _ _ _ _ _ _

tt.'

EDWARD SEGAL
MODEL NR-ESSM

in every environmental test!

automatic eyelet
attaching machine

This revolutionary machine, supplied as a complete installation, is
obsoleting manual eyelet attaching nnd soldering. Loading manufac
turers, in many cases using batteries < >f thorn, find Segal’s new Model

NR-ESSM is a completely dependable automatic method of making
continuous electrical circuits of the printed elements on opposite side*
more ■ minute, top and bottom, with never a reject.

Then* are other models for cold staking flat and funnel type eyelets,

■nd for feeding and staking tube pint und turret terminals with equal
reliability. All are highly economical. Segal enn improve your eyelet
attaching production. Write section EI-4,

Regulated, multiple voltage output 4-250 volts, —|-150 volli,
4-70 volts, +70 volts, +250 volts, —35 volts, —50 volts, —60
volts, —70 volti, —250 volti D.C. 6.3 volts, 115 volts, A C. Total
power capacity approx. 15 KW

Munufucturer« of eyeleting machinery,
special hoppers and feeding device*

132 LAFAYETTE STREET, NEW YORK 13, N Y.

EXPERIENCE and SKILL

are an inherent component
)f every ACME ELECTRIC built

Circle 142 on Inquiry Card

Send for this Jiee SAMPLE FOLDER

POWER SUPPLY
"Know your supplier’ is pertinent advice as it applies to
the design, engineering and construction of power supplies.
Acme Electric not only knows the state of the art but is
a recommended supply source. That’s why you can expect
specific advantages based on engineering experience, and
backed-up by manufacturing facilities and trained manpower.
important part of yout products,
If power supplies
it will pay you to investigate the part Acme Electric can
play in your procurement program.

Series regulated
Output 120, — 1 % de
9 0-6 amps.

Contains 25 different test samples of
high-dielectric Insulating Tubing & Sleeving
Includes samples and descriptions of: Varglas
Silicone • Permafil-Impregnated Varglas Tub
ing • Varglas Tubing and Sleeving ♦ Varglas
Non-Fray Sleeving • Varflo Tubing and Sleev

ing ♦ Varflex Cotton Tubing and Sleeving •
Syntholvar Extruded Tubing.

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION
894 Wulsr St
West Coast. 12822 Yukon Avo

Cuba, N. Y.
Hawthorn«, Calif

Write today!

VARFLEX CORPORATION
506 W. Court St.
Circle 143 on Inquiry Card
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new. low-cost
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SWITCH ATTENUATOR

Ferrite Switch Attenuator may be
used in high power transmitter cir
cuitry. Model No. W662-3A-2, may be
used for range adjustment, static test
ing and slow modulation up to 250 kw.

OVERLOAD!

Model kilt offers high
I»ofurmance over 17 ranges
for just $280.00!
« The Keithley 414 Micro-micro
ammeter is today’s lowest-cosi

instrument for low current measure
ments in production tests, monitoring

ment. Contact meter models are

Features include: Frequency range, 8.5
to 9.6 KMC ; max. attenuation, 35 db
attenuation, 0.5 db max.;
vswR max. 1.3 Bilateral peak power,
250 kw; aver, power at 250 w;
switching time, 20
switching
rate, 2 cps; driving power, 100 w
max. Kearfott Co., Inc Micro wave
Div., 14844 Oxnard St Van Nuys,
Calif.

available for go, no-go production

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card

installations and experiments in the
range of 10 * to 10 11 ampere. The
414 can be used as the amplifier ele
ment in systems, such as reactor con

trols, thickness gauges, ionization
gauge control in high-vacuum equip

METERS THAT TAKE

Because of the revolutionary bifilar friction
less (no pivot) movement, plus weightless
light beam pointer, GREIBACH PRECISION
METERS withstand 100,1'00% overload
surges Then, for extraordinary overload risk
applications, a special built-in Protective
Circuit takes up to 125,000,000% overload
surges without impairment.
Only GREIBACH offer» such over
load immunity, along with: Sensitiv
ity down to 0.2 microampere full
scale. Accuracy better than *4 of
1%. Energy dissipation as low as
4x10"* watt Permanent reliability.
Mechanical ruggedness withstand
ing up to 500 G‘s shock
GREIBACH PRECISION METERS
are available in portable, bench
and panel models with wide selec
tion of ranges even up to 23 ranges
in o-e meter: e.g., .2 / .5/ I / 2 / 5
/ 10 / 20 / 50 / 100 200 / SOOmA
1/2 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 / 100
/ 200 / 500MA / I / 2 / 5-AMP.

tests, alarm and control systems.

FREQUENCY CONVERTER
SPECIFICATIONS

Ranges 17 ranges in 1 x and 3x steps,
from 10 ma to 0.1 m^a f.s.

Accuracy: Within ±3% of f.s. to
10 m^a; ±4% on lower ranges.

Magnetic-core frequency converter
is designed to convert three-phase
power to either single-phase or threephase power at a frequency which is
seven times supply frequency. Units
available in 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 kw sizes
for converting 60 cps power to 420
CPS. Features: Exact multiplication

Verify these extraordinary advan
tages by seeing actual demonstra
tions arranged upon request

Input Voltage Drop* Below 5 ins
all ranges with full-scale signals.

Response Time Below O.5 sec. all
ranges, for any input capacitance
to 5000 uuf

MODEL ±700
NO PARALLAX FROM
ANY ANGLE
Full *" «of «col«- External
light-bnam pownr «Mire*
5%" l< » 0-5/1*" w i 11%" il

Zero Drift: Below 2% offs, per day.
Recorder Output: 5 volts with a 1
ma capability.

Price:

Model 414

Ask for Literature . . .

$280.00

,
ó JU
IJU_ -,

For full details, write

of input-line frequency; magneticcore components; continuously adjustregulated output voltage
able
quiet operation. Cambridge Products
Corp., 141 Main St., Cambridge 42,
Mass.
Circle 145 on Inquiry Card
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Technical ditali* a* well ai
complete specHIcatlon* sent on
request.

GRCIBRCH
insTRumenïs
CORPORRTIOD
Circle 146 on Inquiry Card
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TEST

Terminal boards with #1010 cas
tellated terminals in 13 %-in. lengths
and widths of %, 1%, 2, 2%, and 3 in.
Materials are laminated phenolic
(MIL-P-15035B), laminated nylon
lami
phenolic (MIL-P-15047B)
nated thermosetting glass cloth (MIL-

SHOCK

You can product* and
reliably repeat today’s
widest range of shock
waveforms—half-sine,
Vi cosine, sawtooth,
square and combina
WITH
tions— with CVC
ON THE PRODUCTION LINE
HYGE.
You’ll find ,i HYGE
model to meet your re
quirements for labora
tory or production line
_
use. With HYGE,
you’ll have a compact
I .arge laboratory model.
source of stored energy at your finger
HYGE
Thrust capacity to 10 OOO
tips for producing shock waveforms
WOO
to
meet most test specifications—and
lbs., acceleration. 2000G.
at a cost of only pennies per test. As
new requirements develop, HYGE
Small laliorntory model
lets you adapt to them by adding a
HYGE
Thrust capacity to 10.000
simple
metering pin
3000
IN THE LABORATORY

TERMINAL BOARDS

<

CVC HYGE

lbs.; acceleration, 500G.

NEW
PROMOTION
LINE
HYGE
6500

P-18177B). One-half in. wide board
has single row of 25 #1010 terminals;
others, double rows of 25 terminals.
Terminals mounted on % in. centers.
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 445
Concord Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass.

WRITE lor HYGE Bul

Thrust to 15,000 lbs.; ac
celeration, 100G. Pro
vides most widely speci
fied shock pulses: MIL
E-5272 A (11 ±1 ms half
sine) and Ramo-Wool
ridge (6 ±0 5 me Saw
tooth). 5 tests in 5 min
utes at less than 5«* per
test

letins. Or outline your
requirements and ask
for n specific recom
mendation.

Consolidated Vacuum
Corporation Ä
Inquiry Card
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SPOOLY
SAYS ..
PULSE GENERATOR

High speed pulse generator, Model
B-5A. Pulse repetition rates are con
tinuously variable from 1 cps to 10
MC in 7 ranges and features a rise
and fall time of less than 8 mMsec.
The Model B-5A has an electronic
pulse delay that can be set to zero or
continuously variable from 0.030
Any high temperature cable the
customer wants ... using Teflon*,
silicone rubber, nylon or PVC. You
design it or we'll help you. Same
fast delivery.

SPOOL.Y
Coaxial Cable«, Miniatur« 6 Jumbo Cables
Magnet Wire, Airframe Wire, Hook-up Wire
Teflon or Silicone Rubber Insulations

Msec to 500 Msec in 5 ranges, Pulse
width is continuously variable from
0.02 to 12.5 Msec in 4 ranges. Ruther
ford Electronics Co., Dept. M, 8944
Lindblade St., Culver City, Calif.
Circle 244 on Inquiry Card
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American Super-Temperature Wires, Inc.
32 West Canal Street, Winooski, Vermont • UNiversity 2 9636
Gtnrril S»Im Offlcr 195 Nauau St, Prtnntan, N. J

.

WALnut 4 4450

A Safetifliry if Hhii iRfuitrox Im.. Wllmlnit*», Ort

Circle 148 on Inquay Card

Free! Send Ifor 1960
Cetalog. M ipage« of
vaiuab'e data

Wide-Range
Self-Contained
Precision
Inductance Bridge

MODEL 63A

PRICE $1500

Inductance Range: .002 Microhenry to 1.1 Henry.
Series Resistance Range: .002 Ohm to 110K Ohm
Built-in 1 to 100 KC Oscillator - Detector.
No False or Sliding Nulls.
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THESE FINE INSTRUMENTS

e 1
J CD®®

DC Millivoltmeter

Capacitance Bridge

pr Dikturtion Meier

UHF end Dip Meter

Boonton ELECTRONICS Corp.
Morris Plains, New Jersey • Phone: JEfferson 9-4210

222
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Teflon '100
(Continued from page 85)
about 100 F lower. Both materials
resist extreme cold—down to -450

The new product is a major tech
nical breakthrough resulting from
15 years of research studies. Du
Pont spent $19-million for research,
development, and operating costs
during the eight-year period prior
to the start-up of a commerical
plant for “Teflon” 100 at Parkers
burg, W. Va.
Price of the new resin is $11.(50
a pound in truck-load quantities.
Specific uses for “Teflon” 100
FEP - fluorocarbon resin include
jackets for coaxial and multi-con
ductor cable, aircraft wiring, mold
ed electronic components, labora
tory tubing, and chemical equip
ment linings.
These FEP resins applications
will greatly expand the market
areas served by “Teflon” fluorocar
bon resins. The older TFE resins
are widely used for electrical insu
lation, chemical-resistant hose, and
lined pipe, bearings, seals, piston
rings, packings and gaskets. Intro
duction of “Teflon” 100 FEP resin
is expected to accelerate the devel
opment of uses which were not
practical with TFE resins because
of processing difficulties.
Du Pont’s Film Department is
marketing films made from “Tef
lon” 100. Coil-wound devices, capa
citors, and printed wiring and cir
cuitry are viewed as promising
uses for the film.

Space Conference
The 1960 Conference on Electrical
Engineering in Space Technology,
April 11-13, Baker Hotel, Dallas,
Texas, will feature the area? in which
Electrical Engineering can support
space science.
Authorities working in space R&D
will discuss development and state-ofthe-Art in four fields: Communica
tions, Feedback Control & Guidance,
Electrical Energy Conversion, and In
strumentation.
Dr. L. V. Berkner, President, Asso
ciated Universities, Inc., will speak on
“Education and Space Technology” at
the Monday Luncheon. Dr. J. R.
Pierce, Dir. of Research, Bell Tele
phone Labs, Murray Hill, N. J., will
speak at the dinner that evening. His
topic will be “Adventure in Space Sci
ence (Fiction).”
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A real heel might test a Fusite Terminal like this

but he won’t make it leak!
The adherence between glass and metal in a Fusite Hermetic
Terminal is an easily demonstrated fact. There are several
theories as to why our exclusive V-24M glass actually chemically
bonds to the metal components. Cobalt and certain other
metallic oxides in the glass oxidize the iron in the metal which
is taken into solution. It is believed that through the solution
of iron, a gradual decrease of the difference of thermal expansion
between the glass and metal takes place at the glass-metal
interface. This inter-fusion of the two dissimilar materials gives
Fusite Terminals their ability to withstand great mechanical and
thermal shock and still pass Statiflux tests for glass cracks, hydro
static pressure tests and helium mass spectrometer leak detection.
This fusion is reinforced by a strong compression of the metal ring
around the glass made possible by a favorable thermal expansion
balance of the glass, pins and housing.
The combination of fusion and compression provides a terminal so
rugged that leaker rejection rate of components into which our
terminal is fabricated is practically nil, even when roughly handled
and subjected to extreme temperature changes.
Samples for your own testing are yours for the asking.

B
terminals

w

THE

»»onci PRODUCT
St RIDRMfHCI

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

Write Dept. G-2.

FUSITE

CORPORATION

6000 FERNVIEW AVE., CINCINNATI 13, OHIO
Woodford Mfg. Co.. VoraoMoa, Kanfvcky.
In luropei FUSITI N. V. Konigawog !♦, Alatolo, HoMond

•
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EXPANDING THE FRONTIERS OF SPACE TECHNOLOGY IN

ELECTRONICS
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division has made significant contributions in
electronics in such areas as: computer development; telemetry; radar and data links
transducers and instrumentation; antennas and electromagnetic propagation
and radiation; ferrite and MASER research; data reduction and analysis; solid
state electronics, including photovoltaic devices, electrochemistry,
infrared optics; FM-FM data systems; PAM-PCM data links; and logical design.
Special emphasis is being attached to the research, design and development of
improved military electronics systems for communications, including new methods
of data transmission, reception and storage Pioneering work is also being
conducted in space vehicle borne computers, DC-AC inverters, non-gyro guidance
systems. Studies in oceanography include underwater communication
and navigation, and natural phenomena and military aspects of the deep sea.
Lockheed's programs reach far into the future and deal with unknown
environments. It is a rewarding future and one that outstanding scientists and
engineers arc invited to share. If you are experienced in any of the
above areas, or in related work, we invite your inquiry. Please write: Research
and Development Staff, Dept. D-48, 962 W. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale,
California U.S. citizenship or existing Department of Defense clearance required

MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM, the Air Force AGENA Satellite
tn the DISCOVERER Program and the MIDAS and SAMOS Satellites;
Air Force X-7; and Army KINGFISHER
SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA
CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • ALAMOGORDO NEW MEXICO • HAWAII

PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES
Reporting late development« affecting the employment picture in the Electronic Industries
Design Engineers • Development Engineers •
Administrative Engineers
Physicists • Mathematicians • Electronic Instructors • Field Engineers

"Stimulate Originality
To Speed Up R & D"

Teller to Direct
Hertz Fund

More young people should be en
couraged to “leapfrog for the dis
tant goals” say 51 of the nation’s
top scientists, researchers and edu
cators. They met recently, under
the auspices of the National Science
Foundation, at Worcester Poly
technic Institute to discuss ways to
speed up the country’s research and
development programs.
Research people, they concluded,
too easily become preoccupied with
goals of relatively small dimensions
which promise little in significant
discovery, and that progress will be
influenced far more by those who
can strike out with vigor and vital
ity for breakthroughs on the fron
tiers of science. They felt the
young researcher is steered in the
direction of conservatism by his
education, research support, pro
fessional societies and his social
and cultural environment. A con
ference resolutions committee rec
ommended that colleges and uni
versities :
1. Develop educational programs
which require the student to exer
cise a high degree of originality
and independence of thought. He
should be challenged with creative
experiences throughout his entire
educational experience.
2. Bring talented youth into
stimulative personal association
with leading scientists and engi
neers.
3. Doctoral research should en
courage more venturesome atti
tudes. A graduate student should
not necessarily be penalized by fail
ure to complete distant objectives.
4. Develop institutional policies
which provide an encouraging en
vironment for venturesome re
search. This starts with faculty
members who themselves are crea
tive.
5. Develop closer liaison between
college, industrial and governmen
tal research organizations.
6. Encourage undergraduate and

The Hertz Engineering Scholar
ship Foundation (set up by Fannie
and John Hertz of Yellow Cab and
Hertz Rent-A-Car fame) to aid
mechanical and electrical engineer
ing students has initiated the Cali
fornia Bay Area Pilot Plan. It will
provide early consideration for en
gineering scholarships to highly
able math-science students in the
lower grades of high school.
An interesting requirement of
the scholarships is that awardees
must express their intent to make
their engineering skills available
voluntarily to the Government if
called upon during a national
emergency, and further to take a
course in American History, if ade
quate grounding in this subject
was not obtained in secondary
school.
Statistics show that of our na
tion’s most talented high school
graduates who do not go on to col
lege, approximately 100,000 are de
terred chiefly for financial reasons;
perhaps another 100,000 for lack of
motivation. Even in high school,
1 out of 5 students in the upper
25% of their class drops out of
school before graduation. Of those
who do graduate, more than one
third do not go on to college.

graduate students who have novel,
creative ideas to pursue the devel
opment of these ideas and help
them to obtain financial support.
Recommendations to scientific
and engineering societies:
1. Establish more effective prac
tices which will increase the at
tendance and participation of tal
ented young members at meetings
of scientific and engineering so
cieties.
2. Encourage the presentation
and publication of philosophical
papers which look to the future of
science and technolology.
3. Develop comprehensive pro(Continued on page 233)
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The program is under the direc
tion of Dr. Edward Teller. Prof, of
Physics at the University of Cali
fornia at Berkeley and Augusta A.
Teller.
Further information on the
Foundation may be obtained by
writing to: Hertz Engineering
Scholarship Foundation, 1314 West
wood Blvd., Los Angeles 24. Cali
fornia; or by writing to: Stevens
Manning & Associates, 6351 Wil
shire Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.

John D Hertz, Founder, Hertz Engineering
Scholarship Foundation

Scholarship Awards
The Radio Corporation of Amer
ica has awarded sixty-one under
graduate scholarships to assist stu
dents preparing for careers in
science, industry, the arts, and
teaching. Twenty-seven of the
awards were made in the fields of
physics, chemistry, and engineer
ing. The awards carry a grant of
$800.00.

FOK MORE INFORMATION . . .
on positions described re this
section ill ent the convenient
inquiry cord, page 179.
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Housed In the tip o/ thin Hughes survey meter is
the smallest, fastest, most accurate radiation detector
ever devised—just one example of Hughes’ activities in
the expanding field of nuclear electronics.

With the high speeds of today's Jet
aircraft, keeping track of hundreds of
planes is a difficult problem. The tac
tical situation is not only complex, but
fast-changing.
Hughes Fullerton engineers have solved this prob
lem with a unique and highly advanced digital
computer. This computer simultaneously tracks
large numbers of aircraft and provides three
dimensional coordinate and velocity information
on them.
These Fullerton engineers have designed the com
puter to provide extrapolated position data to the
observer several times per second. In addition, it
will measure the position and report velocity
characteristics changes every few seconds for each
of a large number of targets.
The computer utilizes advanced semiconductor cir
cuitry throughout. The out-puts to the displays
are made through high-speed digital to analog
converters capable of providing an accuracy of
one part in ten thousand — and within 10 x 10*u
seconds.

Utilizing the latest techniques in packaging and
subminiaturization, Hughes Fullerton Engineers
have designed this unit as a mobile system which
will withstand rigorous field use.
Other Hughes activities provide similarly stimu
lating outlets for creative engineers. Constantly
moving forward into new areas, Hughes projects
include: hydrofoil systems, anti-submarine war
fare systems, miniaturized communications sys
tems, new solid state electronics devices, nuclear
electronics systems and unique navigational sys
tems -just to name a few.
The commercial activities of Hughes have many
interesting projects for engineers in the research,
development and manufacture of semiconductors,
microwave components, storage tubes, radiation
detectors, radiation handling equipment and
microwave tubes.
Whatever your field of interest, you’ll find
Hughes’ diversity of advanced projects gives you
widest possible latitude for professional and
personal growth.

Newly instituted program* at Hughe* have created immediate
opening* for engineer* experienced in the following area*.

Electroluminescence
Infra-red
Solid State Physics
Digital Computers
Reliability & Quality Assurance
Systems Design & Analysis

Equipment Engineering
Microwave & Storage Tubes
Communications Systems
Inertial Guidance
Field Engineering
Circuit Design A Evaluation

Writ« in confidence to Mr M IV H’< Id*
Hughe* General Office*. Bldg. l-Ci, Culur City, Calif,

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

This giant transmitting antenna creates the
beam for experimental antenna pattern measurements
— part of the Hughes microwave research and develop
ment programs.
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Culver City. El Segundo, Fullerton, Newport Beach,
Malibu, Oceanside and Los Angeles, California;
Tucson. Arizona.

Please write direct to th« above advertiser
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Men
who refuse to get lost in the crowd. Engi
neers with u yen for challenge . . . who in
tend to see their ideas put into motion,
These are the special breed of determined,
creative, thinking individuals who staff the
government and industrial division of the
Magnavox Company. And Magnavox
needs more people like them ...

FORT WAYNE. INDIANA

fill present openings at the three Magnavox
military and industrial plants. In Fort
Wayne, Indiana, where families enjoy the
good life of a growing Mid-Western com
munity. In Urbana, Illinois, home of the
University of Illinois which has one of the
largest communications, physics and radar
research centers. Or in America’s largest
electronic community, Los Angeles,
California.

URBANA, ILLINOIS

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

engineering to develop advanced anti
submarine warfare systems in conjunction
with the Navy Department. Projects on
tap for the future offer experiences just as
challenging and rewarding—not only in
ASW, but in Communications, Missiles,
Airborne Radar and Data Processing
Equipment as well.

Phone Dick Eary (collect.of course) at Eastbrook 9721 in Fort Wayne or write him for complete information.

Magnavox
MISSILES
COMMUNICATIONS

RADAR

DATA HANDLING

ASW

Government and Industrial Division
22*
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The development of ballistic and space vehicles present many chal
lenges to the engineering team. The electronic engineer is and will
continue to be an integral part of that team. He is needed in
systems engineering, equipment and circuit engineering, and in
component engineering. Each presents special problems and each
has special opportunities for the growth of the electronic engineer.

Engineering for Space
Opportunity and Challenge
By E. B. GILROY
Employee Relation Manager
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.
PO. Bo* 95001
Loi Angelet, California

NGINEERING for missile systems and space ve
hicles provides rich opportunity and great chal
lenge to the electronic engineer. The new industries,
companies, and jobs directly related to the efforts of
our nation in missile development and space exploration are manifold.
Since even the mundane problems in these new en
gineering tasks are complex in nature, and gigantic
in size and scope; the future looks very bright for
qualified engineers. There is constantly a search for
men who can grasp, and resolve technical problems.
Adding new opportunities, and very special ones, is
the commitment of our nation to space exploration.
The transportation of equipment and humans from
Earth to other points in the universe, requires the
development of new equipment which surpasses the
capacities, reliability, and versatility of present equip
ment.
The electronic engineer is and will continue to be
an integral part of the technical team involved in the
development and operation of space vehicles. For elec
tronics is the way equipment and humans will sense,
react, control, and communicate in space.
Along with these opportunities are many challenges.
The development of a ballistic missile and a space
vehicle places demands and responsibilities on the en
gineers associated with the projects. There can be
many false starts; delays due to schedule slippage, or
material shortages; and the normal frustrations of
working on large-scale projects involving sizable num
bers of personnel, equipment, and facilities.

E
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One of the major challenges is the resolution of com
plex technical problems. Actually, the technical chal
lenge is a “pioneering” challenge. Essentially it is
extending our knowledge about materials, fuels, equip
ment, and personnel to new limits and new horizons.
Beyond the technical challenge are several other
challenges equal to, or greater than it. For involved
in space exploration are national survival and inter
national prestige. Successes and failures take on
greater meaning than “Back to the Drawing Board”
connotes. The timing of projects, particularly comple
tion dates, have political and international overtones.
The race-for-space carries with it not only career op
portunities but life-time challenges.
Opportunities

In general engineering areas, opportunities for elec
tronic engineers can be categorized at three levels or
three types. These are systems engineering, equip
ment and circuit engineering, and component engineer
ing. It is very difficult to state at what level, or which
type, offers the greatest opportunity. Each presents
special opportunity.

Systems engineering offers to the experienced, ma
ture and broad-gauged individual an opportunity to
conceive, develop and evaluate tremendously complex
systems for space vehicles. Not only are the problems
of a technical nature complex, but due to the usual
large number of personnel involved on development
229

REWARDING!
A feeling of accomplishment, comfortable salary, security, fine
home, prestige in the community. Yes, these are the marks of a
successful Motorola engineer in Chicagoland. But, what exactly
makes n career at Motorola so rewarding—beyond the ordinary
realm of material benefits?
Foremost is opportunity. For here a man is encouraged to use
all of his creative talents to their fullest. He works on projects
that spark vision, that inspire imagination He works with men
who recognize and respect his abilities ... a calibre of men that
he cannot help but admire.
Yes, a career at Motorola is deeply rewarding. You owe it to
yourself to discover exactly how much. Simply clip the coupon below.
Radar transmitters and receivers
Radar circuit design
Electronic countermeasure systems
Military communications equipment design
Pulse circuit design
IF strip design
Device using kylstrom, traveling wa.e tube
and backward vm oscillator
• Display and storage devices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2-WAY RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
• VHF A UHF receiver
v Transmitter design and development
• Power supply
• Systems engineering
• Antenna design
• Selective signaling

Transistor applications
Crystal engineeriny
Sates engineering
Design cf VHF & UHF FM communications
in portable or subminiature development
Microwave field engineers
Transistor switching circuit design
logic circuit design
T V. circuit design engineering
Home radio design
New product design
Auto radi» design
Mechanical engineering
Semi-conductor device development
Semi-conductor application werk

Also Splendid Opportunities in:

Phoenix, Arizona and Riverside, California
Send Complete Resume to
MR. L. B. WRENN
Engineering Personnel Mgr. .
Dept. A
A
4501 Augusta Blvd.
N
Chicago 51, Illinois
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projects, there is a great deal of
personal inter-action.
The abilities to prepare written
reports and present oral reports,
to persuade and effect judicious
technical compromise, and to fur
nish leadership for a vast tech
nical team are characteristic of the
Systems Engineer. For in addition
to technical competency, systems
engineering requires technical
statesmanship.
For the “hardware” oriented en
gineer, the equipment, devices, and
circuitry used in space vehicles will
provide ample opportunity for cre
ativity, ingenuity, and hard work.
No system conceived in the minds
of the most brilliant men will succeed
operations unless high
grade engineering translates the
concepts into operating equipment.
possibilities
microminiaturization and ruggedizing
mean weight, load, size, and operat
ing standards can be pushed to new
extremes. This, of course, means
the prospects for sophisticated
equipment, which can perform
amazing feats of communications,
control and guidance, can be engi
neered for immediate application.
At the foundation for equipment
thè component.
and systems
Perhaps, the component has been
neglected. Certainly, the single item
does not carry the “romance” of a
total weapon system or space ve
hicle. Yet they will only operate
reliably and as capably as the com
ponents comprising the total. The
near-future offers great opportu
nity to engineers with a talent for
developing high-performing and re
liable components.
Indeed, never was the old saying
“strong as the weakest link” more
appropriate than in the space-age.
The aim of authorities charged
with the operation of a space
vehicle is to know that when launch
occurs—a successful flight occurs.
The breadth of a technical project
may be great. The depth of the
project must also be great. Resid
ing at the foundation, is the com
ponent. It is the corner-stone for
successful development work. There
is great need for high-caliber deELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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velopment engineers to enter and
remain in this field.
Product areas for any of the sys
tems, equipment, and component
engineers are control and guidance;
communications, tracking, and in
strumentation; computation; and,
data-processing and display. Each
area is vital to successful flights.
Each area offers great opportunity.
Mention should also be made of
the opportunity for Project Engi
neers. Such engineers translate the
progress made in research and de
velopment into prototype or opera
tional working hardware. For an
individual with the ability to dis
till the efforts of a technical team
involved in developing new gear,
and with the ability to direct pro
duction engineers in producing new
gear, project engineering should be
very attractive.
There must also be a touch of
systems engineering in the Project
Engineer. He must technically
visualize how his project, whether
computational or for communica
tions, fits in the total system. Like
the Systems Engineer, the Project
Engineer must bring to his profes
sion technical statesmanship.

To the ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER who
neglected to

Challenges

With the vast opportunities new
ly opened to the electronic engineer
are vast challenges. The challenges
may involve the need to develop
highly reliable equipment, or they
may be related to the problems of
ruggedizing flight equipment. The
challenges can even involve the
planning of time and effort to maxi
mize expenditures.
Whatever the challenge, there
are many and they are great. The
full resolution of the host of prob
lems related to the development of
missiles and space vehicles will take
years. Indeed, it is possible that an
attempt to resolve just the technical
problems would require nothing
less than gargantuan efforts. There
are, however, some challenges
which require immediate attention.
One of these problems is to develop
and produce reliable systems and
equipment.
Unfortunately, the testing and
use of missiles and space vehicles
is neither private nor inexpensive.
Great and highly interested audi
ences have an opportunity to see,
hear about, and discuss the success
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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MARRY
THE BOSS'
DAUGHTER:
Don't bother telling us how it happened ... we almost know.
It was Spring—or Fall, no matter—and there you were, alone with
That Other Girl. You couldn’t have been thinking of your
professional future because you’d had to explain to her dad that
you didn’t drive a locomotive. But she was lovely, desirable
and it seemed unthinkable not to share your breakfast Wheaties with
her the rest of your days. So, of course, you married her instead
of the boss’ daughter and your father-in-law turned out to be
a grand guy even though he now tells people proudly that you
make TV sets or something.
Which pretty much leave» your career up to you, doesn't it?

We have some advice for you; well not guarantee that it’s
impartial, but check it for logic anyway: Look for a leading
electronics corporation which is essentially an engineering firm,
where not only your immediate supervisors but top management will
be engineers. Being engineers, they’re more likely to recognize
ability and to reward achievement fairly and impartially.
It figures, we think, that where there’s an atmosphere of mutual
confidence, respect and understanding you’ll realize your
maximum potential at least a little sooner and more surely.

You may be pretty sure that Bendix, Kansas City, meets the
specifications outlined above or instead of mentioning them at all
we’d probably follow the crowd by speaking only vaguely of
“opportunity” and “challenge.” You have criteria of your own . . .
measure Bendix with them and let us help you if we may.
That girl you did
marry will like
Kansas City. So will
vou and the children.
Practically everyone
doe*.
Writ» Mr. T. H. Tlllmon Frotatlonol
Fanonnal, B*ndi> Box 103-OR, Kama*
City, Miuouri.

LONG TERM AEC PRIME CONTRACTOR

CITY. MISSOURI
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Space Engineering

OPPORTUNITIES

WITH GATES
Gates Radio is currently seeking
engineers in various skill areas,
including transistor circuitry,
electro-mechanical, RF networks,
audio systems, transmitters for
AM, FM and TV broadcasting
and communications transmit
ters—LF, MF, VHF and UHF.
Organized in 1922, Gates is one
of the nation’s pioneer manufac
turers of electronic equipment,
with operations in military and
industrial electronics, broadcast
ing and communications. A few
diversified projects would in
clude the design and develop
ment of UDOP and DOVAP
systems for measuring the veloc
ity and position of guided
missiles, homing beacon trans
mitters for the Navy, missile
range intercommunication sys
tems, and multiple geophysical
amplifiers used in oil field ex
plorations. Gates is also the na
tion’s leading designer and
manufacturer of AM and FM
broadcast equipment.
Gates, in Quincy, Illinois, gives
you the unharried and unhurried
living of a small town with big
city nearness ... an ideal place
to rear a family and live the
good life. It may be just what
you’ve been searching for. If so,
write to Rog Veach, our person
nel director for an interview.
That’s Box 290, Gates Radio
Company, Quincy, Illinois.

GATES
Circle 505 on "Opportunities" Inquiry Card
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or lack thereof, of every major
missile launch and flight. Every
flight not only represents great
scientific and engineering effort,
but also major economic invest
ment. The trials of a missile are
the trials of a nation—scientifically
and economically!
There is another challenge. It is
international. In our era of rapid
communications and fight for sur
vival, the impression our nation
makes upon the world to some de
gree depends on the success of the
missile and space program. There
are compelling reasons for develop
ing and producing missile systems
and equipment which will operate
under any and all conditions. This
is particularly true w'here interna
tional prestige is involved directly;
and, national survival indirectly.
Concurrent with the challenge to
develop and produce reliable missile
systems, is the challenge for better
performance. This means it is ne
cessary to engineer components,
equipment, devices, and sub-sys
tems which can provide greater
thrust, control, guidance and com
munications.
There is a tremendous need to
emphasize the development of light
weight, rugged, reliable, and high
performing missile products. The
challenges of distances and targets
requires an almost endless program
to improve present state-of-the-art.
The prospect of relaxing engineer
ing and scientific vigilance in the
missile industries appears bleak.
One suggested approach to im
prove performance and to assure
reliability is to design and produce
items with simplicity of function
as a prime consideration. With sim
plicity of function comes ease of
operation and maintenance. This
hints of a shift in missile and space
engineering.
Until recently, questions of
whether a vehicle will work, or not
work, were of primary considera
tion. While such questions are still
of major interest, questions about
how frequently will a vehicle work,
and under how many different con
ditions, are being asked. In other
words, the scientist and engineer of
the future must not only prove that

ENGINEERS
SCIENTISTS

FUTURISM
contemporary
R&D
Radical departures from traditional
forms of scientific investigation are
the keynote of Republic Aviation’s
forward-looking programs in space
exploration and upper atmosphere
flight. In an environment that re
gards with skepticism the seeming
validity of conventional conclusions,
engineers and scientists seek belowthe-surface solutions of problems...
bypassing the superficial.

Expanding the scope and depth of
present programs is Republic’s
recently completed $14 million
Research and Development Center.
Extensive facilities here are an in
vitation to professional men to real
ize the future by solving today’s
most perplexing problems.

SENIOR LEVEL OPENINGS EXIST
IN THESE IMPORTANT AREAS:

Navigation A Guidance Systems / Radar
Systems / Information Theory / Radio
Astronomy / Solid State 4 Thermionic
Devices / Microwave Circuitry 4
Components / Countermeasures /
Digital Computer Development /
Radome 4 Antenna Design / Receiver
& Transmitter Design / Miniaturization
Transistorization / Radiation & Propa
gation (RF, IR, UV> / TelemetrySSB Technique
Please forward resumes to:
Mr. George R. Hickman
Technical Employment Manager,
Department 1SD

,J

Farmingdale
Long Island, Naw York

Please write direct to the above advertiser
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Space Engineering
a project is feasible, but also that it
is practical; and that a project suc
cessfully completed with conditions
near perfect, can be successfully
completed under any condition. En
gineering, thus, has the challenge
of translating theory into fact, and
experiment into utility.
There is, finally, one other chal
lenge. While superficially it appears
almost elementary to understand,
many engineers have not grasped
the significance of using time and
money wisely. Why is this? Is it
because engineers have no appreci
ation for economics? Or is it be
cause their training does not in
clude the proper emphasis for this
aspect of development work?
Why are time and money im
portant to the missile engineer?
The answers seem simple. There is
a transcending requirement to de
velop, produce, and fly missiles and
space vehicles within the shortest
time cycle imaginable; and within
the resources of the nation. Few
societies, if any, can afford the
luxury of writing blank checks in
time and money, even for as vital a
program as missiles and rockets.
There is a limit to how long equip
ment can be designed, produced,
tested, modified, and re-tested. Yet
the “art” of forecasting and meet
ing schedules has not been a
strength of the engineer. This chal
lenge should be as intensively con
sidered as those relating to the
development of reliable and higherperforming equipment.

Speed up R&D
(Continued from page 225)
grams for digesting research knowl
edge.
4. Establish society meetings to
develop more effective interchange
of ideas between scientists and en
gineers in research areas of broad
mutual interest.
5. Establish free forums at engi
neering society conventions where
any member may make a short
presentation of his creative work.
6. Actively promote and encour
age financial support for research.
7. Foster among society mem
bers a recognition of the contribu
tion which they can make by stim
ulating at an early age the creative
development of youth.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A message to
Electronic Engineers
from H. P Gifford,
Engineering Manager
of General Electric’s
Communication Products
Department in
Lynchburg, Virginia —

*’An electronic design engineer
earning $10,000 should be a
decision-maker beyond his project’s
immediate technical problems.'’
"I belicxc that any electronic design engineer earning $10,000 or more welcome*
the authority to make a variety of high-level business decisions—tn such areas
as features versus cost and reliability versus weight —working closely of course,
with his marketing counterparts in Product Planning and also with the Manu
facturing Engineers.
“At Communication Products Department wc give the experienced engineer the
necessary authority to do just this. He generally enters the design project early
m the development planning phase, so that he can take responsibility for esti
mating the project expense and schedule—thus contributing to the establishment
oi bogeys for product cost and delivery.
“Of course our communication systems must do the customer’s job, but also
they must lie marketable at a profit to the Dt partment; to make this come true
is a vital part of the design engineer’s challenge. This means exposure to many
management problems and a rare opportunity to grow and move ahead rapidly.

“Our communication products are primarily commercial, including Mobile
Radio, Microwave Radio Relay, Terminal Equipment, Telephone Carrier, Mul
tiplex, and Personal Communication Systems. Military contracts also in the
house include a 24-channel SSB tropospheric scatter system. ’

Right now, we have immediate openings for Advance, Development, and Sys
tems Engineers who have significant backgrounds in these areas:
K.F. circuit design
Multiplex equipment
Microwave systems
design
Solid state devices

Microwave plumbing,
antennas
Piezoelectric devices

Mobile transmitter,
receiver design

Electronic equipment
mechanical design
Automatic test
equipment D&D

Mirro miniaturization

For prompt considération, forward your resume in
confidence lo Mr. W. J. Kelly, Dept. 24-MD

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

GENERALELECTRIC
Mountain View Road, Lynchburg, Virginia

Circle 506 on ' Opportunitie*’’ Inquiry Card
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Industry
News
William Sichak, Director of the
Transmission Laboratory at ITT Laboratories, Nutley, N.
has been
named a Fellow of the Institute of
Radio Engineers (IRE).
Rear Adm. Mell A. Peterson (USN

ret.), formerly Commander of the
Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White
Oak, at Silver Spring, Md., has been
elected Executive Vice President and
a Director of Bulova Research & De
velopment Laboratories, Inc.
Appointment of Arthur O. Wolf as
Manager of Spectron, A dept, of the
Transducer Div., Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp
been
nounced.
COMMl NICATIONS PHYSICIST

Plan applied research in such ureas
as telemetry and radar detection
as affected by plasma sheaths. In
terpret space communication needs
and problems. MS or PhD in EE nr
applied physics.
SYSTEMS ENGINEER
COMMUNICATONS

EE or Physicist with 10 years' expe
rience in systems design of airborne
communications; to work on design
of communication systems to meet re
quirements for future space vehicles.
ENGINEER-NAVIGATION
AND Gl 1DANCF

To conduct analytical studies on in
ertial guidance and control for space
vehicles. Should have background
in closed-loop systems with 10 years
of applicable experience and degree
in EE or physics

ENGINEER ADVANCED
ANTENNA A PROPAGATION
STUDIES

To provide high level theoretical
and experimental studies of anten
nas, propagation and target reflec
tors for all radio frequency bands,
leading to new and improved con
cepts of equipment. BS, EE (ad
vanced degree desirable). Six years'
experience in above fields required.
ANALYSIS AND
SYNTHESIS ENGINEER

Responsible for synthesis of new
instrumentation and communication
systems to meet missile and satellite
requirements. Analytical knowledge
in the field of instrumentation, com
munication and data processing with
BS or MS EE essential.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER
NAVIGATION A CONTROL

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM
TEST A EVALUATION ENGINEER

EE with control systems back
ground. Required are five years'
experience in design of control and
navigation systems, preferably in
space vehicle systems.

Coordinate tests on missile and
satellite instrumentation systems.
Requires experience in instrumen
tation and communication test and
ground station equipment with BS,EE.

Other significant opportunities
exist in the fnllnrving areas.

Systems Engineering • Aerodynamics • Spuce Mechanics • Arming & Fuzing
Systems • Airframe Structural Design • Materials Studies • Flight Test
Analysis • Vibrátil n Engineering • Producibility Engineering • Human Factors
• Plasma Physic» • Gas Dynamic« • Applied Mathematics • Ground Support
Equipment • Reliability Engineering • Project Engineering

For further information regarding
Opportunities h re, inrite Mr. Thomas II Sebring, Die. 241).
You mill receiue an »nsroer mithin 10 days.
mìssile a space vehicle department

GENERAL
3198 Chestnut Street. Philadelphie 4, Pa
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George Rowen has been elected
Vice-President of Manufacturing, u
newly created post at Sanders Asso
ciates, Inc., Nashua, N. H.

G Rowen

I Douglas

John J. Douglas is the new President of Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc., San
Carlos, Calif., a subsidiary of General
Telephone Â Electronics Corp. He
formerly was Vice-President and
Treasurer of Automatic Electric Co.,
Chicago.

S. N. Lev has been appointed Gen
eral Manager of the Moorestown
Missile and Surface Radar Div., Ra
dio Corp, of America.

I*. K. Gehman is now Manager-Mis
sile Applications Engineering in the
Air Force Requirements Operation of
General Electric’s Missile and Space
Vehicle Dept.
W. F. Minnick, Jr., has been named
director of public relations of the In
strument Society of America. He will
also continue to serve as promotion
manager.

Roger Anderson has been named
Manager of the Phonograph Cart
ridge Section of Shure Bros., Inc.,
Evanston, Ill.

George T. Griswold has been named
Assistant Treasurer of Erie Resistor
Corp., Erie, Pa.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Electronic Engineers » Physicists

RESOURCES FOR
THE CHALLENGE
OF SPACE
...General Electric’s New $14,000,000 Space Research Center,
to be built near Valley Forge Park 17 miles from Philadelphia
General Electric is carrying its tradition of pace-setting electronics research into
the field of space vehicle applications, primarily through the agency of its Missile
and Space Vehicle Department.
Qualified engineers interested in working in these areas are invited to review
the opportunities described on this and the opposite page. Those who join us will
work in a professional atmosphere with other highly trained and competent people
who have taken part in such G-E achievements as the FIRST demonstration of
effective space vehicle stabilization control and navigation, and the FIRST measure
ments in space of earth’s magnetic field and infrared radiation.
Upon completion of the Department's Space Research Center in suburban
Valley Forge, new and unique facilities will be available to our staff, to further long
range programs in space electronics.
ENGINEER-TRANSISTOR
CIRCUIT DESIGN

BS, EE or Physics with advanced
degree desired. Five years* experi
ence in circuit design, information
theory and circuit philosophy.

DIGITAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

ENGINEER-DYNAMICS

To provide high level technical eval
uation of digital techniques as ap
plied to airborne digital and pulse
circuitry, EE with five years' expe
rience in this field.

To conduct analytical studies in the
dynamics of rigid bodies as applic
able to navigation and control
systems. Requires eight years of
experience with MS degree in
mechanics or physics.

ENGINEER-TELEMETRY DESIGN

ENGINEER-CONTROLS

Will design and evaluate airborne
and ground telemetry, voice and
video circuits and components.
Thorough knowledge of both trans
mitter and receiver design, five
years' experience; BS, EE required.

Will be responsible for analytical
studies in adapted controls, non
linear systems and analogue and
digital computation. Requires ten
years of controls background with
BS,EE or related degree.

J Check additional openings
* listed to the left, and rente
to Mr. Thomas H Sabring,

ENGINEER-SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Requires eight to ten years experi
ence in analytical studies of com
plex systems, with some control
experience. Background in analogue
and digital equipment also desirable.

MISSILE & SPACE VEHICLE DEPARTMENT

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

Div. 24D.

3198 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 4, Pa.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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Industry
News

internat

The Crosley Div., Avco Corp., Cin
cinnati, Ohio, has appointed Bert Fein
as Director of Manufacturing. He
was formerly with the Federal Div.,
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp.
Matthew L. Devine has been elected
President of Amphenol-Borg Elec
tronics Corp.
e

Appointment of Daniel E. Murphy
as Director of the Datalab Div., Con
solidated Electrodynamics Corp., a
subsidiary of Bell & Howell Co., has
been announced.

*

INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONICS
AUTOMATION
OLYMPIA.

D Murphy

23’28

LONDON

MAY 1960

More than 450 British and 100 foreign manufac
turers

of electronic

equipment

and

scientific

instruments will be showing their newest products

at the 1960 I.E.A —the largest exhibition of its

kind ever held in the world.

If you are in this

field, or planning automation in your office or
plant, you should be there for nowhere else can be

seen such a comprehensive display of the world's
latest scientific achievements.

PLAN YOUR VISIT TO LONDON and the I.E.A NOW

I
-A

Fof further details contact the
British Embassy or nearest
Consulate, or

l

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS LIMITED, 9 ARGYLL STREET, LONDON, W.1., ENGLAND
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I Thompson

James H. Thompson will now serve
as Assistant to the Vice-President of
Stromberg-Carlson’s Electronics Div.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Eugene B. Price has been named
Manager of Materiel of Kinetics
Corp., Solana Beach, Calif.

John J. Carpenter has been elected
Vice-President of Bulova Watch Co.,
Inc., and General Manager of the
firm’s new Industrial and Defense
Div., Jackson Heights, N. J.
A new position of Vice-President
and General Manager ( Defense Op
erations) has been created by the
Crosley Div., Avco Corp. James C.
Elms, formerly Vice-President of
Ground Electronics and Communica
tions, will serve in that capacity.

Price Electric Corp., Frederick, Md.,
has announced the appointment of R.
J. Harrant as Vice-President.

Roy II. Lynn is now President of
ITT Communication Systems, Inc.,
Paramus, N. J.

The appointment of Joseph M.
Hertzberg as Vice-President-Market
ing for Philco Corp.’s Government and
Industrial Group has been announced.
Rudolph Maravich has been named
Field Sales Manager of Rheem Semi
conductor Corp., Mountain View,
Calif.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES

•
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a measure of
^perfection

Industry
News
Hermon H. Scott. President of H.
H. Scott, Inc., Maynard, Mass., has
been elected Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Institute of High
Fidelity Manufacturers.

IDEAL—
PRECISION

MAR
CONDUCTIVE
PLASTIC
POTENTIOMETERS

Panel Meters

a complete Une for every application
Type 3173

IDEAL Panel Meiers are assembled in
<anti oiled atmospheric and climate
conditions and 100% inspected at
every step of production to insure high
est quality and dependability

M" dia. rotary

• O Arionval morementi guarantee
minimum accuracy ot 2% (full scale).
• lugged construction means trouble-

H Scoit

Thomas
Hafer has been named
to the newly-created post of Manager
Corporate Manufacturing Engineering
for Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.

Durable plastic meter case^ provide
greater clarity, easier readability.
r more information on the t ntire IDEAL
line, write for Catalog No 32.

IDEAL PRECISION METER CO., It
214 Franklin Street. Brooklyn 22
So/d lo

:

Dual element rectangular
rectilinear

Emmel Cameron and Howard Pat
terson have been appointed to two
newly-created positions of Group Vice
Presidents and Ralph Kane to the new
post of Vice-President of Foreign Op
erations at Varian Associates, Palo
Alto, Calif.

N

fleilronic Parli Dur butor i
• rtiv trvef r througk

WALDOM ELECTRONICS, INC
4625 West 53rd Sfr» rf, Chicago 32

Type 2064

IH
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Type 3033

WHIP

IVu" d.a rotary

METAMORPHOSIS

See your R&D metamorphose into
usable hardware. Our Inertial
Guidance System contracts require
that we add to our staff. If you have

3 to 5 years of experience, you
probably qualify for a position of
responsibility. Inquire today of Mr.
C. T. Petrie, Manager, Research &
Engineering Staff.

When the ultimate in quality
and reliability is required .
when there is no time for
standby or interruptions .
no room for component value
variations . . no tolerance of
failure — then it’s high time to
specify MARKITE precision
potentiometers. Here are only
a few reasons why they provide
performance beyond the
expected:
• Linear stability for more than 50
million cycles • Substantially
infinite resolution • Independent
linearity to ).05% in 1%*" dia.
units and 0.01% in 5" dia. units •
iTperativd in ambit>m tempi ratu>es
up to 200 C • Shock and accelera
tion resistance in excess of 100g
• Rotational speeds up to 1,000 rpm
• Meet Military Specifications.
Write for Design Data and Catalog
for Ro.ary and Rectilinear
Potentiometers.

LITTON INDUSTRIES Electronic Equipments Division
Beverly Hills, California

CORPORATION
55 Waverly Place • New York 14, N. Y.

Please write direct to the above advertiser
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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News of Mfrs’

SPECIAL

Representatives

WELDING TIPS,
HOLDERS

REPRESENTATIVES

and
WELDING JIGS

WANTED

Jerrold Electronics Corp., Jerrold
Bldg., Philadelphia 32, Penna., is
looking for representation for their
line of industrial test equipment in:
Texas, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Mis
souri, Arkansas, Kansas, Indiana, Il
linois, and Michigan.

MADE TO YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS

The Los Angeles Chapter of Elec
tronic Representatives Assoc, has ap
pointed Edward R. McCarthy Chair
man of the Instrument Trade Div. for
1960. He is President and Founder
of McCarthy Associates, Inc., elec
tronic manufacturers reps, Pasadena,
Calif.
Central Engineering Sales Co., Chi
cago, 111., has been appointed mid
west representative for Radiation In
strument Development Laboratory,
Inc., Chicago.
SALES

AWARD

»» «. «w*.« «. n. ..

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC. r»

Circle 155 on Inquiry Card

for maximum reliability •

PREVENT
THERMAL
RUNAWAY
Prevent excessive best from
causing "thermal runaway" in
power diodea by maintaining
collector junction temperatures
at, ce below, levels recommended
by manufacturers, through the
use of new Birtcher Diode
Radiators. Cooling by conduction,
convection and radiation,
Birtcher Diode Radiators are
inexpensive and easy to install in
new or existing equipment.
To lit all popularly used
power diodes.

FOR CATALOG

<•«1 data write.

Jacques Ebert (left) presents
trophy “The Chemtronics Sales
Award of the Year,” to Art Cerf, Art
Cerf & Co., Newark, N. J.

with NEW

BIRTCHER

DIODE
RADIATORS
lirtdwr cmIim end ntMlim device« era mt
Mid thrwqh dittnouten They vre mileblt
Mly traw ths lirtchM Cw*«rat>«n md th«ir
Sal» R«prMMMtiv*«.

THE BIRTCHER CORPORATION
industrial division
4371 Valley Blvd. Los Angeles 82, California

Sales engineering representatives in principal cities.

231
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Allen C. Craft Jr., Atlanta, Ga., has
been appointed rep for Associated Re
search, Inc., in Georgia, Alabama,
and North and South Carolina.

The addition of the R. W. Farris
Co., Kansas City, Mo., to its list of
sales reps has been announced by
Silicon Transistor Corp.
Magnético, Inc., has appointed
these reps: Schütter • Young Co.,
Beverly, Mass., for New England;
Gislason Sales Co., Rochester, N. Y.
for New York; Zak-Cowen & Assoc.,
Inc., St. Louis, Mo. for a 400 mile
radius of St. Louis; and J. W. Marsh
Co., Los Angeles, Calif., for Califor
nia, Nevada, Arizona.
J. K. Rose & Co., Highland Park,
Ill., has been appointed sales rep in
Illinois and Wisconsin for Electronic
Instrument Co., Inc.
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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News of Mfrs'

Representatives
Where is it?

Pyrometer Co. of America, Inc., has
appointed Clarence B. Petty & Co.,
Needham Heights, Mass., rep in
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode Island and the Eastern areas
of Massachusetts and Connecticut.

The Ahearn and Soper Co., Ottawa,
Canada, is now Canadian national
rep for Rutherford Electronics Co.
Geo. Stevens Mfg. Co., Inc., has
appointed A. L. Pritchard Co., St.
Petersburg, as rep in Florida.

SUBMINIATURE
R.F. CHOKES
—smallest chokes available

The Electronic Representatives As
sociation has presented four special
awards for “Excellence in Sales Man
agement.” Award Winners were: W.
Noel Eldred, Vice-President, Market
ing, for Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo
Alto, Calif.; Earl U. Sala, Jr., Gen
eral Sales Manager of the Bell Sound
Div., Thompson - Ramo - Wooldridge,
Inc., Columbus, Ohio; Norman A.
Tripplett, General Sales Manager of
the Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.,
Bluffton, Ohio; and Lowell L. Wilkes,
Jr., General Sales Manager for Cam
bridge Thermionic Corp., Cambridge,
Mass. The awards were presented at
ERA’s “Silver Anniversary Banquet,”
Feb. 12.

4)6 PAGE

IN LESS THAN

4 SECONDS
FROM THIS 1
TO THIS
OR THIS
WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY
u PRODUCTION AID TOOL! .

“PIG-TAILOR”®

Toot operated
No accessories
3 minute sei up

“PIG-TAILORING”
a revolutionary new mechanical precess ter
higher production at lower cost*. Putted
PREPARATION and AMEMRLY of R»*l*ton,
Capacitor*. Diode* and all other axial lead
component* ter TERMINAL BOARDS, PRINTED
CIRCUITS and MINIATURIZED ASSEMBLIES.

P/G-TAILO*ING eliminate»! • Diagonal tuner*
• long no*« pliers • Operator judgment . 00%
operator training time • Broken components •
Broken lead* > Short circuit* from dipping* •
65 X cho**l* handling > Excessive lead lavinest
• Haphaiard assembly methods
PIG-TAHOPING provrdes: • Uniform component
position • Uniform marking exposure • Minia.
turisaHon spacing control • “S” leads for termi
nals • "U” loads for printed circuits • Individual
cut and bond lengths ■ Better time/rats analysis
• Closer cost control • Invaluable labor savin»
• Immediate rest recovery.

Pays for itself in 2 weeks

These high reliability units are ideally
suited for network and filter design
. . . delay lines, and computer appli
cations. Miller chokes have a 50 ma
current rating, and an inductance
range of 1 uh to 10 mh. Ratings are
conservative, with a wide safety factor.
Units can be encapsulated to meet
military specifications Low cost . . .
immediate deliveries.
Send for MILLER industrial catalog.

You’ll find over 1300 chokes, filters,
transformers and coils listed, ready
for immediate delivery. Request Miller
Catalog No. 60

J. W, MILLER COMPANY
5917 South Main Street, Los Angeles 3, California

MASTER
CATALOG

#21
PRECISION INSTRUMENT PARTS
and ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS
Available From STOCK!
GEARS «SHAFTS« COLLARS'
BEARINGS« COUPLINGS «01
• SPEED REDUCERS and ma
cision Engineered Parts
& Components.

“SPIN-PIN"®
SPIN-PIN ' illustrate

teileredlsad wire re
terminal.
■ No Training
« No Plier*
• No Clipping»
• Uniform Crimp*
• 32 Siso»
FAYS FOR ITSELF
THE FIRST DAYI

Write for illustrated boot to Dept. El-4

Send For Your
Copy Today.

ÍP3© DESIGN CORP.

BRUNO-NEW YORK INDUSTRIES CORP.
DESIGNERS & MANU!A( WES Of HECTRONlC EQUIPMfNT

477 Adonti Ave, East Rntkowoy, Il

Circle 157 on Inquiry Card
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NY

460 WfST 34th STREET

•

NÎW YORK 1

N

1
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New

I Products

Bendix
Craftamanship
at work fur you

New Bendix
TUNNEL DIODES

Sample quantities of GE’s second
tunnel diode, EJ56A, a 1000 MC de
vice, available. Features include a
min. peak to valley current ratio of
5 to 1, u typical peak point current
rating of 1 ma, which is held to ±10%

COATING PROBLEMS?

Let Du Pont Specialized
Conductive Coatings
Help You Solve Them
Whatever your coating problem may
be, Du Pont can provide you with a
conductive coating to meet your needs.
It inay be a coating of silver, gold,
platinum, palladium or a combination
of these. You can use Du Pont conduc
tive coatings for virtually all types of
electronic circuits and components:
Electrodes for barium titanate ce

ramic capacitors.

and a typical negative conductance of
0.065 mho. Packaged in the TO-18
standard housing, pins 1 and 2 are
positive electrodes connected intern
ally to reduce lead inductance. Pin 3
is the negative electrode and con
nected to case. Rated for an operating
junction temp, of — 55°C to -f-100°C.
Typical peak point voltages are 55
mv and typical valley point voltages
are 350 mv. General Electric Co.,
Semiconductor Products Dept., Liver
pool, N. Y.
Circle 245 on Inquiry Card

Electrodes for mica capacitors.

Output
Flange

Thermosetting compositions on met

HEADERS

als, phenolics, epoxies and other non

All-epoxy header for use with either
epoxy shells or conventional metal
cases, replaces glass-to-metal seals in
electronic applications. Since the
header leads are embedded in cured,
molded epoxy, there is no danger of
cracked glass, no broken seals, no
coefficient of expansion problem dur
ing the soldering operation. Header

Eiring on ceramic and glass (where
coating is copperplated and tinned
for hermetic sealing).

\ir-dry types for use on low-tem
perature, non-ceramic bases. (Static
shielding.)

Write for bulletin on high-quality Du Pont
conductive coatings of silver, gold, platinum
and palladium. Mention application you
have in mind. Du Pont will supply a formula
tion to fit your application, process or prod
uct features. Write: Du Pont, Electrochemi
cals Department, Ceramic Products Division,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.

MPI®
Better Thing» for Better Living... through Chumifr»

Circle 160 on Inquiry Card
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The new line of Bendix®
Backward-Wave Oscillator
Tubes generates microwave
energy at extremely high
frequencies never before
available.
These new tubes provide
a wide range of usable fre
quencies for applications in:
advanced types of multi
channel telephone and tele
vision systems, high defini
tion short-range radar, highly
directive communications,
microwave spectroscopy and
other fields where low power,
voltage-tuned millimeter
wave-length radio frequency
energy is required.
For more detailed infor
mation on these tubes, write
to: ELECTRON TUBE PROD
UCTS, RED BANK DIVISION,
BENDIX AVIATION CORPORA
TION, EATONTOWN, N. J.
MECHANICAL DATA

Electrodes for thermistor and piezo
electric bodies.

ceramic hases.

BACKWARD-WAVE
OSCILLATOR TOBES
OPERATE IN
FREQUENCIES
FROM 40 KMC/S
TO 85 KMC/S

Special adapter Id RG 98 U
(RG-97/U tor TE-75)
Maximum Diameter
0.625"
8"
Length
Any
Mounting Position
5 oz.*
Weight
•Wit hoi magnet tube only) Magnets
an available.

Available type»
Type TE-75 with frequency
range of 40 Kmc to 50 Kmc
Type TE-67 with frequency
range of 49 Kmc to 59 Kmc
Type TE-66 with frequency
range of 61 Kmc to 71 Kmc
Type TE-85 with frequency
range of 70 Kmc to 85 Kmc

ELECTRON TUBE PRODUCTS

leads are embedded to fit a standard
seven-pin miniature socket. Variations
are available for different applica
tions. Epoxy Products, Inc., 137 Coit
Street, Irvington, New Jersey.
Circle 246 on Inquiry Card

W«t Coast Sales & Service: 117 E Providencia Aw.,
Burbank, Calif. • Export Sal« A Service: Bendix
International Division, 205 E 42nd St., New York 17,
N. Y. • Canadian Distributor: Computing Devices of
Canada, Ltd., P O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario.

Circle 326 on Inquiry Card
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TAPER PIN

[Products

STUD

STUD
TURRET
FEED-THRU

TURRET

SCREW

SCREWTHREADED
TURRET
FEED THRU

CONVERTER

Airborne analog-to-digital convert
er, the M4, is completely transistor
ized for min. size and max. reliability.
It performs a 12-bit conversion to an
accuracy of ±1 mv in 65 Msec over

Pick your TERMINALS with
KULKA TERMINAL BLOCKS!
What do you prefer for your connections-screw,
stud, nut, turret, threaded-turret, taper-pin, feedthru, or other terminal style? No longer must you
compromise or improvise. Instead...
Select the terminal style or styles, together
with type and size of terminal block. The Kulka Ter
minal Program will combine the two factors in a
terminal block custom-fitted to your wiring and
assembly needs. It’s simple, expeditious, economical!
LITERATURE Ask for the Kulka Terminal Style
Catalog, listing many terminal designs and com
binations. Let us quote on your requirements.

the temperature range of — 55’C to
+ 70°C. Available for 3-decimal digit
as well as 12-bit binary conversion,
it is designed to meet the conditions
required of MIL-E-5400B and MIL
E-005272. Packaging conforms to
MIL-T-19600 (AER). Packard Bell
Computer Corp., 1905 Armacost Ave.,
Los Angeles 25, Calif.

KULKA ELECTRIC CORP.

KULKA

633-643 So. Fulton Avcnuo
Mount Vernon, N Y.

Circi« 327 on Inquiry Card

X-Y RECORDER

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card

Model HR 92
Unconditionally Guaranteed For One Year
DC POWER SUPPLY

Designed for lab. work, where a
source of de is needed for circuit test
ing, transistor testing and other re
quirements, portable de power supply
instrument plugs into a 60 CPS, 95/130
v. circuit. The filtered de output range
is 0/45 v., and 0/2.5 a. The unit is
continuously adjustable and stabilized

Rugged, simple <8’z"x11") plotter contains
all essential features for 95% of all X-Y
applications Basic Model HR 92-1 is
$595.00 (USAl with 10mv in sensitivity.
Vz% accuracy

±1% at any output setting regardless
of any alternating current fluctuation.
Also available in a standard rack
model. Acme Electric Corp., Cuba,
New York.

fe

Houston instrument
corporation

Box 22234 • Houston 27. Texas MO 7-7405

Circle 248 on Inquiry Card
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Give your products

MORE RELIABILITY ond
BETTER PERFORMANCE with

How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster

New

[Products
PILOT LIGHT

In stock for immediate delivery

Press-fit OMNI-GLOW Pilot Light
is mountable from the front of panels.
It uses four moulded-in nylon ribs to
give a positive grip. Units push in
through a 0.500/0.505 hole and snap
into place on panels up to 0.065 thick.
The unit can also be used on heavier

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS
MU Cred* 4 — Metal Cm
MIL Grade S —Molded
Unrated Unite
Higher I 0
Higheil wit retonant freq
low temperature coefficient
No hum pickup-attatic conitruction
Con be supplied with center tapi

rtfouiNcr kangs
Type
fl-l 1
TI-12
Tl-l A
Tl-l
TI4
TI-5
TI-16

Mom

soocr to

290
2S5
250
210
195
130
72

rafouFNcr range
Tl-l 3
Tt 2
TI *
TI-7
TI-17

tOKC TO SOKC
1MH to 500MH
1MH to 500MH
1MH te 400MH
-500MH to 700MH
.100MH lo 00MH

303
205
279
200
110

ntausNcr rangf.
Till

sokc to sookc

its
140
ias
175

Tie

TI-10
TI-9
Ti-te
TI-3
TI-3A

iskc

Inductance Range
1MH te 50Hy
1MH lo 3OHy
1MH lo
-5MH re
5MH to
5MH re
■
1MH to

Q

-•
1MH
1MH
1MH
1MH
1MH
10MH

too

260
310

BOARDMASTER VISUAL C0KT10L
& Gives Graphic Picture — Saves Timo, Saves
Money, Prevents Errors
tl Simple to operate — Type or Write on
Cards, Snap in Grooves
ir Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory,
Scheduling. Sales, Etc.
& Made of Metal. Compact and Attractive.
Over 500,000 in Use.

■:
lo
te
to
to
te
to

»49»°

Fall pelea

panels. The press fit unit cannot be
removed by finger pressure, although
it can be pryed loose should replace
ment become necessary. Industrial
Devices, Inc., 982 River Road, Edge
water, New Jersey.

FREE

with card*

24-PAGE BOOKLET NO. Z-30
Without Obligation

Writ* far Yoar Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
Yoacayvnia, Hartl» Carolina
Circle 330 on Inquiry Card
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SELECTIVE PLATING-1

,V —
100MH
200MH
500MH
5MH
’0MH
100MH

HIGH FREQUENCY
TOROIDAL INDUCTORS
TI-21
TI.22
’ •TI-20

FRfOUfNCr RANGE 20KC TO tOMC
205
010MH to 150MH
250
010MH to 700MH
210
■010MH to
305
050MH to
5MH

A

Ruggedized,

■ MIL STANDARD
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
Imptad tewl-ehm»

MGA 1

Fr« 10.000 C T
is. tJi«
Seht 4 Ct

MUA ï

Ft

M&A 3

Frt «00 Sehl
Set U5 000 C T

uA 4

MW Split

Frt «00 Seht
S«< «00 Split

Mo»
Intgrst««»

MvKh.we

MH SM

00001

•41« -Ai«!

»«001

• OHlA»I ;

Mglching

9OOC3

»»#« ÔAJQO1

«OOM

’<• • <AW1

Ovtpvl

•Mi

DW 3AOQ2

U< MîÔXlV

Owtevt

9004»

•»O»

A XX 3

MUA 1

Ft. 14 000 C T
s»< «oo s«ht

Owtev»

00007

■la».

a .aj«'

MUA 9

Fr. «0 000 C T
s»< «oo seb»

Ovtevt

iij

MGA 6

e
MUA 7

without using immersion tanks

tMRXISAJOOl

Ovtevt

MUA 5

Production and Repair Plating

MIL Tye«

cm

Enables You to (1) Precision-plate selected areas economically

— without disassembling components; (2) Deposit metals
rapidly where conventional electro-plating is impossible or
difficult. Mobile equipment takes the process to the job.

Write for Descriptive Brochure.

SIFCO

METACHEMICAL, INC.

935 East 63 Street

•

Cleveland 3, Ohio

A Subtidiary of The Steel Improvement & Forge Co.

AGENTS
♦•♦1 "1A <105

NVftOPMfNT CO. INC NOOINCTON I ASSOCIATES ITO OHIO MITMMMICAl. INC DIS AVIATION CO. ITO
153 tert 2A* Strnt
321» 1*0 EmHmII IM
2242 Swort SliMt
421 ItwMtidM lid
Nn, York 10, N V
PowSmo. ColiUma
Cvyoh*|* Foil*. 01m tret Vov. MmCnI. Qwk«c —

MILANI

Partial lilting only—tend for complete catalog

FREED TRANSFORMER CO., INC.

1723 Wetrtteld St.. Brooklyn (Ridgewood) 27, N.Y.
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Acme Electric Corporation .
Acoustica Associates, Inc.
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Allied Chemical, General Chemical Div
Allied Radio
American Super-Temperature Wires. Inc.
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Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corp.
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Borg Equipment Division
Arco Electronics
Armco Steel Corporation
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Garlock Electronic Products, The Garlock
Packing Company
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Gates Radio Company
General Electric
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213
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234-235
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.130-131
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122-123
Semiconductor Department
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General Instruments Corporation
IM-165
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Greibach Instruments Corporation
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Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
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Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corporation
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Jennings Radio Manufacturing Corporation.. 66
Johnson, E F......................................... ............. 211
Jones Division. Howard B., Cinch Manufac
turing Company

Keithley Instruments
Kester Solder Company
Keystone Carbon Company, Thermistor Div
Klein 4 Sons, Mathias
Kulka Electric Corp.
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56
203
29
240
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Ideal Precision Meter Co., Inc.
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lllumitronic Engineering
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Indiana Steel Products Div. of Indiana
General Corporation
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Industrial Division Chamber of Commerce
Hollywood, Florida
Industrial Electronic Engineers, Inc.
industrial Exhibitions, Ltd.
Instruments for Industry

213
39
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EICO Electronic Instruments
Eisler Engineering Co., Inc.
Eitel-McCullough, Inc.
Elastic Stop Nut. Aga Div.
Electra Manufacturing Company
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Engineered Electronics
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Hewlett-Packard Company
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Ohmite Manufacturing Company
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Pennwood Numechron Co.
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PIC Design Corp.
Insert following p.
Polarad Electronics

244
35
IB
nt
132

M

Radio Corporation of America, Semiconductor
and Materials Divslion ..
lack cover
Radio Materials Company
Inside front cover
Raytheon Company
Industrial Components Division ............... 144
Republic Aviation
Rick Electroplating
Rohn Manufacturing Co.
Rotron

Sangamo Electric Company
Sarkes Ionian, Inc. Semiconductor Division
Scintilla Division, Bendix Aviation Corp. ...
Segal, Edward
..........
Shure Irothers, Incorporated
. .
Sifco Metachemical, Inc...................................
Spectrol Electronics Corporation
116,
Spear Resistor Division, Spear Carbon
Company
...................................................
Sprague Electric Company ............................ 6,
Stackpole Carbon Company
Strombarg-Carlson, A Division of General
Dynamics ...........................
Struthers-Dunn, Inc.................
Superior Tube Company
Sylvania. Subsidiary of General Telephone
A Electronics, Semiconductor Div...............
Synthane Corporation ......................................
Syntron Rectifier Division, Subsidiary of
Link-lelt Company

125
162
176
219
175
242
187
III
204
196

220
214
37

m

241

L
Lavoie Laboratories, Inc.
Lal, Inc.
Lenz Electric Manufacturing Co.
Litton Industries, Electronic Equipment
Division
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division

211

National Ultrasonic Corp
New Departure Division, General Motors
Corporation .....
Non-Linear Systems, Inc.

. 193
213
. 132

237
224

Tapco Group, Thompson Ramo Woolridge,
Inc............................................
Texas Instruments Incorporated,
Semiconductor-Components Division
Tinnerman Products, Inc.........
Trak Electronics Co.
Transitron Electronic Cor,
Tung-Sol Electric, Inc.

S3
50, SI

. 207
45. 153
63

U
207
143

Ultrasonic Industries, Inc.
United Transformer Corp.

Magnavox Co., Tha
Magnetics, Inc.
Manson Laboratories, Inc
Marconi Instruments .
Markita Corporation
McKinstry Metal Works, Inc.
Measurements, A McGraw-Edison Division
Microtron Company, Inc.
Microwave Associates. Inc.
Miller Company, J. W.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company
Scotch Brand Magnetic Tape
198,
Mincom Division
Monadnock Mills .
Motorola, Inc.
Personnel Division
Semiconductor Products Division
160,
Muirhead Instruments, Inc.

Valcor Engineering Corp .............................
Vapor Heating Corporation
Vap-Air Aeronautical Product* Division ..
Varflex Corporation
Varian Associates
Vector Electronic C
Victorean
Vitramon Incorp«, «>««

199
55
W

230
161
197

Waveline Inc.
.................
Wayne Kerr Corporation

For product information, uta inquiry cord

194
........... 126
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DIGITAL CLOCK
12

READ

HOUR

24

and

OUT

POWER SUPPLIES

Five dual output transistorized
power supplies, Model DME, in dual
voltage ranges of 0-18, 0-36, 0-60,
0-100, and a fifth unit with output
voltages of 0-36 and 0-100. Output

• Front Panel Mount
• Desk or Bench Use
• Digits Resettable
Individually
16012H
Large Vg
digits

ny to read

Time

•
on

istered

hours

reg

is

drums

10

minutes.

ond

3

.

.

minutes

•

Rotating

visual I RPM calibrated
•

seconds wheel

resettable
•

Full

Digits

individually

vision

in

line

read out digital display

*

panel

Independent front

time

contro's

reset

*

Illumination

p-ovided

ture lamp with independent control switch . . jewel light panel indicator
Synchronization
stand

shock

seconds

2000

of

dust-proof case

.

pounds

control

♦

instrument accuracy

•

switch

inch

•

Width

6",

per

Height 4*/j",

.

desk or bench use

wheel

Movement

Completely
Depth

3%"

shock

enclosed
.

.

front

♦

UL approved motor and cord.

Wf

Y/j

minia

Synchro-

anodized

panel

Available in 50 or 60 cycle . . in all voltages AC

Write for Catalog on Complete Line

bv

•

resistant to with
metal

mount

0

.

.

Precision

lbs.

Showing Specibcafions

current of 0-1 a available in the 100
v. units, and 0-2.5 a in the lower volt
ages. Line regulation is 0.05% or 5
mv, whichever is greater. Ripple is
less than 0.01% and recovery will not
exceed 50 Msecs with overshoot less
than 1.0% at full current and volt
age. Mid-eastern Electronics, Inc., 32
Commerce St., Springfield, N. J.
Circle 250 on Inquiry Card

PITTSBURGH 8, PENNA.

PENNWOOD NUMECHRON CO.

FRemont 1-4200

7249 FRANKSTOWN AVE
Circle 140 on Inquiry Card

send for this

FREE]
tlUU
Electronics
Catalog

Model
1342

you save 50% on Top-Quality
Test Instruments
Ham Gear
Hi-Fi

HI ACCURACY o.2%
LO CAPACITY .002 ,

h

KITS AND WIRED
for professional and home use

F

New Marconi Capacity Bridge enables difficult measurements such as
temperature co efficients, circuit strays and tube interelectrode capacities
to be easily made. Capacitors already wired into circuits can be checked
without removal by the three terminal "in situ” method.
Model 1342 uses the transformer ratio arm technique which permits
measurement of small capacities at the end of long screened leads to
be measured without loss of accuracy.

Brief Specification
Range:
0.002 to 1,111
Accuracy:
’0.2%
Resistance range:
1 to 1000 Mil
Frequency:
1 Kc
Decimal point inserted automatically

TEST INSTRUMENTS
battery eliminators
battery testers
bridges
decade boxes
electronic switch
flyback tester
oscilloscopes
probes
signal and
sweep generators
tube testers
transistor tester
vacuum tube
voltmeters
volt-ohmmilliammeters

HI-FI
stereo and monaural

tuners
preamplifiers
power amplifiers
integrated amplifiers
speaker systems
HAM GEAR

cw transmitter
modulator-driver
grid dip meter
OVER 2 MILLION
EICO instruments in
use throughout
the world.

calibration------------guarantee.
LIFETIME Mrvict and ---------------IN STOCK at your neighborhood EICO dealer.
Send now for FREE catalog EIN-4.
¿'r

L

'

c

1

N

Y

~1E !CÜ

p'a-'-ed br ’he uperts
1--------------------- 7 as BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONICS

111 CEDAR LANE •
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ENGLEWOOD

Circle 141 on Inquiry Card

NEW JERSEY

Circle 332 on Inquiry Card
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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For unmatched reliability...

BOMAC BEACON MAGNETRONS

Life — up to 500 hours guaranteed — over 3000 hours reported
Frequency stability - less than 2 Me drift per 100 hours (C band)
Power stability —drop of less than 1 db per 1000 hours
of constant voltage input
Duty cycle stability - less than 3 Mc frequency shift for a
change in duty cycle of 0.00005 to 0.002 (C band)
Vibration — less than 2.5 Mc frequency shift from 55 to 2000 cps
Shock — withstands 100 g's (6 millisecond duration)
Lightweight — 7 to 10 oz.
Miniaturized
Tunable over a broad band

Tate
Tm

ft*
■

TunaM*

Wath

WIN
Naw »hort form catalof auailaM«. Sund f«r yaur copy today.

Bl-212

TunaM*
TanaM

5400-5900

100

54OO-59OC

200

BL-242

Tunabl«

5400-5900

400

N

ULM-022

TunaM«

5400-5900

500

TNC

Tunabl«
TunaM*

5400-4900

500

TNC

BLM020

5400-5900

700

NC

»1-245

TunaM*

5400 5*00

900

TNC

81-250

TunaM«

5400 5*00

IM

BLM4»3

Tunabl*

9000-9500

IM

TNC
TNC

■UI-014

TunaM*

«500-9000

IM

TNC

BLM-OU

Tunabl*

B900-940C

>000

Bi.M-021
■LM-024

TunaM*

«900-9400

Tunabl«

9300-9500

UNO
IM

Bt-241

BLM-3N

UC699/U
U4JB99/U

TNC
U640A/U

t«M
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Circle 151 on Inquiry Card
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Radar

12 new N-P-N diffused-junction mesa
types with lowr saturation resistance*
high-temperature performance*highcurrent beta »high power-handlingcapability

Avionics

1

Out of RCA's broad experience in diffused silicon mesa
techniques comes a comprehensive new line of medium,
intermediate and high power silicon transistors, featur
ing low saturation resistance characteristcs and high
collector-current and voltage ratings.
These new RCA silicon types open the way to a wide
variety of military and industrial applications-in power
switching circuits such as dc-to-dc converters, inverters,
choppers, solenoid drivers and relay controls; oscillator,
regulator, and pulse-amplifier circuits, and as class A
and class B push-pull amplifiers for servo and other
audio-frequency applications.
RCA Silicon Power Transistors were developed in
cooperation with U. S. Army Signal Corps, on an Indus
trial Preparedness Measure for military devices.

Contact your RCA Field Representative today for
complete sales information. For additional technical
data, write RCA Commercial Engineering. Section
D-50-NN. Somerville. N. J.

HECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(volt.)

VCEOe
(woHs)

•C6O
Uo)

Mel

2NI479
2NI4BO
2N14I1
2NI4R2
2N14I3
2N14R4
2NI4R5
2NI4I6

Suturatine

ão»

60
100
35 100
35 100

100

100
60
100

35-100
35 100

30*

2NI4M
2NI4IV
2NI490

60
100
60
100

1050
10 50

Missiles

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
SEMICONDUCTOR AND MATERIALS DIVISION

SOMERVILLE, N. J

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES YOU THROUGH ELECTRONICS

Mobile
Electronics

EAST: 744 Broad Street, Newark, N J., HUmboldt 5-3900 • NORTHEAST: 64 "A" Street, Needham Heights 94. Mass., Hillcrest 4-7200 • EAST CENTRAL: 714 New
Center Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich., TRimty 5-5600 . CENTRAL: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plata, Chicago, III., WHitehall 4-2900 • WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif., RAymond 3-8361 . SOUTHWEST: 7905 Empire Freeway, Dallas 7, Texas, Fleetwood 7-8167 • GOV'T: 224 N Wilkinson St , Dayton, Ohio,
BAldwm 6-2366 • 1625 "K" Street, NW, Washington. DC., District 7-1260

AVAILABLE. TOO. THROUGH YOUR AUTHORIZED RCA DISTRIBUTOR

